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SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST?
V

Things will
never be the
same again
at Quad, but
the brand
does now
have a future

irtually the lone survivor
from the ' golden age' of
British hi-fi, Quad seems
more like an institution than a
company, more anational treasure
than amere brand name. There have
been sweeping changes at Quad
since the company was acquired by
Verity Group in September this year,
with alarge cut in the workforce and
a reorganisation of the factory. But
the new owners have no intention of
throwing the baby out with the
bathwater. Production of 77 series
components and ESL63 speakers
continues at the old factory, and the
famous Quad service department
continues to offer repairs and
maintenance for all Quad products.
And, visiting in late November, Isaw
the pile of examples of all Quad
models, carefully boxed- up and
wrapped-up on a couple of pallets,
ready to be put on display in an onsite Quad museum soon. It is
understood, though, that research
and development for Mission, Quad
and Wharfedale will soon be
concentrated in one location.
There could hardly be a greater
contrast than that between the
Mission
facility
at
Stonehill,
Huntingdon, and the Quad factory
around the corner at St Peter's
Road, prior to the acquisition.
Opened in 1992, Mission's highlyautomated factory makes extremely
efficient use of its 38,000sq ft floor
area. Parts are stored and retrieved
by robot in the high-rise parts storage
system; the finished goods warehouse
works on the same principle and
provides secure storage for stock.
Robot trucks circle the electronics
production line to deliver parts to
workstations. At the end of the
Cyrus production line, acomputerrun test procedure accesses each
finished
product's
built-in
microprocessor,
and
tests
it
thoroughly in a matter of seconds.
The cabinet production section is
probably the most fully-automated
in the UK. At Mission, around 150
people produced aturnover of £ 16m
in the last financial year, contributing
to Verity's group profits ( on group
turnover of £ 34.45m) of £ 2m.
Quad's factory is only a little
smaller at 30,000sq ft, but has seen
little recent investment in new
equipment and automation is
minimal. In the last financial year, a
workforce of 110 people produced a
turnover of just over £4m, with a
pre-tax loss of £ 320,000.
Production of ESL63 electrostatic
panels involves stretching the mylar

film over the panel on aspecial jig,
a skilled manual operation which
defies modernisation. Similarly,
spare-part panels for the original ESL
are still made on the original wooden
jig; this is asort of wooden trough,
provided with aseries of crocodile
clips with lead weights strung to
them to tension the membrane over
the panel.
On Friday, 17 November, 53 of
the 110 Quad staff were made
redundant. Circuit-board assembly
ceased and the equipment (including
aflow soldering machine) was sold;
in future, circuit boards would be
bought-in from an outside supplier,
as is the case at Mission. (Boards for
Cyrus electronics have long been
supplied by GEC.) Production of
metal pressings for casings also
ceased; the last Quad amplifier in a
pressed- metal case, the 606, has
now been discontinued, as has the
66 pre-amp and 67 CD player. All
77 Series models are housed in a
standardised bought-in metal casting.
(This approach, of course, was
pioneered by Mission, with the
elegant magnesium casting still used
all Cyrus electronics.) The effective

Quad's 77
range:
snore new
models will
be added
soon

replacement for
Quad's 606, incidentally,
is the 77 Series monoblock power
amplifier due, along with atuner and
separate pre-amp, in the first quarter
of this year.
There will be sadness and even
bitterness over the changes of Quad,
and it is obviously extremely
regrettable that so many people
should lose their jobs. But the
changes were inevitable, and things
could have been much worse. Quad
could not have continued much
longer without substantial new
investment, and really had to find a
buyer.
Drawing on Mission's
formidable resources in R&D,
marketing, sales and production,
Verity was one of the few British
companies already in the field which
could have made the purchase and
contemplated
the
subsequent
investment. It may be the only one
with the flair, energy and vision to
make Quad asuccess.
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The Krell Playback System KPS 20i sets anew standard in digital playback. The

KPS 20i is the reference standard integrated transport/digital processor that betters the

performance of separates.With balanced DACs, fully
discrete output stages and atrue highend
line level stage, the 20i brings

the highest degree of musical

integrity to CD playback The
Krell Playback System is also
available in transport only
(KPS 20t) and full remote
control integrated

transport/processor versions

(KPS 20i/1). Requiring no preamplifier,
the KPS 20i/I and KAS2monobloc
power amplifier ( 200 watt pure Class A)

partnership creates anew simplicity in attaining the

ultimate in high-end performance.The Playback System is now joined by the KPS 30i
ahigh quality integrated CD transport and convertor.

Krell amplifiers are known as the finest solid-state designs in the world. Krell

amplifiers gave afirst taste of the true high-end to for many UK music-lovers. Those
exciting early days of pure, unlimited Class A power are revisited in the range of
definitive KSA Class A stereo power amplifiers.

This range— products of intense development— offers unique
answers to the common problems of sonically superior Class A
amplification namely, massive heat build-up and mains power
consumption. Krell's Sustained Plateau Biasing, from the Audio
Standard KAS Series amps gives five bias levels, switched as the
amplifier constantly monitors the input. Pure Class A operation is
maintained regardless of output.Auto biasing and
Auto DC Offset circuit automatically
calibrate the amplifiers. Massive
power supplies guarantee
outstandingly dynamic
musical delivery. Krell low
impedance drive
capability is legendary,
with the peerless KSA-300s
capable of delivering astaggering
2,400 watt continuous power into a
1ohm load. KSA amplifiers are available in a
range of powers from 50 to 300 watt output via
100 and 200 watt (
KSA-100 and KSA-200).The KSA-50s will undoubtedly set
new standards of high value performance partnered by the KRC-3 Remote
Controlled Line Stage Preamplifier.
The Krell KRC-HR High Resolution Remote Controlled Preamplifier offers
uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of operation. Digital logic circuits
operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with absolute signal integrity.
Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell Class A
complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution.
In anticipation of the forthcoming Krell Home Cinema Director anew range of AV
amplifiers has been launched including an integrated twochannel 150 watt amplifier
(the KAV 300i) and arange of 100 watt per channel multichannel amplifiers (the
KAV 500/3,14 and /5) the 2,3 and 4channel amplifiers can be extended with an
optional add-on channel (the KAV 500 Rail).
A commitment to excellence, unsurpassed build quality, ageless elegance and
reference quality sound—reasons Absolute Sounds has backed the Krell brand
over the years. Our experience in system
building and matching is unrivalled and
now extends into the new world
of high- end Home Cinema.
Our dealers understand
the Krell philosophy and
can demonstrate this

Absolute Sounds

equipment at its best.

58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone

0181-947 5047

Facsimile

0181-879 7962

ADS01.1111 SOUNDS
hIlt Cleti
SOUND MID MO
[ROM TNE EXPERTS

Discover where Krell
components can work for
you—contact Absolute Sounds.
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'I noticed
my
neighbour's
wife was
now swaying
in time with
the rhythm
of the music
and Ifelt
the same
urge. Icould
have
listened to
this for
hours'

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Dear Sir, All this controversy over
impure power supplies affecting hifi equipment makes me suggest a
return to basics. No doubt agreat
many enthusiasts will use asuitable
bank of accumulators which are
charged whilst not listening. An
interesting alternative is arotary
converter. The motor side is quite
simple and uncomplicated. The
generator may be adirect current
machine but is should be noted the
output is far from being pure DC
so filtering and smoothing would be
anecessity. With an alternating
current machine anumber of
possibilities exist. A typical
alternator would operate at 50c/s
and the usual rectifying and
smoothing problems apply.
Specially designed alternators can
of course produce considerably
higher frequencies which make
rectification and smoothing easier.
An interesting improvement is the
addition of aflywheel to cope with
peak energy demands if the motor
and generation lack sufficient
inertia. Electrical ' compounding'
can do much to maintain constant
voltage. Any enthusiasts fancy a
£2000 power supply?
C Streatfield, Dorset
See 'Black Box' in this issue — Ed
THE CD63SE DOWN UNDER
Dear Sir, Yours is the only UK
magazine Iread these days that I
have any time for. Iam the proud
owner of an Audiolab 800A and
Spendor SP2/2s and earlier this
year Ibought aMarantz CD63SE
to replace my ageing Yamaha CD1050 player that was starting to give
intermittent faults.
However, after running in the
63SE over aperiod of months I
have to ask what all the fuss is
about. Unless we Aussies get hold
of inferior versions to those models
sold in the UK then Ican only
conclude that reviewers make a
living out of exaggerating tiny,
sonically negligible, differences in
sound quality. My six year old
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multibit player loses no ground to
this so called ` giant-killer' in any
aspect of performance and when it
comes to playing damaged discs,
the Yamaha rather obviously outpoints the Marantz.
Iconfess that Ifell for the global
hype that has surrounded the 63SE
instead of trusting my ears and it is
apurchase which Iregret. Ihope
others out there contemplating a
similar decision will learn from my
mistake and not buy aproduct
simply because it has won
unanimous praise in the media.
Oh, and the reason Icontinue to
read your excellent magazine? Well,
it keeps me informed on all the
latest pop and rock CDs worth
having alisten to.
C Rossely, Australia
To answer the first question, all Marantz
SE products are now global, so there
should not be any regional variations.
Marantz also points out that any system
is only as good as its weakest link — Ed.
PAPER THE HOUSE
Dear Sir, It works! Ihave tried it
and it really does work. What is
more Ihave witnesses who will
confirm that it works.
What am Ion about? Putting
pieces of paper under furniture to
improve the sound quality from hifi equipment. Over recent months,
Ihave read with growing interest
the views of HFNIRR readers
outraged at the suggestion there
may be something in the idea. They
are quick to put pen to paper to
condemn and ridicule others but,
significantly, none of these
indignant souls have actually tested
the theory for themselves.
To satisfy my own curiosity I
decided to find out for myself.
Materials cost less than apenny; all
that is required is an open mind. I
had aproblem though, in my
abode; furniture is abit thin on the
ground. However, my next door
neighbour has aliving room full of
furniture plus hi-fi equipment on a
metal stand. If the ' paper trick' was
going to work anywhere that had to
be the place. So, aquick visit next
door and aconversation which
included concern for my sanity.
The hi-fi equipment in this room
of abundant furniture comprised
Marantz CD52 MIGISE (excellent
value) Cyrus 3amp (streets ahead
of the Mk2 version). Loudspeakers
being Rogers LS3/5A's (Ken
Kessler goes bananas about these;
treble is very good, midrange
superb, bass — umm, yes shall we
say lumpy). A modest system then.
Nothing esoteric or financially
crippling, but capable of producing
very satisfying sounds, provided the

CD player is powered up
permanently. For music Ichose a
DG CD of Agnes Baltsa singing
from Bizet's Carmen. With astack
of randomly cut pieces of plain
white copy paper (approximately
3in x4in) Iwas now ready to start
sound comparison listening tests.
Initially, Iplayed the first minute or
so of the track several times with a
pause between each playing to fully
attune myself to the sound and, I
have to say, it sounded delightful.
The big moment was now
approaching as Iput apiece of
paper under one leg only of each of
14 items of furniture (some
furniture was too heavy to shift). I
sat back, pressed the track start and
listened. What adifference. There
was no doubt, atransformation had
taken place. The sound quality was
now much more smooth with the
voice of Baltsa standing out more
clearly from the background. There
was now more life and vitality with
an added bounce and rhythm that
was very involving. Inoticed my
neighbour's wife was now swaying
in time with the rhythm of the
music and Ifelt the same urge. I
could have listened to this for
hours.
So far so good, or should that be,
so far so incredible. The acid test
would now be what happens when
the paper slips are removed.
The piper slips are now
removed. Again, atransformation;
but the sound now seemed inferior
to the playing at the beginning of
the test. There was anoticeable
harshness in general and
particularly with the female voice.
The vitality had gone and was flat
and uninteresting. Iyearned to
replace the slips of paper and
restore that bounce and sparkle.
This was duly done and the
vibrancy returned. The 14 paper
slips were once more removed and
the sound again suffered. The same
test was carried out. This time
playing the intermezzo from
Puccini's Manon Lescaut [
Berlin PO
with Karajan]. With paper slips in
place the strings were noticeably
more sweet and detailed and with
such adynamic range that it
seemed the massed strings would
reach to heaven. But what really left
me agog was the drum roll. The
bass was now far more solid, as if
the amplifier had an iron grip on
the speakers. Take away the paper
and this marvellous listening
experience was gone, leaving
dissatisfaction.
So what conclusions can be
made. Ithink the following are
appropriate:
The technique works, of that I
have no doubt.
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"'Beautiful' comes close to

The
Sorcerer 7s

The Conqueror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

time Ihad goose bumps this
big was at a concert, not in
front of o hi-fi."
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
May 1993

The legendary ' Ongalzii amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from recorded works ard critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle. wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"
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The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel, giving
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

'natural' even closer... The last

Apprentice

The () ticst at £2,750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising one 300B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 watts.
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With this heritage in mind, Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Range'.
The Conqueror, Quest & Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic and all feature the
'renowned' 3008 direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A' configuration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand- wired.
ban.

"I play the violin and piano,
and think that of all the bits
of hi-fi that I've owned over
the years, tnis is the nearest
in terms of rounding like a

musical instrument."
John McLaren
Hi- F' News & Record Review

RE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

October 1993
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Musics Finest Conductor
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POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Dear Sir, All this controversy over
impure power supplies affecting hifi equipment makes me suggest a
return to basics. No doubt agreat
many enthusiasts will use asuitable
bank of accumulators which are
charged whilst not listening. An
interesting alternative is arotary
converter. The motor side is quite
simple and uncomplicated. The
generator may be adirect current
machine but is should be noted the
output is far from being pure DC
so filtering and smoothing would be
anecessity. With an alternating
current machine anumber of
possibilities exist. A typical
alternator would operate at 50c/s
and the usual rectifying and
smoothing problems apply.
Specially designed alternators can
of course produce considerably
higher frequencies which make
rectification and smoothing easier.
An interesting improvement is the
addition of aflywheel to cope with
peak energy demands if the motor
and generation lack sufficient
inertia. Electrical ' compounding'
can do much to maintain constant
voltage. Any enthusiasts fancy a
£2000 power supply?
C Streatfield, Dorset
See 'Black Box' in this issue — Ed
THE CD63SE DOWN UNDER
Dear Sir, Yours is the only UK
magazine Iread these days that I
have any time for. Iam the proud
owner of an Audiolab 800A and
Spendor SP2/2s and earlier this
year Ibought aMarantz CD63SE
to replace my ageing Yamaha CD1050 player that was starting to give
intermittent faults.
However, after running in the
63SE over aperiod of months I
have to ask what all the fuss is
about. Unless we Aussies get hold
of inferior versions to those models
sold in the UK then Ican only
conclude that reviewers make a
living out of exaggerating tiny,
sonically negligible, differences in
sound quality. My six year old
multibit player loses no ground to
this so called `giant- killer' in any
aspect of performance and when it
comes to playing damaged discs,
the Yamaha rather obviously outpoints the Marantz.
Iconfess that Ifell for the global
hype that has surrounded the 63SE
instead of trusting my ears and it is
apurchase which Iregret. Ihope
others out there contemplating a
similar decision will learn from my
mistake and not buy aproduct
simply because it has won
unanimous praise in the media.
Oh, and the reason Icontinue to
read your excellent magazine? Well,
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it keeps me informed on all the
latest pop and rock CDs worth
having alisten to.
C Rossely, Australia

e/.741

PRINCIPLE

To answer the first question, all Marantz
SE products are now global, so there
should not be any regional variations.
Marantz also points out that any system
is only as good as its weakest link — Ed.
PAPER THE HOUSE
Dear Sir, It works! Ihave tried it
and it really does work. What is
more Ihave witnesses who will
confirm that it works.
What am Ion about? Putting
pieces of paper under furniture to
improve the sound quality from hifi equipment. Over recent months, I
have read with growing interest the
views of HFNIRR readers outraged
at the suggestion there may be
something in the idea. They are
quick to put pen to paper to
condemn and ridicule others but,
significantly, none of these
indignant souls have actually tested
the theory for themselves.
To satisfy my own curiosity I
decided to find out for myself.
Materials cost less than apenny; all
that is required is an open mind. I
had aproblem though, in my
abode; furniture is abit thin on the
ground. However, my next door
neighbour has aliving room full of
furniture plus hi-fi equipment on a
metal stand. If the ' paper trick' was
going to work anywhere that had to
be the place. So, aquick visit next
door and aconversation which
included concern for my sanity.
The hi-fi equipment in this room
of abundant furniture comprised
Marantz CD52 MKIISE (excellent
value) Cyrus 3amp (streets ahead
of the Mk2 version). Loudspeakers
being Rogers IS3/5A's ( Ken
Kessler goes bananas about these;
treble is very good, midrange
superb, bass — umm, yes shall we
say lumpy). A modest system then.
Nothing esoteric or financially
crippling, but capable of producing
very satisfying sounds, provided the
CD player is powered up
permanently. For music Ichose a
DG CD of Agnes Baltsa singing
from Bizet's Carmen. With astack
of randomly cut pieces of plain
white copy paper (approximately
3in x4in) Iwas now ready to start
sound comparison listening tests.
Initially, Iplayed the first minute or
so of the track several times with a
pause between each playing to fully
attune myself to the sound and, I
have to say, it sounded delightful.
The big moment was now
approaching as Iput apiece of
paper under one leg only of each of
14 items of furniture (some
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Alet

aver 100 years ago
liettiri became the
worlds first Audiophile. As an Italian
cavalry officer visiting New York in the
late Ititib's. ht. was Intrigued by the
newly introdaced Edison wax cylinder
'phonogrui (.tunsatisfied with its poor
audio quality U•ing his flair for thing
mechanical Lietnenant Bettini began to
turn this husinet‘s dictation machine into
adevice whirr( would satisfy music
hivers and to ensure the ultimate fidelity
he opened tas own recording studio on
Fifth Avenue. There he made the first
realistic ri cordings uf famous
contempurar) chers singers and built
up afabulcus collection of 'celebrity
cylinders intiusling his holyness hipe
Leo XIII. ! lis ' micro- reproducer'
phonograph was first in aline of
successfol nudels and today A-Tsalutes
him as atrue pioneer « high fidelity.
Al Audio-Technica we strive
toward time same goat using unrivalled
micro-trinsdumr know how' to reduce
the mete it Lettini's anginal dmice
the me. kw eams of our latest miwing
coil series.
Ara Raffle only al
qualify ffi-Pi shops

audio-technica.
INNOVATION

PRECISION

INTEGRITY

T.,Imput I
hop., IIos,d I.ond•on Trading
/1,1 Iant, I
eed. I.sI Isil;
Tel: 01 1:1•2r I-1-11 Fax: oli:1 Cl 4hati
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Doug Brady Hi Fi
WARRINGTON.
TEL: 01925 828009.

Wilson Benesch.
Craftsmanship,
Innovation,
Leading Edge Technology.

"No
other beconeti
British loudspeaker before the
ACT One has even come close to deserving a
nomination for state of the art in the global cost no object category lei alone
possessed areal shot at the title. At last the original Quad ESL has something
to keep it company." Ken Kessler, HiFi News - January 96.

Turntable, Tonearms. Cartridges, Head Amplifier, Loudspeakers. Turntable Table, Equipment Platforms.
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SPEAKERS WILL BE CE MARKED
A

lthough the European EMC directive
became mandatory for all EC
member states on 1January, conflicting
interpretations still make it difficult for

British speaker manufacturers to be sure
that their products will comply with the
legislation throughout Europe. The change
has little apparent relevance to the
consumer, but presents a bureaucratic
nightmare for manufacturers.
As we went to press it had still not been
confirmed in Brussels whether passive
loudspeakers sold in Europe in fact do need
to be tested for EMC ( ElectroMagnetic
Compatibility) and carry a CE mark.
However, after consultation with local
Trading Standards Offices, UK loudspeaker
manufacturers generally will be applying the
CE mark to their products.
While it may seem nonsensical for passive
units to be tested for emission of and
susceptibility to, electromagnetic radiation,
British exporting companies have had to
take note of continental calls for speakers
to carry the CE mark. It can be argued that
the presence of a static external magnetic
field falls under the heading of ' emission'
for this purpose. The problem for

manufacturers is that while certain export
markets are demanding that loudspeakers
be CE marked, in the UK, the DTI had
not given a clear ruling on whether
loudspeakers require aCE mark; and it is
illegal to misapply a CE mark (that is, to
apply it to aproduct that does not require
it)! And just as the authority of the DTI
applies within the UK, similarly other
national authorities' rulings will apply within
their own jurisdictions.
Looking further ahead, products which
are CE marked will also have to comply,
with effect from 1January 1997, with the
separate Low Voltage (safety) Directive.
The LVD, already in place in the UK,
brings into question the legality of the
4mm 'banana' socket; designs introduced
before 14 September 1995 and equipped
with banana sockets can remain on sale
for three years, but products introduced
after that date must comply. But here again
there is confusion, as this safety directive
was originally intended to cover products
receiving power from mains or battery
power supplies. It may still be arguable as
to whether this should be applied to
loudspeakers, which are powered by the

audio signal from a hi-fi amplifier.
However, the British Federation of Audio
is currently considering submissions to
find the best connector to replace the
banana type.
The meaning of the 1January deadline
for products ' placed on the market' has
also been open to interpretation. But it now
appears as a result of a meeting at the
European Commission that stocks held at
1January by the manufacturer or importer,
but which had been the subject of orders
from retailers, would be deemed to have
been placed on the market and therefore
would not have to carry aCE mark.
According to Nick Glover of BREMA
(the British Radio and Electronic
Equipment Manufacturers Association):
'As far as the consumer is concerned, we
have long had our own safety regulations
in the UK and indeed manufacturers have
had already had to meet the previous low
voltage directive for more than adecade.'
As to the requirements of the EMC
directive on radio-frequency emission and
susceptibility, products on the UK market
already had to comply with the Wireless
Telegraphy Act of 1949.

HARBETH UPGRADES HLP3

THREE NEW NAOS

M

ore no-frills budget products have been added to
the NAD range. The 25W/ch NAD 312 amp
(£199.95) has six line inputs, m-m phono, and the usual
NAD features including Soft Clipping. Circuitry is all
discrete, even for the phono stage. NAD's 512 CD
player (£ 249.95) uses MASH D/A conversion with 18bit resolution, with 4-times oversampled digital filter.
Low output impedance makes the it less sensitive to
cables or partnering equipment. Finally, the NAD 412
tuner (£ 189.95) is a24-preset design with 251tHz tuning
steps and NADLink for remote control via other NAD
products. UK distributor Audio Club, 0181 343 3240.
EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
25 JANUARY Cyrus/Mission evening at Musical
Images, 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB. Call 0171-497 1346.
8 FEBRUARY THX (Kenwood/Jamo) evening at
Musical Images, Covent Garden. Call 0171-497 1346.
10.11 FEBRUARY Switched On ' 96, G-Mex
Exhibition Centre, Manchester, sponsored by
Superfi. Contact Top Events, 01829 770884.
21.25 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision Bristol,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Contact 01865 60844 or
01222 770884
29 FEBRUARY Yamaha/Polk evening at Musical
Images, Covent Garden. Call 0171-497 1346.
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M ew 19mm tweeter, reMM developed 110mm
plastic-cone bass unit and
magnetic shielding for AV use
are some of the upgrades found
in Harbeth's new ' ES' redesign
of the five-year old HL-P3
mini- monitor. The HL-P3ES
now comes in a deeper cabinet
(305x188x198mm, hwd) which
has a ' Frameless Frame' grille
mount to minimise highfrequency diffraction effects.
Inside is a simplified version of
the SuperTunedStructure'
critical damping system used
in the HL-Compact 7). The 13element crossover board uses a
PC edge connector, allowing

rapid testing. Frequency
response is quoted as 76Hz20kHz, ± 3dB, while sensitivity
is 83dB/Wilm.
Available in nine wood
veneer finishes, the HL-P3ES
retails at £ 799.95 per pair. Call
Harbeth on 01444 440 955.

NEW MORDAUNT FLOORSTANDER

M

ordaunt-Short has announced a
moderate-priced floorstander in its
Music Series, the MS251. The new speaker
features an anodised aluminium gold dome
tweeter in combination with a 165mm
(6.51n) MCS bass/mid unit.
Complementing the MS101, MS201,
MS401 and MS501, the new speaker
also features the other improvements
seen in these models, notably the new
braced cabinet construction, new
optimised magnet systems, hardwired
'minimalist' crossovers, and the
benefits of fully-automated computer
testing on all drive- unit, crossover and
final assembly lines. Call MordauntShort on 01705 407722.

II

TEAC'S LOW-COST CASSETTE

M

_41111111M1111111111111111111111M111111111\_

arking
a price
breakthrough
for
an
established maker of quality tape recorders,

TEAC's new V-610 is a new entry-level cassette
deck priced at just £ 129. Features include hard
permalloy record/replay head, Dolby HX Pro
recording enhancement plus Dolby B and C noise
reduction, peak hold metering, auto tape type
selection and full auto stop. TEAC, 01923 819630.

TRICHORD'S BLACK BOX

TOP- LOADING
THORENS ON SALE

D

esigned to provide aclean power
source for CD players and
transports, Trichord's Black Box
One mains power conditioner is

Thorens' TCD2000 CD player, model
[reviewed Oct ' 95], is now available
in the UK. Based on the Philips

described as ' an original current
cleaning device'.

CDM12-Pro transport, the player is
said to be voiced to match the Thorens

It is claimed to give tighter, more

Consequence amplifiers. Included in

controlled bass, better focus and
imaging and a more relaxed and

the £ 899.95 selling price is the
TFB2200 renote handset, which will

natural sound without the restricted

also control the forthcoming Thorens

dynamics which result from the use
of some mains filters. Retail price
is £ 120. Call Trichord on 01684

RDS tuner. A separate DAC is also
coming soon. Call UK distributor
Portfolio Marketing, 01494 863 681.

SHURE FOUNDER DIES

M

r Sidney N
founder
of

Shure,
Shure

Brothers Inc, has died in
Chicago. He was 93. Mr
Shure founded the Shure
Radio Co in

1925.

By

1939, Shure had invented
the Unidyne directional
microphone
and
was
already a major supplier of
phono pick-ups. During

573524.

B&O DESIGNER WINS TOP HONOUR

p

roduct designer David Lewis, responsible for the distinctive look of
'Bang & Olufsen hi-fi in the 1960s, has been elected to the Faculty of
Royal designers for Industry by the Royal Society for the encouragement of
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce ( the RSA). In 1965, Lewis worked on
B&O's first advanced hi-fl system, the Beolab 5000 series, inventing the
slide-rule motif which was later developed further in other products. He has
maintained his association with the company, designing TV and audio
equipment, and his work is included in the Design Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, New York.

CORDLESS HEADPHONES FROM AKG

World War II vast numbers of
microphones were produced for

gives a range of up to
.12m for AKG's K333IR and K444IR cordless

the military, and afterwards Shure

headphones, retailing at £ 149.99 and £ 199.99

took the decision to continue building to high ` milspec'
standards. Shure's first true stereo phono cartridge was
the M3D, and subsequent models (including the classic

respectively. Two receiving diodes are sited on
each earphone to ensure a ' line of sight' to the
transmitter in any position for maximum
mobility. The headphones are designed to cover

V15 III) dominated the quality cartridge market in the
1960s and 1970s. When the cartridge market declined

the entire pinna for optimum sound and
comfort, and they are powered by compact
rechargeable batteries. A ' charge- while- you-

in the 1980s, Shure diversified into installed sound and
also entered

the wireless microphone market. In 1995,

the company celebrated its 70th anniversary and won
the President's E-star award for export. Shure Brothers
Inc remains in the hands of the Shure family.

listen' feature allows one battery to be charged
while the other is used. A lower cost model, built for
AKG to its specification, is the K222IR, which gives up
to 25 hours operation from AAA batteries. Supplied with a full

CATIE ISIS REPLACES LONGRUNNING TRENT SPEAKER

range of accessories and carrying case, the 1(.222IR retails at £99.99.

L

NOTE PERFECT AND
VERSA FROM KJ

D

ondon dealer
KJ West One
can now supply

around a decade, Castle's

the Australian range of Note
Perfect speakers, which had their

esigned as a
.0/replacement for the
Trent, in production for
new Isis is a compact twoway speaker retailing at
£229.90. Based on the new-

12

UK distributor is Harman Audio, 0181 207 5050.

successful first UK showing at The
Hi -Fi Show ' 95. Current models

generation 25mm
composite-dome Castle

are the floorstanding Concert at
£2400, the stand-mount Virtuoso

tweeter ( used in the Severn

(£2750) and the top- of- the-range

model) plus a new 130mm
bass/mid, the Isis comes in

floorstanding Symphony model

a choice of nine real-wood

(£4500). All are available now in
piano lacquer finishes, with wood

finishes. Call 01756 795333.

veneer finishes to follow. KJ also

invites enquiries

from
dealers
interested
in
becoming stockists.
Also now available through KJ, on
a 7-day paid trial basis, are the
American-made
Versalab
RF
suppression components [ reviewed
by Id( in ' Headroom', March '94].
The Versalab Woodblock mains
filter costs £ 150 while the Red Roller
interconnect cable suppression rings
cost £99.95. Call KJ for a free
information pack on 0171 486 8262.
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Rogers

MINIUM MAKES A SPLASH

M

inium is new marque from track
Micromega
of
France,
a programming.

BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

complete system line intended to offer The 40W remote'minimum cost, maximum quality'. control Minium
Initially the range includes a slimline Amp

has

dual-

WORLDWIDE

amplifier ( each mono regulated
retailing at £ 379) and an FM tuner power supplies for
(£299),
each
measuring the output stage
430x60x250mm ( whd),
plus
a and full elctronic
CD

player

and

AUSTRALIA Insignia Projects

`radical' bookshelf speaker to match protection. There are six inputs
(also £ 299). An AV processor (again including a moving-magnet phono

Group PTY Ltd

£299) is promised for next July. The stage, with a tape loop and AV
Minium CD player uses a selected processor mode. The Minium FM
Philips CDM12.2 mechanism and the tuner offers up to 20 preset stations

CROATIA Audio Centar

CANADA Plurison

DENMARK Audio Consult

new generation servo/decoder IC, as well as manual and scan tuning,
SAA7376 (' CD7'). As with all the again with full remote control. Based
Minium electronics, the power supply on a SEAS tweeter and a custom
is based on a low-noise R-core type bass unit from Vifa, the Minium
are MS1 loudspeaker is built of18mm
and
claims
a
good
available on the system remote which MDF
comes with the player; they include 90dB/1W/1m sensitivity. There is a
direct track access, display modes, choice of two vinyl finishes. Call

transformer.

CD

functions

scan and repeat options and up to 20- Micromega (UK), 0181 502 1416.

AUDIOVECTOR CORRECTION

W

e would like to point out
that the designer of the F3

Further, the Audiovector 5's
treble unit is manufactured by F3

Lyd Audiovector 5 speaker is Ole

Lyd, with some parts from Vifa;

KiWorth, and not Paul Rossing as

the Focal drivers mentioned have

was stated in the review [' Keeping

Kevlar cones, not glassfibre;

the Lyd On', Nov ' 95] by Martin

woodscrew fixings were abandned

Colloms. There is no connection

in favour of hex bolts in

between this design and the work

November 1994, when the

of Mr Rossing at Avance, a

crossover fixing method was also

competing manufacturer. We

improved; and finally, the finishes

FRANCE Professional
Product Line
At arecent 'Cutlers' Feast'
organised kv Sheffield
Newspapers and the Chander of
Commerce, where Wilson
Benesch, well known for its hi-fi
products using carbon fibre and
other high-tech materials, vas
named Most Innovative
Company in Sheffield. The
company also receives ,0000 of
research and product
development finance and
collaborative support lam,
'I, lucid Hallam University.
Craig Mines (centre) and
Andrew Scholey (right) of
Wilson Benesch are seen here
with Heno- Fitzhugh , 1Hallam
University

should also point out that F3 Lyd

available are rosewood, cherry,

has existed since 1979 and that

and black ash. Our apologies to

information on F3 Lyd

the Audiovector range has been

the designer and supplier and to

from UK distributor,

manufactured since 1984.

readers for the inaccuracies in the

Chord Co, 01722 331 674.

BRIEFING
x

now distributed

3

interconnects ( pictured right),
both

use

AudioQuest's

Balanced

Air

Triple

copper

Opal

x 3 and

CD

Restorer

Polish'.

previously sold in an economy

£159 and £ 189 respectively for

blister pack, now comes in a

0.5m phonotophono pairs (£189

deluxe version. The glass bottle

and £249 for 1m pairs). Call UK

and applicator are vesented in

distributor

an American walnut wood box.

01223

8NB.

Tel

J3L SoundEffects packages are
similarly

reduced:

SFX

Music/Movies 2 is now £899.99
(was

£1099.99)

while

SFX

(was £649.99). UK distributor is
Harman UK, 0181 207 5050.
SEQUENCE

US weekly radio show hosted by

enhancements to its Accelerando

John

and Brio comer horn loudspeakers,

on

nationwide,
interview

135

will

with

stations

feature

an

HFN/RR's

Ken

with

has

changes

materials and
compression

announced

in

damping

the shape of the
chamber.

These

Kessler in 1996. US readers listen

changes plus rising costs have led

out! For station lists. playlists and

to

other information send stamped

£5950 per pair respectively. Call

self-addressed envelope to Box

01732 851408.

1621, Ross, CA 94957, USA, or

EAD ( Enlightened Audio Design)

e-mail Sunear@aol.com.

products, including the DSP 7000
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POLAND Hi Fi Sound
PORTUGAL Esoterico LOA
RUSSIA Esoterico Ltd

(M) PTE Ltd
SPAIN J Clavell
SWEDEN Hi Fi Art
TAIWAN Pai-Yuing Co. Ltd

UNITED KINGDOM Rogers

price

rises

to £ 6600

and

For distribution
enquiries and dealer
information:

Music/Movies 1 is now £499.99

BRAVURA

broadcast

NEW ZEALAND Denco Audio Ltd

PTE Ltd

Retail price is £19.98!

currently

Electronics SDN BHD

International (
UK) Ltd.

SL3

861550.

and

KOREA Bando Pro Audio
MALAYSIA Wo Kee Hong

VIETNAM W Kee Hong ( M)

Berks

AUDIOPHILE AUDITION the
Sunier

JAPAN Rogers International

Langley,

competitive system of its kind'.
BIB's

(PTFE) in the Emerald. Prices

Arcam,

ITALY British Sound

'budget' THX speaker by £ 500 to

plugs.

air/Teflon

in the UK bu

£2000, making it '
again the most

Dielectric is air/polypropylene in
the

ISRAEL Auditon Stereo Ltd

JBL has cut the price of its HT-1

copper conductors and resistanceFPC

HONG KONG Cornwall Ltd

Aidio Illusion, 23 Langley Broom,
01753 542761.

Hyperlitz

construction with FPC-6 solid
welded

GREECE Temet S.A.

THAILAND Kang Yong Co. Ltd.
Ill DAC reviewed in January. are

AUDIOQUEST Opal x 3 and
Emerald

Syteme GMBH

SINGAPORE Wo Kee Hong
original review. Further

AudioTruth

GERMANY Pirol Audio

distributed

speakers
by

May

are

+44 181 640 2172

Audio

Marketing, 83 Main Street, Burleyin-Wharfedale, W Yorks. telephone
01535 632700. We apologise for
printing an incorrect old address
for Sequence in the December
review of the Sequence 400.
TRICHORD has moved to 73

Rogers International UK Ltd.,
310 Commonside East,
Mitcham, Surrey,
CR4 1HX

fax: +44 181 685 9496

Church Street, Malvern, Worcs
vVR14 2AE. Tel 01684 573 534
(fax 01684 577 380).

E-MAIL:gloots©rogerinter.win-uk.net

Trust your instincts.
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HI-FI

CD

TUNERS
FOR

PLAYERS

AMPLIFIERS

TONEARMS

LOUDSPEAKERS

NATURAL LISTENERS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, A COLOUR BROCHURE OR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST PLEASE RING 01722 332266.
NAIM AUDIO LTD, SOUTHAMPTON ROAD, SALISBURY SPI
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COMPETITION

IlitINI

A CLASSIC COMBINATION!
Enter now and you cou[d be the proud owner of
a Michell GyroDec with SME IV tonearm

M

hand), and supplies pure power to
the powerful Papst motor. Benefits
in use are more air and space round

ichell and SME are names
that
won't
need
much

introduction. SME Ltd has been
making tonearms of the finest quality
since 1959 and Michell Engineering
has been in the turntable business
(under the ownership of founder
John A Michell) for not much short
of 30 years. Both companies have
global reputations earned by putting
engineering integrity ahead of shortterm marketing considerations, and
by building products up to aquality
level, not down to aprice.
If ever there was aclassic record
player, both visually and sonically,
this superb Michell/SME combination is it. We're proud to offer
as this month's competition prize, an all-British system that looks
the business — and is. Michell was known in 1970s as the maker
of the incredibly stylish Transcriptors turntable, which featured
an ultra-lightweight ' fluid' arm designed to match the highcompliance (low- tracking-force cartridges) of the era. The
GyroDec, Nlichell's first floating-subchassis design, was introduced
in the early 1980s and has clearly stood the test of time. It has a
large ring-shaped subchassis, suspended on three springs which
are housed in the ' towers' around the periphery. There have
improvements over the years, but the most significant upgrade
was the introduction of the special Gyropower QC
unit first shown at The HiFi Show in 1993 (and
our prize player). The QC offers instant electronic
from 33 1/
3 to 45rpm (previously the belt had to

power supply
included with
speed change
be shifted by

instruments, total image stability; ' 3D' image depth; mastertape clarity
of detail; and absolute stability of
pitch. Built and finished to the
highest standards, with heavy acrylic
base and lid (smoked in our prize
example) and highly-polished metal
parts, the GyroDec currently retails
at £860, with the QC unit an
additional £370.
Providing a perfect aesthetic
match for the GyroDec, the SME
IV tonearm is a classic in its own
right, and belongs in a great tradition stretching back to the
original SME 3009 and 3012. A close relative of the groundbreaking SME Series V, introduced in 1985, the IV is founded
on aone-piece cast magnesium arm tube which gives structural
integrity from the cartridge mounting platform at the front right
through to the bearings at the rear. Visually, it's the perfect
complement to the Michell's aluminium ' ring' subchassis. The
Series IV's stainless steel cross shaft is carried in amassive yoke
on 10mm ABEC 5 ball-races. This unique assembly allows the
bearings to be critically adjusted before the tonearm is fitted.The
highly-finished pillar carries two 17mm ABEC 5 ball-races for
lateral movement, widely spaced to resist tilt. The tungsten-alloy

balancewight is carried on damped two-point suspension, while
the extra-low-inertia design assists warp riding.
All adjustments, including vertical tracking angle and horizontal
alignment, can be carried out with great accuracy thanks
to the precision design. The SME Series IV normally
retails at just over £ 868, bringing the total value of the
1. Which company makes the high quality motor used in the
prize to very nearly £ 2100. All you need now is a
Michell GyroDec?
cartridge!
a) Philips
b) Papst
c) Technics
d) Mabuchi
2. The QC offers instant electronic change between which
playing speeds?
a) 33 1/
3,78
b) 33, 45, 78

c) 33 1/
3,45

d) 45, 78

3. SME has been making tonearms since which year?
a) 1959
b) 1961
c) 1965
d) 1972
4. Which material is used for the high-rigidity one-piece arm
tube of the SME Series IV?
a) titanium
b) aluminium
e) boron
d) magnesium

MICHELL/SME COMPETITION
THE ANSWERS
I1.

2.

T1

into regarding the ... cmpetition. 5) The leizewinnen will b- ne•tilied by post. and tie results will be publishini in the
June 19% HiFi Ne, te Record Realer an Entry firms receiwid become the property nf Link House Magt.ines Ltd.
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4.

IName

IAddress

NOW TO ENTER: To win this fabulous record deck, just answer the
questions below and send your completed entry form to Michell/SME
Competition, HFN/RR Editorial, Link House, Dingv,all Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2TA, to arrive by the closing date of Friday, 9 February.
RULES, I) This competition is open to UK readers only. All entries must be on he totry form provided. N. other
correspondence should be enclosed with :he entry form. 27 There will be no cash or other alternatives to th. prizes offered.
The winners will be the first correct entres opened 3) EirThwees of lank House %tagurines and assoc ated companies :
and of Michell. SME and their agents svvl not be etigible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post in 9 February
1996, when judging will he carried out. ''ho Editors dean% will be final and binding. No correspond-ince will be entered
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technology
joined the battle lines. DTS has
made little effort to communicate
in Europe, or respond to interest.
Dolby Laboratories has cast
doubts on aplot produced by DTS
showing phases errors in an AC- 3
encoder at the top end of the
frequency band. Dolby argued that
the plot was made using alow cost
encoder
used
for
satellite
broadcasting. The same plot done
with the more expensive encoder

There is talk of processing the
signal in frequency sub-bands. But
the text is so confusingly worded,
that it remains to be seen what legal
rights Dolby actually wins.
Of more immediate concern to
the
audio
industry,
Dolby
challenges the viability of MPEGII,
and
warns
of
special
circumstances that will conceal its
defects until long after Europe has

locked into the system.
'This may delay the realisation
that MPEG-II is unsatisfactory for
the delivery of high quality multichannel audio', warns Dolby,
adding that it will prevent DVD
`from ever fulfilling its promise of
noise floor levels between pulses.
Real music does not contain long having multi-channel sound'.
The special circumstances are
bursts of steady state tone, which
that Dolby has already worked with
make it easier for acoder to adapt.
What matters is how the coder the Zoran Corporation to develop a
reacts to transients in rapidly single chip AC-3 decoder. Toshiba
has developed asingle chip MPEGchanging music signals.
How will the competing multi- II video decoder, which also
channel digital surround systems decodes AC- 3 sound into 5.1
offer compatibility with existing surround. So full AC- 3 decoding
stereo and analogue Dolby Pro will be available for DVD from Day
Logic
surround
equipment? One. But there are no decoder
Although the DVD player will be chips yet available for MPEG-II
multichannel sound. So the first
able to deliver 5.1 sound ( five
DVD players sold in Europe will
discrete channels of surround, and
use only MPEG-I stereo, with
one low frequency bass channel)
very few consumers will have the matrix surround as used on today's
necessary amplifiers to use these Video CDs. MPEG-II multichannel
signals. Most will have a stereo or will follow only later.
This staged approach locks
Europe into the future use of
MPEG-II in ' backward compatible
mode'. The five channels are not
fully discrete, there is also some
matrixing. A main two channel
stereo pair combines with auxiliary
centre, left surround and right
surround signals. So the multichannel system will always be at
risk of matrixing artefacts, with
compression to compensate for the
level rise caused by summing some
With no decoder chips yet available for
signals together.
MPEG-II multichannel sound, the first DVD
`MPEG-II audio is ill-suited to
players sold in Europe will use only MPEG-I
deliver discrete multichannel
stereo, as featured on VideoCD releases like this
audio', claims Dolby.
Dolby says it has a prototype
matrix surround-sound decoder. So
system up and running in the labs
the DVD player must also
incorporate amatrix encoder which which demonstrates the conversion
delivers a stereo pair for conven- of 5.1 discrete signals into a mattional surround decoding. Dolby rixed feed for a Pro Logic decoder
claims to have patent rights on this or stereo system. What is now
process and challenges DTS to urgently needed is an independent
provide a ' plausible explanation' of comparison of MPEG-II multihow the CAC system can deliver a channel sound and Dolby AC- 3,
stereo signal suitable for Dolby both delivering a matrix signal for
consumer decoding. If DTS is
surround decoding.
Dolby's patent application has serious about CAC, let the company

developed for mastering Laser Disc
and DVD shows an almost
perfectly flat response. Dolby also
jumped on DTS for running pulsed
sine wave tests to demonstrate

Peace has
been
declared on
the highdensity video
disc, but the
war drags on
over the
soundtrack
format

I

n mid- September Sony and
Philips agreed with Toshiba,
Time-Warner and Panasonic to
market a single high density CD
system. They promised to draft a
technical specification as soon as
possible, to give manufacturers the
chance to develop microchips and
players in time for the scheduled
launch, in late 1996.
But although there will doubtless
be first generation digital video disc
players in time for Christmas 1996,
they are likely to cost far more than
the promised $ 500. And by then
those who made the promises will
have moved on to other jobs.
The most bitter wrangling,
mainly between Toshiba and Sony,
has been over the method of coding
and recording the digital video
code. But alongside this argument,
there has been a running battle on
digital sound compression.*
The Toshiba/Time-Warner camp
had already picked Dolby AC- 3.
This is the coding which is at the
heart of Dolby's Stereo Digital
cinema surround system. It builds
on AC- 1, introduced ten years ago
for satellite broadcasting, and AC-2
which is used for linking recording
studios by digital telephone line.
In the cinema world Sony
competes against Dolby, with its
own digital surround system. So
Sony has been reluctant to accept
AC- 3 as the future standard for
DVD. At the same time there has
been political pressure for the
European PAL version of DVD to
use MPEG-II, which builds on
Europe's
own
Musicam

*Note that the fight
over the DPD
soundtrack format is
not related la any
discussion of the ARA 's
proposal for the possible
fieture audio only' use
of the disc a.: avery
high-quality,
non-data-reduced
multi-channel sound
This is a
separate issue - Ed.
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compression system.
To confuse the issue further,
Californian company DTS, which
also has its own digital cinema
sound system ( using a CD
synchronised to the projector,
shades of the original film sound
systems with analogue discs) has
been offering Coherent Acoustic
Coding for DVD [as discussed last
month]. The real conflict has been
between DTS/CAC and Dolby/AC3. Sections of the US press have
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been filed round the world under
the international PCT scheme
(application number 95/4442). It
describes an encoder which takes in
a multichannel digital stream, and
puts out a matrix pair of signals
which will either deliver stereo or
drive a Dolby Pro Logic decoder.

join the show.
Demonstrations which decode
multichannel digital sound into five
or more channels may sound
impressive at hi-fi shows but they
are of no value to the many millions
of people who already own and use
matrix decoders.

Barry Fox
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AMILY PRE
The ATC family of products

A

TC is perhaps better known
for its speakers than for
electronics, yet amplifiers
and speakers have always gone hand
in hand in its active and studio
ranges. What was missing from a
complete ATC amplifier line up was
apre-amp — an omission which has
now been addressed by the SCA2
control amplifier.
Visually the SCA2 is amatch for
the hunky 850W power amplifier
supplied as part of the ATC 200
active speaker system [
HFNIRR, Aug
'95]. In slim line form the bead blasted cast aluminium side cheeks
which blend over the fascia look
sleek and interesting. A matching
array of easy- turn knobs for listen
and record selection and volume
relieve the starkness of apolished
acrylic black fascia panel.
A matching chunky bead blasted
aluminium
remote
handset
complements
the
SCA2's
appearance, and is of generous
dimensions so as not to get lost
down the side of the sofa. The twin
array of black push buttons looks
daunting at first, but once you realise
that the right hand row selects the
listen inputs (labelled 'monitor'), and
the left hand row selects the
recording inputs, the function

18

features high end British speakers,
including active models with power
amps. Now the company's first preamplifier, the SCA2, joins the range
by PETER J COMEAU
becomes plain. Button labelling is
clearly picked out in white, though
the font size may be alittle small for
near-sighted users.
Spaced below input selection are
volume (labelled ` level') buttons and,
again sensibly spaced apart, the mute
and attenuate buttons, both of which
are repeated on the pre- amplifier
fascia. At the bottom are CD player
transport buttons which accord to
the Philips codes and so will operate
those players based on the Philips
RC5 function set.
Input selection is by precision gold
plated relays which are almost totally
silent in operation but light up the
requisite bright green LED on the
fascia to show that the input has
changed. The volume control is
motorised, again by an ultra quiet

SUPPLIER
ATC,
Gypsy Lane,
Aston Down,
Stroud
GL6 8HR
Tel: 01285
760 561

motor, and has an inset bright red
LED to show its position. All the
knobs have aprecision feel to them
and feature non-slip rubber rings for
good finger contact.

TECHNOLOGY
Eight line inputs include two tape
circuits and two balanced sources,
and all are electronically buffered to
avoid loading the source by the
volume control. An optional m-m
and m- c phono stage can be
included to order (price to be
announced). Circuitry has been
designed specifically to avoid ICs in
the signal path, making full use of
discrete component gain blocks. The
input stage features adual long tail
pair of complementary transistors
with cascoded junction FETs
providing constant collector voltage.
Output of the current mirrors is
buffered by apair of complementary
Darlingtons.
The main gain block has been
designed for wide bandwidth, low
distortion and high gain with asingle
pole characteristic making for simple
feedback
application
without
complex high frequency phase shifts.
Outputs are available as balanced
and unbalanced with a 10 ohm
source impedance capable of driving
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AMPLIFIERS
long runs of cable. Only in the tape
output circuit do we see the use of
an NE5532 monolithic op-amp for
buffering.
Each gain stage includes its own
active decoupling from the power
supply voltage rails, and left and
right channels are fed individually.
A separate voltage regulator feeds
the digital control panel behind the
fascia.
Though the main circuitry sits on
asingle PCB, signals are cable fed
from the input selection board on
the back panel to the input circuits,
and the Alps motorised potentiometer
is also cable coupled. The main
circuits complete with rear panel can
be easily removed for servicing, a
feature which will endear the SCA2
to professional users.

SOUND QUALITY
For this critique Iwas very pleased
to re-acquaint myself with the ATC
SCM50 active speakers which had
been sorely missed from my listening
room since they were whisked away
at the end of a review. These were
connected to the SCA2 using Belden
shielded twisted pair cables from the
balanced output, while the sources
were AVI S2000 and
Teac Tl/DT1 CD
players.
From its volume
knob to its output
the SCA2 exudes
precision
control.
There is no sign of
any overt characteristic anywhere in the
sound spectrum so
that the performance
remains clean and
free from distortion.
Neither is it possible

such a transparent account of the
recording that you can believe the
singers are in the room with you.
My old favourite of English choral
songs directed by John Rutter with
the Cambridge singers [ Collegium
COLCD 104], was rendered with
superb clarity of both diction and
vocal inflection. Yet all the vagaries
of CD reproduction in terms of
gritty sibilance and other high
frequency distortions seemed to be
controlled by the SCA2 to the point
of insignificance.
This was a clue to the preamplifier's only departure from
ultimate transparency. The SCA2
seems to tailor the input signal for
its own purposes, perhaps an aspect
of the buffering and gain block
characteristics, so that the wild
excesses of some of the less well
recorded CDs in my collection
seemed tamed. For many listeners
this will be awelcome feature, as it
ensures they will rarely be troubled
by piercing brightness of strings or
splashy sibilance of cymbals. Ifelt,
however, that some of the ultimate
frisson of excitement at the
crescendo was ever so slightly dulled;
as
though
the full
dynamic
expression
was
clamped.
On the other hand
the dynamic range of
the SCA2 cannot be
faulted. From the
swell of the chorus on
the Rutter disc to the
climactic conclusion
of Led Zeppelin's
'Since
I've
Been
Loving You' [ from
the
Rentasters
of
course], the SCA2
delivers both the inner

dynamics and overall
to
ascribe
any
power
envelope
coloration due to the
without compression
pre-amplifier, afeature
or distortion. And of
which not only procourse it manages this
vides a realistically
into long cables which
natural sound but
no passive pre- amp
matches all types of ATC's chunks. remote handset will
music without favour also operate Philips-based CD players can manage.
Lest readers think
or preference.
that the sonic control offered by the
The precision is immediately
ATC means a cool attitude to the
heard in the soundstage presented
emotional message of the music, let
by the SCA2 and SCM 50
me reassure them. The ATC
combination. Ambient recordings
combination delivered all Icould
display a deep and wide stereo
aspect with thrilling recovery of the
acoustics of the venue. Even closer
studio recordings, such as the
Brahms Violin Sonatas with Augustin
Dumay [ DGG 435 80-2], portray
the performers as three dimensional
images with asolid feel.
We are so used to the sound of
the spoken voice that any inaccuracy
in this region becomes an obvious
distortion or coloration. Yet it is here
that the SCA2 excels, delivering
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ATC SCA2
LAB REPORT
As promised by
the design,
distortion
artefacts are
vanishingly small
and
intermodulation
results show a
negligible amount
of difference tone.
The good
performance for
stereo separation
and noise will
help with the
accuracy of the
stereo image and
the retrieval of
ambient
information.
Volume control
tracking worsens
at my low
levels, though
this is audibly
insignificant and
in any case can
be offset by the
13dB attenuator
operated front
both the front
panel and remote
handset.

Fig I. ATC SCA2: frequency response
at Ivolt output from CD input

Fig 2. ATC SCA2: distortion from
¡kHz tone into CD input

Fig 3. ATC SCA2: intermodulation
distortion from 19120kHz tones into CD
input

Test results

ATC SCA2

lIcHz
Distortion (
dB)
Total harmonic distortion
-112
at 0.5V output, aux input
Intermodulation
-98
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) < 120
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF) > 28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
103
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input (dB)
0.02 0.01
0.22
Input data (aux)
Socket type
phono
Sensitivity
150mV
Loading
10k ohms
Output
Max level
8V
Impedance
10 ohms
Dimensions, (whd)
440x100x360mm
Typical price
(Inc VAT) £2490 ( handset £199)

wish in terms of both sound quality
and musicality of performance. This
is the sort of system you can snuggle
up to late at night, wallowing in the
warmth and richness of CoreIli's and
Pachelbel's baroque compositions.
In the morning advance the volume
and wake yourself up to some
stirring Elgar. The SCA2 provides
tingles at all the right moments and
never puts afoot wrong. Thoroughly
recommended.
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American ribbon
specialist Apogee has
unveiled its latest
developments in the
shape of a remarkably
compact new design
and a special model
for AV use
by KEN

KESSLER

RIBBON
p

every type of enclosure from in-wall
bracket to on-wall frame to small
box. And that's what the Ribbon
Monitor is: asmall box. It occupies
a space only 410x240x290mm
(hwd), just right for 610mm stands.
Compact they may be; fluffy and
light they are not. Each fully-shielded
enclosure weighs 12kg, the black ash
veneered cabinet seeming as solid as
needed. Hey, the panels are adecent

20

18mm thick. There's a beefiness
about the Ribbon Monitor, from the
hefty grille frame to the way that it
fits so snugly, from the substantial
multi-way, bi-wireable binding posts
to the tweeter hardware. This is
concentrated hi-fi, like one of those
high-energy drinks you're supposed
to scarf during weight training. It's
a bull terrier of a speaker, one that
gives no suggestions of compromise
anywhere in its form. OK, so it's a
bit ugly, but you can't have
everything.
At the back is the port and the
sunk-into- a-cavity array of speaker
terminals. ( I don't know if these
binding posts fit into the new and
mindless CE regulations, so don't
blame me if the Ribbon Monitors

tweeter, which behaves like a
monopole driver, is mounted at the
bottom, Mission- like. Weirder still,
it's mounted on very stiff springs so
you can angle it up at the listener if
necessary, the springs holding it firm
so as not to compromise the tweeter
mounting. A couple of screws allow
you
to
dial
in
the
angle.
Additionally, if you want to turn the
speakers on their sides, you can
unscrew the tweeter plate, rotate it
90 degrees and still ensure that the
ribbon
element
is
mounted
vertically. This pivoting tweeter is
used in all the models in the series,
to allow for vertical or horizontal
positioning. The angle setting via
the screws and springs, though, is a
crucial part of the fine-tuning
process, as described in detail in the
owner's manual.
Above the ribbon is a 100mm
plastic-coned woofer with a highpower voice coil, again used
throughout the range. The two

DEVELOPMENT
romises, promises: for years
there's been the threat of an
Apogee hybrid which would
eradicate any buyer resistance to
dipole mass/girth. And while the
Centaurus models have been around
for some time, and while they are
successful hybrids, they do little for
downsizing. Even the smallest
Columns and Slants are floorstanders
of no mean size. You'd have been
just as well off with a Stage. Until
now, that is. At last, Apogee has a
mini- speaker which won't even
frighten the British.
Using the technology developed
for
the
Centauruses,
Apogee
continued to reduce the ribbon
element again and again until they
arrived at the transducer covering the
upper frequencies in the Ribbon
Monitor. The entire assembly — 4in
long ribbon and its cast, horn-shaped
surround —
measures
only
143x143mm, its squareness auseful
feature I'll discuss momentarily. This
allows the new tweeter to fit into

you audition come fitted with some
objectionable
Belgian
rubber
thingies.) A rear- firing port rather
precludes placement too near to the
back wall, but that's fine: the Ribbon
Monitor works best into the room,
firing at the hot seat.
You're in for a shock, though,
when you take off the grille. The

You're in
for ashock,
though, when
you take off
the grille

drivers combine to offer what was
unheard of in an Apogee: 6 ohms
nominal
impedance
and
88dB/1W/I m sensitivity. Believe it
or not, this is an Apogee you can
drive with some of the heftier singleended triode amps. Its frequency
response is stated as 45Hz to better
than 25kHz, just wide enough to
show up the low-end behaviour of
some of the flabbier SETs. If you
really want to irritate an ultra-tedious
300B bore, just let his precious amp
loose below 85Hz...
This hybrid system, as alluded to
before, hasn't been limited in
application to just a small two-way
system. Also supplied with the review
samples were three more speakers,
the I.CRs, which would he used to

THE APOGEE LCR
The LCR ( retailing for £850 per pair) is
the task of
simply a Ribbon Monitor with an extra
handling front
woofer in ataller enclosure. The second
channel home
woofer is placed symmetrically so that
cinema duties. I
vertically positioned LCRs ( as used for main
imagine that
left/right channels, flanking a TV set) have
three LCRs
the woofers top and bottom with the
across the front
vertically- positioned ribbon element in the
and apair of Ribbon Monitors at the back
middle. Turn an LCR on its side and you
could serve rooms so large that for sheer
have a centre-channel LCR; all you need to
cost-effectiveness most of us would be
do is rotate that tweeter 90° to render the
quite happy with four Ribbon Monitors and
LCR horizontally correct. Using the LCRs
an LCR for centre-channel coverage. ( If,
calls for relegating the Ribbon Monitors to
that is, you're one of those sad souls
rear-channel use, which is, shall we say,
who's swallowed all that nonsense about
sacrilege. The single-woofered Ribbon
needing a centre-channel speaker in rooms
Monitor is that good, easily more than up to
smaller than, oh, Harrod's Food Hall.)
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LOUDSPEAKERS
complete a surround- sound array
[see box].
But back to the Ribbon Monitors
on their own. Iwas so dazzled by
the easy driveability that Iplayed
with such seemingly wimpish
amplifiers as an original Dynaco
Stereo 70, aLeak Stereo 20, abrace
of Quad Ils, Unison Research Smart
845s and even an 8W/ch Trio valve
receiver of indeterminate age. All,
and Imean all, were able to yield
useful levels out of the Apogees, but,
for credibility's sake, Idid most of
my critical listening with heftier
weapons like the 50W/ch GRAAF
5050, the Mesa Baron ( 150W/ch)
and the Acurus 250 of some
hideously powerful wattage.
Whatever the numbers freaks tell
you, ribbons and tubes go together
like Rolls and Royce, the ribbon's
speed
and
detail
perfectly
complementing atypical tube amp's
warmth and richness. Since Istuck
with tube pre- amps as well —
Trilogy 900, Unison Research's
Mystery One, a revived Quad, a
Dyna PAS3 — Ispent many happy
hours in the land of the digits
without worrying abit about top-end
tizz. Sources included the Ishiwatatamed
Marantz
CD- 12,
that
unbelievable if ornery Onkyo DXF71 portable and the Marantz
CD63SE with Theta TLC jitter
killer. Also called into play was the
Michell Gyro Dec/SME Series
IV/Transfiguration analogue system,
just so I could wallow in some
Mickey Katz.
There's no denying it: the Apogee
Ribbon Monitor is, for my money at
least, the best all-round performer at
its price point. It only costs £ 996
per pair, and Ican name no speaker
within plus/minus £200 that can do
everything as well. And absolutely
nothing even comes close to it for
the way it can emulate systems
costing two and three times as much
and occupying cabinets thrice its
size. If ever a speaker delivered
high-end performance on the
cheap, this is it. Because,
unlike other superb minimonitors, this one has
dynamics, headroom and
maximum SPLs on a
par with the Big
Boys — not just
the sound quality
but
the
quantity, too.
This sucker goes
loud, loud enough
to hurt, and it goes t;
deep
enough
to
convince. This speaker is
amiracle product if ever I've
heard one.
Oh, Itried to break it. It was

Hie
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will, when you close your eyes, fool
you into thinking that ahuge speaker
has suddenly found its way into your
living room. Yes, it will go loud. Yes,
it will provide three-dimensionality
such as you'd only ever heard before
from either perfectly installed dipoles
or oddballs like LS3/5As. Yes, you
will hear astonishingly deep and

fed loads of Mesa Baron watts. It got
so loud that Ihad to leave the room.
The speaker didn't even squeak. No
break-up interfered, even on material
with ahigh metallic content, like the
twangier portions of Keb' !Vlo's
Dobro attack. Crystalline voices —
Dianne Reeves for example — stayed
unsullied and Iheard not atrace of
unwanted sibilance. So, if high levels
for either music-only or home
cinema usage are part of your diet,
the Ribbon Monitor can truly rock.
Add even more grunt if you go to a
pair of LCIts, but don't feel cheated
if you can't afford the extra for
another cluster of woofers.
Getting the best out of these,
SPLs aside, is a tough job, though.
You really do have to angle those
tweeters just so, relative to ear
height. You must set up the RMs
with precise toe-in and fiddle around
with the front-to-back positioning.
But this is nothing for long-term
Apogee
wannabees,
who
for
whatever reasons — lack of funds,
lack of space — were unable to ` go
ribbon'. They've been gearing
themselves up for aday's fine-tuning
for adecade, right? And the Ribbon
Monitor gives you so much of what
made Stages and Scintillas so special
that you'll gladly forego the one
thing which they cannot match about
the full-range Apogees.
Let's put this into
perspective first. Yes,
the Ribbon Monitors

SUPPLIER
Path Premier
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494
441 736

controlled bass belying this speaker's
size. But what you will not experience
is that absolute transparency, that
disappearing act which makes the
Stage, the Diva, the Scintilla, the
original Quad electrostatic, the Stax
F81 and precious few other systems
(all panels, Imight add) so utterly
magical.
But they do not cost areasonable
£996 per pair. They do not occupy
aspace more in keeping with boring
British two-way boxes. They do not
work with a vast range of amps to
the right side of affordable. The
Ribbon Monitor, however, does all
of those things. It was designed for
real people with real systems in real
rooms, bound by real budgets. And
if that last scrap of transparency is
the compromise, the one bit you
don't get under the Law Of No Free
Lunches, then so be it. Because I
cannot imagine a better way of
attaining high-end performance for
so little money. If you're within
£200 of affording this speaker, go
without until you can save the extra
two bills.
Don't even consider anything else. .
0-

Mission/Cyrus has moved
on from integrateds like the Cyrus
III and split its amplifier technology
into a two- box combination

by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

DIVIDE

AND

CONQUER
W

hen the Cyrus electronics
brand was founded by
Mission its initial brief
was the development of high quality
amplification at a moderate price.
The policy worked and he 1980s
saw successive Cyrus One and then
Two integrated amplifiers gain top
recommendations in magazine after
magazine.
Continuing an upward learning
curve, Cyrus development has
become more sophisticated over the
years, leading to more versatile and
more elaborate designs, admittedly at
higher prices but retaining that
attractive modular, compact case style
originally inspired by the Sony
PCMF1. The present Cyrus range is
alarge one and now encompasses a
multi- room AV processor, CD
products and a tuner. There are
options of both integrated and
separate amplifiers with additional
outboard regulated power supply
options. All Cyrus components can
be remotely controlled, individually
and as asystem.

second ' Power' allows for
their use as 100W per
channel
monoblocks
operating in bridge
mode.
The review Pre
came
with
the
Cyrus ' system
commander'
remote control
[see box]. From
the
beginning
Cyrus
amplifiers
have had no tone
controls or filters, so
apart from the input
selector the only other
controls are for volume and balance,
the latter integrated into the volume
function and requiring depression of
an additional button.

This two- box
system is the
logical step
beyond the
Cyrus III
TECHNOLOGY
integrated
Both Pre and Power have versatile amplifier...
input facilities offering balanced and
basic
unbalanced modes. The Pre also has specifications
apseudo balanced output. Given the are similar,
cramped rear panels it was quite an
but the twoachievement to pack in such a box version is
combination of XLR and phono
radically
sockets. On the Pre there are no less different inside

Most recently, we have seen the
introduction of the first Cyrus preamplifier, simply called the Cyrus
Pre (£650), which together with the than six line inputs including Tape
Cyrus Power stereo power amplifier and a phono stage, moving magnet
(£450) forms the subject of this as standard with an optional moving
review. This two-box system is the coil board.
logical step beyond the Cyrus III
All the Cyrus electronics come in
integrated amplifier and while the
afinely finished case — aprecision
basic specifications are similar,
die casting of high strength and low
including the 50W per channel
resonance properties, complete with
output, the two-box version is heat sink fins. Likewise all the units
radically
different
inside.
In have
built-in
microprocessors.
conjunction with the two PSX-R Fundamentally, these are present to
outboard regulated supply packs, a provide the intelligence for the MC-
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Bus, which allows the components
to be linked together under common
control — for example, for standby
and power-up or for recognition of
source commands. In addition the
microprocessors are jack of all trades
and can happily supply anumber of
other features from the spare
programming capacity.
For example in the case of the Pre
it allows for programming of a
uniform loudness when switching
between different sources, such as
tuner and CD or CD and phono.
For the Power, the ' micro' deals
with the system housekeeping, for
switch-on and overload protection
and the rearrangement of the
amplifier when
it's
used
in
monoblock mode with the PSX-R
external power supply.
As it comes, the Power may be
run as a 50+50W into 8 ohms
(70+70W, 4 ohms) amplifier.
Adding a PSX-R with its greater
reserve lifts the output to 57+57W,
8ohms (90+90W, 4 ohms), in stereo
mode, and to 110W ( 8 ohms) in
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monoblock
mode.
Conversion between the two
unfortunately requires the attention
of anominated service agent. Input
sensitivity is quite high at 380mV for
50W ( 775mV balanced) while the
input impedance is quite low at 10k
ohms, somewhat prejudicial to
certain less powerful signal sources
and alternative pre-amplifiers.
A new input circuit element has
been devised, which is common to
both the Pre and the Power, called
COPIC ( patent pendmg). This is an
acronym for ' Constant Operating
Point Circuit' and incorporates
current feedback. An array of six
transistors are arranged symmetrically, using complementary pairs.
By a combination of bootstrap
coupling and constant current
sources, and incorporating the
equivalent of current mirrors, the
operating state of the input
transistors is held extremely constant
regardless of power supply noise or
other variation, or indeed the input
signal itself. From this compound
input, gain stages lead to the output
and normal voltage negative feedback
is applied around this second loop.
Main circuits of both the Pre and
the Power are all-discrete, although
IC op amps type OP275 are used for
the balanced input conversion to
single ended. Some ICs are present
in the disc equalisation sections,
noting that the high frequency
equalisation is achieved with apassive
filter, ensuring good rejection of
ultrasonic spuriae. Both movingmagnet and moving-coil disc input
cards have special low noise circuits.
Inside the Pre, the clever volume
control is worth a close look. It is
composed of two inexpensive
independent motorised volume
controls each with dual tracks, one
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for audio level control and the other
acting as a position sensor. Via the
'bus' connection an automated
production test procedure for each
Pre analyses the volume control
accuracy in 512 steps for each
channel. A subset of 64 accurate
1dB calibrated steps is stored in
memory and is accessed by either the
front panel encoder type control or
the remote handset. Control of
channel balance is effected by
differential setting of the level
controls, this also achieved via
the microprocessor coding.
This control is transparent to
the user; he or she never need
know how such precision is
achieved inside the unit.
These discrete volume
controls are used together
with relay switching for the inputs
to help achieve the shortest and
cleanest signal path possible. A high
complement of series and shunt
regulators is used, 20 in all when the
moving coil board is installed.

SUPPLIER
Mission Group
(Cyrus),
Stone&11,
Stukeley
Meadows
Industrial Estate,
Huntingdon
PE18 6ED
Tel: (01480)
451 777

SOUND QUALITY
As instructed the units were powered
up for afew days to condition them,
and serious listening was avoided
until afurther few days of actual use
had elapsed. Reference amplifiers
included the Exposure XV, Naim
NAP250 and Musical Fidelity A1000
and Elektra E10; speakers used
included the Spendor SP2-2, Epos
ES- 11 and Wilson WITT, while CD
sources comprised the Marantz
CD65SE, Cyrus DAD7 and Orelle
DA188.
A
Linn
LP12/Naim
Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II
was used for LP, this operable with
the moving-magnet input of the Cyrus
Pre thanks to its relatively high output.
With some modern electronics the
disc input is often an afterthought;
but not so in the case of the Pre,
which provided silent backgrounds
and anotably crisp, clear character.
In some respects it moved the tonal
quality usually found with LP nearer

The

the more neutral master tape balance
of CD. Key aspects of LP replay
included very good focus and taut
control. The bass didn't show the full
weight available but was nicely agile.
There were no false emphases
through the treble range; the
inevitable tracing distortion from older
records suffered no exaggeration.
Judged close to the line input
performance, the disc input achieved
14 marks on my usual subjective
scale, afairly good result in this class.
Moving on to the line inputs, and
by implication focusing more closely
on the Pre-Power combination, the
Cyrus
performance
can
be
summarised in just two words:
precise control. Cool in character,
the pairing added no false bloom or
richness to the sounds and it also
had the ability to make much of the
competition sound boxy, specifically
in the mid bass, as well as lacking in
definition and reach in the bass in
general. Bass from the Power almost
sounded as if it was already enjoying
the benefits of aregulated supply. In
this respect that specially designed,
supply- immune input stage can be
seen to be doing its job well.
Before Iforget Imust mention two
factors which affected the listeningtest scores. One was the significant
improvement which occurred as the
electronics ran in, notably an increase
in transparency and upper range
smoothness, secondly the discarding
of
the
supplied-in-the-box
interconnect
for
pre-power
connection. The effect of substituting
a known good cable (van den Hul
The First, 0.6m) wasn't trivial and
was worth asurprising 3points. Thus
my final ratings reflect reasonable care
in system set up.
Again, via line input the tight
stereo focus was exemplary; all the
harmonics of a given sound were
precisely located on the image of that
sound source. Stage width
was good but depth
wasn't quite to this

system commander' is a highly versatile, futuristic

device with some neat touches such as the micrometer
style thumbwheel for control of volume. In addition to
controlling the Pre, it can also handle other components
such as the AV controller, even to the stage of setting
level offset commands to the subwoofer channel, though
it lacks an LP phono select position. The command code
is Philips compatible RC5 which incudes the Mission CD
player and a host of others including related technology. A
minor drawback, and one admitted as an error by the designer.
is the absence of a ' stop' button for the CD player. For temporary
'stop' use of the pause button is advised. For ' stop' use the override
facility implied by the system ' standby' button and all components are so
directed into standby ( all non Mission CD players may not respond to this); then
a new source may be selected or the player restarted.
There's one further catch; this commander presents a problem for left handers — it's one
of the most right hand orientated interfaces you could possibly imagine.

Russ
Pndrews

N

CD CLEANER
FROM RUSS ANDREWS

Russ
Andrews

CD CLEANER
Cleans CDs To Perfection
•

REMOVES POLISH, DIRT, DUST,
FINGER PRINTS AND
MOULD RELEASE
AGENT

Russ Andre
Audiophile Equipment

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Limited
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Westmorland. LA8 9AS England

FREEPHONE/FAX: 0800 373 467

AMPLIFIERS
standard and was rated ' fairly good'.
I've heard significantly greater depth,
transparency
and
recovery
of
ambience in this market sector.
Despite that sense of adry acoustic
its rendition of specific detail was
good at all points in the frequency
range and there was no distortion to
speak of. Dynamic range was very
good;
the
amplifier
clipped
innocuously and played rather louder
and with more authoritative control
With some
than the specification suggested, a
modern
trait shared by the still-surprising
electronics the
Naim NAP250.
disc input is
Where the Cyrus Pre/Power moved
often an
nearer the average was in its rhythmic
afterthought;
delivery, Sstrangely contradicting the
but not so in
crisp character and exceptional clarity
the case of
and control in the bass. The
the Pre, which
combination didn't sound particularly
provided silent
upbeat and involving, and my final
backgrounds
score of 15 marks was helpfully
and a notably
balanced by its high achievement on
crisp, clear
traditional hi-fi virtues.
character
Judgement on rhythm is still a
matter of personal taste and
awareness and points to a recommendation to listen for yourself in
your kind of system. Testing the Pre
and Power separately showed that
they had a similar character, and
were well suited to each other. Other
tests also showed that their lowish
input impedances were a factor in
regard to source loading and that
some sources will suit them more
than others. Presumably the Cyrus
separates are designed to do the job,
but this may limit the versatility of
the individual components if used
on other systems.

CYRUS PRE and CYRUS POWER
LAB REPORT
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Fig I. Cyrus Pre/Power: frequency

response.

CD input

Fig 2. Cyrus Pre: moving-magnet input

the audible range,

was confirmed at

-3db at 17 Hz

a low 12.5k ohm

and 110kHz.

typical while disc
input had the

CYRUS POWER

usual 47k ohm

A healthy + 15A

reading. There

of peak current

was no

was available.

measurable DC

Even 'difficult' 4

offset at the

ohm speakers were

outputs. Disc

tolerated. Power

channel balance

specs were met

Fig 3. Cyrus Power: high frequency
intermodulation, 19kHz. 120kHz

though the output

i

did 'sag' by nearly

11m
.

3dB when moving
from 8 to 4 ohms

Fig 4. Cyrus Power: supply modulation test

continuous drive

38Hz at 23 rated power into 4 ohms

both channels. But
peak power

With a very

and distortion was

CONCLUSION

reached an

extended low

low with little high

Taking the lab results first, it is clear
that these Cyrus separates are both

impressive 200W

frequency response,

order odd

into 2 ohms.

the bandwidth

harmonic content.

well designed and engineered and
meet exacting specifications. Noise
and distortion are negligible, the
outputs are healthily load tolerant
and the frequency responses both
accurate and well tailored, noting the
mild bass rolloff on the analogue disc
input. Both Pre and Power units have
lower than usual input impedances
and this might have an adverse
loading effect on some sources.
Many aspects of the sonic
performance are attractive and the
tidy, crisp and well focused character
of both these separates is certainly in
the Cyrus tradition. But 1 have
reservations concerning a less
powerful result on stereo image depth,
ambience recovery and rhythm.
Try this combination for yourself
and see if it suits you, noting the
versatile options for upgrade and
expansion within the new Cyrus
range using the PSX-R power
supplies. More coverage in HIN/RR
will be required to do full justice to
these possibilities.

Stability was

was -0.5dB at

Output impedance

particularly good.

35kHz, -3dB for

was low, less than

DC offset was a

110kHz, a

0.1 ohm over the

very low 3mV

sensible result. It

range and the

and OniV for the

was excellent on

signal to noise

two channels.

supply modulation

ratio was fine.
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Test results

Cyrus Power

Rated Power 8 ohms
50W;17dBW.
4 ohms
70W;15.45dBW.
Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms 1ch
18.6 18.6
18.4
Continuous 4ohms both
15.3 15.7
15.3
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
19.4
4 ohms
18.3
2 ohms
17
Output impedance ( ohms)
0.075
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms
85 -88
67
At OdBW 8 ohms -76 -78 -72
Channel separation(dB)
81
78
54
IntermodulatIon distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated 85dB OdBW -83dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2uF, 2ms ± 15A
Signakenoise dull gain) rel OdBW
rel full level
22Hz-22kHz/*A wtd
91/85dB
108/97dB
Channel balance
OdB
Input impedance
10k ohm
Input sensitivity
55mV MF, OdBW
Frequency response -0.5dB < 10Hz to 35kHz:
-3dB < 10Hz to 110kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
215x73x360mm
Typical price (
inc VAT) £450
'where OdBw .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

Test results

Cyrus Pre

Distortion ( dB)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input
81
84
80
IMennodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
84
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, m-m
>83
Noise (dB)
Disc (
m-m) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) 85
Aux input (
IHF, CCIR wtd)
95
DC offset, left/right
OmV/OmV
Input overload ( dB)
Disc ( mm) input ( IHF)
25
21
22
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
27.9
27
26.9
Stereo separation (dB)
Disc input
67
67
66
Aux input
74
74
74
Volume/balance tracking
Od8 -20dB -60dB
Aux input ( dB)
0
0.1
0
Input data ( aux)
Socket type
phono
Sensitivity
324mV
Loading
12.5 ohms
Output
Max level
44V
Impedance
100 ohms
Dimensions, (whd)
215x73x360mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£650
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LOUDSPEAKERS

W

here once there was a
dearth
of
speakers
capable of standing on
their own feet, now it seems that
every manufacturer has to have afull
length cabinet in the range.
But there is a lot of wood in a
floor standing cabinet, which means
savings have to be made elsewhere.
Which
makes
this
class
of
floorstanders a budgeting exercise,
formulating a compromise between
materials and performance that
hopefully will realise good sound.
It seems tempting to go for the
lowest price that buys you agoodly
slice of drive unit technology, so
products like the B&W DM603
come crammed with drive units
galore. But wait a minute — that
third drive unit isn't actively
producing bass, it's a passive
radiator. And the finish is all vinyl,
not the exquisite veneers B&W
applies to more up-market speakers.
You just cannot expect accuracy
and neutrality from speakers like
these, otherwise there would be no
point in manufacturers producing
higher performance designs. What
we have to look for is a transducer
which delivers the sound without too
much coloration, no strong emphasis
on any frequency band and, most
important of all, one that sets the
spirit alight with the energy of the
music. This factor is not just down
to technology — as we have seen
with budget speakers like the KEF
Coda 7, it can be achieved with
humdrum components skilfully
executed into a coherent and
balanced union. This is done by

Who can produce
the best value
floorstanding loudspeaker
for under COO?
by PETER 1 COMEAU

extended listening and tweaking,
since no measurement instrument is
as good as the human ear/brain
combination. For loudspeakers,
design by computer is just not good
enough when we are trying to hide
drive unit, crossover and cabinet
distortions.

B&W DM603
The DM603 certainly packs in alot
for
its
lowly £ 500.
The
bass/midrange driver uses a Kevlar
160mm
cone
and
surround
borrowed from the high end Silver
Signature, though of course wound
with copper wire. B&W's home built
28mm anodised metal dome covers
the treble, and is fitted with phase
correction cover and ahorn loaded
front plate as part of the baffle.
Down below there is another
178mm unit, in this case apassive
radiator built from a plastic cone.
Normally the passive radiator takes
the place of aport, reflex tuning the
cabinet in a similar manner to the
air mass and enclosure resonance
created by opening the internal air
volume to the outside through a
tube. But here B&W has confounded
everyone by adding a reflex port as
well!
Mike Gough of B&W engineering
explained the concept as follows.
Putting the Kevlar cone in such a
large volume on its own with just a
port did' not sound right. Using a
passive radiator instead did not
provide enough extension or bass
output. The passive radiator is
rather stiffer than the air mass in
a port, so the idea is to use the

From left to
right: B&W's
603, Ruark's
Talisman 11,
Musical
Technology's
Harrier and the
Celestial Impact
30

For
loudspeakers,
design by
computer
is just not
good enough
when we are
trying to hide
drive unit,
crossover
and cabinet
distortions
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BagIN DM603
LAB REPORT
(h
i
-axis responses
do not
immediately look
too promising,
with some treble
peakiness when
the microphone is
sited directly on
the tweeter dome.
But look down to
the 30 degree offaxis response and
the response
smoothes out
nicety, almost
contained within
+3dB limits, with
the exception of a
couple of notches
at 1.4 and 2kHz.
So these speakers
are best sited
facing straight out
front the wall.
A general dip
in output between
1.3 and 2.5kHz
is echoed in the
Room Averaged
Response, which
shows aloss in
energy through the
upper midrange.
Other than this
treble and

passive radiator to help the bass unit
and so reduce the excursion of the
Kevlar cone, keeping it sweet in the
midrange, while using an extra
degree of freedom in the lower bass
provided by the port.

Fig la. B&W 603: response family at 1
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15 degrees
vertical off-axis (middle trace); 30 degrees
horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig Ib. B&W 603: MISSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig le. B&W 603: Room Averaged
Response

(
top

trace); impedance, 4 ohms per

division (bottom trace)

midrange are
evenly balanced,
though the bass
output does
become unruly
below 150Hz.
This is
designed more
to impress
than be
accurate.
Port tuning is
asharp 48Hz,
and even though
the impedance
graph is
compressed to 4
ohms per division
the uP of the
crossover peak at
I.7kHz still can't
be contained. As

Test results

this coincides
exactly with the
loss in energy in
the RAR, some
more careful
crossover tuning
might pay
dividends. An
overall 6ohm
impedance
characteristic is
met.
SUPPLIER
B&W
Loudspeakers,
Churchill Ind.
Estate,
Marlborough Rd,
Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel: 01903
750 750

B&W DM603

Dimensions (
hwd. mm)
850x236x306
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25 - 120W
Recommended placement
free space
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point in room
45Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
90dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.4/6 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
average
Typical price per pair o
lc VAT) £500

This is equivalent to a system
using double tuning, something that
is hard to achieve with two ports of
differing lengths or diameters, as
they always tend to combine into
one resonant outlet. The tuned
output should thus cover a wider
frequency band than just the single
port or passive radiator can on its
own.
After all that, the rest of the
speaker is fairly conventional. A vinyl
covered high density chipboard box
in black ash finish is fitted with
adjustable spiked feet, and the grille
is an open frame, curved moulding.
Inside is a full length figure of
eight brace, and all walls are covered
with polyester foam damping sheets.
The crossover is minimalist, being
first order single high powered ferrite
core coil for the bass, and third
order for the treble unit. Ferrite
cored coils and reversible electrolytic
capacitors are placed in close
proximity on asmall PCB attached
to the rear terminal block. This has
gold plated terminals with removable
links for bi-wiring.

SOUND QUALITY
Impressive from switch on, the
DM603 goes on to settle down after
a few hours running in to give a
generous bass output and genuinely
big soundstage, topped by a bright
treble
and
intriguingly
clear
midrange performance. The metal
dome treble unit has minor sizzles
and rasps that are rather more
highlighted than one would expect
from a soft dome unit, and
occasionally makes itself obvious on
sibilance, cymbals and massed
strings. At the other extreme the
bass is of floor-shaking quality,
covering a wide range over the
bottom two octaves but not so that
you can hear the actual notes. The
bass is more of apowerful blur than
acarefully constructed true-to-source
definition, but my guess is that most
listeners will love the intensity and
ignore the quality.
An interesting addition is the
inclusion of two pairs of foam plugs
to be stuffed into the port in case of
overbearing bass. These do not affect
the bass quality, which seems to be
dictated by the passive bass radiator,
but do reduce the bottom end
thump where the room is excitable
in the 30-40Hz area. One set is of
reticulated (open cell) foam, and this
enables better control of the lowest
octave. Even so, it should be used
with caution, as the free-breathing

and rhythmic flow of the bass
becomes reticent and tied up in
comparison with the open port. The
other set is closed cell foam and
practically closes the port, having the
unfortunate effect of making the
passive radiator do all the work in a
wooden and constricted way — not
recommended.
Colorations are apparent only in
the lower midrange, where classical
listeners will notice ahollow quality
imparted to woodwind and cello. On
loud orchestral climaxes the upper
midrange and treble become hard
and brightly lit, though never to the
point
of
ear-piercing
naked
distortion. On rock music this is
hardly ever noticeable, and the
balance of the speaker could be said
to suit the pop repertoire best.
Despite these harsh criticisms, the
DM603 turned out to be far, far
better than the sum of its faults.
This was largely due to a finely
crafted
and
clear
midrange
performance coupled to enough bass
control to provide rhythmic intensity.
After a few days running in and
acclimatisation, the colorations were
easily accommodated, allowing
acceptable listening to all the discs
in my collection and spanning
musical boundaries easily.
More important was the sheer
musical enjoyment provided by the
DM603,
which never stalled
rhythms or hit abrick wall when the
orchestral forces or complexity of a
rock mix became ferocious in
intensity. Coupled to this was an
ability to maintain realistic sounding
listening levels without ear fatigue,
thanks to generous efficiency and
good dynamic ability.
The DM603 is one of those
speakers where the more you play it
the more you like it. A welcome
addition to the budget floorstanding
range.

CELESTION IMPACT 30
Celesticm's Impact series is the
epitome of the modern speaker
manufacturer's approach to value for
money — or should that be sound
per
pound?
Large
cabinets,
impressive- looking
drive
unit
arrangements and an efficiency and
impedance characteristic that make
the
most
of limited
output
amplifiers.
In the Impact 30 we see areturn
to the three way enclosure with a
proper midrange unit, unlike the
upper bass/mids that double up with
a lower bass unit to cover the
bottom half of the sound spectrum.
Enclosure-wise the Impact 30 uses
high density 18mm chipboard, an
excellent choice for large cabinet
panels but relatively undamped
internally. A figure of eight brace
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offers some stiffening of the side
panels, reducing the overall lively
nature of the wood resonances. A
modest filling of BAF wadding acts
as an interior acoustic absorbent.
A large rounded exit port tube
tunes the enclosure to a relatively
high frequency given its size. As the
cloth grille covers only the drive
units, the port is an obvious part of
the styling. (Close to the ground, so
don't let your pet hamster or gerbil
loose in the vicinity!)
A felted paper coned 150mm bass
unit with steel chassis starts off the
three way drive unit complement,
crossing over to astiff, doped paper
75mm midrange unit at 700Hz.
Treble output above 3kHz is covered
by a doped fabric domed 25mm
treble unit. Both this and the
midrange are mildly horn loaded by
deep plastic surrounds, a further
example of which adds to the bass
unit chunky styling.
Just one pair of terminals — no
bi-wiring facility — connects to a
PCB carrying second order crossover
networks using high powered ferrite
coils and bi-polar electrolytic
capacitors, the only exception being
an air cored coil in the treble leg.
Floor spikes, with excellent knurled
nuts to enable finger adjustment, can
be fitted to the base of the cabinet.

SOUND QUALITY
One of the first things you will
notice about the Impact 30 is atruly
humungous port facing you. This is
clearly aspeaker that means business
at the bass end, and the Impact lives
up to its name in this department.
The port delivers alot of wallop and
chest pounding grunt, though it does
this with little attempt at finesse or
differentiation between bass notes.
The rest of the sound spectrum
of the Impact 30 echoes this scheme.
There's lots of midrange, bags of
upper bass thrum and everything has
been thrown in to deliver as big and
rattling a sound as possible. The
efficiency is such that it is easy to
fill quite a large room with sound
from a 50W amplifier, which will
make the Impact 30s go down great
at parties.
But if you turn down the volume
control for aminute, the Celestions
make more than a passing nod at
accuracy. In fact if you keep away
from the bass pounding CDs which
these speakers revel in, the midrange
output is enchantingly clear and
precise, lending strings the type of
sheen that is encountered in the best
concert hall acoustics. Stereo images
are neatly placed between the
speakers, and the midrange reveals
some good clues to the recorded
acoustic. Extreme left and right
images descend into the region of
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the treble units, otherwise the
soundstage displays some good
depth effects, especially through the
midrange and treble area.
Before long, however, the bass
starts to colour the proceedings,
while the treble seems shelved
downwards in contrast. There is a
fair amount of thrum from the
cabinet too, which adds further
coloration as volume levels rise.
Keep to rock and jazz music and
many of these characteristics go
unnoticed. Fed a diet of electronic
bass and synthesiser, the Impact 30s
pound and grind away impressively,
while the midrange projection is
great for vocal exertions and guitar
riffs. Here the mild treble roll off
enables all discs to be played without
any sign of the grating digital preemphasis charcteristic of the indic
scene. Space the Impacts away from
wall and corners and the bass falls
into balance, though they don't
reach to the lowest octave and the
upper bass thrum is always present.

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
HARRIER
Though a new company, Musical
Technology is the brainchild of two
engineers with years of experience
of
loudspeaker
design
and
broadcasting behind them. The
Harrier is second from the bottom
in a range of four models, but is
hardly a budget model in terms of
its technology. All metal units are
used in an irregular pentagon
enclosure, with an advanced fourth
order crossover dedicated
to
providing a monitor class response
pattern.
Essentially triangular with bevelled
edges, the enclosure is awelcome
break from the rectangular tradition
and looks very smart when placed
within half a metre of a rear wall,
blending into home furnishings very
successfully. In its cheapest form the
finish is dark ' Rosewood' or ' Black
Ash' vinyl, while an extra £ 100 buys
you a walnut veneered cabinet or
coloured lacquer.
The irregular sides and angles of
the cabinet provide aspread of panel
resonance as well as breaking up
internal standing waves, further
damped by a sensible mixture of
acoustic foam and BAF wadding.
The enclosure is reflex loaded by a
gas flowed forward facing port at the
base of the front baffle. Four gold
plated terminals at the rear allow biwiring, and are also positioned at the
base to avoid untidy cable runs up
the back of the speaker.
Review samples were provided
with optional steel support plates
(£45 extra) which bolt on to the
base of the speakers to spread the
footprint and improve bass clarity.

CELESTION IMPACT 30
LAB REPORT
A deep notch at
600Hz preludes
the crossover
between bass and
midrange unit,
but luckily this is
only apparent at
Imetre distance
and disappears
on the 2metre
Room Averaged
Response trace.
More serious is
the imbalance
between bass,
midrange and
treble, which
betrays an
overabundance of
bass output and
aclear attempt to
redress the balance
with araised
treble portion from
3kHz upwards.
Horizontally off
axis the treble
shelves down
alarmingly, so
overall treble
energy in the
room will be
depleted, and a
listening 'hot spot'
created.
The energy
peak between 100
and 200 Hz in
room also shows
up disturbingly on
the MLSSA
Waterfall of the
delayed
resonances, with
output from both
bass unit and the
large port
continuing to
dominate what is
otherwise a
brilliantly clear
midrange. Given
agood bass unit,
the midrange
could be astar. A
sharp peak at
17kHz is the
treble dome which
could be better
Test results

Fig 2a. Celestial Impact 30: response family
at 1metre: on-axis (top trace); IS degrees
vertical off-axis (middle trace); 30 degrees
horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig lb. Celestion Impact 30: MLSSA
waterfall of delayed resonance

Fig 2e. Celestion Impact 30: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 2ohms per
division (bottom trace)
damped.
Overall
impedance is fine
at atypical 4
ohms,
chosen to
maximise
amplifier
output
potential. The
sharp port
tuning at 48Hz
does little to
extend the bass
response compared
to and
overshadowed by
the hump at
100Hz.
SUPPLIER
Celestion
International Ltd,
Foxhall Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk,
1P3 8113
01473 322 222
Celestion Impact 30

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
820x236x245
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25 - 150W
Recommended placement
free space
Bass frequency rolloff
46Hz
(-3c18 point in room
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
89dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.9/4 ohms/fair
Forward response uniformity
poor
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £429

RI

Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

DE

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex TVV1 2EB
at the foot of Richmond Bridge

Fax: ( 0181) 892 7749

In December we celebrated our 5th birthday! So we
must be doing something right!! We are afamily
business and the only hi-fi shop in the area of
Richmond and Twickenham. We have gone from
strength to strength thanks to the support from our
valued customers and suppliers, but believe it or not
many of the local residents stiill do not know about us!
We carry products that are limited in their availability,
that is we have fulfilled certain criteria set by our
suppliers in order to be able to stock their range and
we have the training and knowledge to be able to
supply this product to our customers. The range of
products that we stock means that we are able to set
up systems from the starting price of about £500 to
£20K - £30K. So our experience and knowledge is so
wide that it will exceed most electronic buffs
knowledge. We are not electronic buffs but we are
specialists in putting together systems that will not only
suit the individuality of our customers but also the
technical specification of the product. From our point
of view we try to ensure the customer has the best
system possible for their budget, because at the end
of the day we are not the ones that have to live system
in the home, so we feel that our job is to point out the
differences between the products in terms of sound
and ease of use.
Our facilities include two listening rooms that have the
feeling of anormal comfortable living room, so our
customers can sit away from the shop floor and listen
before they make their purchase. One of these rooms
is dedicated to products such as Audiolab, Audio
Research, Krell, Martin Logan, Theta and Wilson.
Home cinema is also an area into which we have
moved and we have aroom incorporating the
products of Sony television and video, Yamaha,
Monitor Audio and Kef.
Our display of the highly acclaimed and innovative
B8i0 products has greatly increased to the extent that
we have an area featuring the flagship Av9000 home
cinema system, as well as all the other products in the
range.
Multi room linking is an area that customer are
realising is available and are demanding, and so we
will be one the limited dealers for the latest QED
systemline products when its launched in spring.
The good old Ford Pop is still with us demonstrating
OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
the indecently good car hi-fi products from Clarion,
Opening Times
Soundstream, Kef, Rockford and Alpine that are
Mon- Sat 10am-5.30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
now available, for all musical tastes.
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, Ml, M4
and the A205 South Circular Road Our location is on We have the facilities to offer low cost
JUST SOME OF THE OTHER BRANDS THAT WE CARRY
the Twickenham side of the Richmond Bridge, in the
and 0% finance, subject to status, and
vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio Research,
of course we accept all major credit
local parking please call.
cards.
Alphason, Atacama, Audio Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W,
The nearest Tube and railway is Richmond and we
are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to
status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Overseas Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote
competitively on shipping.

So to discuss any of the products that
we stock and to arrange a
demonstration to purchase any of this
equipment from us please call on 0181
892 7613. Our hours of opening are
Monday to Saturday 10 - 5.30 and
until the end of March we have alate
night on Thursday until 7.

B&O, Beyer, Bose, Copland, Cable, Talk, Chord Company,
Castle Denon, jadis, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Micromega. Michell, Mitsubishi,
Musicwave, Mission, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi,
NA!), Pioneer, Project, Quad, QED, Rote!, Sony, Sonus Faber,
Sound Style, Stands Unique, Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Thorens,
Tannoy, TDI, Totem, Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul,
Yamaha.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Floor spikes can be used with or
without the supports. Even with
supports fitted, the speakers do not
stand tall, and thus the listening axis
is designed for ear level to be above
the tops of the cabinets.
Bass drive is from a 150mm unit
with
thin
lightweight
spun
aluminium cone fitted with a soft
rubber surround and dust cap.
Motive power comes from a25mm
aluminium voice coil with high
temperature winding allowing high
power input. The cone is unlike
more expensive metal types in that
rigidity of pistonic movement has
not been a priority, while low
coloration and control of cone
breakup have been attended to.
Treble output is from a 25mm
aluminium dome working into an
extension to the pole piece to
provide arear chamber and heatsink.
A phase correction plate also
protects the dome, and a vestigial
cloth grille covers the drive units.

SOUND QUALITY
The Harrier needs no warming up
and sounds ' right' from cold. You
would be hard put to notice any of
the common ' metal dome/cone'
effects in terms of an overabundance
of brightness or treble rasp, but an
outstanding clarity through the
midrange and treble does suggest
something out of the ordinary.
In fact the Harriers err on the side
of warmth and bass voluminosity, if
they can be said to have any
departure from neutrality. There is
no change of character throughout
the treble and midrange region; only
as the bass port starts to manage the
output of the lowest octaves is there
any break in the coherence of
performance. Even this is well
managed, so that bass notes are
easily identified, and delivers avery
satisfying extension for such a
relatively small speaker.
Overall levels of coloration are
very low, and only two areas were
noticeable as an unevenness of
response on classical music. One
concerns aslight squawky touch to
brass instruments. The other was a
loss of power in the lower bass
region before the port started to
improve the output. This was
exacerbated by moving the speakers
further away from the rear wall, and
is clearly a result of the restricted
baffle reinforcement and coupling to
the wall via the angled enclosure
sides. The balance between port
output in the sub bass region and
its
balance
with
the
wall
reinforcement of lower bass drive
unit output may vary considerably
between rooms, requiring a home
demonstration before purchase.
Those two niggles aside, the
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Harriers turned in an enjoyable and
musical performance, and were
generally unflappable on a wide
range of discs and musical styles.
Stereo imagery was stable and
spread accurately between and
behind the speakers, with extreme
left and right images tending to
shrink into the plane of the treble
units. Dynamic range from these
relatively little boxes was excellent,
taking orchestral crescendos and
pounding rock percussion without
complaint or compression. They also
managed the difficult feat of
sounding satisfying at both low and
high levels, a sure mark of a well
managed and coherent balance.

RUARK TALISMAN II
Looking for something different in
the
appearance
stakes?
The
Talisman II offers more of the
handcrafted furniture look than the
usual rectangular box. It is also
refreshing to find real wood veneers
used instead of the ubiquitous vinyl
covering of low cost cabinets.
Fronting the Talisman is a
veneered front baffle which is slanted
backward in time- aligned fashion
and which folds over the edge of the
cabinet proper. This baffle and its
75mm rear extension is the most
eye-catching feature. MDF is used
throughout with figure of eight
bracing reducing panel resonances,
while these are in any case subdued
by the angled baffle. A small
enclosure in the base of the speaker
has aplugged entry hole for the user
to add sand or lead shot. This mass
loading is supposed to improve bass
solidity, and sensibly the instructions
warn against over-damping by
adding too much mass. The whole
sits on a metal ground plate,
threaded for adjustable floor spikes,
and covered by awooden trim.
Covering the two drive units and
forward facing port is ablack cloth
grille, thin enough not to cause
major diffraction effects. The drive
unit complement consists of a26mm
coated fabric dome treble unit with
rear chamber, and a 165mm treated
paper cone bass driver in a strong
cast chassis. These are fixed to the
baffle using high tensile screws.
Inside is afilling of Sonafil sound
absorbent, and a second order
crossover hard wired using high
power air core inductors and
polypropylene capacitors. All internal
wiring is Cable Talk Concert 2, and
soldered connections are used
throughout. Two sets of gold plated
terminals on the rear connection
plate allow bi-wiring.

SOUND QUALITY
The Talisman falls into the classic
hi-fi category of clean, laid back

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY HARRIER
LAB REPORT
Harrier's
responses are
nicely contained
within +3dB
limits and
indicate awell
balanced
performance with
aslight notch
appearing just
above the natural
roll-off of the
bass/mid unit at
6kHz. Some
unevenness in the
bass performance
gives an indication
of the difficuh
coupling to arear
wall occasioned by
the angled cabinet
sides.
The Room
Averaged
Response repeats
the smooth,
balanced
performance, and
the bass humps
and dips will
depend upon room
characteristics.
The MLSSA
Waterfall of
delayed resonances
shows the
spectacularly clean
result typical of
well designed
metal diaphragm
units, with the
treble resonance at
ahigh 26kHz
finishing the
trace.
Port output is
of the low Q type
and helps to
extend the bass
response over a
broad range
down to 50Hz, a
more than
respectable reach
given the limited
enclosure volume.
Impedance is a
fairly easy drive
6ohms, though
the dip to 4.2
ohms at 2kHz
might give budget
amplifiers
designed to drive
resistive 8ohm
loads atesting
time. Any decent
amp should
happily cope with
this.

Fig 3a. Musical Technology Harrier: response
family at I metre: on-axis (top trace); 15
degrees vertical off-axis (middle trace):
degrees horizontal (boiront trace)

Fig 3b. Musical Technology Harrier:
MLSSA waterfall of delayed resonance

Fig 3e. Musical Technology Harrier: Room
Averaged Response (top trace); impedance, 2
ohms per division (bottom trace)
Test results

Musical Technology Harrier

Dimensions (
hwd. mm)
800x254x230
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30 - 100W
Recommended placement
near rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point in room
50Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
87dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.3/6 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £400
£500 in veneered walnut, base plates £45

SUPPLIER
Mvsical
Technology,
Unit 10 Chilton
Road, Howard
Ind. Estate,
Chesham,
Bucks
HP5 2AU
Tel: (01494)
793 137

SIREh

THE NEW CHORD COMPANY INTERCONNECT

A new concept in sound reproduction

7,itee
Introducing:
THE OROTUND pre-amplifier.
A classic hand-built valve product.
British design and manufacture

sWen n. 1. (Gk Myth.)
creatures half woman,
half bird,
living On rocky
isle to which
they lured
seafarers with
enchanting
singing.
2. sweet singer.

Facilities: Stereo Phono input and stereo line stage
with inputs for CD, Video. Tape/Source, Tuner and Aux.
Available as a free-standing unit or as 19' rack mount.
Finish: Polished hard chromium as standard, or to order.

Frequency response:
0.0 dB from 30Hz to 20 KHz
Only -0.6 dB RMS @ 16 Hz and @ 50KHz

Enquiries Invited from Dealers and public.
Under £2000 including VAT and UK Delivery
2year guarantee
Enquiries to TWELVE LIMITED
P.O. Box 28, Welwyn Garden City
Hertfordshire. UK ALÓ OBD. Tel: 01438 715258

Webela DIGITAL
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LOUDSPEAKERS
delivery of musical detail with
minimal coloration. Good control of
drive unit behaviour is noticeable,
except at the lowest bass frequencies
where the ported output is evident.
Orchestral music is best on the
Talisman at relatively high listening
levels, demanding a high powered
amplifier, giving a well focused
soundstage with good depth. String
tone is sweet and detailed, and
quartet and quintet pieces sound as
though they are being played in a
concert hall with your seat towards
the back of the stalls. In fact it is
quite difficult to get close to the
performance. The Talisman seems
to have adistancing effect, no matter
how close the recording.
Reticent in midrange projection,
the Talisman II doesn't cut it as far
as rock music is concerned. It
sounds lifeless and constricted on
vocals and guitar work, so the
temptation is to keep on advancing
the volume control to try to make
the
speakers
come
to
life.
Unfortunately all this does is
advance
a treble
and
bass
prominence, making the midrange
sound squeezed and squeaky.
To be fair, these effects do vary
with recording, so the warmer and
more vibrant mixes project better
than those recordings that try to
capture a natural acoustic. The
Talisman has a dry and reticent
nature, lacking natural warmth and
projection and sounding small and
compressed at its worst, and clean
and
articulate
at
its
best.
Unfortunately the worst and best are
miles apart. Britten's Piano Concerto
[Decca 417 308-2] lacked roundness
in the voluminous bass section and
the strings were squeezed into the
speakers instead of taking their place
in
the
auditorium
acoustic.
Debussy's Three Nocturnes [
Philips
438 002-2] from Boston Symphony
Hall gave amuch more satisfactory
result, with abroader soundstage
and lively string work.
With such variable results on
different discs, it was hardly
surprising that the Talisman Ils
reacted differently to alternative
amplifiers and cables. Warmer results
came from the Myryad MI120
amplifier and Audioquest and Cable
Talk cables, so careful matching is
obviously necessary to obtain the best
from these mercurial speakers.

CONCLUSION
As in all compromises, it is difficult
to be objective about the absolute
hi-fi requirements for this class of
speaker. It seems obvious from most
of the results that manufacturers feel
the need to provide bags of bass
from the cheaper floorstanding
models, though this might be the
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influence of the US market where
success depends upon a thudding
low frequency output.
But this is at odds with the high
fidelity aspirations of accuracy, and
even if the manufacturers are
apparently meeting a market need
we should not have to sacrifice a
realistic bass performance for
overbearing and tuneless output. In
this respect the honours go to the
Ruark Talisman II, whose low
frequency behaviour is not beyond
reproach but at least maintains the
expected tightness and control.
The Talisman is also the best
looking of the bunch, afactor which
helps explain its higher cost, and its
build quality in terms of both cabinet
and drive units raises it well above the
budget competition. It is unfortunate,
then, that adepressed upper midrange
output robs it of musical excitement
and projection, though what remains
is clean and detailed.
At the opposite extreme is the
Celestion Impact 30, where the
designer has obviously felt the need
to succumb to both market pressures
and the promise of the model name.
Despite the neighbour-annoying bass
prominence, the midrange offers a
classic performance, providing
enough appeal to win over mass
market buyers but probably not the
hi-fi cognoscenti.
Looking quite diminutive in this
company is the Musical Technology
Harrier, a newcomer that is trying
to turn the tide away from the
rectangular box. This is one of the
cheapest ways of buying yourself the
benefits
of metal
diaphragm
technology, and the concept works
superbly well. Low levels of
coloration are matched with good
detail retrieval and awell balanced
response. If your system and room
do not emphasise the warm bass or
expose the touch of brightness to
brass instruments, then th uHarrier
will satisfy every musical need.
The most satisfying of the group
however, is the B&W DM603,
simply because of its musical verve
and finely crafted balance. Purists
may jibe at its colorations, in which
case they should look further
upwards in price instead of expecting
a miracle for £ 500. The double
tuned bass system does seem to
work in this case, though only
because
of
the
particular
characteristics of bass unit and
enclosure, and the result is quite in
character with the mid and treble
clarity and vivacity.
Overall the DM603 is adelight to
the ear, and thus the best
compromise of all. If you really are
penny pinching and must have a
floorstander, don't leave it out of
your calculations.

RUARK TALISMAN II
LAB REPORT
It Is often
difficuh to find
the best
measurement
position for an
angled baffle. A
one metre
measurement is
not necessarily
indicative of the
result at the
listening position,
as the path
lengths from the
drive units may
be optimised for a
further distance.
So the on-axis
response with the
treble unit at one
metre shows a
deeper notch at
2.5kHz than the
result at 15
degrees above,
the latter trace
showing asmooth
result within
+3dB limits.
Still, the
general
impression is of a
weak area
between 2-3kHz,
and this is reinforced by the
Room Averaged
Response. This
average of a
range of
microphone
positions round
the room show a
strong lower
midrange output
and depressed
upper ;nid area
before the treble
output recovers
the balance with
the bass.
A fairly high
Q port tuning
maintains bass
output to 45Hz,
while its forward
facing output also

Test results

Fig 4a. Ruark Talisman Il: response family
at I metre: on-axis (top trace); 15 degrees
vertical off-axis (middle trace); 30 degrees
horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 4b. Ruark Talisman II:

MLSSA

waterfall of delayed resonance

Fig 4e. Ruark Talisman IL

Room Averaged

Response (top trace); impedance, 2 ohms per
division (bottom trace)

leaks some
midrange, part of
which shows up
on the MLSSA
Waterfall trace. In
the main,
resonances are well
controlled,
indicated by the
sharp fall of
output after the
initial pulse at

OmS, while some
lower level energy
ripples throughout
the treble area
continue out to
3mS.

SUPPLIER
Ruark
Acoustics Ltd,
59 Tailors Court,
Temple Farm
Industrial Estate,
Southend on Sea,
Essex
SS2 5TH
Tel: 01702 601
410

Ruark Talisman II

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
840x230x320
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30 - 100W
Recommended placement
free space
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d6 point in room
45Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
88dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.4/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
average
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £749
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Marantz's new CD- 1-

T

he Marantz CD- 17, retailing
at £800, is the latest addition
to the company's Reference
range of products. We have managed
to acquire one of the first samples
for review, and one that features
Marantz's distinctive ' champagne'
gold finish.
No-one looking at the CD- 17
could fail to be impressed by its
standard of finish and solid
construction. Front, sides and curved
corners are chunks of aluminium,
while the top is aneatly fabricated
aluminium sheet. The lid is just one
example of Marantz's attention to
detail. Take, for instance, the
recesses for each Allen- socketed
screw head, the rounded comers at
the front and the smoothly finished
edges all round. The construction is
based on a steel main chassis, with
the aforementioned extrusions and
castings bolted on. It all makes for
an impressively solid and weighty
piece of equipment.
The front panel is simple, with just
essential controls plus the blue
fluorescent display in the centre and
the CD drawer to the left. At the
rear, in addition to the usual left and
right audio outputs and digital
output ( to feed a separate DIA
converter if desired) are another two
RCA phono sockets for remote
operation using the Marantz D-Bus.
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...he rear panel carries the Euro CE
mark. No detailed circuit description
was available, so we had to rely on
some advance information from
Marantz, and aroving-reporter look
inside [see box].

One thing
is certain
about the
player: it is
a cut above
the norm

TECHNOLOGY
The main PCB is an object lesson
in one-piece board layout ( no
bundles of cables looping from one
board to another) and uses many
surface mount (SM) ICs and passive
components. There are just four
:eads plugging on to the board, one
for power in, one for the display, one
for the mechanism and another for
che tray motor. Rear panel sockets
mount directly to the PCB.
On the main board there are also
conventionally
mounted
parts
including ICs and resistors but, most
noticeably,
several
electrolytic
capacitors and five separate power
supply regulators, to feed various
sections of the circuit board with
clean voltage rails.
The DAC7 Bitstream chipset
forms the basis of the player (though
not used in balanced mode here).
Then comes the SAA73277GP
decoder IC developed by Philips at
Southampton, an SA7350 thirdorder noise shaper and TDA1547
DIA chip. This well tried-and-tested
system features oversampling, which

SUPPLIER
Marantz
Kings bridge
House,
581 Bath Road,
Longford UB7
OEH
Tel (01753)
680 868

pushes the unwanted images created
by digital processing to higher
ultrasonic frequencies and thus
makes filtering after D/A conversion
alittle easier.
Marantz has also included an
SM5841DS chip, which is both a
filter and digital volume control. The
latter allows control of output level
from the handset without using an
analogue potentiometer of any sort
— changes in volume being made
entirely in the digital domain.
Following the DAC in the signal
path are two copper- plated boxes
containing what Marantz describes
as
Hyper
Dynamic Amplifier
Modules ( HDAM) op amps. Close
to each of these is aregulator IC on
its heatsink. These HDAMs are
shielded op amps using discrete
surface-mounted devices ( in other
words, not IC-based) which are
claimed to achieve avery high slew
rate and offer superior sound quality.
Also, at the output sockets are a
further two transistors per channel,
with associated SM components,
which appear to be output buffers.
SOUND QUALITY
After leaving the CD- 17 for some
hours to bum in, listening proceeded
with my usual eclectic mix of music.
Ihave recently been living with a
DPA Little Bit 3DAC, partnered by
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an Orelle CD- 100 CD player used
as a transport. The CD- 100 works
well on its own, but the two together
give exceptionally good performance
at a total of around £ 800,
coincidentally about the same price
as the Marantz CD- 17. Consequently
Icould not escape making comparisons, deliberate or otherwise between
this combination and the Marantz.
My impressions initially, and those
after many hours of listening, left me
with mixed feelings about the CD17. One thing is certain about the
player: it is a cut above the norm.
Vocals are not recessed, as is often
the case with lesser machines, nor is
the CD- 17 harsh — voices lack any
hint of hardness or edginess. Soloists
are projected forward nicely and
there's quite an appealing resolution
of ambience around instruments.
The CD- 17 recreates a large, full,
smooth sound, one which is nonfatiguing and refined.
But there's more to music
reproduction than.mere refinement.
In my view the Marantz is let down
in quite subtle, but crucial, ways
which affect its musical performance.
Take the bass, for example. Bass was
not bad, but . notes lacked the
resolution analysis and precision
which would have given them real
presence, as though timing and
harmonic
structure
were
compromised, if only slightly.
Sometimes this would show as an
inability
to
reproduce
rapid
sequences of bass drum or bass
guitar notes, at other times it would
mask the character of a deep
throbbing
synthesiser
with
a
fluctuating sound ' envelope'.
Overall, the subjective timing and
analysis of instruments could have
been better and during complex
music this manifested itself as amild
degree of muddle and confusion.
The Marantz also seemed to soften
musical dynamics and this was

particularly noticeable with large
orchestral works. It also added avery
marginal nasality to massed choral
performances which affected the way
singers sound when they all take
breath in unison. This is certainly
subtle and something which would
probably have gone unnoticed if I
had not been trying desperately to
discover why the CD- 17 was not
resolving small details with strings
and brushed cymbals and so on.
Despite being smooth and lacking in
hardness, treble had just atouch of
'tinkly' hi-fi quality to it, instead of
highs of the open, fluid type.

MAFtANTZ CD- 17
LAB REPORT
A brief scan
down the graphs
and test results
shows, as one
would expect,
there is nothing
to criticise in the
CD- 17. Channel

Ikliz at - 70dB.

excellent at

about 40JB between .fitndamental and

around 98-

Distortion

With simple music the CD- 17 could
sound fine. Icould, and did, enjoy
it providing the music was not too
demanding. Its big smooth sound
can just carry one along with it.
However, personally, Ilike to get
fully involved when I'm listening
and, when the going got tough, the
CD- 17 missed too many details for
me. The end result was just atrifle
bland and lacking in drama and
musical information for £800.
The Orelle CD- 100 and DPA
Little Bit 3 seem to dig down
another octave in the bass and
reproduce many more musical
nuances
and
details
through
midrange to treble, where the sound
of this pair is both lucid and
informative, though they do not
ultimately offer quite the smoothness
of the Marantz in the upper treble,
where vocals can sound slightly hard
on occasion by comparison.
The big difference is that the
Orelle/DPA combination draws one
fully into the auditorium, whereas
the Marantz keeps you hanging by
the door. It teases, almost delivering,
but not quite. A pity, because the
finish and build quality
are most definitely
spot-on.

singletone and
imennodulation
tests carried out
were excellent:
the ¡MD result

Fig 2. Marantz CD-17: spectrogram for

and the - 90dB
and - 100dB

OdB. Very low distortion products, ( kHz at

results being

response held
flatter than most
at high
frequencies to just
over a quarter of
a dB down at
20kHz. Signal to
noise was

most, with a
worst-case error
of -0.38dB at
16kHz. Bass
was virtually flat
to 20Hz

12.3 includes what Marantz claims to be a more
substantial platform for improved vibration isolation.
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wave at - 100dB. An excellent result, showing
distortion down in the noise. (It was difficult

here in fact).

to find the harmonic distortion products in this

Replay level at

trace)

-90dB was
very close to

printed circuit board ( PCB) with

the CD. Though essentially a plastic device, the CDM-

Fig. 4. Marantz CD-17: IkHz dithered sine

(0.0410.05dB up

gold plating holds virtually all

accurate tracking. It features a floating suspension for

Distortion is right down in the noise

was better than

large double-sided glass-fibre

driven servo system, claimed to reduce noise and give

wave at - 90.3dB, bandwidth 5kHz.

excellent and the

good impressions. Inside, one

mains transformer. In front of these is the
CDM-12.3, a new improved mechanism, with a digitally-

Fig. 3. Marantz CD-/ 7: / kHz dithered sine

de-emphasis error

simply re-enforces one's initial

problems) on their way to a low- profile

-98dB and 18kHz at - 102dB

noteworthy.
Frequency

UNDER THE BONNET

mains leads are fed ( to avoid RFI/EMI

19klizi2OkHz imermodulation test tones at

particularly

Lifting off the CD-17's neat lid

interference filter, through which the

distortion products

100dB at

products for all

circuits. Only a small isolated PCB

A good clean result with

20141z.

CONCLUSION

to the left rear houses the mains
on/off
switch
and
ferrite- ring

Fig I. Marantz CD- I spectroeram r
or

separation was

the conver ualue,
reading only
0.44dB high; an
excellent figure.
Output of the
CD-17 was
almost one dB up
on the standard

Test results

Marantz CD-17

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.03
0.03
0.03
Stereo separation (
dB)- 100
-100 -98
Distortion (
dB):
-95
THD at OdB
-98
THD at 10dB
-40
THD at 70dB
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
-98
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz. -10dB
-97
Frequency response
Left ( dB)
0.05
o -0.28
0 -0.27
Right ( dB)
0.04
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz — 20kHz. unwtd
-106
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0.84/-0.84 -0.09/-0.09 -0.38/-0.38
Output level OdB L/R
0.965/0.995dB
Output impedance
205 ohms
6 secs
Track access Ito track 991
SPDIF
Digital output
0.44/0.44
Error at -90dB L'R
Dimensions ( whci. mmi
45x81x300
£800
Typical price linc VAT)

2V output. This
is an increasingly

the edge in A1B

common practice

shop comparisons.

and may just
give the player

An excellent set
of results from the

CD-17 in terms of
distortion,
frequency response
and linearity.
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eff IN"JODS‘LOCK
Music and 3iim Systems Ltd

For aselection
of presently owned
high quality equipment.

Brands , nclude
Krell, Mark Levinson,
Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio.

IN THE FIRST INSTANCE CONTACT.

Swinford

rIdg., Eynsharm, Oxford, Oxfordshire
U.K.

'Tel: (44)01865 883535

ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

3ax: (44)01865 881012

TEL/FAX 0181-948-5568

* SAL E*
New & ex- display hi-fi
Alchemist Kraker. amp
Alpha 5tuner

£ 390
£ 179

Arearn Xeta I
£925
Audiolab 8000A
£425
Aura CDS()
£ 329
Aura VA100 mkl
£ 279
£ 299
Aura VA 100 mk11
Aura VA80
£ 240
Kef Ref Iblack
£ 874
Ker Fer Irosewood £ 1.049
Kef Ref 2black
£ 1.312
Kef Ref 2rosewood £ 1.487
Kef Ref 3rosewood £ I . 968
Meridian 204 tuner
£450
Meridian 205 Trichord £ I . 200
Meridian 263 dac
£. 250
Meridian 501
£ 695
Micro Mega BS 2duc
£568
Micro Mega Drive I
£612
Micro Mega Drive 2
£ 874
Micro Mega Duo CD 3. i
£ 1.312
Micro Mega FM tuner € 622
Micro Mega Stage 1
£479
Micro Mega Stage 2

£619

Micro Mega Stage 3
Micro Mega Tempo 1
Musical Fidelity A Imk111
Musical Fidelity CDt
Musical Fidelity EIO amp
Musical Fidelity El(X) amp
Musical Fidelity E200 pre
Musical Fidelity E300 power
Musical Fidelity E60 CD
Musical Fidelity Pre- amp 8
Pioneer CLD 1950
Polk RM3000
Project 6turntable
Quad 606 Power amp
Quad 77 integrated amp
Quad 77 Remote handset
Quad 77 CD ( bus version)
Rd lStorm
Ruark Equinox
Ruark Paladin
Ruark Talisman black
Ruark Talisman walnut
Tannay 637
Trichord Transport

Quality used equipment
£799
£612
£279
£450
£250
£510
£510
£595
£250
£299
£500
£500
£350
£610
€550
£249
£499
£625
£I ,600
£950
£550
£550
£420
£590

Linn Keilidh
Avcam Delta 250
Avcam Black Box 50
Argo / Hera ( mint)
Quad 306
AGC SP:1 Pre-amp ( silver)
VPI TNT / ETII / DL504 +
dustcover
Oracle Delphi Ill / SME mkV
Linn LPI2.NV / Alphason
HR100
Cadence MA: mk1 mono
blocks
Ruark Accolade ( walnut)
Musical: Fidelity A100 amp
Epos ES 14 + stands
Quad ELS63
Linn LEI 2Valhalla/basic

.reay R

OIVETUE

/eMIC7‹

CD

£550
£400
£400
£450
£200
£1.750
£2,950
£1.351)
£400
£600
£850
£250
£400
£1,300
£400

Ve
Swck:
Alchemist
Audiolab
Audioquest
Celestion
Chord. Denon
Kenwood
Micromega
Mission
MK NAD
I ' ioneer Ruark
REL. Rotel
Sony, XL0
Yamaha

7 de
e
e eky'04

15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SP1 2DF. Tr (01722) 322169
31)
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SERVICE
Upgrading a Linn Keilidh system
with more amplifier power
and an active crossover
by PETER J COMEAU

I

n many ways this is an update to
my review of the Linn Keilidh
system [
HFNIRR, June ' 95],
though price-wise this active version
of the system takes it into a new
price range at £4113.
For this you get three power
amplifiers (two LK100s for the bass
units and one integrated pre-power
Majik-I for the treble), aMimik CD
player and active crossover cards for
the Keilidh speakers. You can buy
this as acomplete system, or upgrade
an existing passive system. Our
purpose here is to show the benefits
of going active.
Installation will always be carried
out by the retailer, but in any case
set-up is simple thanks to forward
planning in the design. For example
the LK100's line- in and line-out
sockets make it easy to connect the
extra power amps. The whole stack
is only 325mm tall.
To replace the passive crossovers
in the Keilidhs, each amplifier is
fitted with its own active crossover.
This simply plugs into the internal
circuit board and is mounted behind
the Sneaky expansion cover on the
rear of the Majik-I. Naturally this
limits the options of including other
Sneaky add-ons such as the Kudos
tuner or Knekt multi-room system.
If you wish to include the latter, it
is best to configure the system with
this in mind at time of purchase.
For the Majik-I a high-pass
crossover was fitted, while both
LK100s had identical low pass
crossovers. Thus each drive unit in
the Keilidhs is given its own
dedicated
amplifier
channel.
Connection is via the bulky six-way
LK600 speaker cable. A cheaper
alternative (£ 3276) is to use just
one extra LK100 to drive both bass
units, but this doesn't deliver the
saffie transient quality and slam. The
only adjustment on the crossovers is
for treble level; Linn's installer
tweaked this up one notch from the
factory setting to suit my room. This
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Whereas the
original system
displayed
cracks in the
coherence of
the sound
spectrum, the
active
crossovers
improve the
transient
performance
dramatically

SUPPLIER
Linn Products
Ltd,
Floors Road,
Watetfoot,
Eaglesham
G76 OEP
Tel: 01416
445 111

active version overcomes most of the
criticisms of the basic passive system,
and shows the inherent limitations
of the Keilidh's passive crossovers.
The same overall character is
present, notably awarm and slightly
heavy sounding bass followed by a
marginally recessed midrange and
clean and crisp treble performance.
But whereas the original system
displayed cracks in the coherence of
the sound spectrum, the active
crossovers blend the drive units with
little evidence of seams and improve
the transient performance quite
dramatically.
The passive system turned out to
be musically enjoyable despite some
problems at the frequency extremes,
and the active version keeps this
musical aspect while bringing a
greater level of realism to the
soundstage. This is managed
by locating transient slam
accurately on sound images
which fall naturally behind
the plane of the speakers, all
of which helps the Keilidhs to
disappear acoustically.
If it wasn't for the bass emphasis
this system would appear to lose most
of the overt electronic nature of
modern CD playback, taking on some
of the warmth and richness of vinyl
replay. There was scarcely a disc
which wasn't enjoyable to put in the
Mimik and leave there all the way
through. This element of musicality
was achieved not by making discs
sound ` nice' but by bringing out
those constituents of the
performance which emphasise the
music above sound quality.
In this way one's attention is
drawn to the lyrics, with all the
other
instruments
supporting
the
main
musical thrust. Guitar riffs
blend well with the
supporting cast instead of
distracting the ear from
everything else. On ascale
of ten for the way the
disparate parts of a
performance gel together,
the Linn system scores
nine and a half, that half
point deducted because
the bass has atendency to
intrude annoyingly.
Ifound it fascinating,
however, that Icould hear
past the bottom end
lumpiness
to
capture
rhythms that had me
rocking
to
and
fro,
enveloping me in the
emotional message, with
tingles galore. A great
example of this was Gary
Moore's ' Walking
by
Myself [
Still Got the
Blues, CDV 2612] .

Sitting back dispassionately and
judging the sound itself generated
comments on the rather wooden
sound of drums, over-prominent bass
guitar, mildly recessed lead guitar
and avocal sound which didn't fully
project. But it was impossible to
remain still for long, as soon the
rhythms had the feet tapping, and
the interplay between harmonica and
guitar held me entranced.
So in what context does one put
this system, in view of its strong
competition in this price range? In
terms of pure sonic performance one
can do better with more expensive
passive speakers than the Keilidhs,
which seem still to be the weakest
part of the system, and ahigh class
integrated or two-box amplifier. But
the conclusion is still much the same
as the original review. It may be
possible
to
mix
and
match
components to find lower coloration
and a more neutral balance, but
trying to get the music to gel as well
as this Linn system achieves would
be far more difficult. Do not view this
system in terms of the performance
of its individual parts. Look instead
at how well it succeeds as an
integrated, unit with none of the
purchasing or set-up hassles that can
make hi-fi an upgrader's hell.
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ou

walk in to the Hi-Fi shop.

Across acrowded showroom, aHi-Fi
system catches your eye, then seduces your ear.
Infatuated, you pay your money.
Unfortunately, you also take your chances.
On the other hand, once the ear is wooed
by the sumptuous sound quality unique to
Arcam, alife-long love affair usually ensues.
Year after year, our dedication to sonic
excellence is rewarded with top industry awards
and, believe us, luck has nothing to do with it.
All of our HiFi is produced at our
Cambridge HQ, where it must pass the most
rigorous set of tests, checks and double checks.
Then, just when another quality Arcam
product thinks it's safe to go into the loving
arms ola new customer, we check it again.
We work hard to produce Hi-Fi separates
of the highest quality, keeping construction
simple and building in long service and
reliability at every stage of production. So, if
you're about to invest in Hi -Fi, invest in an
Arcam. After all, we don't leave anything to
chance.
Should you?

ARCAM

Or invest in an Arcam

Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England.
Or telephone: ( 01223) 440964 (24 hours)

Please send me information on: ( Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers J

Arcam tuners J

Arcam DACs J

Arcam CD players _I

Arcam home cinema J

all Arcam products

and the name of my nearest authorised dealer.
First Name(s)
Surname
Address

In Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W. 2075.

720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontario, MSS 3C9.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland.

Postcode
Invest HFN 2/96

Tel: ( 2) 440 8755.

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016,
( 416) 596 7657.
Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.

In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialists, Durban Road 155, Bellville. 7535.

Tel: ( 21) 946 1441.

In USA: Audiolnflux Corporation, P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422.

Tel : ( 201) 764 8958.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Wilson Audio's newest and least
costly (but still pretty expensive!)
speaker is the WITT, which turns
out to be rather bigger than the
WATT/Puppy or System V
by MARTIN COLLOMS

OUT OF YOUR
WITTs
p

hysical size figures greatly in
speaker design. For years now
there's been a trend towards
smaller, more •elegant systems of
greater refinement, often said to have
more 'wife appeal.' Many exquisite
small speakers have been made,
ranging from the evergreen BBC
LS3/5a to several Sonus Fabers and
of course the Wilson WATT.
So it was a surprise to discover
that the new and least costly Wilson
Audio three-way, the WITT, comes
in abig package, totally bucking the
trend. The hefty faceted enclosure
encompasses a generous 330mm
(12in) bass driver efficiently bass
reflexed by a 45 litre volume
endowed with a sizeable power
capable port.
Reminiscent of a good sized
jukebox, there's something of a
1930s ' Odeon' style about the
WITT:
heavy,
muscular
and
purposeful. The upper section has
an architectural quality which gently
grows on you. Even large rooms
can't ignore the presence of the
WITTs.
These
speakers
are
substantially bigger than the System
V, although they don't threaten the
stature of the towering Grand
SLAMM X-1. Like a grand piano,
you are going to give these Wilson
WITTs acoustic pride of place in
your listening room.
Grilles are Wilson's traditional,
uncompromising (and rather cheap
and shoddy looking) open foam cell
type. These complement the rather
industrial texture enamel finish on
the faceted, angled upper sections.
Stylistically linking it to the
SLAMM, the WITT's sides are
mirror finish lacquer panels cast from
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a non-resonant, catalytic polymer.
Floor standing, the WITT performs
best on the ' PAW' feet (optional at
present). These are alloy extensions
reinforcing the spike fixings which
improve the sound by lifting the
enclosures acouple of inches. WITT
is made for single wire connection
via gold plated binding posts, spade
terminals only. The hex head allows
for agood fixing torque.
Competition includes the Sonus
Faber Extrema (with stands) the
Apogee Mini Grand, the Martin
Logan Monolith and Wilson's own
WATT V (with stand.) Our home
market ` three way' floorstanders
include ProAc, ATC and Naim's
DBL. Given the Wilson's 120kg
shipping weight (per channel), the
fact that it comes all the way from
Utah, plus its performance profile,
the sterling price of £8888 does not
seem quite so outrageous.

TECHNOLOGY
This is athree-way system with a
difference. The text books teach
that asystem with a300mm bass,
a 170mm mid and a 25mm
tweeter should have effective
crossover filters placed at 400Hz
and 3kHz, to divide the power
spectrum optimally between the
drivers.
In the case of the Wilson
WITT, the SEAS 170mm
doped, pulp cone midrange
driver has a broad operating
range, 80Hz to 4kHz, and all
of it used. A smooth low
frequency rolloff is achieved
via an overdamped ported
loading. The crossover for
the large Focal bass driver

begins to rolloff nominally at 150Hz
and yet it still contributes significant
energy to the system a decade

Mounted in the floor of the
enclosure is the crossover, resin
potted to minimise vibration while
the drivers are matched and

higher, to I.5kHz, so underpinning
the lower mid range. With the upper
crossover nominally set at 3kHz, the
Focal ' Dioxide' 25mm concave
titanium tweeter is still quite active
down to IkHz, helping to maintain
amore uniform energy response off
axis. Very careful and painstaking
development is required to achieve
a good design in view of these
broadly overlapping variables while
the drivers must perform well over
much wider ranges than is usual.
The cast- chassis bass driver is
derivative of those used to such good
effect in the SLAMM ( a 310mm
and a 380mm unit) and is reflex
loaded at
30Hz by a large
rectangular ducted port located on
the front panel. A large acoustically
separated upper enclosure, WATT
sized, is tilted back to aid time
alignment of the mid and treble. It
carries the cast chassis mid driver,
the volume aperiodically loaded by
two small slots at the rear.
The enclosure is very heavily built
using high density composites of
resin and MDF; the result is ahighly
stable box of very low coloration.

The Will is
one design
where
immediate
protected by Caddock power film
purchase of
resistors. These act as fuses in case
costly
of severe abuse or amplifier fault.
amplification
Multiple cross bracing fills the
and cabling
interior of the enclosure and
isn't
minimises the panel resonances.
mandatory. Its
Compatibility and versatility are friendly nature
the keynotes of the WITT and a allows for easy
wide variety of ancillaries were tried.
system
Small high quality tube amplifiers
matching
such as the Audio Research VT60
and the Conrad-Johnson MV55
sounded very musical even if the
upper 8dB of this speaker's dynamic
range wasn't being explored.
In fact, the WITT is one design
where immediate purchase of costly
amplification and cabling isn't
mandatory. Its friendly nature allows
for easy system matching. The
£1500 Musical Fidelity A1000
proved to be a good match for the
WITT, with a pleasing, complementary
tonality
and
a pure
unexaggerated treble.
Moving up a gear, the Audio
Research VT120 began to exercise
the speaker, still more than happy
with the fine Audio Research LS7
pre-amplifier.
Providing a shift up to the even
'higher torque' sound characteristic
of Wilson, a Krell KSA-200s
produced the right result while the
mighty KAS2monoblocks fed direct
from a KPS20i/1 proved that the
WITT wasn't done yet.
Cabling included van den Hul
carbon and carbon hybrids, Siltech
Transparent Ultras and Reference
grades, Kimber Silver and last but
by no means least, Kimber Black
Pearl. The latter, if used in short
lengths from local monoblock power
amps, could be considered for the
Wilson WITT and certainly the

MASS OR INERTIA, OR WHY THE WITT IS SO HEAVY
As speakers are developed, designers often find that their
creations become increasingly heavy. In the fight to reduce
coloration from vibrating enclosure walls, still a major factor in
the final sound quality, cabinets are getting thicker, denser
and are often reinforced with massive cross bracing and applied
loadings, steel or bituminous plates — even ceramic tiles. If
successful, good resonance control can be heard as a cleaner,
faster sound.
There is an additional benefit. Heavy speakers spike well to
the floor. They stand steady and inertly, reducing the effects
of floor coupled vibration. The result is improved stereo focus
and better definition.
The greatest bonus is the improvement in dynamics and
dynamic expression. High mass speakers tend to convey
dynamics well, revealing fine gradations as well as the climactic
peaks and do so with a sense of power and authority that
smaller, lighter models often lack.
The Wilson WITT designer has followed this path. spurred
on by his target for sound quality. This speaker's high mass
is the inevitable result.

WI IT doesn't mask the quality of
tln ,,exceptional cable.
The WITT's weight and size gave
some
measurement
problems,
preventing the usual elevation to
achieve the highest data resolution.
Nevertheless, the responses [see lab
report
panel]
give
a good
representation of the output. Note
that the ± 3dB mid variations were
partially associated with mild leakage
from the bass units, plus some
crossover integration effects and
weren't a true reflection of the
energy balance at the listening
position.

SOUND QUALITY
Agam, partly due to the speaker's
size,
first
impressions
were
misleading, even after a couple of
days running in. The sound of this
big speaker in my room seemed
unfamiliar. The obviously quick,
clean, almost too-open character
typical of Wilson's more elaborate
designs
was
not
immediately
apparent here. Self-effacing and
somewhat recessed in the mid, there
was a degree of richness which I
initially misunderstood. Furthermore
while the WITT was certainly well
detailed in the Wilson tradition it
didn't throw the kind of obvious and
immediate depth of sound stage
available from aWATT V.
However, stime passed it became
apparent tie the speaker was
continuing ro run in. The bass —
initially dry -- started to free up and
flow while the mid slowly improved
in clarity and articulation and the
treble became smoother as well as
more focused. As the new character
of the driven room acoustic was
accommodated subjectively, the
WITT sound began to blossom.
With more and more programme
under its belt, it was obvious that
this was an extraordinarily honest
and trustworthy speaker. There were
no flashy hi-fi fireworks here, just a
highly revealing insight into the
music. This speaker possessed what
Icall inner balance, astate of tonal
equilibrium, the province of few
designs. You can reduce the power
level to awhisper-quiet thousandth
of awatt and still hear a complete
musical balance: bass, mid and
treble, and everything between was
naturally balanced, clear and
articulate.
This aids long term satisfaction
since Ibelieve it illustrates something
fundamentally right about the octaveby- octave balance of the energy
output of aspeaker. In this particular
respect Irate the WITT as Wilson's
best speaker yet. In attempting to
describe the sound I'm reminded of
the flavour, attack, articulation and
speed of some of the best middle size
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studio monitors from JBL or Altec;
of the fast midrange of the WATT
3 but with more of the tonal
harmony of the V, and then with
much of the highly detailed, airy
treble of the V and the SLAMM.
WITT sounds friendly, easy on
the ears, even handed and even
tempered. A good measure of its
subjective smoothness may be judged
from its huge dynamic range. It will
happily absorb 250W of unclipped
clean programme of any bandwidth.
That vicelike precision of grip
remains in the bass. There was no
compression or soggy offstage noises,
and in this respect the speaker did
achieve asignificant measure of the
SLAMM capability. The mid didn't
shout, the treble didn't roughen; the
system just played louder and louder
without strain.
When the music has a dynamic
nature, the WITT conveys this in a
natural manner, this reminiscent of
the linearity of agood electrostatic,
even if the coloration and transient
response wasn't the equal of the ultra
light, air damped radiating element
of an electrostatic.
There was a mild change in
character at high levels, which was
identifiable in comparison with the
System V and the SLAMM. Piano
tone thinned and had a harmonic
rich tinge at genuinely high levels;
however Idon't judge this to be very
significant.
The user-friendly WITT was easy
to place in the room, had smooth
bass, was quite efficient and
successfully partnered awhole range
of electronics. Many systems may be
devised to accompany this forgiving
and yet highly musical loudspeaker.
It happily matched both valve and
transistor designs, including the
larger single ended amplifiers. In fact
it was astonishing how modest the
partnering system could be and yet
still generate good peak sound levels
of genuinely high quality.
Taking amore critical stance, the
WITT
did
have
some
mild
colorations. In the upper bass it was
a little woody while the mid had
some benign paper cone ' tube' and
`boxy' tonal shading. And there was
asubtle grit in the treble at the edge
of audibility, which could be
exaggerated if partnered by grainier
sounding sources and cables. There
was also a trace of subdued acidity
in the lower treble. This speaker
didn't sound as crystal clear as a
System V or aSLAMM, and yet it
had good depth, delivering really
high values of detail at all volume
levels. The more Iused it the more
Iliked it, and the more Icame to
trust its view of the music.
Image focus was very good, almost
as
good
as
the
holographic
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performance of the WATT, while
stage width also showed a good
measure of the WA'TT's capability.
No exaggerations or distortions of
height or perspective were noticed.
'Well balanced' is the phrase that
comes to mind when auditioning the
WITT; the sound was all of apiece.
Good as the mid and treble
undoubtedly were, this speaker really
excelled in the bass. Genuinely
powerful down to 30Hz it had a
remarkable, tactile and percussive
quality. Musicianship in the bass was
clearly expressed in a way that left
much of the competition eating dust.
Here it undoubtedly surpassed the
System V and significantly bridged
the gap to the breathtaking bass of
the Grand SLAMM.
The bass was truly tuneful and
naturally dynamic; it underpinned
the whole inner perspective flow and
rhythm of this fine design. This was
ahigh torque 7 litre V8 bass with a
blistering take off. It sounded rather
subtle to begin with but soon deep
layers of quality made their
impression, on disc after disc. Rock,
jazz or classical, nothing fazed the
WITT.
Not only could it thrill on the big
stuff it could also seduce on the
simplest and quietest of well
recorded material. This is the kind
of loudspeaker which the recording
engineer would like to have at home
while it wouldn't disgrace his studio
either.

CONCLUSION
Ihe \\ Il'T is a knockout. It really
combines the best elements of the
American East and West Coast
sounds, having all the neutrality,
even balance and accuracy of the
former, but with the dynamics,
power, speed, bass control and
rhythm associated with the latter.
Admirably bucking the trend this
wide bandwidth genuinely loud
speaker system presents a smooth,
easy amplifier load, combined with
an uncompromised sensitivity. As
such it's versatile and may be used
in awide range of systems from the
modest to the seriously high priced.
Igrew to like its sound very much;
for its rarely encountered honesty
and fine stereo, high resolution and
exceptionally good bass. Its sound
was consistently musical and easy on
the ears at all listening levels.
Once you have lived with it, you
will not feel that the WITT is second
best. This is a genuine top-class
audiophile loudspeaker in its own
right, so it is easy to recommend.
SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Rd, London SW20 ODE
Tel: 0181-947 5047

WILSON AUDIO
LAB REPORT
WITT didn't
meet the early
and perhaps
unreliable reports
of a 93dBIW
sensitivity; it was
rather lower at
87.5dBIW. In
compensation, the
4ohm label was
unduly
pessimistic since
the loading didn't
actually fall
below 5ohms
(3.2 ohms is
allowed for 4ohm
specifications)
and averaged 7
ohms. This will
make the most of
many amplifiers,
including valve
amps. Impedance
variation was
fairly small, 7.2
ohms +2ohms
front 35Hz to
7kHz, and the
sound should be
consistent over a
range of amps
and cables.
With a250W
peak loading,
good maximum
levels of 106dBA
will be possible.
A minimum of
25WIchannel is
suggested.
On axis the
response wasn't
perfectly flat but
was well
balanced. The
titanium Focal
tweeter, oxide
reinforcement or
not, showed the
usual +4dB
'twitch' at
14.5kHz before
the main breakup at 22kHz,
just out of band.
Bass extended to
30Hz, - 6dB,
with good output
in-room to
27Hz.
Offaxis, the
variation in the
vertical plane
was larger than
for example a
WATT V but
was nonetheless
quite good. In the

wirr

Fig 1. wilson

frequemy

response on

axis at 1m with LF nearfield correctUm
(dashed line)

Fig 2. Wilson WITT. response family at 2m,
axial ('solid trace), + 10° vertical (dotted),
30° lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (bug
dash)

Fig 3. Wilson WITT: room averaged

(top),

response

impedance versus frequency (bottom),

zero ohm base line, 2 ohmsldiv
......

lubc1Lea•wri .1..ells ,weers

1..‘t

....eery

Fig 4. Wilson Win': MUSA waterfall
display of energr decay, 0.2ms rise time

lateral plane the
30° and the 45°
responses were
particularly good.
The waterfall
display for decay
[Fig 41 showed
that little enere ,
remained after
2ms, confirming
the subjectively
fast transient
response. Room averaged response
Test results

was very uniform
with barely atrace
of the usual floor
dip. Distortion at
90dB and 96dB
sound levels were
not as low as for
the System V or
the SLAMM, but
were better than
average, and did
not compromise
the power
handling.
Wilson WITT

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1090x406x432
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-200W
Recommended placement
f
re space, floor standing
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
65Hz-15kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
33Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
27Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
87.5dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £8888
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Acousticarts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

A dream come true, your own
Wilson Audio Speakers
for less than f9C00.
Call to arrange your demonstration
of the new Witt Loudspeakers.
'The new Marlin Logan SL3. the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'

For details conta-èt .'

*Micromega Stage and new Tempo amplification
*Castle Severn, The long awaited new edition
•DPA - Enlightenment and Renaissarce digital products outstanding performance.
*Theta Data Basic Mk2 - Latest Theta transport
•The ICON - Ruark's new addition to the family - is designed specifically to be very
amplifier friendly. This one is not ahungry baby!!
*B&W- CDM loudspeakers European loudspeaker of the year.
•Denson - The complete range including the excellent Beat irtegrated amplifier.
*Lumley Reference - the ST40 stereo power amp
*Martin Logan - The latest and most exciting hybrid, the SL3
*Wilson Audio - System 5 + Witt Loudspeakers

*Audio Research - LS7 and VT 60 combination
aAudio Research - LS3b and D200 combination
*Copland CSA14. oest selling integrated amp great value for money

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES

*Micromega Classic line, the full Duo range
*Ruark - Templar, Talisman. Paladin. Equinox
aTransparent Audio - full range of cables
*Theta - includirg the DS Pro Progeny
SONUS FABER ELECTOR AMATOR AND MINIMA AMATOR the Jltimate in Italian style and refinement
CALL US EITHER FOR A CHAT OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION
Buy now pay later or 0% credit up to 24 months on selected lines
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere
Purpose built Home Theatre Studio +
Agencies include:
Apogee, Audiolab, Audio Research, BEM Beyer, Bose, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Classe,
Copland. Denon, Densen, Jadis, KEF, Koetsu, Krell. Linaeum, Marantz. Marlin Logan, Michell.
Micromega. Nakamichi. Orelle. P S Audio, Professional Monitor. Rogers. Ruark, SME,
Sequence, Sonus Faber, Sonic Link, Tn. Theta, Willson.
We stock awide range of accessorieG, cables, headphones and equipment supports from
AUDIO TECHNICA, APOLLO, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, GRADO. HARMONIX, IXOS.
ORTOFON. SENNHEISE R. TARGET. TRANSPARENT AUDIO. VAN DEN HJL Etc

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford, WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am- 5.30pm Tues- Sat.
Late Night by appointment Thurs

12

VISA

Dealers ¡n: Absolute. Audio Note. Deltec,-e lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake. MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den -lui. WET and others
.. . the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
.. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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SYSTEMS

With the arrival of
Rega's P9 turntable, it
seemed appropriate
to assess the top- of- therange amplifier and
speakers that go with it
by STEVE HARRIS

M

ost of the British ' quality'
manufacturers started out
as specialists ( Linn with
turntables, Naim with amplifiers,
Mission with speakers) before
developing their ranges to a point
where they could produce complete
systems. But unlike the more
standardised
offerings
of the
Japanese, the separate components
of their systems are not always
interchangeable.
Rega has a kind of dual role.
Beginning as aturntable specialist
more than 20 years ago, it has spent
the last five or six years establishing
itself as asystem maker too
(with aCD player threatened
for next year). Rega amplifiers
and speakers are definitely
intended to work together, and
not primarily designed to work with
those of other firms. So this review
assesses a top- of- the- range Rega
system, and at the same time
attempts to do justice to the
intriguing
Planar 9,
reviewed
separately by Peter JComeau.

THE SYSTEM

REGA
PROGRESS

Rega supplied me with a Planar 9
with RB900 arm and Elys cartridge,
Hal pre- amplifier, a pair of Exon
•
monoblock power amplifiers and a
pair of Xel speakers. The speakers
came with generous lengths of Rega's
multi-strand speaker cable, which is
intended to prove that you can have
decent results for a reasonable
£1.50/m. Rega's equipment rack,
around £ 200 for the configuration
Rega
seen here, can be adapted to suit any
amplifiers
sensible number of components.
and speakers
Shelf modules just bolt on top of
are &finitely
each other as required. The system
intended to
as reviewed tots up to aformidable
work together,
£4900, and the only further upgrade
and not
from this combination is to bi-amp
primarily
by adding asecond Exon.
designed to
The Planar 9 ( now officially
wark with
labelled P9) follows the basic
those of
principles of the existing Rega
olher firms
turntables (the Planar 2 and Planar
3 are both still in production) but
with improvements to virtually every
part [ see PJC's description]. The
sum of these improvements justifies
the much higher price (£ 1598
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including the RB900 arm). The
turntable power supply unit cornes
in the uniform casework used for all
Rega's amplification components;
standard ' clam' half-shell castings
form the top and bottom. This case
design provides even and effective
heat dissipation.
So the Hal remote- control preamplifier looks much the same as any
other Rega electronics product except
that there are afew more controls on
the plastic front panel insert. Like all
Rega products it is free of superfluous
gadgetry, which means that there are
no tone controls and no headphone
socket. Inputs include CD, tuner and
two other line-level (' aux') inputs as
well as two tape inputs and
corresponding outputs. The phono
(disc) input stage may be set to either
moving- magnet or moving-coil
sensitivity by means of internal
microswitches; this would normally

be done by the dealer. Frontpanel buttons provide input
selection, plus mono and mute
switching. All the controls are
duplicated on the remote
handset, which also operates
the volume control by activating its
motorised potentiometer.
Outputs to the power amp (either
astereo Exs or the mono Exon) are
via Neutrik XLR connectors, to be
used with Rega interconnect cables
made by Klotz. Rega says that the
use of non-Rega interconnects will
invalidate the warranty.
Hal is designed only to be used
with
Rega
power
amplifiers.
Frequency response on line sources
is quoted as DC-120kHz (- 3dB
points), with low- frequency rolloff
and DC blocking left to the power
amp. The electronic design is simpler
than usual, as there is no buffer
amplifier stage. With line-level
sources, it acts as astraight-through
passive switch/volume control unit,
while the phono stage is a fully
symmetrical circuit with a tracking
power supply. The volume control
:s ahigh-quality plastic film type, and
switching is by computer-controlled
reed relays.
Like the Exs 70W/ch stereo power
amplifier, the Exon monoblocks
reviewed here are intended only for
use with the Hal pre- amp. The
Exons belie their compact size by
offering a beefy 125W/ch into 8
ohms, 225W/ch into 4 ohms. But
since the whole surface area of the
case provides heat dissipation, the
amplifiers will run cool enough in
normal use, provided they are given
adequate ventilation. Thermal cutout
protection will shut down the amp
if the temperature rises unduly, while
DC protection and short-circuit
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current-limiting are provided, outside
the signal path and leave sound
quality unaffected. Where the Exons
are required to drive very lowimpedance or difficult
loads,
additional forced-air cooling may be
added using aspecial Rega unit.
Separate toroidal transformers are
provided for each rail of the power
supply, taking the ' symmetrical'
circuit concept to its logical
conclusion. High quality components
include electrolytic capacitors made
specifically for Rega. A five-minute
warm-up period is said to be
sufficient for optimum sound quality.
Rega's top speaker model, the Xel
is a medium-sized floorstander
(980mm high excluding the metal
floor stands). In this three-way
design, the 130mm ( 5M) midrange
unit has Rega's four-layer voice coil,
giving amore controlled performance
and avoiding the need for complex
crossovers and exotic cone materials,
which Rega says can bring their own
problems. Rega has taken the principle
astage further with the RR125.8 unit,
which has anew eight-layer voice coil
(patent pending) and ahigh quality
paper cone. This is used as the bass
unit for the Xel, loaded by aquarterwave transmission line which exits at
the rear. (The midrange unit is loaded
by its own sealed enclosure.) The
tweeter is mounted asymmetrically to
reduce the doubling effects of
soundwaves reaching the edge of the
cabinets, but the two speakers are not
amirror image pair. (Rega says that
mirror imaging does not have any
audible benefits.)
Rega advises against the use of
solid-core cables or exotic-material
types. My attempts to isolate
the character of the
Rega speaker cable
supplied
with
the
system led me to
conclude that it did add
slight brightness and a
very slight midrange
congestion
compared
with a much more
expensive silver cable. But
it adequately illustrated
Rega's view that you
shouldn't need to spend
huge sums on fancy wire
to get good results from a
properly-designed system.

notes, there was great realism in the
subtle way the sounds of two or three
strings under the same hammer go in
and out of phase as the note decays,
and you could feel that the real sound
of the piano was coming into the
room. This was in spite of aplummy
sound to the lower-mid/upper-bass
region, which related to agenerally
somewhat `thick' quality in that region.
Turning to electrified music, the
system sounded good and punchy,
with plenty of attack and life to
percussion sounds, though the
subtlest effects were sometimes a
little coarsened compared with what
is possible. With weighty bass guitar
parts, you tended to notice that
thickening or plumminess again, but
despite this the system had a clear
ability to allow different strands of
the music to exist independently. In
the mid and treble, there was a
tremendous ability to recreate the
performance in detail.
On astring quartet recording, the
system could produce a string tone
that appeared incisive yet still

Above: Hal ptr-amp
and twin Exon mono
power amps

Below left: the Xel
loudspeaker

beautiful, while the cello had agutty
resonant quality. The sense of bows
rubbing strings was preserved and
conveyed realistically even in the
subsidiary parts, maintaining afeeling
of immediacy. Stereo imagery was
rock solid.
On most kinds of music this
system had the ability to keep you
listening. It was inviting and
convincing. Iwas left with the feeling
that any criticisms of the sound, the
lower mid quality and aslight feeling
of less than perfect homogeneity
between the parts of the spectrum,
must be related to the speakers
rather than to any other part of the
system. To test this, of course, Ihad
to try the Rega components in other
contexts.
Connecting the P9 to a Musical
REG.
SYSTEM
Fidelity A1000 amp and Rogers
Studio 7speakers, Itried orchestral
P9 turntable
music first, with Yehudi Menuhin's
including RB900
arm Z1598
early-stereo EMI recording of
Elys cartridge
Mendelsohn's Violin Concerto. The
£74
result was an incredibly tactile,
Hal pre-amplifier
almost tense sound. There wasn't a £998
Exon mono
very big soundstage, the orchestra
power amps
placed well behind and between the
(pair) £1196
speakers. But the violin sound
Xel loudspeakers
was very intense, the cadenzas
(pair) £1040
Total system price
breathtaking. The tonal quality of
£4906
woodwinds was also most impressive,
SOUND QUALITY
and made it hard to remember that
Rega equipment
The Rega system was
this was amoving-magnet cartridge;
rack (as shown)
£200 (modules
impressive from the start,
but to be critical, and admittedly
may be added)
but not without an apparent with the prejudicial knowledge that
Rega loudspeaker
deviation from neutrality.
this was indeed not amoving-coil, it
cable £1.50Imerre
Starting with solo piano, the did seem that there was a lack of
Note; the Exs
stereo power
system revealed a great that last level of detail and an
amplifier costs
capacity for producing a absence of that addictive ' silky'
£598. Two
tactile, solid quality that quality. Yet there was realism. You
Exons may be
could keep you riveted to the could close your eyes and almost see
used for biamping.
music. On sustained piano Menuhin's fingers shaking to

produce the vibrato...
Isolating the Rega amplification
system and using it with non-Rega
sources produced surprising results.
On vinyl, via the Voyd Reference,
the amplifier conveyed agood feeling
of rhythm and pace, with good low
bass and agood sense of space too.
But string tones could sound slightly
glutinous and thickened, an effect
which was not unpleasant on many
records, but still seemed a definite
coloration. On live recordings, the
results were very good, with low level
detail bringing the sound of the
venue into the room very effectively.
Turning to CD, the Rega amplifier
again conveyed a tremendously
tactile quality although favourite
piano recordings sounded abit more
forward and ' clattery' than Ihad
hoped. There were moments of nearmagic, though. Comparison with the
Musical Fidelity A1000 made it
seem as if the latter was somehow a
more
calculated
design,
able
(particularly with classical) to smooth
over idiosyncrasies of the source
material and present a smooth,
acceptable and well-proportioned
result. Orchestral music could sound
'bigger', a little more distant, well
balanced and generally 'correct', and
it could be easier on the ear, if
apparently a little less detailed at
times. Yet on the Rickie Lee Jones
acid test [' Easy Money' from
K256628], the Rega amp showed
what it could really do. Red
Callendar's bass intro sounded good
and stringy, the guitar obligatos were
effortlessly placed in space and above
all, Ms Jones appeared to be really
telling astory rather than just reading
off alyric sheet.
Finally, Itried the Xel speakers on
the
end
of some
non-Rega
combinations. Deprived of Rega
amplification, the speakers did seem
to lose pace and bounce, and even
though there was a good sense of
orchestral weight there was alack of
definition in the low bass, and an
indistinctness and warmth in the
upper bass. Sometimes the speakers
could sound slightly hollow and with
ahint of ' quack'.
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CONCLUSION
There is no doubt that the P9 really
delivers, putting the music over in a
vibrant way, giving a sense of
stability and of tactile solidity to
instruments and voices that other
turntables won't easily match. The
Elys cartridge is also extremely good,
especially considering its price.
Rega's simplified, straight-line
amplifier topology has helped
produce a very immediate and
punchy sound, realistic in dynamics
and arresting in its musical impact.
Not the most uncoloured or
spacious-sounding of amplifiers, but

there is an essential synergy with the
speakers. The amplifiers could work
well in other systems, but might not
be the first choice at the price. The
Xel speakers are designed to produce
high levels with plenty of bass, and
this they do; they had if anything too
much bass for me.
The Rega system grew on me as I
became less critical of its seeming
departures from neutrality. If you like
anear rather than distant presentation,
and place musical involvement above
the classic considerations of tonal
balance, it will probably work for you.

REGA PLANAR 9 TURNTABLE
LAB REPORT
The most
outstanding
graph is the disc
impulse test
where there is
only a short term
overshoot before
record vibration
dies away to a
low frequency

Fig I. Rega Planar 9: acoustic and vibration
breakthrough, solid line lid closed, dotted line
lid open

ripple. This is
amazing for a
turntable that

Go and hear it.

does not use a
puck or other

REGA PLANAR 9: TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

such record

by PETER .1COMEAU
E rom

tensioning device,
and proves the

a distance the Planar 9 looks

coherent mechanical structure. While

efficacy of the
stiff wool mat

very much in the Rega tradition. The

the arm is obviously of the same

fold- up acrylic lid. squidgy rubber feet.

family as the RB300. it has been

and ceramic

slender lightweight plinth and elegant

lightened, given a lacquered finish

platter

solid looking arm are reminiscent of the

and sports higher performance joints

combination.

other recent Planar turntables. But

and bearings for the Planar 9. Our

Wow and

there the resemblance ends.

review sample was fitted with Rega's

flutter is not in

For a start the Planar 9 plinth is a
two piece affair, with a surround of

own Elys moving- magnet cartridge.

the same league

though this will be replaced by a

as more esoteric

in

Fig 2. Rega Planar 9: disc impulse test

Fig 3. Rega Planar 9: wow and flutter

solid, jointed, shaped and angled wood

higher performance Rega cartridge

in a natural ash, pale or black ash

early 1996. Set-up is no more than

still low in

finish. This outer section only supports

plugging in the motor drive, adjusting

percentage terms

the lid and

the tracking weight and bias and

at 0.06% DIN

plinth in the 200-

putting on a record.

peak weighted.

300Hz area.

performs a degree of

isolation as it is connected to the
main inner plinth by three collared

One of the reasons the motor can

screws leaving a 5mm gap all round.

designs, but is

spectrogram

The spectrogram

Otherwise the

be firmly fitted to the plinth is the

shows a good

clever feet isolate

A 25mm thick piece of chipboard

black box attached to the motor lead.

sharp peak with

the turntable well.

(cut away beneath the veneer) forms

This is an electronic power supply,

broader side

The lid makes a

the inner plinth, which carries all the

housed in a case that matches Rega's

bands showing

big difference to

doings, making solid contact between

amplifiers, with push button switching

random

the acoustic

the

between

variations in

isolation and is

bronze

bearing and

arm,

and

33

and

45

rpm

and

off.

supporting the motor housing. Unlike

Switch on and a flashing LED shows

speed and

best closed when

other Regas the 24V synchronous

high drive power to the motor which,

nothing of a

playing a record.

motor is not suspended on a loop belt

once up to speed, then drops to lower.

cyclic nature.

but firmly affixed to the plinth via a

noise free, power mode using accurate

cone type contact.

phase matching to dial out all motor

Two, yes two, belts drive the inner

vibration.

As there

is

no

need to

Acoustic and
mechanical
breakthrough is

platter which is machined to a very

switch off the motor when changing

generally well

high standard from high stability grade

records, thanks to the wool mat, one

controlled, with

aluminium. Central to the sub- platter

only needs to reach for the power

some resonance

is a hardened steel shaft machined

supply button when changing speeds

from the

concentrically with the sub- platter. Its

or ending an evening listening session.
And Ican almost guarantee that.

conical bearing tip runs in a thin oil
film in the close tolerance bearing

once listening, you will carry on

shaft and bears on hard steel pad.

for the rest of the evening. The

On top is an alumina-based ceramic
platter

chosen

for

its

incredible

Planar 9 has a particularly
bouncy feel to its

hardness and temperature stability,

sound, so that

and this is the heaviest part of the

fast

construction by far. Milky white and

come

marble-like in consistency, the platter

pattering across the

rhythms
pitter-

is unbelievably stiff with a thick rim

air waves encouraging

to add inertial mass. The striking

lots of toe tapping and

white is matched by a natural wool

dancing of the limbs. Bass

fibre mat, chosen for its stiffness to

is

support the record. Indeed stiffness

previous Planar, and solid in its

is

the

key

to

the

Planar

9's

more

extended

than

any

definition, a clarity of detail rendition

performance. There are no floppy

that

decoupling devices anywhere in the

midrange. For those who want fuss

turntable other than the feet, the

free, rhythmic fluidity from vinyl replay.

object

this flagship product has all the Rega

being that arm,

cartridge,

platter and record behave as one
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is

carried

hallmarks.

right

through

the

SUPPLIER
Rega Research,
119 Park Street,
Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 7PD
Tel 01702
333 071

Test results
Planar 9 Turntable
33 1/
3,
45rpm
Speed options
0.01% slow
Speed accuracy
Wow and flutter
0.06% DIN peak weighted
0.0251
Speed drift
2.3 secs
Start up time
Rumble
-76dB DIN Bwtd
excellent
Platter damping
450x125x360
Dimensions (whd, mm)
£1598
Typical price Mc VAT)

KEF's AVI
subwoofer may be
just what you
need in the lower
reaches

a broad horizontal band with little
vertical ' leakage'. This is supposed
to improve image location within the
front sound field by reducing
reflections from ceiling and floor.
Good horizontal dispersion ensures
that a wide range of listening
positions will be covered. This is no
more or less than agood hi-fi speaker
should attain, though the limited
vertical spread is aTHX innovation.
The AV2 surround speakers accord
to the THX dipole characteristics for
a diffuse rear sound field. Only a
central bass unit points towards the
listeners. A combination of 100mm
doped paper cone midrange unit and
25mm soft dome treble unit is
mounted on each angled face of the
baffle. These units are wired out of
phase with each other so that no
direct sound reaches the listener.
To achieve adiffused sound field
at the rear of the room, each
surround speaker should be mounted
on the wall either about two thirds
of the way down the room or
alongside the main seating area. In
Dolby Surround all the rear ' effects'

AVMEETS 1-/I
H?
Can a combination of Proceed
amplification and KEF speakers
bridge the gap between audio visual
entertainment and high fidelity
reproduction?
by PETER 1 COMEAU

T

o my ears, what seems to be
missing from the usual AV
system is the type of hearthrough transparency and neutrality
that is the hallmark of the best hi-fi
components. Some would say you
cannot expect transparency if you

put a Dolby Pro-Logic processing
chip in the signal path, but then
most AV systems show little change
of character in straight stereo mode.
So here we have put together a
system which should offer the best
of both worlds. The Proceed PAV
first impressed as a combined hifi/AV pre-amplifier [
HFNIRR, Nov
'94], and has now been combined
with two and three channel power
amplifiers from the same stable. If
anyone can design a neutrally
balanced speaker system, KEF can.
So we
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installed

the company's

complete top end AV line-up,
including powered subwoofer.

KEF AV1, 2 AND 3
In order to meet the stringent
specifications that THX set for
speaker directivity, KEF has had to
move away from the Uni-Q coincident drive unit techniques to
multi-way drivers. Both front and
surround speakers are equipped with
five drive units. In the front of the
AV3 speakers the drive units are
arranged as a top and bottom
bass/midrange duo with a phased
array of three treble units in between.
The phased array is KEF's answer
to the strict THX horizontal and
vertical dispersion characteristics.
Each treble unit has its own
crossover which controls response
and level so that treble is output in

SUPPLIER
KEF Electronics,
Eccleston Road,
Tovil,
Maidstone, Kent
ME15 6QP
Tel: (01622) 672
261
Path Premier,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
Tel: (01494)
441 736

and atmospheric noises-off do not
contain specific localised images. In
any case the THX setting on aDolby
Pro- Logic processor is designed to
reduce any correlation between the
rear channels, so that the sound
envelopes the listeners without them
being able to pinpoint the source.
For bass output below 80Hz,
which is the deliberate rolloff point
of the front speakers, KEF supply
an active subwoofer — the AV1.
This features two 2cm paper cone
bass units in a coupled cavity
enclosure developed from the 107/2
loudspeaker. Screwed to the bass of
the cabinet is apower amplifier and
control system that KEF call the
'Activator'. This takes the input from
either a stereo pre-amplifier or a
dedicated subwoofer output from a
THX processor, and drives each bass
unit with 200W of power, giving
peak loudness levels of 115dB.
As Imentioned in the full review
of the Proceed PAV, one of its most
useful functions is very fine
adjustment of volume setting, in
0.5dB steps, viewing alarge numeric
display on the fascia. With asystem
like this the volume setting is critical,
and you will find that there is a 'best'
loudness level for each piece of
programme material where the sound
springs to life.
Naturally this demands a huge
dynamic range of both amplifiers and
speakers, and the 112dB capability
of the KEF AV3 speakers needs
power delivery in the region of 150W
into
their
4 ohms
nominal
impedance. This was provided by a
brace of Proceed power amplifiers,
one with two channel and one with
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three channel output, connected via
Madrigal interconnects, balanced for
the front speakers and unbalanced
for the surrounds. Using these in a
fairly large listening room Icould
generate realistic sonic vistas for
speech, orchestral music and movies
without any signs of distress either
from amplifier or speakers.
No one is claiming that Dolby ProLogic sets up .a more realistic or
accurate stereo image than can be
achieved with two speakers and agood
hi-fi system, but Ihave found that a

Icould
generate
realistic sonic
vistas for
speech,
orchestral
music and
movies without
any signs of
distress either
from amplifier
or speakers

properly implemented system can
create asphere of sound round the
listeners which enhances and broadens
the frontal image, whether this is sonic
or visual. Obviously this works best
where care has been taken in the
recording of the Dolby Surround
material, such as the excellent sound
quality of ITV's Cracker series, to use
the combination of front and surround
speakers to good effect.
Even for stereo sources the ProLogic decoding can be put to good
use, and there is rarely any need to
switch to the other surround modes
•
the Proceed PAV offers [see box].
The
image superbly, and in

Completing the
THX speaker line-up
were KEF AV3
main speakers
(above right) and
the KEF AI'2
surround speaker
lahol-c)

CAN THE CENTRE HOLD?
Ole of the irritations of the Dolby Pro-Logic system is its
advocacy of the centre channel which, to my ears, can
destroy the depth of the front stereo image if managed
badly. Iknow that the theory behind the centre channel
is to locate dialogue firmly on the screen position, but
this is hardly necessary wher front speakers are used
which offer good horizontal dispersion to all seating
positions.
The current version of the PAV, however, offers no
Piantom setting for the centre channel, so all five KEF
speakers have to be used.
Sensibly KEF has not
decided to use a centre
channel of different
design to the Left and
Right speakers, so a
battery of AV3s provides
all the frontal information.
Ireally these should be
wall mounted at identical heights so that panned images
do not jump up and down as they pass across the screen.
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combination with the clarity and
precision of the Proceed PAV were
excellent in setting up palpable
images over the frontal area.
Switching to a CD with spacious
recorded acoustic [ Philips Great
Concert Hall series — Boston, 438
002-2] played via a Pioneer CLD2950 LaserDisc unit, the Pro-Logic
setting proved far too over-the-top,
rendering aoverblown output from
surround
speakers
and,
both
surprisingly, the subwoofer. The
latter was rattling away with every
hint of percussion, so clearly some
extraneous low frequency phase
information on the recording was
upsetting the processing.
Switching to Stereo Surround
provided the cure, drawing the main
stereo image back to the front
speakers and quelling the subs flights
of fancy. Remember that in this
mode the left and right fronts are
unprocessed, delivering exactly the
same information as a stereo
amplifier, and the centre channel is
reduced to a low level output of
sounds common to left and right
channels. Now the surrounds were
unnoticeable, that is until they were

Subwoofers there is an overhang and
turned off when the image collapsed blurring of low frequency sounds
purely to the front. This is one of which does not match the precise
the best features of the PAV in that character of the AV3s. This aspect
all the surround settings seem ideally is worsened if the AV Iis put into a
tailored to their function without any corner, and better controlled if the
sub is moved along the wall.
extra fiddling being necessary.
Impressive the AV1 certainly is, but
Iwas not so happy, however, with
I would call into question its
the performance of the surrounds on
accuracy.
THX approved material. The
As a system the combination of
expected sphere of sound from the
Proceed amplification and KEF
underwater rig scenes in The Abyss
speakers works extremely well for
[Fox Video 1988-85] was missing.
both music and video sources,
Sure, the ambient effects were
perfectly reproduced by the KEF bringing the finesse and transparency
of the best hi-fi equipment to bear
AV2s, but the rear sound seemed
on AV programme material. The
disconnected
from
what
was
happening at the front. Switching to switch to stereo surround, or even
the dance hall scene in Bugsy straight stereo, on the PAV offers the
least interference to the signal
[Columbia LD-I3645] the same
amplification for CD playback, and
effect was
noticed with
the
the AV3 front speakers are an
atmosphere of the dance hall
excellent design handling the
conveyed well but poorly integrated
compromises of THX specification
into the front sound field.
A further performance aspect and voicing with a high degree of
hear-through clarity.
which takes the edge off one's
In fact the AV3 is so good Iwould
enthusiasm for the system is the
subwoofer behaviour. For most of be tempted to dispense with the
surrounds and use abattery of five
the time the sub is
innocuous,
only AV3s, and perhaps replace the
delivering the extra subwoofer too, even though this
destroys the coherent specification of
thump and chest
pounding
air the THX system. But then one is into
the mix and match syndrome that
movement when
suits the experimenting enthusiast
the
source
material rather than the complete system ease
of choice that the Proceed/KEF
demands. For the
combination supplies, and it would
classical repertoire, however, the
subwoofer is nowhere near as tight be ashame to risk spoiling what is
in its bass control as the AV3 front otherwise a commendable suite of
rt.
speakers. In contrast to the REL versatile products.
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Gold and S ilver
have always been a

Siltech pioneered the
world-wide use of silver

Sound Investment

in audio cables. Silver is not
afaddish choice; this metal has
the lowest electrical resistance of
any conductor and yet can handle the
highest current per square mm. Siltech
controls the refining metallurgy after mining
and discovered that gold inclusions in refined
silver gave measurable and demonstrable sonic
benefits with improved transparency of sound,
greater detail and harmonic accuracy.
The Sil

'starts with the affordable
nett of six pure silver strands
ng oudspeaker cable, The range includes

interconnects, flat pure silver ribbon
rcables, aprecision digital interconnect and
the new single ended FTM series interconnects.This
innovative cable uses pure silver ribbons twisted
around aTeflon insulated, stranded silver core. In the
FTM-4 Sg and FTM-4 Gold cables additional 24K gold
strands give greatly enhanced performance.
olute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone
0181-947 5047
Facsimile
0181-879 7962

Hazlemere Audio
ARION
ART AUDIO
ATC
AUDIOMECA
AVI
BASIS
BRIGHT STAR
CONRAD
JOHNSON
FOUNDATION
AUDIO
GRAHAM
KINSHAW
LFD
LUMLEY
REFERENCE
MUSE
NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
ORTOFON
PROJECT
SD
ACOUSTICS
SILVER
SOUNDS
SONIC LINK
TEAC
TRIANGLE
TRILOGY
VPI

Contact Absolute Sounds for alist of dealers
who will demonstrate the significant musical
performance of Siltech products. Gold and silver are
necessarily costly but listen and you will find out why
they also make asound investment.
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This months used and ex-dem units. Micromega Duo 2.1
transport. Latest spec, ex-dem, mint, list £2750, only £2199

is to help music lovers increase
their enjoyment of music in their homes.
The advice we offer is objective
and given to help YOU decide what
you like best.
TNT REFERENCE TURNTABLE

Arcam Delta 270. Ex-dem, was £800, only £599. Linn LP12
afro. Ekos, Troika, Armageddon. Used, mint £ 1350 ( might
split) Audio Research LS3 line pre-amp. Ex-dem as new,
was £ 1845, now £ 1195. Naim NAC72/NAP140 pre-power
Used, vgc, phono boards extra, were £ 1370, only £995
Naim NAC82 pre-amp, ex-dem vgc, choice of phono boards,
was £2070, only £1595. Quad 306 power amp, used, vgc

SUPERB AVI/ATC COMBINATION

£199. Sonus Faber Electa. Solid walnut, as new, were

TRILOGY VALVE AMPS

£1790, now £ 1499. Neat Petite. Black, as new, were £595
now £399. Neat Mystiques. Walnut, latest model, were
£625, slightly marked cabinet, only £399. Naim IBL. Black,
used, vgc, only £399. Heybrook Sextet. Black walnut trim,
ex-dem but mint, were £1140, pair only £875. im,10

MIRAGE SPEAKERS
We are the Lumley Reference Centre
for Buckinghamshire

To listen to the beautiful
music produced by the world's
finest audio equipment call for
an appointment, day or evening:

High Wycombe

12

The

Sound
Organisation
London

0171 403 2255
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headroom
seen anywhere near the price-point
that it's troubling. And the WFB
TWO is just so damned wellbehaved, never spitting or buzzing.
On its own? Expect to pay £ 1200
for this honey of pre-amp. And for
111P ,
that price it's a gift. But then you
offl
1111
'iLmniiti
see the 5050 power amplifier. And
1114
,
. RUMLWIll
you know that the tube gods are
1.1 1 11111111.%
smiling down on you.
Fitted to a solid, heavy chassis
Ulmodurmnioup.
with afootprint of 410x300mm are
ddd..
massive transformers and capacitors
dr'
orudddllinfild @ mould
dUt.J • IC
II
which don't suggest cost-cutting.
Two pairs of 6550s/KT88s supply
the 50W/ch; they're driven by
ECC88 double triodes. GRAAF
ign of the times, or what? makes no claims of radical circuitry
GRAAF, the Italian company for the 5050, only that it's classic
that appeared on the scene a circuitry done properly. Due care
few years back with acouple of awe- and attention were paid to ensure
inspiring (and non-incendiary) 0Th that the power supply is isolated
from the audio circuitry to prevent
(output-transformerless) amps, has
any interference. The result is a
looked
toward
slightly
more
conventional technology for its new dead-quiet performer remarkably free
of even low-level hum. The
entry-level range. Slyly dubbed
transformers are hand-wound for
GRAAFiti, the cheaper series
and
the
tubes
are
eschews the tube-heavy (32 of 'em), GRAAF
individually tested and matched.
output-transformerless, balanced
Paranoids, too, can rejoice: the 5050
topology of the bigger siblings,
turning instead to classic pushpull,
transformer-coupled
4111 ,
circuitry. And you probably
thought Iwas going to say that
411,
r •
alb
GRAAF was launching a
single-ended triode design...
r •
The public can now go
GRAAF with an all-new preamp and power amp which,
price aside, still smack of the
luxury exuded by the £ 6000
GM200 power amp and the

Jule'

0

,

I

Italy's GRAAF
has always
made amps
which are
beautiful.
Now they're
becoming
affordable,
too

,

5

b

£000 WFB13.5 pre-amp.
And if you ever get a chance
to see this stuff in the UK,
you're going to wonder how
Style
they did it. The GRAAFiti
5050 power amp and WFB
TWO pre-amp bear the same
faultless styling, the high-gloss finish,
the no- compromise parts content
and the superlative sound which
made me an instant convert to the
initial models. But check out the
difference: the GRAAFiti preamp/power amp combination could
retail in the UK for under £3200.
For both of them. Together. Insieme.
And yet your friends will swear you
spent double that the instant the
sound issues forth.
Take the WFB TWO. Five line
inputs, tape, aproper phono stage,
two sets of main outputs. A glasslike fascia with contrasting matt
SUPPLIER
GRAAF sr!,
via Portarico no. 60,
41100 Modena,4
Italy
Tel: 0039 59
251840
Fax: 0039 59
250461

lower edge. A beautifully made,
component-packed mama-board. No
feedback. A brace of 6DJ8 double
triodes (ECC88s), but a solid-state
phono section. Selectable gain switch
inside to move from m-m to m- c.
Heavily filtered power supply. And
construction so far beyond what I've
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Lamborghini, Ferrari and Maserati).
Cleanliness is the rule here. The
back is fitted with macho WBT
multi-way binding posts more
normally found on far costlier gear,
gold-plated as are the RCA-style
input sockets. Inside, a single
motherboard holds it all together,
with ultra-tidy point-to-point Wiring
where necessary.
Even though Ireally shouldn't be
raving about products which you
can't buy in the UK, to avoid
causing frustration amongst the
readers, the GRAAFiti combination
has asserted itself so convincingly
that Ican't resist it. The 5050 offers
seemingly limitless power despite its
modest rating of 50W/ch, which
means that you can hook up just
about any speakers you like without
the amp running out of grunt. And
while it has all of the virtues of a
pure tube product, the 5050 also
controls low frequency energy with
solid-state- like grip.
It didn't
compromise the Wilson-Benesch
speakers, which are large and ported,
nor the Apogee Ribbon Monitors,
smaller but still ported. But it was
with the latter that Ilearned
how beautifully the GRAAFiti

combo can sing.
Here was a tube system
looking at aribbon hybrid with
a
reasonably
sensible
impedance.
There
was
sweetness in the treble to
exploit the Apogee's 4in
ribbon, with plenty of control
down below. The GRAAF's
top-to-bottom consistency —
this amplifier really does
produce sounds which appear
to be ' of a whole' — could
have only complemented the
on abudget: the new GRAAFiti 5050 power amp
balance struck by Apogee's
engineers
between
two
disparate driver types. It was one of
features
a
GRAAF-designed
those rare blends, like the sound of
automatic bias circuit, so tube
aLyra cartridge in an SME IV arm,
changes are painless.
or an original Quad ESL driven by
Just a glimpse of the 5050 had
most visitors drooling. Indeed, one aquality OTL amplifier: ambience,
speed,
friend — rather than wait for aUK 'air', palpable images,
distributor — has decided to order transparency — the lot. It simply
sounded right.
a GRAAFiti system directly from
But Ireally don't want you guys
Italy, taking advantage of our single
market status in Europe. What could to entertain risks of personal
importation. The lack of asafety net
have caused him to part with circa
£3000, knowing that he's on his own frightens me. But it begs aquestion
once it arrives?
Maybe it's the gloss black finish,
up to automotive standards and
begging to be seen alongside Wilson
WATT/Puppies. Perhaps it's the way
that everything fits, everything lines
up, nothing jars or suggests 'built in
a garage by a couple of crazies'. If
ever a piece of hi-fi equipment
reflected its home city, then it has
to be GRAAF, because this stuff just
shouts ' Modena!' (which just
happens to be the home of

or three: As with the gorgeous VAC
equipment, the Boleros, Barclay
transports and other imported
treasures to which we're not entitled,
the GRAAF hardware may simply
be too good for this market. Or is
there another way to explain why a
this country cannot absorb a
reasonable cross-section of high end
equipment? If I'm wrong, then why
aren't products like the GRAAFitis
in every decent high end shop in the
land?
Ken Kessler
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Micromega's
ur investigation .of system
building
reaches
its Stage 1
penultimate
stage
this CD player
month. The price target is £ 2000,
is a peach,
which on this occasion is easily met and a peach
as long as stands and cables are not which looks
counted into the equation.
the part
Our amplifier of the month is a
model from Meridian which for no
discernible reason is called the 551.
Admit it: you didn't know that
Meridian even made something as
down to earth goddamned sensible
as an integrated amplifier, did you?
You thought (as Idid) that Meridian
was solely concerned with exotic
digital concoctions, performing
incomprehensible
tasks
in
incomprehensible ways.
If so, you will not be entirely
disappointed by what you find here.
Apart from some alarmingly macho
heatsinks running along edge side of
the case, the 551 looks exactly like
every other Meridian product except
the speakers, which of course are
taller. The functions available and
the
control
system
too
are
quintessentially Meridian. There are
six inputs, one of which can be used

Two

for m-m or m-c cartridges, and the
others individually adjustable for
sensitivity. Two of the inputs are
described as being suitable for tape,
but only one has record out sockets.
Separate record and listen selectors
are available, each taking the form
of asimple press button which pages
through each input in turn. Other
facilities include front panel speaker
on/off switching, mute and display
on/off, and pre- amplifier outputs,
which is asynonym for upgradability.
Standard Meridian comms sockets
allow the amp to be integrated into
a fully remote controlled Meridian
system ( using 200, 500 and 600
series components). Headphones can
be connected, but the socket is on
the
back,
which
may
be
inconvenient. Power output is
quoted at 55W/ch, which from my
hands-on experience with various
speakers is probably a little
conservative.
The Micromega Stage 1 CD
player is a peach, and a peach
moreover which looks the part,
thanks to an excellent brushed metal
overcoat, and the unusual and rather
sexy illuminated control legends,

GRAND

T OT*. IL
Looking for a complete
system? If you have a total of
£2000 to spend, then add this
one to your list
by

ALVIN GOLD

which take the form
of clear vertical strips
alongside
their
respective controls.
More to the point,
the Stage 1is aplayer
with a future. The

internal design is modular, and the
player can be upgraded from single
ended Bitstreamer (Stage 1) through
fully differential time aligned
Bitstream ( Stage 2and 3). It is also
possible to convert it to atransport,
though the Stage 1has an electrical
digital S/PDIF output in its own
right. Most of these possibilities
involve no cost penalty over buying
the appropriate component directly,
and the upgrades are appropriately
registered in afront display window
which forms part of the control
display panel. Neat.
Rather than a single pair of
loudspeakers, this month we try two,
and the final choices — the main
requirement was that they had to be
from major, mainstream makers —
were the Heybrook Quartet and the
Rogers
Studio
5.
Although
philosophically miles apart, there are
some striking parallels between the
two designs. They are both very
substantial bookshelf or stand mount
designs (Iused apair of the excellent
Kudos stands), the Rogers being
marginally larger than the Heybrook.
They are both two ways designs
(surprise!), and both have biwire
capabilities. They also both have
excellent real wood covered boxes,
though their aesthetic treatments are
quite different. For what it is worth,
however, the Heybrook foil badge on
the removable baffle cover is shoddy,
and the box itself is not labelled at
all. Few makers are so self-effacing.
The differences are equally striking.
Each reflects the known priorities of
its maker in the deign of the drive
units. The Rogers has apolypropylene
cone bass driver, Heybrook uses
`faster' paper. Where the Rogers is
intended to be used away from walls,
the Heybrook is aboundary design,
though some space must be left at the
back for the input wiring and to
enable the reflex port to operate. The
Rogers is front vented.
It would be going too far to say
that the Rogers and Heybrook are
completely at odds with each other.
Two medium side stand mount
speakers, solidly built, reflex loaded
and fitted with abroadly similar twodrive unit configuration are almost
bound to have something in
common, and sure enough, they
have something approaching asimilar
overall frequency balance (they do
diverge in the upper mid/lower treble
though — see below), asimilar bass
response, and give or take the odd
few decibels, the same loudness
capability. They also have a similar
sensitivity to within about adecibel
in favour of the Heybrook.
They don't sound the same, and
Imean at all. The Heybrook, which
was the first on test after the
obligatory 72 hours of wall to wall
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pink noise, immediately impressed
with its the eerie, almost holographic
clarity and the precision of its
midband and treble. The first
recording on Micromega's digital
roundabout was Richard Strauss
Metantorphosen [
Wiener Streichsextett
on EMI, in the original scoring for
seven string players instead of the
usual 23]. It was immediately
apparent even without the benefit of
a side by side slugout that the
Heybrook has an unnaturally
heightened lower treble, but its
finesse, resolution and analysis are
really something special. It only really
hit the rocks with piano, which
tended to bring out a rather cold,
mechanical quality. The disc that
first identified this was an excellent
Peter Katin sampler on Olympia
which was issued for anow defunct
magazine, featuring Beethoven,
Chopin and all the usual culprits.
The Rogers takes adifferent view
of the music. Perhaps it doesn't
boogie quite as effectively as the
Heybrook. It is certainly more
relaxed, alittle more distant, and the
extraction of detail is subtly reduced.
You might think that this implies
that the Rogers is less exciting, less
involving, but this simply isn't true.
The Heybrook has all the advantages
that ahigh resolution speaker should
bring, except one: expressiveness.
Don't ask me why or how, but the
Rogers has an exquisite ability to
shape each note and to mould every
phrase. It takes the raw material and
moulds it into living, breathing
music, and the bottom line is that
the Heybrook simply doesn't do
this.
Playing
the
Trevor
Pinnock/Archiv recording of
Bach Overtures, it is the
Heybrook that has the
more elegant overall
'feel: it is sharper
and more lively
and
each
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instrument stands out from its
neighbour with greater distinctiveness,
and the overall effect has the
sparking clarity of the finest mineral
water.
Nevertheless
there
is
something about the way that
instrumentals
and
vocals
are
reproduced that is presented in
monochrome, as it were.
It would be easy to decide on a
ranking order between these two
speakers. I know which I prefer
listening to, but in this case, my
preference is hardly relevant. Each
of the two variants of the system will
please listeners with different
priorities, and rather than point to a
logical ranking order, I'd rather point
to the real logic, which is that both
versions tantalisingly lack something
that can only be found in the other.
The perfect system would combine
the audio holography of the
Heybrook with the expressiveness of
the Rogers — ` hologiveness' perhaps?
Perhaps not.
The two versions of the system
side by side painted different pictures
of system synergy, but the main point
here is that they both did display real
synergy. After sampling some
alternative CD players and
amplifiers, Ithink much credit
goes to the Micromega for its
unobtrusive excellence, and to
the Meridian for its slightly
more obtrusive quality.

SYSTEM
TESTED
Micrornega
Stage 1
CD player Z.
5.50
Meridian
551 Integrated
Amplifier .C695
Heybrook
Quartet ‘575
(,(595 with
walnut)
Rogers
Studio 5
‘699 (black or
walnut)
(‘799 in
rosewood)
Total with
Heybrook
speakers ‘1820
Total with
Rogers speakers
‘1944

The Meridian especially came as
a very pleasant surprise, perhaps
because my expectations had not
been high. It reminded me of the
late, lamented Pioneer A-400
(original version) for its focus and
litheness. It was plainly in charge of
events, even when pushed to
moderately high volume levels, and
if
it
lacks
the
expansive
grandiloquence of the very, very best,
it was still an open window on the
music. It was more than good
enough to pull something very
special from the hat, whether it was
driving the Rogers or the Heybrook.
Isuppose it should not come as a
surprise that the CD player played
little active part in the system synergy
side
of
the
equation.
It's
unobtrusiveness was its greatest
strength, and about the most
profound comment that makes it
through my headache is that aTheta
combination I have been using
sounds better, and so does a Krell
I'm working on for an upcoming
review. Most of the cheaper stuff
sounds worse. Oh, well Ican't be
profound all day long.
1
4-
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Oxford Audio Consultants

MAGNEPLANAR

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
NEW MODELS

SMG-C
MG-0,6
MG- 10
MG- 1,5
MG-2,7
MG-3,5

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

WILSON WITTS — awesome!! what else can I
say!

se
se
se
se
se
se
se

NOW DEMONSTRATING
YES WE DO HAVE THIS EOUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION!!
KRELL - NEW! - an integrated amp like you've never seen or heard! even with
remote control
SHUN NOOK - amazing - tune your system to suit your taste
HARMONIX SPEAKER CABLE - at last a high end cable with discrete looks
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY FOUR/PERFORMANCE ONE SE
POWER WEDGE MAINS CONDITIONERS
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE - superb value for money
SONUS FABER - a new baby is coming soon - watch out!
AUD1OGRAM MBI & MB 2 G.M. AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - the ULTIMATE hi-fi table
KRELL KAS 2 - truly fabulous power houses but so refined.
B&W CDM I& CDM 2 - superb newcomers from B&W
MICROMEGA STAGE CD PLAYERS and the NEW AMP and TUNER!
QUAD 77 SERIES - a big step forward; at last the CD Player is here!
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - the new SEQUEL replacement - a stunning advance
THETA TLC anti-jitter device - you've heard about it now try it for yourself sale or
return
MONARCHY DIP ANTI JITTER DEVICE
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS/SYNERGY - gorgeous glowing valves!
REL STORM/STATA/STADIUM II/STENTOR - redefined our ideas about subwoofers
B&W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM on dem now
PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO/DC/CARDINAL
RUARK PALADIN - A worthy big brother to the Talismans
LYRA CLAV1S DA CAPO - even better in Mk2
FULL RANGE OF TRANSPARENT CABLES including ULTRA - our new reference
cables
THETA DATA BASIC CD TRANSPORT - now in Mk 2form
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7/VT 60 - a snip at the price!

For dealer and service contact AUDIONORD UK.
Swinford, Eynsham, Oxfordshire OX8 1BY
Tel: 01865-883890 Fax: 01865-881012

WILSON SYSTEM 5 - quite simply state of the art

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
LINN KAIRN/ 3 x LKI005 with ACTIVE KABERS £2650
WADIA 64.4 DAC L199 5
MERIDIAN 200 CD TRANSPORT £ 395
APOGEE STAGE Speakers L1495
KRELL KRC 2 PREAMP £ 2995

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

AURA VASO AMPLIFIERS NEW £ 199.95
KRELL CO DSP MK 2 CD PLAYER £ 2795
CHORD SPMI200 POWER AMP £ 1495

0/0

MUSICAL FIDELITY FCD CD PLAYER £ 995
SPENDOR SP 1LOUDSPEAKERS £ 395
8 & W P 6 SPEAKERS AS NEW £ 895
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30 POWER AMP £ 1295
QUAD ESL 63 LOUDSPEAKERS C1295
GRADIENT SUBWOOFER £ 950
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4 SPEAKERS

£ 695

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMPLIFIER £ 2495
MAGNEPLANAR 2.6 £ 995

BROKERS

MAGNEPLANAR 2.5 MINT £ 950
KRELL PAM 1PREAMP £ 995
OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE MAHOG SHELF MOUNT £ 995
ROKSAN ATTESSA CD PLAYER £ 950
KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC £ 450
RUARK SABRE £ 295
APOGEE CENTAUR £ 995

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIL CIRCULAR 11iI LMLNT STIFILO
GAIN 15 9d8

to 13 : 33 7‘38 I 74"

MAGNEPLANAR MG3.3 AS NEW £2250
HEYBROOK INTEGRA AMP £ 350 ( 550)
Agencies include: Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Alchemy. Audio
Innovations, Audio Research, Audio Technica, B&W. Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Classé,
Copland, DPA. Dual, Goldring, Harmonic. Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Mandrake.
Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell, Micromega. Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onix, Orelle.
Ortofon, Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proceed, Projekt, PS Audio, QED. QUAD, REL Subwoofers,
Rogers. Roksan. Rotel, Ruark, Seismic Sink, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, SME. Sonus Faber,
Spendor. Stan. Target, T.D L., Teat, Theta. Thorens, Transparent Cables, van den Nul. Wilson.

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL -ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS.
Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford 0X1 I
JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 1010 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mite
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

CONTACT US ON 01582 36561 (Day) 29560 (Eve after 7pm)
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
MUM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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radio
Alcatel and Inmarsat on hardware
for the next generation of mobile
phones. Inevitably DAB will be
forced down the same route.
Although touted as asolution to the
problems of mobile reception, it
seems increasingly evident to me that
the provision of reliable DAB
stations plus the subscription service
coverage in the more northern and
DMX'.
There seems little doubt that western parts of Britain will prove
an exceedingly expensive exercise.
satellite delivery methods will
ultimately prevail over terrestrial Will it perhaps be the case that
satellite-based DAB ( S- DAB) will
ones, and that the terrestrial Band
II tuner will become something of a come to dominate over terrestrial
DAB (T-DAB)? My instinct tells me
rara avis in the not too distant
that when the appropriate spectrumfuture. As many correspondents have
management issues have been dealt
commented, the quality of the 16
with — as usual, it seems to be the
DSR stations via Kopernikus at 23
French who are out of step with
East is outstandingly good. On that
everyone else in Europe on this
basis, one wonders about the wisdom
particular issue, and a solution
of the BBC in opting for a largescale terrestrial transmitter network remains far off as this is written —
the future of DAB will increasingly
for DAB. Those who have made the
come to be seen as satellite-based.
transition from analogue to digital
But all that is in the future; for
cellular telephones (TACS/ETACS
to GSM) will be painfully aware that now, the state of the terrestrial art is
RDS. In this context, a letter from
the air interface in the latter case is
Mr Ian Jordan was rather cheering.
very much more fragile. Human
He said: 'Just bought myself a new
senses seem well able to cope with
graceful degradation; the noisiness VW Polo 1.6CL. Comes with a
and degraded quality of abelowpar Sony XR-3209. Promptly upgraded
analogue radio telephone link can be to a Sony XR-6459. Not much
tolerated if one is primarily interested better. Remembered your article
about Atlanta and enthusiasm for
in what the other party is saying. In
Blaupunkt.
Bought
the
new
the GSM and PCN digital systems,
Montreal. Fantastic! Quality of
the speech is either present in
sound outstanding. No problems
consistently high quality or there is
nothing at all; the only intermediate with TA. Listening to R3 with
stage is a dreadful twanging noise TP/TA selected, traffic messages
from BBC GLR cancelled by hitting
reminiscent of some overdriven
bedsprings as the error correction TA button (no return after 5s). Next
and resynchronisation run out of message still on line. PS — offloaded
XR-6459 to gullible friend'.
ability to cope. As would be
To which one can only reply ' I
expected, something similar happens
told you so!'
John Nelson
with DAB. When there is enough
signal for the receiver to operate
correctly, the quality is very good.
But when there is not, the result is
no audio at all. In the absence of fast
reversion to analogue, the result is
subjectively intensely irritating.
As Cellnet and Vodafone and the
PCN operators seem to be belatedly
realising, there is no practical method
of ensuring solid coverage of every
portion of the UK's land mass with
terrestrial transmitters. This is not a
function of power level; it is simply
amatter of terrain and the practical
physics of radio coverage at
frequencies of the order of 900MHz
and 1.8GHz. Whatever their other
virtues — and there are many — the
real- life coverage of digital mobile
telephone systems can never be as
good as that of their analogue
cousins, other things being equal. It
is universally accepted amongst
communications engineers that the
only way to resolve this difficulty will
involve the use of satellite-based
solutions. Hence the small fortunes

But there is enough bandwidth to
allow the addition of hundreds of
digital audio channels without
disturbing any existing analogue
audio service. Services currently
planned for transmission by ADR
include 25 or more " free to air"

Will DAB
be able to
cover the
map in areas
where mobile
phone
coverage
has failed?

F

irst of all, my apologies to those
who have wondered whether
my e-mail facility was no longer

functional. Let me mention, just in
case, that the address is that of a
CompuServe
mailbox
and
is
100014,636. Since Internet address
fields do not allow commas, the
address for those using other elements
of the information superhighway is
100014.636g compuserve.com. Any
news, gossip, scandalous stories and
so on are very welcome. You are also
welcome to ask for information, and
Iwill be happy to provide it if Iknow
the answer. However, I'm afraid that
Isimply do not have the time to cope
with some of the queries Ireceive
(Please supply full design details for
afour-element Yagi for Band II and
design information for ahigh-quality
Band II front-end').
Not all correspondence arrives via
e-mail. In the November column I
mentioned adistinct lack of success in
obtaining any information from Astra.
This brought about aswift response
from Mike Locke of Astra Marketing
Ltd (the power of the press!).
Mike wrote: ' There is adifference
between ADR (Astra Digital Radio)
and DMX (Digital Music Express).
ADR is the technical transmission
method and DMX is one of the
services available on ADR. Although
not yet formally launched in the UK,
ADR is currently being transmitted
on the existing four Astra satellites
(1A, 1B, 1C and 1D). Thus any of
the external installations currently

E-MAIL
John Nelson m .
be contacted •
E-Mail on '
100014. 636@ .
compuserve.c •
or via Telecom'
Gold on
83INL601

offered for Astra TV and radio using
either an Enhanced or a Universal
LNB and the correct-sized dish are
suitable for the reception of ADR as
an additional service. The theoretical
maximum is indeed 768 stereo
digital channels. This is in addition
to 64 analogue companded pairs
(one on each transponder for the TV
soundtrack).
'This theoretical maximum is
somewhat
reduced
given
the
requirement to continue to transmit
existing services such as analogue
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radio and alternative language
soundtracks for some TV channels.
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being spent by the likes of Motorola,
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Pioneer now has a new version of
the Legato Link technology used in
its successful CD players. So what
does Legato Link-S actually do?
by PAUL MILLER

T

established PulseFlow bitstream
DACs in arange of new CD players.
Range Technology', Pioneer's This includes the PD-S904 reviewed
CD division continues to pursue recently by David Berriman [' Middle
the Holy Grail of ' recovering Names', Nov ' 95 issue].
frequencies beyond 20kHz — the
The success of both LL and LLfrequencies contained in the
S hinges on the filter's ability to
original music — in full'. This was
'approximate the sound of music
the claim made for Pioneer's before it's recorded'. Inevitably, this
original Legato Link 8- times means inferring information beyond
oversampling digital filter, an the CD's 20kHz cut-off frequency,
assertion, along with an uncanny itself afunction of the anti-aliasing
similarity
to
Wadia's
earlier filter deployed
during
digital
DigiMaster software, that I already recording. Naturally, the harmonic
explored in some depth in 1992
content of ' real music' extends well
['Pioneer Chips In', HFNIRR, July beyond 20kHz, but just how close is
'92 and ' Pioneer Plays Legato',
Pioneer to regenerating genuine postcovering the PD- S801 and PD - 20kHz musical detail?
S901 players, Oct '92].
Fig. 1: At first sight it really does
Three years on and the novel
seem as if Pioneer has extended the
Legato Link ( LL) has evolved into frequency response of its CD players
Legato Link-S (LL-S), asignificant beyond the 20kHz watershed.
variation on the original theme that
However, differences in the extreme
continues to partner Pioneer's
treble roll-off prompted by LL (black
rue to the spirit if not the
letter of its corporate ' Wide-
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE LEGATO LINK vs , GATO LINK S
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Fig I. Frequency
responses via Legato
Link and Legato
Link-S

trace) and LL- S ( red trace) are a
sign of very real differences in the
applied technology. The response of
aCD player utilising aconventional
high- Q FIR digital filter is cut
abruptly short above 20kHz, with
typically 80dB attenuation by 221tHz
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DIGITAL DEVELOPMENTS
Fig 2 (left). Legato
Link: distortion and
stopband images
front 0-20kHz sweep
at -30dB

Fig 3 (right). Legato
Link-S: distortion
and stopband images
from 0-20k Hz sweep
at -30dB. Compare
with Fig 2

to 23kHz. Both LL and LL- S, by
contrast, are low-order, interpolative
filters that generate seven new
samples between existing data pairs
(that is, 8- times oversampling) by
use of curve-fitting coefficients stored
in internal ROM look-up tables.
In practice the curves differ, with
LL falling to - 3.7dB at 20kHz,
-12.3dB at 25kHz and -47.7dB at
35kHz. The figures for LL- S are
-0.2dB, - 5.3dB
and - 25.2dB
respectively, highlighting what appears
to be amore ' extended' response.
Fig 2: With Pioneer's original
LL filter, the apparent extension in
response is caused by the digital alias
that is, the mirror image ( 1), of
signals between 0-20kHz ( 2) being
'reflected' back from the 44.1kHz
sample frequency. Other images,
reflected above 44.1kHz and below
88.2kHz, are also visible ( 3).
Real data at 10kHz, for example,
would prompt areflection at 34.1kHz
(44.1-10kHz), data at 20kHz has its
image at 24.11cHz while at 22.05kHz
the two signals merge, giving the
impression of a smooth and
continuous response extending from
0-40kHz. However, as Istated three
•years ago, these digital images above
22.05kHz bear
absolutely
no
harmonic relationship with the ' real'
musical information below 22.05kHz.
Fig 3: Perhaps someone was
listening, because LL- S is a very
different proposition. Instead of
merging stopband images with the

At first
sight it really
does seem
as if Pioneer
has extended
the frequency
response of
its CD players
beyond
the 20kHz
watershed...

audioband, LL- S computes the
harmonics (4), ( 5) and (6) of existing
signals between 0-20kHz ( 7), their
amplitude being determined by the
post-20kHz roll- off of the filter.
Incidentally, but not unimportantly,
Pioneer has also improved the filter's
noise-shaping, giving lower out-ofband re-quantisation noise (8) than
with the original LL scheme.
Fig 4: Pioneer's extrapolation of
harmonics may seem a closer
approximation to ' real music' than
LL, but the LL- S analogy still
remains very crude indeed. The
quirks of LL- S are revealed by
viewing the 3D data from 'above' via
an intensity graph where changes in
level are mapped by changes in
colour from dark to light blue.
The - 30dB
sweep ( 7)
is
highlighted in red while the
aforementioned harmonics ( 4), ( 5)
and (6) are revealed to be odd-order
3rd, 5th and 7th respectively.
Evidently, LL-S cannot compute the
even- order harmonics that would
also
occur with
real
music.
Moreover, because these oddharmonics can only exist in the
digital stopband they appear, quite
suddenly, at the boundary of the 022.05kHz audioband (9) rather than
extending — as they would in real
life — back to the 0Hz origin.
Furthermore, opening- up the
stopband in this fashion inevitably
releases ahint of the sweep's digital
image ( 10) which, in this case,
Fig 4 (left). Legato
Link-S: spurious
output from 020kHz sweep at
-30dB (this is a top
view' of the 3D'
graph of Fig 3)

Fig 5 (right). Legato
Link-S: spurious
output front
0-20kHz sweep, this
time at OdB level
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reflects back from the 88.2kHz 2times sample frequency. Once again,
this artefact does not constitute part
of the original music signal.
Fig 3: The performance of the
Legato Link-S digital filter is further
complicated under peak signal
conditions where computed oddorder distortions can be seen
extending from 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th —
(11), ( 12), ( 13) and ( 14) respectively
— through to the 19th harmonic. At
the same time, these extrapolated
harmonics
are
intersected by
spurious digital images ( 15), ( 16)
and ( 17) which travel directly into
the audioband ( 18) where they
reflect off the 0Hz axis.

CONCLUSION
Clearly, Pioneer's LL- S filter is a
more realistic proposition than its
original LL design in recreating a
semblance of the ' spectral energy'
that would have existed above 20kHz
before the music was digitally
recorded. Nevertheless by computing
awholly odd-order harmonic pattern
of pre-determined amplitude, LL-S
is still unable to distinguish the true
ultrasonic ' colour' or timbre of the
same note played on, say, apiano or
cymbal. Neither, Imight add, does
it consider the possibility that, with
certain instruments, little or no
harmonics may have existed in the
original sound above 20kHz. A neat
idea then, but still far removed from
the reality of the musical truth. +
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THE U.K.'S ONLY EXCLUSIVE DEALER
FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS AND THEIR
ONLY AGENCY IN THE SOUTH WEST
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We are pleased to add
tus' amplifiers and
Speakers

WV

to Our select
Systems.

Arion from Ireland and
thtis.
on Research front
Italy. The Stuart 8.
-I5
the first single - ended
amplifier to impress cc ,
with its controlled bas,.
Visually st mm Um; too.
ne Impulse Lib
speakers leaM Weihvith
low powered amplifiers
Ilike walls !
Aloe: speakers from the
U. S.A. have an open

If you are looking for asystem that will give you a
lifetime's satisfaction, that transcends the shallow
and changing trends of everyday hi-fi, then you
are invited to telephone Brian Rivas for a
discussion and demonstration.

baffle design which
produce awonderfully
open and transparent
sound.
'Die new I - Damp
isolation feet Syslcrei
by fir the best way ot
eliminating tiontoeued
vibrai'

„feedback and

distortion from any

Pinewood deals only with the finest. For
example, Pinewood is one of the very few dealers
in the UK to own the WILSON WATT / Puppy
SYSTEM V and takes pride in saying that its
demonstrations of this superlative transducer are
second to none.
Pinewood is associated only with those names
that have along established track record for
consistent excellence - and those names are now
legends: KRELL, AUDIO RESEARCH,
JADIS, WILSON AUDIO, SONUS FABER.
These are names by which others are compared.
If you want the others, please look elsewhere!
Whether you are just venturing into the high end
or considering the most exotic of systems,
perhaps it is worth asking yourself whether you
would rather deal with ajack of all trades and his
assistants or one true specialist who will take a
personal interest in your requirements and give a
service that is unrivalled.

system. The result
tarty years of research,
they clean up the
sound like no other
elastomer can.
Incredible value for
money, easy

10

install.

Phone fOr details.

k
dill,' fell( e

A genuine consultancy offering
totally independent advice providing
audio systems for those that
appreciate music rather than hi-/i

Alon Speakers
Analysis Ribbon Speakers
Analogue Tracer Cartridges
Arlon Audio
Art Audio
Audio Note
Cartridge Man's Grado
Concordant Audio
Groove Tubes
Impulse Speakers
Klipsch
Nottingham Analogue Turntables
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Parasound
The Vamp
Trilogy
Unison Research
Demontration% by ippointment only
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SPL 1. Kit £205
11 'tr. Reflex using Morel Drive Units 18mm MDF Flat
Pack Cabs, air cored Ind. SOLON CAPS
"I haven't heard any ready built near field monitor that comes
close to these for anything close to the price"
Recording Musician
'The speakers cost about half the price of acomparable pair"
Daily Telegraph

SPL. Satellite Kit £ 180
3.4 litre Enclosure Reflex using Morel magnetically
shielded Drive Units
12mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs of highest quality

ATC Kits Active or Passive
ATC Sanctioned Kits 55 and 110 litres
25mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs
ATCK 50 55LTR
Passive £1920 Active £3245
ATCK 100 11 OLTR
Passive £2020 Active £3345
"Rare opportunity to be able to buy a pedigree

jhe

WineafteedP

/11

(
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Y'(/11/ (1)? ?I

product for the price of a mongrel" Audio Media

Four Dem Rooms • Tuesday to Saturday opening
OVER 30 KITS TO DEM
Free catalogue on request

It yields • lkoadu • Peroah
Ilminsler • Somers1.1 T.119 911E

Telephone: 01460 54322
...„\ Consultath
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Wilmslow
Audio

ID

DEPT HFN, Wellington Close,
Parkgate Industrial Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8XL
Tel: 01565 65-06-05 Fax: 01565 650080

All major Credit Cards accepted

IVISA
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black box
handle above lkV and hundreds of
amps of surge current, into the
standard, rugged `Faston' bridges, to
help rid the world of RF noise and
help meet EMC regulations.

ROUNDING UP

Delving
deeper, the
problems of
AC mains
seem ever
more
intractable.
But at Toad
Hall, a
solution has
been
found...

A DC generator.
DC mains was
perfected in the
heyday of triode
tubes and may be
the next `retro'
solution overcoming
the limits of 1890s
AC power technology

I

n the previous parts, we saw how
the universal method of AC
mains to DC conversion means
using capacitative smoothing, which
is the cause of supply harmonic
pollution. No less universal in
AC/DC conversion is rectification,
the purpose of diodes (alias rectifiers
or when in foursomes, bridges).
That nearly all the rectifiers used
in ordinary audio equipment power
supplies produce short bursts of RF
(at a pulse repetition rate of twice
the mains frequency: 100Hz or
120Hz for ordinary full-wave
rectified PSUs) has already been
covered in these and other pages and
predicted by computer simulation',
and later measured". The facts: that
the RF can be lessened by using
much faster but also ` soft' acting
rectifiers, ideally Schottky types; or
by placing the right kind of capacitor
across ordinary slow rectifiers, and
also by adding suitable RC or LC
filtering in the supply immediately
after rectification, have also been
long known and have been well
propagated in the audiophile
community'. Alas, few Schottky
rectifiers can presently be made to
handle above 120V. Then with
safety margins, Schottky's aren't yet
useable in supplies above ± 40V,
enough for most transistor audio
equipment excepting serious power
amps, and not for any tube gear's
HT supplies.
The
dimwitted
semiconductor industry has yet to
wake up to repackaging existing,
flakily-leaded fast rectifiers that can
Soft iron
armature
Armature
coil

Brash

Field
coil

COMInutator

Iron gore o
field .
nag set
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On the list of noise sources is
`ordinary' mains-borne interference.
The different types and general
solutions are covered in an earlier
in-depth survey'. To recap, the worst
offenders include (i) voltage spikes
(with varying PRFs of milliseconds
to hours or random pops altering the
effect) caused by lightning, switching
unsuppressed inductive loads like
motors, transformers and fluorescent
lights; (ii) mains and grid signalling,
from domestic FM intercoms to
digital remote-control signals; ( iii)
101 RF signals using mains wiring
as an aerial; and ( iv) arcing of
unsupressed switch contacts. In
general, unless gross enough to be
audible, all of these add background
hash, often modulation noise that is
only present with signal (so ordinary
noise testing cannot ` see' it), which
hides detail and destroys sacred dark
spaces between the notes.
At least the musically disruptive
energy from these causes has to 'get
inside the box' — whereas the less
well known causes we have focused
on, namely diode noise and selfinflicted harmonics, are Trojan
Horses. Earlier, we saw the reason
why no amount of simple external
filtering or 'power conditioning' can
fix or dispose of harmonics and RF
noise — since their production is
intrinsic to the DC supply being
protected. Makers of power simple
conditioners and filters never
mention this. To bypass the dilemma
we must go off in another direction.

ORGANIC DC
Battery power or ` chemical DC' is
familiar enough. It's feasible (using
NICAD cells) for most solid-state
electronics, but domestically much
more
problematic
for
power
amplification, and for anything
containing tubes. To use a 50W/ch
class A, or say 200W/ch of class AB power amplification, and assuming
isolated supplies, you'd need at least
16 ` caravan leisure' batteries (unlike
car batteries these are optimised for
steady discharge), giving ± 50V twice.
These might last about 40 hours
before being recharged. As recharge
of lead-acid batteries eniits explosive
and corrosive gases, they'd have to
be kept outside a dwelling, unless
more expensive, lower Ah, sealed
types. Next, both capital and running
costs will seem steep to most of us,
being used to the artificially low price
,of grid electricity; for example sixteen
12V ' leisure type' batteries would

cost around £ 1000 and would need
replacing after two to five years.
The DC made by wind generators
has been checked and rejected. Since
AC generation is more efficient, the
commercial types generate AC which
is rectified by an ordinary, adjacent
bridge. And as wind speed varies,
the AC frequency fluctuates between
15 and 150Hz, adding another audio
problem. At least having rectifiers up
a pole would keep RF noise well
away from the hi-fi. So how about
DC generators, as supplied for the
world's first public mains supply, and
used in cars until about 25 years
ago? Rectification is mechanical by
commutation, so diodes aren't
needed, but there is the problem of
suppressing any arcing. Also, the
'DC' needs no less smoothing than
converting AC power. At least the
frequency can be much higher. Then
our 100,000e capacitor bank will
smooth better, recharge faster, and
not pollute the neighbours. The
technical
problems
are
not
insuperable. The snag is more ' how
many homes have a soundproofed
enough spare space to run the
generator and the AC motor needed
to drive it, all the time if the system
is kept on?'
At Toad Hall, there is no such
problem. The 1890 DC generator
house behind the stables has been
restored. Ex-British Rail 1500V DC
loco `gennies' have been rewound for
balanced, 2 phase DC with OFC
Litz, and are driven at 2000 rpm by
a giant, varispeed 3-phase winding
motor bought cheaply from an ` old'
coal mine, supplying six lots of ± 50V
up to ± 1500V DC at 3kW each, for
the various listening systems. Power
from each generator is full-floating
and remotely adjustable, allowing any
audio device to be powered cleanly.
Even giant triodes.
Ben Duncan
REFERENCES
1.6 Duncan, ' AMP-02' part 2,
HFN/RR, Nov '89.
2.R Miller, ' Measured RFI
differences between rectifier
diodes', Audio Amateur (
USA),
1/94. Fax USA 603 924 9464 for
back issues list.
3.K Dibble, ' EMC Conductive
emission performance of
professional power amplifiers', Proc
¡CA Vol 16, Nov ' 94.
4.G Naity, Audiokits catalogue,
1986.
5.6 Duncan, 'Studio Mains
Supplies', part 1, H&SR, June
1985. The five parts are key
background reading about the
mains, from substation and RF
grounding, to analysing
disturbance, rewiring and even
suing the power supplier. SAE or
2xIRCs for details, c/o HFiV/RR.
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"SIMPLY THE BEST?"
-HI FI WORLD, OCTOBER 1995

SIMPLY TWO
by UNISON RESEARCH
You be the judge...
Certainly, amplifiers that sound as good or are built as well as these are few and far between. But exactly what is it that
sets Unison Research apart from the rest? To begin with, afanatical attention to quality in both design and construction.
That, plus agenerous helping of Italian artistry and real craftsmanship.
And in terms of sound quality, "the best" for Unison Research means just one thing: properly designed and impeccably made
pure class A single ended valve amplifiers. The Simply Two and Simply Four Integrated Amplifiers are exactly that.
No transistors, no push-pull. No half measures, no compromises. The very best ultralinear circuitry for the very best
sound. Amplifiers that make listening to music amagical experience, just as it should be. A real delight for your ears and
eyes, as the praise lavished by some of the world's top reviewers will testify.
"A Classic" enthused Hi Fi world. "Simply sensational" wrote Hi Fi News.
And the finish? " It would do aFerrari proud" drooled one reviewer.
"Drop dead gorgeous" wrote another.
If that sounds like your kind of amplifier, why not let your own eyes and
ears be the judge. For more information on the Simply Two (£995) and
the Simply Four (£ 1495), and the name of your nearest stockist, contact:

SIMPLY FOUR

UKD
23 RICHINGS WAY
IVER BUCKS. SLO 9DA

TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531

SOUND-LAB

1

for
for the

of music

To hear the beauty and intimacy of Claude Debussy's 'Danse Sacree'
your HiFi system comes from Audiofreaks.
As it has been known for years, electrostatic speakers are the only ones to
recreate the real and natural sounds of music.
SOUND-LAB (USA) Electrostatic
speakers is our choice among the very best.
Different designs, different looks, first-class performance all for the love of music.

AUIDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
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INTERVIEW
Mastering engineers are the last and some might say most
important - link in the recording
chain. And Bob Ludwig is one of
the legends in his field
by

KEN

KESSLER

Ti IE VITAL LINK

e

It's not merely arguable
but undeniably true that
the
people
who
determine how recorded
music will sound. are those who
come in at the end of the chain,
preparing the music for manufacture.
Among the mastering legends,
alongside giants like Doug Sax and
Bernie Grundman, Bob Ludwig
ranks as one of the greatest. Starting
his career with.Sly and the Family
Stone's milestone release, There's A
Riot Coin' On, Ludwig — still amere
fortysomething — has mastered
works by artists such as Bob Dylan,
Dire Straits, Roxy Music, Steely Dan,
XTC, Tom Waits, David Crosby,
REM, Lou Reed, The Kinks and
enough others to make him envied
for having one of the greatest jobs in
the world of music. After many years
with Masterdisk in New York, in
1994 Ludwig moved to Portland,
Maine, to open his own facility,
Gateway Mastering.
It's purpose-built, housing state of
the art digital hardware as well as a
newly installed LP-cutting lathe. And
the various rooms are filled with
monitoring equipment to make an
audiophile's mouth water: Cello
electronics, large Duntech speakers

Audiophile ingredients in the mix: Bob
Ludwig's ProAc mini-monitors
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('We designed the room around 'em',
according to Ludwig), ProAcs, ATCs,
Transparent Cable and more. Ludwig
definitely has an appreciation of
audiophile concerns, yet his credibility
among his professional peers has led
to winning six TEC awards from the
Mix Foundation ( 1986-1993), the
1991 Les Paul Award for Outstanding
Achievement In Professional Audio,
and an Ampex Golden Reel for
Green Day's Dookie.
Ludwig took the time to speak
with me during one of my visits
home; little did Iknow that one day
my home town would find the likes
of Bruce Springsteen and Bob Dylan
wandering down its main street...
HFN: Was it an easy for you to
move from analogue to digital?
BL: Well, from amastering point of
view it was very easy because all the
limitations of the vinyl disc were no
longer there. If we had a desire to
put something 180° out of phase,
which would be totally against the
law with vinyl disc, it's easy as pie
in the digital domain.
We didn't have to worry about a
continually decreasing medium in
terms of quality. Like the outside of
a vinyl disc is going at about 18
inches per second past the stylus
whereas the inner diameter is about
five inches per second. So the
medium is collapsing from the getgo. It's always getting worse and
worse as it's getting toward the
centre, toward the label. And thus a
lot of the magic of vinyl mastering
had a lot to do with what you do
about that situation. With CD it's
good or bad, but it's the same from
start to finish.
You also have to realise that when
digital first came out, we worked our
first digital session in 1978 or 1979
and were using Tom Stockham's
Soundstream machines and 3M
digital machines, both of which
happened to sound pretty good.
HEN: Even by today's standards?
BL: Even by today's standards. And

Ihappened to work on projects that
sounded amazingly good in the
digital domain: for instance, the Dire
Straits Brothers In Arms record. And
the group Rush had arecord called
Moving Pictures; both were early,
early digital recordings and the
engineers who did them knew what
they were doing. They monitored
them
through
the
digital
encode/decode loops so they could
correct in the mix for the anomalies,
and you put those tapes up today
and they still sound pretty damned
good. In fact we've got the Brothers
In Arms masters on the premises
right now for areissue, so I'll let you
hear and you decide how bad digital
was back then!
As a disc-cutting engineer, there
were two banes of your existence.
First, the ticks and pops on the disc,
constantly fighting quality control
problems in the actual lacquer itself,
the silvering, the plating, the
pressing. It was aconstant battle to
get the ticks and pops down in a
lacquer disc. But then comes a
medium where that's just not a
factor any more. (Not to mention
that the other alternative was
cassettes
which
were
really

Gateway's main
mastering facility,
with Duntech
speakers behind

Ludwig has
mastered
works by
artists such
as Bob Dylan,
Dire Straits,
Boxy Music,
Steely Dan,
XTC,
Tom Waits,
David Crosby,
REM,
Lou Reed,
The Kinks...

unspeakable in 1978. If you think
they're bad now, they were really bad
then.)
The other bane was tape hiss.
That problem was addressed by
Dolby units, maybe not that
successfully with Dolby A. Digital
certainly had advantages there. And
for the first time the low frequency
response was ruler flat down as low
you wanted to go. It was impossible
to get an analogue machine that had
areally flat response in the low end.
So things we'd battled through our
whole careers were suddenly solved.
There was something very attractive
about digital.
HEN: Then what caused so many
problems with early digital? Was it
the playback equipment in the home?
The CD pressings? Or was it that
people just didn't know how to
master for digital?
BL: Yes, yes, and yes. The bad thing
of course was what was going on
with the sound. When the CD
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The UK's New High-End DAC
ATrue World Class Performer
DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital
to
analogue
conversion, you just have to
listen to appreciate why. The
transparency it displays is
unique, there is nothing
between you and the
performance. Vocals are true
to life conveying character
and emotion. DAX-2 sets the
stage superbly with precision
and focus allowing you to
relax into the music.
Distinguishing between the
many bass instruments in a
recording no longer requires
any effort - they're just laid
out in front of you, complete

with textures and tonal
qualities.
High frequencies, so often
a serious shortfall, benefit
from
the
overall
transparency of DAX-2. A
full, open and uncurtailed
treble results, with no
sudden limit or sibilant
edginess often associated
with digital sound.
Previously unidentifiable
sounds reveal themselves as
DAX-2 digs deeper into the
recording, revealing more
than you ever realised
existed.

As standard DAX-2 comes complete with 4 inputs - AES, SPDIF coax, Toslink optical and AT&T ( ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCID' decoding and digital domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
HDCD• and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

For further details, brochures and prices please contact:
Audio Synthesis P.O. liox 100, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. 1,829 9XW. Tel: +44 ( 0) 1943 600404 Fax: +44 ( 0)1943 600383
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KJ's CURE FOR THE JITTERS
You've read about it .... now try it.

KJ's INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
We have demonstrated the best hi-fi from around the world for over 25
years. The brands below give you some insight into the high performance equipment you will find at KJ. No flat earth attitudes here, just
because its brand name with L---- and comes from Scotland its not
necessarily the product for everyone. At KJ we take pride in our
independence - come and get a straight answer to astraight question.

PART EXCHANGE
POSSIBLE

INTEREST
FREE
CREDIT
AVAILABLE

KJ WEST ONE

THETA
TLC
£229
[Sent Post Free]
The Theta TLC is designed to
reduce the jitter, or to use simpler
language, the error in the clocking
between aCD transport and a D to
A converter, including possible errors between the transport and converter stages in single chassis CD players. It offers both optical or coaxial
inputs enabling an optical only CD to be used with acoaxial DAC. The
stunning review in this magazine (April 1995) claimed areduction in glare
and harshness reducing listener fatigue and increase in resolution.
Our Paid Approval Scheme offers you the opportunity to try the Theta
TLC in your system at home for 7 days. You've got 10 days from date of
purchase to return the unit to us for afull refund if you are not satisfied.
(the only cost to you will he the return postage)

26 New Cavendish Street TEL: 0171 - 486 8262/3
London W1M 7LH
FAX: 0171 - 487 3452
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INTERVIEW
players first started coming out,
obviously there'd be like.., they'd
make maybe a couple of million of
them a year, whereas — especially
in 1978 or 1979 — the amount of
analogue-to-digital converters that
were around, you could count on a
couple of hands how many of them
there were on the planet. So the
technology in D/A was far surpassing
the A/D technology and of course
the A/D is maybe even more critical
because that is where the jitter or
time-clock stability is set. In other
words, when that converter is doing
the sample- and-hold process, or
rather the digitisation process, that's
where the musical bits are being
locked into those samples. And if the
jitter is incorrect there, nothing ever
will make it better than that. So for
along time we were really stuck with
not great quality A/D converters.
Iwould say that when the 20-bit
converters started coming in, that's
when digital technology took a big
leap forward.
HFN: Would you say that digital is
now acceptable by your own
personal demands and listening
standards?
BL: Oh, yeah, oh, yeah. Especially
when you monitor through a20-bit
D'A like we do here.

Analogue endures: Ludwig's cutting lathe for
mastering on vinyl

HFN: So prior to that you weren't
100% happy.
BL: Now I'm much more comfortable.
HPN: Is there anything about digital
that's still troubling you in amajor
way, or is it only going to be moving
along with small gains from now on?
BL: Ithink it'll be small gains now
but... the HDCD thing is something
we're looking into.
HFN: Here Iam in your studio,
looking around, and Isee all these
names which matter to audiophiles.
But there's a chasm between the
audiophiles, the end- users, and the
guys who make the recordings. Do
you have a problem explaining to
colleagues why, for example, you're
using audiophile cables?
BL: Most times it doesn't come up,
to tell you the honest truth. Which
might be surprising, but Ithink that
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people who come to ahigh-end facility
like ours just expect me to have the
very best, every step of the way.
HFN: Is the pro sector loosening up
a bit? Isee lots of tube equipment
in Mix...
BL: Oh, yeah, Ithink it is. For sure.
For years and years almost every
engineer had those Yamaha NS- 10M
speakers, whereas now Ican name
several great engineers who carry
those ProAc speakers around with
them, and some of them carry
ProAcs with Cello power amplifiers,
the
60W
monoblocks,
with
Transparent Audio cable on it. So
they have monitoring systems they
can bring around with them that are
actually, well certainly not high
resolution but they're a lot higher
resolution than an NS- 10 would be
being driven off aYamaha amp.
HFN: What's the ratio here of new
material versus archive restoration?
BL: Oh, it's probably 95 per cent
brand-new.
HFN: Do you see yourself doing
more archive transferral?
BL: We have been doing more.
HFN: Do the artists usually want to
get involved in reissues?
BL: All the reissues that I've
personally been involved with Ireally
insist that the artist gets involved.
Assuming they're still living. Because
it's their record and they're the ones
that should make the choice.
Here's a great example. When I
did Steely Dan's Gaucho album first
time around, they had too much kick
drum in their mix and they knew it.
And they said, ' We have to back it
off a bit', and those guys are
fanatical. We spent hours honing it
to just the right sound so that they
were very happy. And then acouple
of years later, someone — Ithink it
was from Mobile Fidelity — was
doing half-speed mastering.
Of course, half-speed mastering
came because of the failed quad
system, so they had these half-speed
lathes sitting around. As amastering
engineer trying get the very best
sound for my client no matter what,
there was a period I was doing
everything half-speed. Before they
were doing it. This was like 1968.
Just because the lathes weren't very
good. But with the SX68, this new
Neumann cutter head with the
600W-per-channel amplifiers, cutting
lathe technology took such a huge
advance at that point, it was like
going from 33/
4ips to 30ips.
After this, there was in my opinion
no longer any advantage in halfspeed mastering. Half-speed means
that instead of the lathe cutting off at
20 cycles it's cutting off at 40 cycles.
So what do you do about the bass?
You add tons of EQ to bring the bass
back, which induces ringing, all kinds

Bob Ludwig with
HFNIRR!

The AID is
maybe even
more critical
because
that is where
the jitter or
time- clock
stability is set.
In other
words, when
that converter
is doing the
sample- and hold process,
or rather the
digitisation
process, that's
where the
musical bits
are being
locked into
those samples.
And if the
jitter is
incorrect
there, nothing
ever will
make it better
than that

of phase problems. Artists who could
afford the very best never went to a
half-speed mastered facility. Name
me one original pressing that was
commercially done at a half-speed
mastered house. Name me one! To
me it was a total marketing ploy in
order to sell discs.
HFN: Do you extend that to goldplated CDs?
BL: I've got an ad from Harvey
Radio in New York that advertises
half- speed mastered CDs (
laughs
hysterically). The only times that I
ever subsequently mastered things at
half-speed were big band recordings
with close-miked brass where the
trade-off... and like there's not like
great rock'n'roll bass in abig band
if you think about it, just kick drum
and upright bass. So having the bass
alittle dodgy was OK, but the halfspeed mastering allowed the brass to
come through better. But that's a
very specific case. Ithink that the
other one was Cornell University
bird-calls (
laughs). But that's about
it. We had the ability to do halfspeed mastering since 1968 and
there was never any sonic reason on
pop records to do it.
The whole thing Iwas trying to say
was, so Idid it there with the artist
[Steely Dan]. We got the bass drum
just right and everything like that. A
couple of years later this guy calls me
saying, ' I'm doing a half- speed
audiophile version of the Gaucho
record,' and he says, ' Igot alot more
kick-drum on mine than you got.
Wait'll you hear it.' And that's a
perfect case where doing these
reissues without the artists being
involved, it's no longer their creation.
Now some audiophile reviewer
might go, ' Wow, the new one's got
so much more kick-drum, it's great.'
But that's not what the artist wanted.
That's just what the reviewer thinks
is good.
HFN: Are there any discs which you
mastered early on that you'd like to
get your hands on again?
BL: Actually, Sly & The Family
Stone, There's A Riot Goin' On.
HFN: Your very first?
Yeah.
HFN: Sly, if you read this...
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compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD Service
can normally supply all titles reviewed in the
magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.

ir

the
he price
review.
code
Listfor
theeach
CDs/LPs
recordyou
willrequire,
be found
with
at the
the format
foot
and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post

and packing ( up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs).

The CD service can also supply discs reviewed in previous isiwes,
if still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes car.
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless listed
here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs) are
priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each

II MID PRICE: £7.75 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £ 5.45 each

• SPECIAL PRICE ( ceur. below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - Beulah Elgar reissues £9.95
Rock/pop - Alex Chilton, A Man Called Destruct- on
£13.75
Jazz - Lionel Hampton And His Star Jazz Inner Circle
£14.99
Rock/pop reissues - Long John Baldry; the Coal Porte- s;
Don McLean £ 9.25. Four Seasons; Brenda Lee £5.25.

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex" Card
Number
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( cops)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1Y1-1.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
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flowing
my
continuing
preference for tone-controls
in defiance of fashionable
minimalism, readers sometimes ask
what other facilities would appear
on my ideal pre- amp. The answer
unavoidably reflects some personal
habits, but its more general starting
point is that program material is
frequently still imperfect enough —
or departs sufficiently from what one
might reasonably expect — to need
some processing before passing on
to the power amp.
As I've said before, audio signals
are not sacrosanct. They are manmade via microphones and mixing
desks, and are legitimately subject
to opinion and modification. The
anomalous shifts of tonality which
can arise from the differing
distances and directional properties
of microphones, arrayed across
orchestras in various acoustics,
cannot, of course, be offset
accurately by simple bass/treble
juggling of the final signal.
However, if, nevertheless, amore
natural-seeming overall effect can
sometimes be achieved by such
means, then in my book that's good
enough reason for having a tonecontrol facility — preferably in the
form of modest response shelving as
used for instance by Quad and
NAD.
But I'm not so sure these days
about the need for steep- slope
filtering at high frequencies. The
rationale for this originated with the
hiss on shellac discs, edgy violins or
brass due to peaky microphones, and
HF tracing distortion on LPs, all of
which have now gone except for
those who choose to live in the vinyl
past. But at 66 my youthful 18kHz
upper hearing limit has descended
by about an octave, and if this
weren't the case Imight be just as
keen now as Iwas the age of 20 on
having an optional 7kHz roll-off, to
cope with alleged digital artefacts in
place of inner-groove tizz. This
assumes that those young fogeys who
make afuss about CD's HF excesses
really do hear unwanted things that
are now beyond an old fogey's
range. But if so, they should respond
by favouring rather than disdaining
response- shaping options on hi-fi
amplifiers, not pretend that it is
better to suffer in puritanical
minimalist silence.
The only rider I'd add to this is a
recognition that the ringing effects
of analogue filters may for some
listeners need to be set against their
cleansing functions, which is an
argument for placing any such
facility in the non-ringing digital
domain. Ido wonder, though, what
percentage (if any) of keen-eared
young audiophiles would actually be

able to pick out HF or any other
differences when program material
from an impeccable analogue source
is heard with and without
the
interposition of a full code/decode
16-bit digital link.
Returning to my ideal amplifier,
it would certainly have a balance
control, not only to deal with
occasional program oddities but also
to shift the stereo image when
viewing TV from avisually optimum
but aurally one-sided seat while
listening to its sound via the hi-fi
system. A mono button would also
be essential, which must surely be
the case for anyone with an interest
in stereo perception and loudspeaker/
room behaviour, where identical [JR
signals provide a vital tool in the
assessment of imaging.
Another desideratum would be a
width control, partly to deal with
over-separated recordings such as thé
Beatles' Sgt Pepper CD (which, ICK
please note, sits between Bartok and
Beethoven on my shelves!), but
mainly to broaden those irritatingly
timid recordings and all-too-frequent
Radio 3 broadcasts which fail to
exploit the full soundstage. I
sometimes get the impression that
such material has been balanced
using headphones, where the
subjective
equivalent
of
a
loudspeaker image requires greatly
reduced separation.
Given the presence of a width
control, the associated circuitry
would by definition carry a [JR
difference-signal, which could be fed
to an external socket at an adjustable
level. Using a separate power amp,
this could be employed to drive
Hafler-style side/rear speakers,
thereby avoiding the matching and
sensitivity problems which can arise
when connecting additional speakers
across the main amp, as discussed
in my August 1995 ' Sidelines'.
Ideally this signal would also be
subject to time delay, to avoid
degradation of the frontal image. But
this verges on surround-sound
manipulation, with various ambient
options on tap, now increasingly
available from separate devices as an
offshoot of home theatre. So it's
perhaps rather late in the day to
hope for time-processing in a mere
hi-fi control unit.
Finally, I'd include a headphone
outlet with its own power stage, and
also a preset gain control with a
range of about 10dB, to optimise the
main volume control's operating
range in response to various
loudspeaker sensitivities at the end
of the chain. But this is all an oldfashioned pipedream, probably about
to be made redundant by digital
technology entering the amplifier
field in abig way. John Crabbe
FEBRUARY 1996
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THE BEST IN
=I= A7=7
East meets West in
one of the leading hi-fi
Home-grown: Hungarian amps range
from the Dellarton DEA 50S

shows behind what

integrated (left) to the Evergreen 2.0
(above), with four PL509 output tubes

used to be known as the
Iron Curtain
by KEN KESSLER
the first of these was from one of
the better established Hungarian
brands, Alisca Orange, showing
the freshly styled, heavily- finned
Red Lion amplifier. This solid-state
bruiser is rated at 200W/ch into 8
ohms, or 400W/ch into 4 ohms,
with harmonic and IM distortion of
0.05% each and a frequency
response of 1Hz-30kHz. Price in
Hungary is 1,000,000 forints,
equivalent to £ 5000.
In addition to a full range of
speakers wearing wild veneers,
Alisca Orange also launched anew
series of cables finished — naturally
— in orange. Itook home apair of
the ASP 110 interconnects, which
feature seven 0.8mm conductors
woven so as to create immunity to
magnetic fields. The insulation is
expanded polyethylene, said to
provide
damping
against
microphony. Price? 2200 forints, or
just under £ 12 for ametre of truly
smooth-sounding wire.
Delarton makes a gorgeous
integrated amplifier with amarbled
faceplate reminiscent of the Sheame
and Electrocompaniet amps. The
DEA 50S is an integrated unit rated
at 50W/ch into 8 ohms, accepting
four line sources plus tape. It's built
and styled to satisfy tough European
standards, so this one could actually
survive export. Note that the makers
are hip to designer badges: inside are
components from Alps,
Wima, Elma and Toshiba.
Evergreen is the brand
name used by Dunaudio
Arjegyzek for its electronics;
newly seen was the TA2.0
valve amp. This uses four
PL509s driven by ECC88s
to yield 25W/ch in pure
Class A. Noise is said to be
below 130dB, and the price
Red Lion
is a sensible DM1000, or

et again, high- end maven
Istvan Csontos, Hungary's
Audio Note importer, has
shown that you can hold a
successful show in the most unlikely
of cities. While Budapest is worldly
and sophisticated, Hungary itself
isn't exactly overburdened with a
population noted for high disposable
income. And their currency won't
be convertible until sometime in
1996. Even so, the Budapest High
End Show held at the Atrium Hyatt
in November was asmash success.
The Hungarian passion for music
extends to a love for decent hi-fi,
and this was demonstrated by
fascinated
crowds,
learned
conversations and the fastest
exhaustion yet of supplies of HiFi
News & Record Review.
The
most
frequently- asked
question was 'What do you think of
the Trichord Research mods?',
which shows that the Hungarian hifi market is not suffering from a
time lag nor alack of awareness of
what's happening outside. Singleended triodes have taken hold there
as strongly as here, the cable wars
now have Hungarian entrants and
nobody seemed too concerned
about home cinema. And because
imports cost so much, the local
companies seem to be flourishing.
New to these ears were anumber
of intriguing items. Alphabetically,

Heavyweight solid-state: this Hungarian-built
amplifier is rated at 200Wich
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Show organiser
Istvan Csomos

No 0

stands: this
Music Tools speaker
meant to be placed
directly on the floor
(and yes, this is the
right way

up)

circa £ 450. Also shown by
Dunaudio Arjegyzek was a hotrodded Rotel CD player, which
looked like it had been converted
into atop-loader.
L'Auditeur's all-tube integrated
was just stunning: the front panel is
made from solid timber, as are the
knobs. Called the ' Hot', it runs in
true Class A, delivering 18W/ch from
apair of 6L6 valves. Only 6.5dB of
feedback is used, it accepts four line
inputs, and the price in Hungary is
atempting 139,000 forints, or £695.
Build quality was superb, and the
sound was lush. (And, yes, the
company's solid-state integrated amp
is called the ` Cool'...)
Mellorn's beautifully styled and
finished solid-state system consists
of a series of modular units which
reminded me of certain French
components. The like-sized boxes
consist of the Anachron power
supply and phono amp, the
Crescendo passive line pre-amp and
the Temptation monoblocks, rated
at 40W into 8 ohms. A system
consisting of all three costs 465,000
forints, or circa £ 2300. The
company also has a small two-way
speaker, the Window, and ahybrid
called
the
Access
Mk
II,
imcorporating a German- made
ribbon tweeter.
Music
Tools,
an
Austrian firm, showed
speakers meant to be
placed straight on the floor
— unusual when they look
small enough to sit on 24in
stands. The speakers use
VIFA drivers and the
woodwork on the larger
models is something to behold:
astriped effect is created by using
alternating light and dark veneers.
The company also offers a30W/ch
integrated amplifier.
Plans are afoot for an even bigger
event in 1996, which should
vindicate .Istvan's herculean efforts
in bringing real high end equipment
to Hungary.
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'I should love to record
the Elgar Concerto, the
Britten and Vaughan
Williams. It says
something that the
English people accept
what Iam doing with
their music... a very good
compliment Ithink'

L

ydia Mordkovitch's
introduction to the violin ( at
seven) came by a chance
prompting from an
enthusiastic next-door
neighbour whose son was having
lessons. At twelve she was playing
the big standard repertoire.
Watching Mordkovitch play today
one is immediately reminded of
David Oistrakh. Her face registers
emotion yet without exaggeration.
She has aremarkable smoky tone in
the lower registers, apianissimo that
makes one hold one's breath and
even with her narrow, delicate wrists
and small hands — adevastating
attack. A passionate but not sugary
player, always maintaining a strict
metre and a singing lyrical line, she
creates a refreshing sound: very
much of today, but with a tug to the
heart that comes as an echo from
the past.
A prize-winner at the Young
Musicians' Competition in Kiev,
and again in 1969 in Paris at the
Jacques Thibaud Competition,
Mordkovitch had studied at the
Stolyarsky School, Odessa, then the
Odessa Conservatoire.
'I was invited to study in Moscow,
without exams, when Iwas eight,
but Iwould not leave home! Later
on, the Ministry of Culture invited
me to study at Moscow
Conservatoire and Icouldn't go then
either, because Iwas married to the
son of my professor at Odessa and it
would have been an insult to him.
But when Ifinished at Odessa
Conservatoire Iplayed entrance
exams to study at the Moscow
Tchaikovsky Conservatoire.
'I had two wonderful years there
with David Oistrakh; Iadored every
moment. He was a very modest man
and always very kind. Oistrakh
taught as an artist sharing his ideas
on interpretation. He left you to find
your own way with technique. He
never insisted you took his view. But
Iwas so sensitive to everything he
was doing because Iadored him so
much.'
'Among my fellow-students at the
Conservatoire were Viktor
Tretchakov, Radu Lupu, Gidon
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MORDKOVITCH
A violinist with awide musical

repertoire, ever ready to take up new
works at short notice
by

BILL & GILL

Kremer, Vladimir Spivakov, Evgeny
Mogilevsky and Stoika Milanova.
Quite a group! Immediately I
finished my studies in 1970 Iwent
to Moldavia, where my parents and
my daughter lived. My father was ill
with cancer and Iwanted to be near
him. When he died, the family
decided we should leave Russia — I
left behind many friends and already
Russian composers were writing for
me. But Iwent to Israel.

M

y repertoire is quite large. I
learn quickly. To learn a new
piece for me is always achallenge.
For example, Ilearnt the Berg
Concerto in eight days and the
Bartok First on two days' notice to
replace Kyung Wha Chung. I'd
never played it before! When I
recorded the Khachaturian Concerto
Neeme Járvi wanted to do the

NEWMAN

'My repertoire
is quite large.
Ilearn
quickly. To
learn a new
piece for me
is always a
challenge'

Romance by Shostakovich to go with
it. Itold him it just doesn't go! Why
not do the Kabalevsky? Well, Igot
the music at ten that Monday. On
Wednesday Irecorded it.'
'I love British music. Ihave
recorded the John Ireland sonatas
and the trios, also the Ferguson
sonatas with the composer at the
sessions [ reviewed HFNIRR
November 1995), and the Walton
Concerto. In the future Iam to do
the Rubbra and Ishould love to
record the Elgar Concerto, the
Britten and the Vaughan Williams.
It says something that the English
people accept what Iam doing with
their music. It is avery good
compliment Ithink.
'There are many, many pieces
which deserve to have abetter life.
For Chandos Irecorded the Alwyn
Concerto; it was never performed,
65
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interview MUSIC
but when the CD came out everyone
said what awonderful work it was.'
Are there plans for more records?
'I would like very much to record
more Russian works: the Lyapunov
Concerto, or Taneyev's Concert Suite.
Taneyev to me is awonderful
composer. Then of course today
there are Schnittke and Gubaidulina.
Idon't really know Schnittke's
concertos, but Iknow the Sonatas.
The Second is very difficult — lots
of strange markings in the score, and
very, very loud! This can be a
problem. You see, if music touches
me, Ilove it, but if it's just pure
aggression and power... Icould never
play music like that.
'I used to do much more chamber
music in Russia, but when Icame
here, Radu Lupu advised me not to
start playing chamber concerts a lot
because it is important to establish
yourself as asoloist first.
'But chamber music shows off
your musicianship more, perhaps,
than concertos. Iremember Joseph
Seiger — the accompanist of Mischa
Elman — told me how Elman
competed with Heifetz all over
America playing quartets. Elman
would travel south as Heifetz went
north. All to prove who was the
greater musician.'

W

hat does she think of the
current music scene? ' Today
the music world is a business
world. If a performer gets top
management then they get all the
best concerts. Artists are sold like
any other product. You have to be
young. It sounds horrible but that's
how it is.'
'Once, people would go to hear an
artist like Sofronitzky who could play
20 concerts badly, but the 21st
would be incredible. Today if you
play only one or two concerts not so
well, you are not invited any more.
Everybody expects you to play clean,
strong, fast, finished! Mostly you
have only one rehearsal with
orchestra — not much time to talk
about interpretation. It often turns
out like a concerto for orchestra
with violin accompaniment.
However, there are many tine
conductors. Iwork very well with
Jârvi, but now he has the Detroit
Orchestra he comes so little to
England.
Does she teach? ' Yes, at the Royal
Northern College, Manchester and
privately in London. Ienjoy it.
There is agreat tradition in Russia
for soloists to teach and Ifollow that
tradition here.'
Any unfulfilled ambitions? 'To
play in Russia. The audiences there
are so warm, you know. They come
whatever you are playing — new
pieces, unknown pieces, anything.
Afterwards the artists' room is full of
people and full of flowers. It would
be nice. We'll see'.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Elliot
Goldenthal,
better known
for his film
scores, has
composed an
oratorio to
mark the 20th
anniversary of
the ending of
the Vietnam
War

ovie-goers will have heard a
lot of Elliot Goldenthal
over the last year or so recent efforts have included the
music for such Hollywood
blockbusters as Interview with the
Vampire and Batman Forever. His
latest film commission, however,
comprises a naturally seductive
project for any composer. Produced
by Peter
Gelb,
President of
Sony
Classical,
Hidden Voices
tells the lifestory of the
English critic
and scholar,
Philip
Heseltine,
who
composed
under the
alias of Peter
Warlock.
Ispoke
with
Goldenthal in
a break during the mixing sessions
at (formerly CBS's) Whitfield Street
Studios. ' I've always been attracted
to British eccentrics, and Philip
Heseltine with his dual personality
certainly qualifies in that category.
'It's an interesting challenge in
that not only do Ifeel obliged to
represent Warlock's music in the
best light, but Ialso have the
responsibility of composing my own
score in conjunction with that. I've
taken the liberty of rearranging some
of Warlock's music to make it work
in a filmic context. One of the
pieces I've chosen is awonderful
song he wrote called " Sleep".
Another song I've fallen in love with
is " Rest, sweet nymphs", which I
arranged for boys' choir and organ.
We also tried to match The Curlew
against the screen images, but it just
didn't quite work. Ireally wanted to
re-create that masterpiece's
distinctive sound in my own music.
`Anyway, in the end Iopted for a
bass oboe instead of the cor anglais
used by Warlock: it can match the
upper register of abassoon but cuts
through the texture much more
easily. In fact, there's a lot of solo
writing in this score: Ilike the extra
expressive scope a single instrument
can bring. I've always loved the
resonance of so much English
music. Isense anatural kinship to
the music of the Renaissance and
figures like Dowland, Blow, Byrd
and, of course, that great genius
Henry Purcell.'
This spring also sees the release of

Goldenthal's Fire Water Paper: A
Vietnam Oratorio, commissioned by
the Pacific Symphony Orchestra to
commemorate the 20th anniversary
of the end of the Vietnam conflict.
'Since the war ended in Vietnam,
the scars have never quite healed.
The returning soldiers couldn't wear
their uniforms with pride, and it was
all very uncomfortable.
Uncomfortable, too, for the
Vietnamese: think of the boat-people
still living in misery to this day on
the high seas, constantly subject to
piracy and rape. Iwanted to write a
work that said: "Yes, it's been 20
years — now we can start
reflecting". In her opening aria the
soprano sings the words of awoman
who burnt herself as a form of
protest to the war in general, not to
either side: "Iwant to use my body
as atorch, to dissipate the darkness,
to bring love among men and to
bring peace to Vietnam".
'For me that opened all the doors
to the text, because that act of selfimmolation has strong links with the
poetry of the Stabat Mater - "from
this day on Iam committed to
feeling the pain Mary felt as her son
was being tortured".
'This first movement unfolds very
slowly, like apassion play. It's
followed by a scherzo, the text of
which deals with the folly of war,
and the work concludes with a
chorale-type movement which
becomes more and more uplifting
but never completely celebratory. I
wanted to set some words that both
American and Vietnamese veterans
could identify with, and eventually I
found them in the Book of Jeremiah:
"They come home, weeping as they
come, but Iwill comfort them and
be their escort. Iwill lead them to
flowing streams; they shall not
stumble, their path will be so
smooth".'
Goldenthal studied composition
with John Corigliano, but also
fondly recollects his informal lessons
with Aaron Copland. ' Igot to know
him really well over aperiod of ten
years or so. He would look at my
scores and was totally open with me
— it was an incredible learning
experience. Freshness and simplicity
were his two watch-words. He loved
to play with words, and possessed
an uncanny knack of being simple
without being simple-minded. You
know, we used to sit at the piano for
hours and crawl through all manner
of music. Iwas never avery good
sight-reader and he was starting to
get on in years, but the combination
of my own ineptitude and his old
age meant that we were aperfect
match!'
Andrew Achenbach
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If the ' London' is the most colourful, the most incident- packed of Vaughan
Williams's symphonies, then the Fifth is his best constructed: the most
completely resolved. Indeed, in 1945 the young Wilfrid Mellers praised 'the
consummation of the lifetime's work of agreat and good man'. (Today's
cultural output largely derides such qualities, which is partly why the Fifth is
so profoundly moving - one almost aches in anticipation of the first ' Alleluia' in
UM [
at 4m 02s here]; and when it comes, it falls like a private blessing.)
With both works, two masterly
extant recordings from Barbirolli
are complemented by wholly
individual versions from Haitink,
whose temperament evidently suits
this composer far more than
Walton or Elgar. In Haitink's
ennobling yet never contrived
presentation, the great melody of
the Romanza is borne aloft here
[from 3m 10s] as if some revered
object in a state procession (with
wonderful LPO string playing as
the movt develops). The way in
which cor anglais, oboe and
clarinet then discourse, their voices
enriched by other orchestral
commentaries — the space
populated by other dignitaries —
had me thinking of apageant: a
scene dispelled by the dawn's
radiance, yet the viola's final
solemn pronouncement confirming
the reality of the vision.
The confident tread of the
passacaglia finale, with its suffusing
alleluias [VW said nod], very much
carries the Haitink hallmarks too
— Ilike the Brahmsian weight and
swagger of the second subject
(before the fanfares). Yet a
shimmer in upper strings perhaps
slightly mars the very ending.
(Former HFNiRR reviewer Hugh
Ottoway described this concluding
pp as ' pure blessedness'.) There is
in any case a slight graininess or
brightness to upper strings, but
generally this is a superb Abbey
Road recording — sonorous brass,
and at the summation of (iv)
shattering timps — which most
notably realizes the resourcefulness
of VW's scoring in the Scherzo,
the one movt unrelated to his
Pilgrim's Progress music. The cool,
clear-cut precision of the writing is
far better served than in Boult's
1968 LPO recording (less well
articulated), nonetheless a fine
midprice recommendation.
Only 15s elapses before the bird
cries and Fenland water reflections
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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of the Norfolk Rhapsody cut in.
Haitink makes out afresh case for
this masterly folksong based
miniature: eloquent and
responsive, and very different from
Boult's detached NPO reading of
1968.
In Lark Ascmding, Sarah Chang
plays with formidable purity of
intonation, de:icacy and fine
colouring ( surprisingly wideranging). One or two colleagues
have found little other than
technical security: that she never
quite transcends the writing to
match the soa7ing imager of
George Meredith's poetry. Really?
It is in any case heartening to find

'In Haitink's elnobling yet never
contrived presentation, the
great melody of the Romanza is
borne aloft as if some revered
object in a.. tate procession'
so young asoloist taking this
uniquely English piece into her
repertoire; and Ithink her version
is no less fine than those by Hugh
Bean [ EMI], Iona Brown [ her first,
Argo recording] or Tasmin Little
[Teldec]. The orchestral part is
meticulously shaded.

ARNOLD
Symphonies 5 & 6
LSOIHickox
Chandos CHAN 9385

The Fifth starts with a swaggering
march tune that Arnold swiftly turns
inside out. We are entertained by
choirs of woodwinds and strings,
then a characteristic fusillade of
percussion and brass combos cause
merry mayhem. Having allowed the
music to disintegrate completely, the
composer picks up the pieces,
putting them carefully back together
in a series of mood flashes which in
turn build and erupt once more,
then peter out.
Arnold has an admiration for
Mahler, whose Third Symphony
dominates ( ii). The music wanders
off into a kind of dream requiem
with high strings eventually
interrupted by discordant brass
fanfares. A smoochy section returns
us to the opening theme.
The Con jiwar (
iii) is a 4m jazz
improvisation, while the Finale
(Risoluto-Lento) mocks and cajoles
with Ivesian onslaughts in the bass
and apiccolo tune. At the end the
big positive tune from ( ii) returns,
but with a very Mahlerian twist of
fate, unexpectedly turns into the
minor at the close.
If the ghost of Mahler permeates
the Fifth, Symphony 6 is strongly
suggestive of Arnold's favourite
Sibelius. At the very beginning we
hear tiny combinations of winds and
brass with string interjections
immediately reminiscent of Sibelius's
own Sixth Symphony. This music is
also strongly tinged with jazz. The
central episode is desolate with
drums alongside low basses. The
next movt is characterized by
upwardly swirling strings
dramatically juxtaposed against
descending woodwind, with, at its
height, a solemn march for the dead.
The Finale is in Rodeo style.
Ionce asked Arnold how much of
his life went into his music. Without
giving any secrets away, the glint in
his eyes told me ahell of a lot.
Hickox and the LSO take their
responsibilities seriously, and turn in
excellent performances of both
works.
Bill Newman

Sarah Chang
is soloist in

(
57n, 46s)

A":le •

JC BACH:
9 Overtures
Hanovcr Baud Halstead
CPO 999129-2

(
57ni (fls)

Vaughan
Williams's
The Lark
Ascending, in
Haitink's new
EMI recording

Twelve years ago Christopher
Hogwood recorded five of these
Overtures [ Oiseau-Lyre], and very
well, too. But Anthony Halstead
finds more fire in them, and since
this CPO disc bears the legend
`Vol.1' it is to be hoped that
Hogwood's good ADD disc might
69

Bach: the same crystal-clear
fingerwork, fluidity of expression
and utter musicality. With Meyer
you hear not just virtuosity but a
marvellous outlining of structure,
and ' over-arching' [to quote Mr
Heseltine's recent cliché of speech]
of phrase. Now there's Bach to take
up all your attention!

soon be gracefully retired to ahome
for old instruments. My heading of
'9 Overtures' is slightly misleading,
for two are identical but for the slow
movement. On the other hand, ' La
Cascina' here includes an extra,
alternative, Andante (same meat,
different gravy) which Hogwood
omitted — so eight and two-thirds
Overtures, then.
The Hanover Band plays with
impressive enthusiasm and the
Andantes have agraceful pulse. One
oddity: the Overture which Bach
supplied for Gassmann's opera Gli
Uccellatori in 1760 is scored for
oboes, horns and strings in
Warburton's Bach catalogue and
Hill's Gassmann catalogue (which
accepts it as genuine Gassmann!),
but Halstead's version has sprouted
two trumpets. Whence? No mention
of their provenance in the notes; and
wherever they come from they
should have been accompanied by
timpani in this otherwise stylish
series of authentic performances.
Robert Dearling

Christopher Breunig

A:2 •

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concerto 1 / MOZ_ART: Piano
Concerto in A, K488
Helen Huang (pno)INYPOIMasur
Teldec 4509-99207-2

(
62m 23s)

Beethoven's First Concerto can
sound dull, and Masur's
introduction is somewhat run-of-the
mill. Enter Miss Huang, only 13,
who proceeds to show him how to
do it, and as he responds the
accompaniment takes off. According
to the booklet note, she thought up
'a very simple story' about the
Beethoven, of how someone set out
on awalk and lost their way before

A*:1 •

exquisite shadings made possible by
a phenomenal touch (Miss Huang
plays an especially delicate piano), '
but is not given to over-dramatics.
From so young a pianist Idid not
expect such judgement and
confidence. The dream-like tempo
of (ii) is perfect — Masur by now
giving Miss Huang understanding
support — while in (iii) he is swept
along with her infectious glee in the
echo motifs, in the rhythmic drive,
and the cut-glass virtuosity. [Iam
certain this is the very first time
we've heard Masur in Mozart on
records; for my taste he is
respectively too fast/slow/fast in
K488 — Mus Ed.]
Vividly realistic sound in the
superb acoustic of Avery Fisher
Hall, New York.
Gill Newman

A:1 () •

Berlioz
L'Enfonec du Christ
Am

mr:m MAN RIGS, 4.114.110
KM. AM
(011VIN. UNG01,
(1111011,11U

GWYN. 110.1.1.

IS BACH:
'Italy in Bach' Vol.1 - Italian
Concerto
Keyboard Concertos
BWV972-3, 975-8 & 980
Toccata
BWV916
Cypnen Katsarts (pno)
Sony Classical CD 66272

(77m 23s)

If Bach could rework violin
concertos mostly by Vivaldi
(authorship of the stolid BWV977
has yet to be found), then avirtuoso
pianist can use amodern
instrument. ' In aword, it allows
simply anything' claims Katsaris,
who made his name with the Teldec
Liszt-Beethoven symphony
transcriptions. That cycle reflected
an increasingly hard edge to
Katsaris's style; these Bach
performances imply the ' Glenn
Gould de nos jours'. Funnily enough,
they have you straining forward to
catch the vocal accompaniment, of
which there is none. He shares with
Gould an auto-intoxication
simultaneously repellent and
fascinating; there are similar reckless
speeds, and a formidable technique
to master them. My reaction to
these excellent recordings was that
the music is intrinsically unsuited to
solemn study, but would (heresy!)
offer apleasing background to some
other mundane but necessary chore.
The falsity of this conclusion is
demonstrated by awonderful EMI
set, taken from 1946-53 originals,
'Les Introuvables de Marcelle Meyer'
Vol.3 [ CZS 568 4982, 5CDs
mono]. This contains 204m of Bach
(plus Mozart and Schubert),
duplicating the Italian Concerto and
offering two comparable 3-movt
toccatas. This is like having the
bounty of three hours of Lipatti's
70

BERLIOZ:
L'Enfance du Christ
Rigby (nrez-sop),Miles (bass)IFinley
(bar)IAler (ten) /Howell (bass) et all
Corydon Singers & OrchlSt Paul's
Cathedral ChorlBest
Hyperion CDA 66991/2

Cyprien
Katsaris's new
Bach recital
disc, on Sony
Classical, is
largely of
works based
on violin
concertos by
Vivaldi

finding it again. Her imaginary
friend may have become lost but
Miss Huang knows exactly where
she is going. The security of her
playing amazes.
Winner of the 1992 NYP Young
Musicians' Competition, she shows a
remarkable technique: when she first
played in public at 8 she found
spanning an octave difficult, now
she seems able to do anything she
wants. What apleasure, in the
Mozart for instance, to hear a true
legato without constant use of the
pedal. A daring choice for adebut
recording: the chamber-sized
orchestra and the clarity of the
writing expose the player mercilessly.
But it wasn't until well into ( i) that I
realized this was ' live', with all the
extra pressures involved.
It's aromantic reading, full of

(
2CDs, 100m 48s)

This is Matthew Best's debut on
disc as a Berlioz conductor, his
previous association with the
composer having been as a singer in
the role of the Ismaelite Father in
Cleobury's King's College version of
the Childhood. Perhaps he didn't
care for that, as in this issue's
booklet Mr Best spells out his
antipathy to a pious ' oratorio'
approach to the work, preferring a
more humanly biased, dramatic
matter, as in an opera production.
This promised something more
engaging than usual, but in the
event Iwas disappointed. The
singers certainly make an attractive
all-round team and move back and
forth more freely than is customary;
but this is done to excess, producing
dynamic shifts of the sort which
have one continually reaching for
the volume control. For instance, if
the volume is set to make the
plucked bass notes at the start of the
Nocturnal March sensibly audible, a
goodly proportion of the vocal
passages are then thrust at one too
fiercely, while if the later are tamed,
Mary's first entry in Part 1becomes
FEBRUARY 1996
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altogether too remote.
Distance is certainly used to good
effect at times, as in the angelic
epsodes, while the unnamed venue
is for the most part reasonably
convincing. But the orchestral
contributions are not always very
refined, and Best succeeds only
intermittently in conveying that vital
Berliozian sense of poise and tension
needed to avoid the work's less
dramatic episodes degenerating into
the longueurs of just another pious
Christmas oratorio. There are some
good things tucked away in this
recording, both vocal and
instrumental, but the performers
have not, in my view, been served
adequately by either conductor or
producer. A great pity, especially as
this is Hyperion's first venture into
pure Berlioz; but for a non-cloying
approach there's nothing to equal
the 1977 Davis version [ Philips].
John Crabbe

1-3 •

BIRTWISTLE:
Tragoedia
Five Distances
Three
settings of Celan
Secret Theatre
Christine Whittlesev (sop) Ens
htterContemporainlBoulez
DG 439 910-2

(
76m Ois)

An ideal introduction to Sir
Harrison Birtwistle's work, this
covers a wide conspectus from his
earliest to his most recent scores,
juxtaposing the comparatively
beguiling sound-world of the Celan
settings ( luminously sung, even in
the closing ` Tenebrae') with the
famously abrasive one of Tragoedia
— which, performed as finely as it is
here, turns out to be not so
rebarbative after all.
It used to be said that this craggy
work owed most to Varèse, but
Boulez's elegant, sculptural reading
stresses rather the debt to Stravinsky
(compare the central Palinode to the
Bransle Gay in Agon). Tragoedia is
balanced by the more intricately
labyrinthine Secret Theatre: the most
truly ' difficult' piece here, by virtue
of the complexity and obliquity of its
thought rather than the levels of
dissonance. The kaleidoscopic
richness and fantasy of its invention,
beautifully caught in DG's
recording, render even this tough
work an active pleasure — Boulez's
textural clarity and rhythmic
exactitude smooth away the
awkwardnesses of earlier
interpretations.
Wind tone of some stridency
bulks large in this programme, but
the quintet Five Distances is basically
lyrical, appealing just below the
fractured surface to avery English
tradition of musical landscape.
Altogether a most impressive
collection.
Calum MacDonald
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Debuse's

RODRIGUE ET CHIMÉNE

DEBUSSY:
Rodrigue et Chimène
Brown1DalelVan Dam/Bastin/Le
TexierlOrch & Ch de L'Opéra de
Lyon/Nagano
Erato 4509-98508-2

(
2CDs, 109m

43s)
`Despite the gaps and the extreme
difficulty of restoring countless
missing accidentals, as well as the
lost pages, a stage performance is
not entirely beyond the realms of
possibility', wrote Richard Langham
Smith of Debussy's incomplete and
partially lost work in the New Grove
Dictionary of Opera.
A few years on, Langham Smith
has deciphered and filled in the
dots, and the Russian composer
Edison Denisov has orchestrated
them: the result, if not the
reclamation of a lost masterpiece, is
far more than an academic exercise.
Rodrigue et Chimène turns out to be a
work of
extraordinary
originality,
'The strangely
presaging much
that seems
atmospheric oblique
revolutionary in
harmonies, the avoidance
Pell/as and
containing
of set pieces or
untold beauties
conventional operatic
of its own.
In April 1890,
modes, the reliance on
the young
intimate conversational
Debussy seems
to have been
exchange, all point
approached by
ahead'
the experienced
librettist (for
Massenet,
Chabrier and
Messager, among others) Catulle
Mendès, with an unplaced text on
the classic tale of Le Cid. Debussy
worked on it for two years before
giving it up: Mendès's libretto, a
capable piece of work, but very oldfashioned in spirit, must have
increasingly seemed not the libretto
for him.
Debussy later claimed that the
score had been accidentally burned:
actually, he had given the first act
away to awoman friend. Most of
the opera was later collated by
Alfred Cortot, and the surviving
fragments — amounting to virtually
the complete vocal score — have
been painstakingly studied by Smith
and Denisov for the remarkable
project which has borne fruit in
performances in Lyon and now this
recording.
Though there is a certain lack of
continuity in places ( those missing
pages, presumably), and parts of
Mendès's text have also had to be
newly written, the result convinces

as arecreative act of imaginative
scholarship: no lover of Pelléas
should ignore it.
What is particularly surprising is
how much the Debussy of the single
epoch-making operatic masterpiece
is already present here, and how
little the music of Rodrigue derives
from earlier composers. The
strangely atmospheric oblique
harmonies, the avoidance of set
pieces or conventional operatic
modes, the reliance on intimate
conversational exchange, all point
ahead.
Denisov's orchestration is
outstandingly successful in
suggesting its model, yet has far
more boldness and conviction than
any mere pastiche. In the refinement
and subtlety of his response to the
music's rhythmic, harmonic and
dynamic nuances, Kent Nagano
proves once again amagician of
orchestral texture. He is rewarded
with a lavish, sheeny recording, with
the voices perfectly placed in their
orchestral setting and the surge and
colour of the score stunningly
reproduced.
Donna Brown's sensual, unflawed
voice makes her ideal as Chimène,
while Laurence Dale's haunting
niezza voce and, elsewhere, healthy
ring for the heroic moments, suit
Rodrigue perfectly. José Van Dam is
an authoritative Don Diègue, and
Jules Bastin avigorous Don Gomez.
Only the Lyon chorus disappoints,
with its choral-society tone; and
there should have been asynopsis in
the otherwise comprehensive
booklet.
George..FiaN

1 •
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ELGAR:

Manfred Huss, who founded the
Haydn Sinfonietta Wien in 1984.
This is avery skilled group of
musicians (led by Simon Standage),
and their sense of style in early
Haydn is immaculate. Various later
aspects of the composer's
'symphonic' techniques are hinted at
— notably the expansive variationfinale to Hob.II:1 and the use of
four horns throughout HobII:D22,
both of which bring the fanfarish,
variation-laden Symphonies 31 and
72 to mind.
Even more fascinating is the
pizzicato accompanied Adagio
cantabile of Hob.II:9, which is
amazingly reminiscent of the famous
'Serenade' Quartet Op.3:5. This was
one of the most popular quartets
ever written — until some

Symphony 1 Introduction & Allegro
BBC Nat Orch WalesiOtakd
BIS CD-727

(
68m 57s)

Staunch Elgarians will be curious to
hear what a meticulous Japanese
conductor (Tadaaki Otaka took up
his BBC Welsh post in 1987) makes
of this repertoire. Such collectors
will inevitably have their ' imperial
measures', Boult and Barbirolli, in
mind, which will probably lead to
impatience with BIS's offering — for
all the English charm of its Three
Choirs' cathedrals pen-and-wash
booklet cover. The string piece, if
neat and tidy, is wan; and only two
months ago we reviewed Boult's
masterly LPO 1975 Prom version
IIMP BBCRD 9127], with its
gloriously resonant culmination,
caution thrown to the winds —
surprising indeed for the ' old
'Those who delight in Haydn's early
gentleman'. Otaka's strings are
style with its frequent concertante
particularly unforthcoming at the
heart's-flutter tremolandi just before
episodes - especially in Hob.II:1 with its
the Beethovenian ' devil of afugue'
adventurous violin episodes in ( ii) and
[7m 21s — no second track is
solos from virtually everyone during
given'.
But the symphony is adifferent
the variations of ( iv) -- will be grateful
matter: extremely well prepared, a
for such fine musicianship'
realization of integrity,
straightforward, if without that
crucial wistfulness which Ican only
liken to the melting of snow — the
musicologists expressed doubts
sense of the phrase sliding away.
about the authenticity of Op.3 and
The (evidently unEnglish) analytical
(to my chagrin) musicians stopped
playing it. This Divertimento is
note suggests Elgar ' studied Wagner
too thoroughly'; in Otaka's reading
authentic enough (it is listed by the
of the Adagio you hear both Tristan
composer in his ` Entwurfltatalog'),
and Brahms. If you are prepared to
and is the most symphonic of the
surrender to it, this is an affecting
three, being scored for strings,
acount. In the finale, Elgar's great
oboes, horns and basso continuo.
melody emerging [ at
Haydn actually specifies two violas:
cellIVEINSO
apoint worth noting when some
6m 50s1 is no less
••,0
—
SIR EDWARD ELGAR moving than under
supposedly authentic recent
Sonplinny No Iin A Om mair,
Introduct ton and AINN.• OP 7
our best native
recordings of Haydn's early
111)C • I!tr,OEWOI,ç
•
A.. (N.,ka
interpreters, whilst
Symphonies use only a single viola.
throughout the
Those who delight in Haydn's
symphony the way in
early style with its frequent
which Elgar stirs
concertante episodes — especially in
feeling by giving
Hob.II:l with its adventurous violin
different instrumental
episodes in (ii) and solos from
sections quite
virtually everyone during the
contrary expressive
variations of (iv) — will be grateful
material is clearly understood. The
for such fine musicianship. The
Sketches of
sound, from the Brangwyn Hall
group is given a spacious, sparkling
the 'Three
Swansea, is clean but reticent, in the
recording in Casino Zogernitz,
Choirs'
BBC manner.
Vienna. An altogether delightful
Festival
disc.
Christopher Breunig
A—B:2 •
The six Scherzandi are subtitled
Cathedrals:
'Early Symphonies' on the booklet
Gloucester,
HAYDN:
cover. Koch can justify this by
Hereford and
Divertimenti Hob. 11:1
Hob.II:D22
pointing out that Haydn listed these
Worcester, on
Hob.11:9
works in the Symphony section of
Scherzandi Hob.11:33-38
his own catalogue. In any case their
BIS's Elgar CD
Haydn Sinfonietta Wien/Huss
form (each in four movts with the
(hpdldir)
minuet placed second) is identical to
that of the authentic and
KOCH 3-1286-2 & 3-14412
contemporary so-called ' Symphony
(56m 56s/51m 38s)
_
B'. The scoring includes flute
These delightful and unreasonably
(always used as a tonal supplement
neglected Divertimenti are given
in trio sections), two oboes, two
stylish performances under the
horns, violins and basso continuo
direction of the Viennese conductor
(here made up of cello, bass,
4
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bassoon and harpsichord); there are
no viola parts.
The conductor's subtlety in the
slow movts ( all marked Adagio)
underlines the maturity of Haydn's
earliest orchestral compositions. All
movements sound bright and
strongly rhythmic; tempi once set,
are firmly sustained. This approach
underlines the fact that the opening
movements are exhilarating yet brief,
and the finales are tiny (only one
lasts more than a minute). Minuets
are lively but not hurried, and the
underlying sense of the dance is
always evident.
Huss's preference for bringing-in
each finale close to the end of the
Adagio is convincing, but Ithought
that the equally immediate arrival of
minuets gave aslightly restless
effect. There is another way of
looking at this music: demonstrated
by Karl Haas in his old Westminster
version of No.1, where the striding
breadth of ( i) evoked Baroque
grandeur, and the expressive playing
of the leader (Jean Pougnet) was
magnificent.
The only rival complete set
(Harsanyi on Vox) is not listed on
CD, and its harpsichord-laden
sound cannot compare with the
warmth and detail of the new floss.

1111111112MEDE
HAYDN:
Sta bat Mater
Bonnet' son MagnuslLippertIMiles1
Arnold Schonberg ChIConcentus
musicus Wien/Harnoncourt
Tedec 4509-95085-2

(58m 57s)

Once again, Harnoncourt's approach
to 18th-century choral music is
heard to be immensely stylish. The
same problems arose for Haydn in
this work ( 1767) as those he needed
to overcome in his Easter
composition of 20 years later, the
Seven Last Words. In both he had to
achieve internal contrast during a
long sequence of slow movements.
By turning the orchestral version of
Seven Last Words into an oratorio
Haydn finally solved these
difficulties. A very fine version of
that work has been made by this
same choir, orchestra and
conductor.
In the Stabat Mater Harnoncourt
is no less successful in keeping
-;o:ernn music alive and forwardmoving. He is blessed with a
beautifully matched set of soloists
who, though known individually for
singing later types of music, all
avoid hinting at the operatic stage;
an admirable example is in the
quartet and chorus 'Virgo virginem',
where the voices interweave very
sensitively. Alastair Miles deserves
particular praise for his magnificent
FEBRUARY 1996
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rendering of Tlammis orci ne
succedar', where Haydn writes a
thrilling introduction in Sturm und
drang style; and the dashing aria
itself has the sort of breathless
urgency of the Champagne Aria'
from Don Giovanni. Miles's accuracy
and clarity of diction in this
demanding piece make this
something of a high point.
Despite the light scoring
(strings/oboes doubling cors
anglais/bassoon:organ), this is a
large-scale music displaying Haydn's
maturity despite its relatively early
date. The recording has admirable
detail and the full acoustic does
justice to the music's grandeur.
Antony Hodgson

Harnoncourt
'immensely
stylish' in
Haydn's
Stabat Mater

James M Hughes
LISZT:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Boris Berezovsky (pno)I
PhilharmonialWolff
Teldec 4509 96517 2

A-A:1'_•

HINDEMITH:
Symphony ' Mathis der Maier'
Symphonic
Nobilissima Visione
Metamorphoses on themes of Weber
BPOIAbbado
DG 447 389-2

Nikolaus

(69m

54$)

Impressive performances: Abbado's
account of Mathis is rich and
dignified, with sonorous orchestra:
playing. Bernstein [ DG] is perhaps
more dramatic, but Abbado's gravity
is arguably more appropriate to this
often very serious music. The first
and second movts are played with a
certain restraint, yet the playing is
full of subtlety — note the rocksteady measured climax to (i) and
the quiet-centred close to ( ii). The
third movt is very solid, rising to a
climax of great power and urgency.
Abbado's care over balance often

in other performances,
yet there's no feeling
of microphone
spotlighting.
'Dignified' also best
describes Abbado's
spacious Nobilissima
Visione. Again, the
playing is superbly
refined and beautifully
phrased — articulate
without being overpointed, and Abbado
has agood feel for the
driving fugue that
forms ( ii)'s main
climax.
Despite its fearsome
title, the Symphonic
Metamorphoses is
probably Hindemith's
most approachable
work, full of humor
and high spirits.
Abbado recorded it
with the LSO in 1968
[Decca — newly
remastered on 448
579-2], and his
timings haven't
changed significantly.
However, the Berlin account is
better played and more securely
executed, if ashade less exuberant.
DG's rich but slightly ' circumspect'
recording aids this impression; by
comparison with Decca's more
spotlit analogue production it is
slightly lacking in brilliance at the
top end. But perspectives are
truthful; and overall the sound is
very clean and ripe.
A: I-1 •

Totentanz

(52m 52s)

The musical rewards are offered
here by the very fine playing of the
Philharmonia under Hugh Wolff,
often challenging in his choices of
tempi. If you just want pianistic
Boris
Berezovsky:
the sort of
Liszt playing
that ' sets a
Festival Hall
audience
buzzing in the
interval'

sensationalism, then there's no
doubt that Berezovsky's Presto finish
to 1, or the scintillating animation at
the start of the last section of 2, are
of a kind that sets a Festival Hall
audience buzzing in the interval. Yet
Ifind what Ican only describe as a
'slovenliness' about his playing —
superficial excitement at every turn
seems to be the objective, with little
overall perspective. He's fortunate in
having a better solo focus in this
Maltings recording than Krystian
Zimerman, in an identical
Boston/DG coupling (where the
piano image at the beginning of the
Totentanz is grossly over-wide). But
if you insist on having all three
works together, as opposed to the
recent Richter/Mercury-Philips
Concertos/Sonata reissue reviewed in
December, and if you find
Brendel/LPO/Haitink too
'respectful', Zimerman offers
impeccable technique and
musicianship. If your local library
has new CDs, borrow the Teldec;
but Iwouldn't buy it.
Christop

rBreunig

LUTOSLAWSKI:
Paganini Variations tarn
Ptasazynska) / BARTOK: Sonata for
two pianos & percussion / HELWEG:
America Fantasy
SainiDuo/Slovak Piano Duo
Chandos CHAN 9398
(51m 07s) live recordings
Written for these young Danish and
Czech virtuosi, the 21m Fantasy by
Kim Helweg is both a 4-movt sonata
and avariations piece based on
'America' from West Side Story. The
lyrical Adagio (
ii) echoes ' Maria',
whilst (iii) is a ' funky' scherzo for
xylophone/timpani alone. The
opening 1m 20s of (iv) exercises the
performers in four-voice rhythmic
clapping, Bernstein's 6/8 3/4 mixture
the basis for Helweg's structure.
Like Lutoslawski's Variations on
Paganini's 24th Caprice, this is
'modern' music unproblematic
because the original is so familiar.
Recorded here with the relish of
added percussion (even so, a slight
encumbrance), the Lutoslawski dates
from 1944, at which time the
composer was influenced by Bartok;
this makes alogical step to the more
durable programme centrepiece. But
the performance is too lightweight,
playing down the darker, ' cubist'
aspects of Bartok's scoring.
The Danish Radio recording has
the pianos widely separated; low
percussion is heavy and indistinct
(timbres are clearer over
headphones). All three works were
enthusiastically received; but Ifound
this Chandos ' New Direction' disc
soon palled with repetition.

allows one to hear strands of
instrumental detail simply inaudible
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MESSIAEN:
Concert à quatre
Les offrandes
oubliées
lin sourire
Le tombeau
resplendissant
Gamin (1101Holliger (ob)ILoriod
(pno)IRostropovich (v1c)1Bastille
Opera OrchIChung
DG 445 947-2

(
65m 51s)

Myung Whun-Chung's previous
Messiaen recordings for DG have
already amply demonstrated his
formidable sympathies for the music
of this great 20th-century master.
The present collection spans some
60 years, from Les offrandes oubliées
(1930) and Le tombeau resplendissant
(1931) to Un sourire ( 1989) and the
Concert à quatre (1990). The latter
was left unfinished at the time of the
composer's death (the fifth and final
movement was completed by
Messiaen's widow, Yvonne Loriod,
in consultation with oboist Heinz
Holliger and composer George
Benjamin), and was conceived as a
homage both to the distinguished
line-up of soloists as well as MyungWhun Chung. It is ajoyous, readily
approachable creation, as is Un
sourire, the composer's own ` smiling'
contribution to the Mozart
bicentenary
celebrations.
Both
early

Obvier
Messaien with
Myung-Whun
Chung, whose
new DG
recording
spans sixty
years of the

works
juxtapose
elements of
raptly lyrical
meditation with more colourful,
extrovert material. These are
passionate, sensuously scored essays,
well deserving the polished,
excitingly committed advocacy they
receive here. Stunning ' 4D' sound to
complement the outstandingly
sympathetic performances.
Ancir

Achenbach

I

composer's
works

MOZART:
Sonatas for piano & violin — in E-flat
K302
in C 1(303
in A K305
in F K376
in E flat K380
Yefim Bronfman (pno)IIsaac
Stern (pub)
Sony Classical CD 64309

(
72m 09s)

A veteran violinist of immense
experience and ayoung pianist of
immense talent. It could be a perfect
combination for these sonatas where
74

'Concert à quatre

was

conceived as a homage
both to the distinguished
line-up of soloists
as well as Myung-Whun
Chung. It is a joyous,
readily approachable
creation, as

is Un

sourire,

the composer's own
"smiling" contribution to
the Mozart bicentenary'

the pianist is meant to be the
dominant partner — who better
than ayoung lion? But Bronfman is
not quite that (though he is closer to
playing the role than he was in his
previous Mozart recording with
Isaac Stern).
Stern's intonation is not always
perfect, and his tone is a far cry
from the uniformly honeyed silkiness
of today's slick production- line
virtuosi (many of whom are
musically too sterile to hold a candle
to him). Bronfman has atechnique
beyond criticism; he's highly
cultured too — perhaps too cultured
to push his colleague aside. But
when he leads, as he does in many
movements and throughout K302,
the distinguished elder trots happily
alongside him and the music leaps
off the page with fetching elan.
Perhaps through force of familiarity,
the duo slip into acertain urbanity
during most of K380. No harm
done; but come K376(iii) and
Bronfman takes fright, sliding into
an apologetical insipidity which
really won't do.
Nalen Ant/ami

A:1-3 •

NIELSEN:
Music for the Theatre
Soloists/Aalborg SOIVete.
BIS CD 641

(
6.?m 08s)

A most valuable disc. Apart from his
operas, Nielsen's theatre music has
been long neglected in favour of his
symphonies and concerti, so warm
thanks to BIS for beginning to
correct things. The earliest music
here is the Prelude to ' An Evening
at Giske' ( 1890), a romantic piece
with strong hints of the noble
Nielsen to come. Latest is the
Overture (
once described as the
younger sister of the Maskerade
Overture) and a song from ' Amor
and the Poet' ( 1930). Between come
two tenor songs from Willemoes'
(1908), asong from `Tove' ( 1907)
and another from ' Cosmus' ( 1922).
But the main, and most important,

music is from ' Sir Olaf he Rides'
(1906): five Preludes, some
narration in Danish, and three
songs. ' Hellelinden's Song', sung by
Henriette Bonde Hansen, is
particularly charming with its harp
accompaniment, and Susanne
Persson sings the energetic Sidsel's
Song' to a vintage Nielsen orchestral
backing. The Prelude to Act 1, as
with nearly everything here, is
immediately recognizable as Nielsen
— wonderful woodwind writing —
and the Act 2 Prelude features a
horn solo of such powerful
individuality that it might easily have
formed ahigh point of a Nielsen
symphonic slow movement.
Tamás Veto directs with sympathy
and real feeling for the Nordic style,
and the recording presents
everything in admirable perspective.
As Robert Simpson demonstrated on
Radio 3 some years ago, there are
many other neglected Nielsen pieces
with which, no doubt, BIS will
acquaint us in due course. If the
standard maintains that of the
present disc it will be a treasurable
series. Full texts are included in
Danish (the language of most of the
originals) and English.
Robert Dearling

As:1* •

PINKNAM:
Symphonies 3 & 4
Serenades for
solo trumpet and wind ensemble
Sonata 3 for organ and strings
Murphy (tpt)IChnstie (org)ILSOI
Sedares
Koch 3-7179-2

(
48m 57s)

An impressive showcase for this
Massachusetts-born figure. The
music of Daniel Pinkham (b.1923)
is notable for its concision,
impeccable craft and unerring
textural refinement. Mentors
included such luminaries as Nadia
Boulanger, Samuel Barber and
Walter Piston, so it's hardly
surprising that Pinkham's chosen
idiom should evince a rather Gallic
elegance and economy of expression
— more than once Idetected a
certain stylistic kinship with our own
Alan Rawsthorne. All four works
here are eminently approachable,
especially the diverting, trumpet-led
Serenades (
commissioned in 1980 by
the Harvard University Wind
Ensemble in memory of Piston) and
characteristically pithy Fourth
Symphony from 1990, whose three
movements together clock in at just
11m 39s. The most ambitious
offering comprises the Third
Symphony of 1985, asinglemovement essay of striking lucidity,
whose four contrasting sections offer
plenty of sparkling invention and
satisfying emotional variety. These
finely disciplined, committed
performances from the LSO under
James Sedares do Pinkham proud.
FEBRUARY 1996
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awareness of the Romantic rhetorical
tradition can compensate for lack of
searing involvement. Rachmaninov
always insisted that music should
'exalt'. Here, Ifeel, Thibaudet and
Ashkenazy come fairly close, on
occasion, to achieving this, but for
much of the time it's really a case of
ca near, so far'.

KIRI TE KANAWA Bohème
PUCCINI:
La Bohème
Te KanawalLeechlTituslQuilicol
Scandiuzzi et allAmbrosian
Singers/ LSO/Nagano
Erato 0630-10699-2

Recorded in Abbey Road in June—
and December 1994, this new set
presents a nicely articulated
production in terms of positioning,
and never overloads the overall
picture: everything is in scale,
allowing room for all the detail of
this miraculous score (as does
conductor Kent Nagano — it's a
cliché, but Idid hear new things).
There's a slight want of body in
the sound nevertheless.
Nagano also demonstrates a fine
feeling for the shape of a Puccini
phrase, and afresh and
commanding attitude to tempo.
Like the conductor, the cast
sounds young — though not all of
them are. Dame Kiniknows and
understands Mimi well. There are
few signs of age here, and many
lovely passages (she does a
particularly good Act 3). Yet
however vocally skilled, there's
little individuality to her
performance, and she is rarely
touching. Everything she does
sounds planned, not spontaneous
(the art is to get it the other way
around).
Alan Titus, meanwhile, the
Marcello, personalizes each phrase
in avivacious performance. With a
tone that combines brightness and
woodiness with an Italianate
quality, he savours the text like an
epicure.
Richard Leech's Rodolfo

Excellent Abbey Road sonics, too.
Incidentally, acompanion release
devoted to Pinkham, containing,
amongst other things, the lovely
Christmas Cantata (1958) and
impressive String Quartet ( 1990), is
also well worth checking out [ Koch
3-7180-2].

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Concertos 1 & 3
Jean-Yves Thibaudet (pno)I
Cleveland OrchlAshkenazy
Decca 448 219-2

(70m 37s)

With such brilliantly muscular
pianism on offer, orchestral playing
of great impact and vigour, and a
bold recording to match, there's
plenty to put the hi-fi through its
HUI NEWS 8/ RECORD REVIEW

Julian Haylock

(
2CDs, 106m)
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G 8. GB SAMMARTINI:
Concerti and Chamber Works
Camerata Kiiht
BMG/DHM 05472 77323-2

maintains likeability in a
performance of no great distinction
that is at times vocally
undernourished (he can't summon
up the weight for the great
moments). Nancy Gustafson's
Musetta is equally lightweight, and
vocally slightly unfocused, with no
real 'point' to the sound: her
'Waltz Song' falls fairly flat.
Gino Quilico's Schannard is full
of character and he tells his
ridiculous tale of the dead parrot
with utter conviction. Roberto
Scandiuzzi delivers a pleasing ' Coat
Song' in arich, sonorous bass.
Carlos Chausson's Benoit Is
suitably abject.
The LSO provides keen attack
and solidity of tone, and the
Ambrosians register, as always, as
complete professionals. It is nice to
see Peggie Cochrane's fine
translation once again.
George Hall

Kin ite
Kanawa
'knows and
understands'
the role of
Mimi, in
Puccini's La
Bohème: a
new Erato
production

A-A• : 1-3 •

paces here. One's concerns are not
so much regarding the notes
themselves — there's the odd patch
where soloist and orchestra fail to
co-ordinate convincingly in 3 — so
much as what is going on inbetween.
Leaving aside a number of
decidedly inorganic tempo changes
in 3(i), where passages of
contrasting temperament don't so
much merge effortlessly as collide
into one another, Thibaudet reveals
himself as acuriously uneven
Rachmattinovian. Althouah he
appears less than keen to adopt
relaxed tempi, he is nevertheless at
his most convincing when giving the
phrases a little more time to breathe:
1(iii) for example.
The problem is that no amount of
stormy brilliance and general

recorded in
London

(
59m 26s)

The Sammartini brothers went
separate ways both artistically and
geographically. Giuseppe came to
London with a strongly Baroque
style which hardly advanced
throughout his career, while GB
stayed in Milan and embraced the
emerging homophonic language.
Some say he advanced it; others,
like Haydn, thought him a mere
scribbler. Personally, Iprefer GB the
scribbler. There is more brio in his
music, a greater sense of direction,
and less reliance on old formulae.
Both composers' chamber works,
represented here by three important
pieces, are in urgent need of
cataloguing, a daunting task since it
is often difficult to attribute works
reliably to one or the other, and
their styles tend to overlap. Each has
its charm, and Icannot believe any
disc could make abetter case for the
music of either. The Flute Sonata of
GB bounces along with such
abandon that the composer, taken
with the joy of the first movt,
repeats it as the finale. Equally
attractive is his Sonata for two
flutes. Giuseppe's familiar Recorder
Concerto is beautifully performed by
Michael Schneider in a manner
typical of the lively playing of the
whole group.
Label side of the disc, back insert
and booklet all have the wrong
running order. On this disc are —
GS: Concerto in C for violoncellopiccolo [ tracks 1-3]; Trio in F for
two recorders and bass [4-6];
Concerto in E-flat for oboe [ 7-10];
GBS: Sonata in D for recorder, two
violins and bass [ 11-13]; GS:
Concerto in F for soprano recorder
[14-16]; GBS: Trio in D for two
flutes and bass [ 17-19].

w''''''re"111111111EMEll
SCARLATTI:
31 Keyboard Sonatas
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
Virgin Classics VCD 545 1232
(2CDs, 139m 56s)
The artist's name is sufficient to put
you on your guard, but when you
open the booklet and read of
'wholesale romanticising of the
75

sonatas... [ violation of] every rule of
historical performance practice...
astounding rhythmic displacements
which betray an understanding of
time equalled by few...', you may
fear the worst — at the very least
you wonder at the indiscretion of
such partisan annotation. And the
opening tracks of each CD reveal
respectively: violent dynamic
extremes and amanner which s
betrays, if anything, self- regard;.«
mannered ritardandi, vast pedal
washes and Lisztian tremolandi. One
must marvel at the fingerwork in the
D-minor ( K1) but the music is
'chivvied' at Pletnev's tempo, and
trills at the ends of sections are
extravagently delivered. The
following G-major ( K283) is
excessively arch. And so on. When
you have ceased to be amazed at
Pletnev's facility for prestissimo
repeated-notes, the cumulative effect
is frankly mechanical: Essercizi
reduced to Exercises. The A-major
(K24), with its combination of
gabble and posturing, represents the
very worst of this collection.
Pogorelich's Scarlatti recital on
DG is no less individual, no less
technically remarkable; but his
extreme solutions are more
welcoming, not withdrawn and
exclusive as here. ( For Scarlatti on
the modern piano, the recordings by
Meyer, Michelangeli, Lipatti and
Horowitz still take precedence in any
collection.)

rer"""reemelleErl
SCHUBERT:
Schwanengesang
5 Lieder
Boje Skorhus (bar) Helmut Deutsch
(pro)
Sony Classical CD 66835

(64m 30s)

This recital comes close to
distinction. The ordering is
interesting: five Seidl settings first,
including the well-loved
`Taubenpost' that the publisher
appended to the first edition of the
cycle; then the six Heine songs;
finally eight Rellstab settings
(including ` Herbst' as a welcome
extra). Boje Skovhus, ayoung
Danish baritone, has abeautiful,
responsive voice, and there are
perceptive insights. The trouble is,
he is often needlessly keen to be
making points: with verbal
mannerisms, and with exaggeratedly
crisp or languid phrasing. Helmut
Deutsch is an idiomatic
accompanist, though he too is overemphatic at times (cg in
Standchen'). There is so much
promise in Skovhus's vocal
attainments and musicianship that I
very much hope he will learn to
relax more, to trust the composer —
especially when the composer is
Schubert — to make the effects for
him. The recording is good, despite
76

an acoustic that seems over-large for
the intimacy of some of the songs.
Full texts and translations are
included in the booklet.

in particular, are extraordinarily
successful, creating an irresistible
sense of nostalgic longing.
However, whenever the dynamic
level touches forte and beyond,
particularly in conjunction with full
textures and a flamboyant note-rate,
Schiff seems far more inclined to
run through his tone and go at
everything full pelt. Dare Isay it, he
even sounds occasionally under
technical pressure in the Symphonic
Studies (
final version, 1852, with the
five additional variations given as an
appendix)? A mishit in the excitable
chords immediately following
Schumann's inspired side-step into
B-flat in the finale might have been
retaken to advantage.
Unless you want this particular
programme, there are finer versions
to be had from the likes of Richter,
Horowitz, Pollini, Arrau and Lupu.
[In my view, for sheer
pretentiousness, Schiff's Arabeske
vies only with Pletnev's QEH recital
performance last year — Mus Ed.]

SCHUBERT:
Violin Sonatas in A, D574
in D,
D384
in a, D385
in g, D408
Fabio Biondi (v1n)IOlga Tverskaya
(fpou)
Opus 111 OPS 30-126

(78m 38s)

This record owes its attractiveness in
part to the charm of the music and
its lively performance, in part also to
the pleasing instruments on which it
is played. Fabio Biondi has a fine
modern copy of a Gagliano of 1740,
while Olga Tverskaya plays an
instrument by the Viennese maker
Conrad Graf of about 1820. They
begin with the A- major Sonata of
August 1817, and then turn to the
three pieces of March—April 1816
that were published posthumously as
Op.137. Ithought they took awhile
to settle: the A-major is a lively, at
times even fierce piece; their elan is
impressive, but breathless.
Thereafter they relax more in the
slow movements, while losing
nothing of their poised attack in the
various Allegro movements. If the
opening of the D-major work shows
them at their best, there is much to
admire generally in their dynamic
and rhythmic control, and their
choice of tempos is carefully
considered and pleasingly flexible.
The recording is rather large-scale
for such intimate music, though the
forward placing of the violinist works
well, apart from the audible sniffs.
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMAHIN:
Symphonic Studies
Davidsbündlertanze
Arabeske
Andrirs Schiff (pub)
Teldec 4509-99176-2

Julian Haylock

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 5
Inshington Nat SOIRostropovich
Teldec 4509 94557 2

A-8:1-2 •

Blumenstück

(75m 46s)

Having changed labels, Schiff now
turns from Schubert to Schumann,
a composer he has already had some
success with via a Denon recital of
10 years ago (also with the
Arabeske), and as accompanist to
Robert Ho11 in the Op.39 Liederkreis
[Decca].
The immediate thing that strikes
one about this issue is the slightly
veiled piano sound at low dynamic
levels, plus a tendency to become
clangorous in more robustly scored
passages. Whether due in part to the
recording or to something elemental
in Schiff stemperament, the more
poetically introspective passages of
Davidsbündlertünze (
the 1838 original
version, which has fewer repeated
sections and astartlingly original
ending to ix) and the Bhtmenstück,

A:1-2 41

Rostropovich's
series of
Shostakovich
recordings for
Teldec offers a
superior
version of the
Fifth
Symphony to
his earlier DG,
also with the
Washington
Orchestra

(
45m 27s)

'The composer was not amused
when, in aprivate cinema, friends
speeded-up projection of footage of
urban American
life. The images
left a deep
impression on
Shostakovich,
and were
recollected in
the finale of his
Fifth
Symphony'. If a
programme- note
suggested such
an imaginary
occurrence,
would it become
part of music
lore? If you
listened to Rostropovich's heavily
coloured finale, the renowned
embrace of every contrasting
episode, could you honestly state his
convictions as to ' meaning' —
without having read from the
booklet note, or better still a much
fuller text quoted with his DG
recording of the work, that ' anyone
who thinks the finale is glorification
is an idiot... yes, atriumph for
idiots'?
That 1983 alternative (with the
same orchestra) is now on
'Classikon' with the premiere
recording of the Second Cello
Concerto, to rub salt into the wound
of Teldec's overall timing. However,
apart from the considerable
superiority of Teldec's recording,
Rostropovich now secures purer
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SCHUMANN

Argerich & friends

'It's just that Argerich's
set tells such a
consistently compelling
story while Pressler and
the Emersons, although

intonation and expressive nuances
(compare the double-bass passage
which introduces ( ii), for example);
and within very similar movement
durations tempi are more coherently
related. The strong features of his
reading — the numbed string
pianissimi in ( i) ( iii); the storm of the
tremolandi at the heart of the Largo;
the weight of bass-drum in the finale
coda — remain. Overall, he is as
compellingly subjective in the Fifth
as Mravinsky, icily elegant in the
Largo, furiously exciting in ( iv), was
objective. Either documentation
deserves to be heard.

eimr/I,
nr,

musically articulate,
emerge as too

SCHUMANN
Piano Quintet
Piano Quartet
Menahem Pressler (pno)IEmerson Qt

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Six Romances on Texts by Japanese
Poets
Six Poems of Marina
Tsvetayeva
Suite on Verses of
Michelangelo Buonarroti
Ilva Levinsky 0...0/Elena Zaremba
(con)ISergei Lciferkus (bar)I
Gothenburg SOliirvi

DG 445 848-2

DG 447 085-2

conventional, too safe'

(
57m 32s)

Piano Quintet
Piano Quartet '
Andante & Variations, Op.46
Fantasiestücke, Op.73
Adagio and
Allegro, Op.70
Márchenbilder,
Op. 113
Violin Sonata 2
Argerich, Rabinovitch (pno)I
Schwarzberg, Hall (v1n)Ilmai (via) 1
Gutman, Maisky (v1c)INeunecker
(hm)
EMI CDC 555 4842

Martha Argerich with the viola player
Nobuko lmai: a Schumann chamber
concert at the Nijmegen Concert Hall
in the Netherlands, in September 1994

(
2CDs, 144m 48s)

Here Florestan and Eusebius migrate
to different companies, the former in
support of a fiery live concert at
Nijmegen, Holland,
(September1994) the latter for a
lyrical and fairly urbane studio
coupling of the Piano Quartet and
Quintet. A nice idea, although it
might be more accurate to measure
the Dionysian impulse of Argerich's
set against the Apollonian order of
the Emersons. Comparing the two is
fascinating, not least in the Quintet
(i)'s development ( from, say, 4m 56s
on DG and 5m 03s on EMI) where
Argerich's pianistic thunder prompts
communal surges of expressive
power; or at the beginning of (ii), so
pensively reported on EMI and
'sensibly' paced on DG.
Cynical? Perhaps. It's just that
Argerich's set tells such a
consistently compelling story while
Pressler and the Emersons, although
musically articulate, emerge as too
conventional, too safe. Theirs is the
smoother, sweeter, more
homogeneously balanced and
generally more accurate production.
Try sampling, say, the Quartet's
Scherzo, with Alexandre Rabinovitch
and friends sounding like animated
fireflies set against the earthbound
busy-ness of their rivals. It's the old

conflict: studio sessions versus the
very special ' one-off occasion.
The remainder of EMI's set
suggests an equally strong strain of
interpretative intuition, whether in
the unexpectedly eventful Andante
and Variations (
2 pno/2 vIcihrn), the
poetic excursions of the
Fantasiestücke (
Gutman/Argerich)
and Mürchenbilder (
Imai/Argerich) or
the dynamic extremes of the Adagio
and Allegro (
Neunecker/Rabinovitch).
As to Schwarzberg and Argerich in
the Violin Sonata, two lacerating
chords launch one of the most
compelling duo-sonata performances
of the last ten years. Argerich's
Schumann suggests the candid
confessions of a passionate introvert;
nothing is predictable, polished or
comfortable. However, you'll come
away from the set having lived the
music rather than merely hearing it.
Documentation is excellent and you
soon forget about the rather harsh
sound.
bert Cowan
EMI 11-C:1(*) • DG All •

The Suite on l'erses of Michelangelo
Buonarroti (1974) stands in roughly
the same relation to Shostakovich's
symphonies as Mahler's Das Lied
von der Erde does to his symphonies
— not just in terms of chronology,
but as a profound affirmation of
individual style. The problem is that
no-one seems to have noticed. Yet
here we have an absolute
masterpiece where expressive power
is effected via the simplest means,
whether in the haunting harmonic
backdrop to ' Morning', the inward
communion of ' Dante' and 'To the
exile', or the bald savagery of
'Anger' and ' Creativity'. Words and
music mirror each other as if forged
from the one creative will; the
orchestration is pared to the bone;
and this particular recording is
probably the best that the work has
ever had. Járvi grasps Shostakovich's
late credo of ' depth by the simplest
means', while Sergei Leiferkus is
both more secure and more
idiomatic than the sensitive but
fallible Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
[Ashkenazy/Decca, now deleted I.
The early ( 1928-32) Six Romances
on Texts by Japanese Poets anticipates
the dark textures and striking
orchestration of the later songs.
(Again, there's aparallel relationship
with Symphonies 14, 15.) And the
Six Poems of Marina Tsvetayeva
(1973) — another masterpiece,
albeit not on quite such an exalted
level as the Suite — casts backward
glances at Symphony 14.
Both singers are excellent,
especially Ilya Levinsky, whose
ringing tenor is well captured in a
dynamically faithful recording. An
important release.

Robert Cowan
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SIBELIUS:
KuIlervo
Isokoski (sop)ILaukka (bar)/Danish
Nat Radio Ch & SOISegerstarn
Chandos CHAN9393

(
7501 50s)

This strikes me as by far the most
impressive offering in Leif
Segerstam's often infuriatingly wilful
Sibelius symphony cycle for
Chandos. Not that it is entirely free
of interpretative quirkiness:
Segerstam's occasional tinkering
with Sibelius's dynamics (most
notably at the very end of the work)
can be irksome, to say the least,
although conversely his provocatively
measured tempo for this final
movement (more an Adagio than the
prescribed Andante) does lend the
music an aptly monolithic, deeprooted grandeur. Ilike the bleak
tragedy of ` Kullervo's Youth', to say
nothing of the tangily authentic
timbre of the Danish winds in this
same moves two contrasting pastoral
episodes. The epic central scena,
`Kullervo and his sister', introduces
us to Segerstam's fine Danish chorus
and his two excellent home-grown
soloists: baritone Raumo Laukka is
marvellously impassioned at the
close, and Segerstam extracts playing
of maximum commitment and drive
throughout this exhilarating tableau
— his brazen treatment of the purely
orchestral episode beginning at the
10m mark is especially gripping.
`Kullervo goes to war' is energetic if
perhaps just a little excitable; here
more than elsewhere one notes that
any bigger tuttis incline to acertain
steely brashness.
On the whole, then, astrongly
characterized, powerfully
atmospheric Kullervo, if ultimately
not perhaps aversion to recommend
in preference to either Berglund
[EMI ` Matrix'1 or Salonen [ Sony].
Vividly truthful engineering, though
on my copy Idetected some very
faint background hum.
Andrew Achenbach

A(C):1 -2 •

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Violin Concerto in D/G LAZUNOV:
Violin Concerto in a
Maxim Vengerov (vIn)IBPOIAbbado
Teldec 4509-90881-2

(
54m 28s)

Nobody doubts Vengerov's mastery,
or that the Berlin Philharmonic is
one of the great orchestras, but
unfortunately these performances are
as if done on autopilot. Five minutes
of the first track was enough, and I
later turned with relief to Kogan and
Silvestri's matchless 30 year old
recording of the Tchaikovsky for the
panache and ardent sweep of violin
against an inspirational backing.
Such genius seems hard to come by
in the 1990s. Abbado sounds fed up
and overworked, content merely to
put his players through their paces.
78

There is no excitement in the firstmovt orchestral tuttis and no
highlighting of those lovely flute and
strings combinations (brought out
perfectly by Ashkenazy/Cleveland
Orch in support of Joshua Bell —
Decca).
What has happened to the Berlin
Phil? The ' chugging' accompaniment
to Vengerov's dead-pan pyrotechnics
is dull, and the Russian central
dance episode in the Finale lacks
zap, with little pinpointing of solo
bassoon and horn, while the strange
acoustic of the Philharmonie means
a lack of top response on the violins.
Over the years, recordings of the
Glazunov concerto ranging between
Heifetz/Barbirolli and Marcovici/
Stokowski, have included Milstein,
Rabin, Ricci, Shumsky and Haendel.
Each agree on the very start of the
work: giving it afeverish intensity,
the soloist catching the melody and
weaving it with the orchestra into a
sound tapestry. The beauty of the
slow movement, and the sudden
orchestral fanfare that begins the
last, also contribute to the unique
style of the piece. But all this goes
completely by the board in Vengerov
and Abbado's tediously four-square
performance.
Not one of the Records of the
Year!
BzI/ Newman

-C: 3 •

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Riders to the Sea
Flos Campi
Household Music
Linda Finnic 'con)/Lynne Dawson
(sop)IIngrid Attrot (sop)IKarl
Daymond (bar)1Parnela Stephen
(mez-sop)IPhilip Dukes (vIa)1
Northern SinfonialHickox
Chandos CHAN 9392

(
78m 37s)

'They live in aworld of grey,' said
JM Synge of the Aran islanders in
1898. But Synge, the writer and
musician (he had a degree in music
from Trinity College, Dublin and
had studied composition in
Dresden) found his creative spirit
among these people. Riders to the
Sea is their story, an epigrammatic
tragedy about conflict and loss
which inspired VW to produce one
of his finest works.
In this narrative of premonition,
fear and smouldering anger, the
central figure is Maurya. Only a
commanding character actress could
portray her, and Finnie is one such.
Aficionados of singing will probably
find plenty to criticise about her
tone and technique, but there is no
denying that Finnie has the measure
of this elderly woman who ' seems to
rise gradually through ahieratical
dignity of sorrow in word and
gesture, to her acceptance of defeat'
(Irish scholar, TR Henn). No one
can overshadow Maurya and no one
overshadows Finnic., excellently cast

Maxim
Vengerov's
new Teldec
coupling of
the
Tchaikovsky
and Glazunov
Violin
Concertos
proves, alas,
uninspiring...

though the other roles are; and
binding it all together is Hickox in
supreme control — one
miscalculation, an over- loud solo
bassoon in the prologue, needn't
detain us — so fully conscious of the
intense human struggle in every bar
that its re-creation is an
extraordinarily poignant, gutwrenching experience.
Neither Flos Campi nor Household
Music can be expressed in similar
terms. A picture of sensual eroticism
that doesn't come off (VW wasn't
Scriabin) and three miniatures of
homespun simplicity hardly make
suitable companions. Nevertheless,
the performances are thoroughly
proficient, excusably closer to being
earnestly professional than
impetuously inspired, with Philip
Dukes a resinously-toned violist. He
may be a shade immediate, and
perhaps the soundstage overall is a
touch two-dimensional, but no
matter. Buy this disc for Riders to the
Sea, formidably realized.
Nalen Anthoni

A:1 *- 2 •

WAGNER:
Orchestral favourites - Die
Meistersinger Prelude 'The Ride of
the Valkyries'
Dawn & Siegfried's
Rhine Journey' ' Siegfried's Funeral
March'
Fannhauser Overture &
Bacchanal
Lohengrin Act 3
Prelude
R Co'kertgeboiliv,Chailly
Decca 448 155-2

(
64m I2s)

This is in the tradition of the
Kempe and Karajan Wagner
recordings of the late 1950s: a warm
orchestral sound, with exemplary
presentation, yet nothing of
Toscanini's cauterising fire or
Furtwüngler's anguished
expressiveness. There's only one
blot, and that's ahighly sententious
FEBRUARY 1996
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EIGHTEENTH- CENTURY
ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
Works by Rebel, Telemann and Gluck
Musica Antigua KiilnIGoebel

FRENCHchamber Music

Archly 445 824-2
RAVEL:
Piano Trio/DEBUSSY: Piano Trio 1
Previn (pno)IRosenfeld (yin)!
Hoffman (v1c)
RCA 09026 68062 2

(48m 20s)

POULENC:
Sextet/ MILHAUD: La création du
monde/SAINT-SAENS: Septet
Previn (pno)IMann (flt)ITaylor
(ob)IShifrin (ch)IGodburn (bsn)I
Todd (hrn)IStevens (ttp)IRosenfeld
& Kavafian (v1ns)1Hoffman
(v1a)1Brey (v1c)1Kulowitsch (d-bs)
RCA 09026 68181 2

(
49m 44s)

The Ravel and Debussy coupling
grew out of performances given at
the 1992 La Jolla SummerFest in
California, and these recordings
succeed admirably in capturing all
the communicative fervour and
tension of alive occasion. There's
an infectious spontaneity, natural
musicality and big-hearted
commitment about these readings to
which many will rightly respond.
Individual contributions, too, are
consistently top-notch (what a
marvellous cellist Gary Hoffman is,
by the way!). The very early, sweetly
lyrical Debussy trio makes a
marvellous 'Guess who?' item, and
is most affectionately essayed here.
If memory serves, Previn was also
the pianist on ahighly enjoyable
EMI account of the Ravel from the
mid- 1970s with Young Uck Kim
and Ralph Kirshbaum: this finelyengineered new BMG account
possesses asimilar vibrancy and
dedication.
The companion CD again features
Previn as the accomplished pianist,
in the company of an excellent
roster of instrumentalists. Once

'Funeral March' — David
Gutman's booklet note innocently
mentions ' afavourite of
conductors... pounded out with
sinister exactitude by acannonade
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more, afine sense of polished teamwork is evident throughout.
Poulenc's skittish Sextet (his largest
chamber offering) comes off very
well, its mixture of tart humour,
sweet melancholy and unabashed
sentimentality very well conveyed.
The suite for string quartet and
piano Milhaud compiled from his
1923 ballet score, La création du
monde, is given here with great
expressive fervour and considerable
rhythmic panache, whilst SaintSens's hugely entertaining, highly
inventive Septet for trumpet
(Thomas Stevens, the exemplary
soloist), piano and string quintet
really sparkles. The sound is atouch
dry, though not objectionably so,
and commendably transparent.
Unfortunately, total timings on
both collections are far from
generous, afactor which may well
inhibit many aprospective buyer. A
pity, for there is much sympathetic
music-making on this pair of discs.

Time on his
hands? André
Previn's two
RCA discs of
chamber
works, fine
though they
are, offer
only 98
minutes of

(
62m 50s)

Just play the opening five minutes of
Rebel's Les Élemens (1737) to a
music-lover. Chances are he will
utter some oath about 'postmodernist crap' or ' even Schoenberg
did better than this'. Beginning with
atruly horrid harpsichord-based
discord of high fright potential, this
first movement representing the
chaos existing before God created
the elements from which the world
was formed, makes even Haydn's
'Representation of Chaos' in The
Creation of 60 years later seem tame.
After the shock treatment Rebel
relents to provide adelightful, partly
descriptive Baroque suite, felicitously
scored and full of fun. There follows
abright but conventional Telemann
Sonata for two oboes, bassoon and
strings which, Ibelieve, receives its
first recording. As antidote to the
highly-charged Rebel it is welcome,
even though all five movts are
unrelievedly in E-minor. Gluck's
Alessandro ballet ( 1755) is another
rarity. It does not equal Don Juan in

music
altogether

'Beginning with a truly
horrid discord of high
fright potential, this first
movement makes even
Haydn's " Representation
of Chaos" in The
Creation of sixty years
later seem tame'

Andrew Acheabach
A:1-1' A-B:1 •

of wind and brass and abattery of
percussion'. Quite. But in
wholehearted dedication, and with
fabulous tone, Chailly's orchestra
equals anything that the Vienna or
Berlin musicians might bring to
Wagner — in the finely organic
'Dawn' sequence or prancing Ride
of the Valkyries' especially. At first,
in both the Tannhauser ' Bacchanal'
and Mastersingers overture (good
riddance to the Norrington
experience!), you may feel Chailly
isn't adyed-in-the-wool Wagner
conductor, but the music becomes
more and more enveloping.
This is definitely adisc to return
to (one part-track excepted, for me;
though the Trauermusik opens
promisingly): as well recorded and as
proudly performed as it needed to be.
Christopher &cuing

A: 1 •-2 •

quality but is worth having for two
splendid trumpeting and drumming
marches, and agrand closing
Chaconne, parts of which are familiar
from the Chfeo music.
Reinhard Goebel's MAK can be
relied upon to draw all the colour to
be had from such scores. Period
bassoons, oboes, trumpets and flutes
are apleasure when played and
recorded so beautifully, and the
velvety string tone (listen to Gluck's
two Minuets, perhaps rather hurried,
but truly gorgeous to hear) provides
afine basis for them. Ifind some
crushed grace-notes at odds with
music of this period — even period
orchestras seem to be losing the
habit of lengthening grace-notes as
Quantz, Leopold Mozart and C P E
Bach advocated — but on the whole
this is an excellent collectors' item of
late Baroque rarities, and its first
track will stop most listeners in
theirs.
Robert Dear/jug

A':1 •
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"The Record Cleaning Machine!"
"I have found the HW - 16.5
to be an outstanding
performer. The record
surfaces are microscopically
clean and are so pristine
they look new!"
Bert Whyte Audio Magazine.

Esoterica Call
24 Hour Fax

Distributors of Fine Audio Equipment.

0181 863-2899
0181 863-2892

•

35 second cleaning cycle ( wash / dry) per side.
18 RPM, high-torque turntable motor allows deep
cleaning without strain.
No liquid touches the record label.

•
•

Machine fully enclosed - no splashing, no mess.
Powerful suction ( vacuum) ensures quick, deep

Built in water collection system ( made in stainless
steel)

cleaning - removes old residue, prevents new
residue build up.

Newly designed vacuum pickup tube assembly
automatically adjusts to the thickness of any
record.

Fail safe design. All components are extra heavyduty grade.
Pristine, dry, static-free records are left after use.

Esoterica are also distributors of;

Removes cleaning solution from the records
surface all at once.

Artemis, Audible Ilusions, Bright Star, McCormack Audio. Mesa

Engineering. Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs, Rockport. Trilogy and VP!.

Now you can buy
430
cn your CDs at dealer's
cost price

o

As amember of the WSL Records at Cost Service
you can buy any brand new CD (
subject to

Got a panel speaker?
Want more bass but found
subwoofers a bit of adrag?
Then consider the Pentachord B
— the fastest (and prettiest)
subwoofer on offer

availability) at cost price plus asmall handling
charge of only 50p.
Now you have no need to shop around for the best
discounts. Here at last clearly stated are CDs at the
ultimate saving - The Dealer's cost price.
Only WSL - offering amail order service for more
than 30 years - can offer such low cost listening.
So why not see what savings you can
really make by checking our prices?
Return the coupon or write to us now and we'll send
you details of the Records at Cost Service, together
with aspecial promotional membership offer
Please send me details of the new Records at Cost service
Without obligation ( Ienclose two first class stamps tor speedy reply)

Name:
Address:
EST. 1961
To: Bill Wilson Wilson Stereo Library Ltd
PO Box 32 St. Leonards-on-sea E. Sussex TN38 OUZ
Tel: (
01424) 718254 Fax: (
01424) 718262 , HIN 2,

Nil

Pentachord Loudspeakers
manufacturers of sophisticated
satellite/subwoofer systems and the
incomparable Pentacolumns

49 Rusholme Road London SW15 3LF
Phone 0181 788 2228 for demonstration
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classical REISSUES

TCHAIKOVSKY:
1812 Overture
Capriccio Italien/
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory'
Taylor (nar)IMinneapolis SOI
Minnesota University Band/'LSO/

Reissue
of t
l7
"
v
1
onth
he

Dorati (with bells, cannon and
musket)
Philips 434 360-2
(66m 02s) Recorded 1958, 1955, 1960
Here we have two very famous Mercury productions at last on CD, under Wilma
Cozad Fine's supervision. First coupled with two Beethoven overtures,
Wellington's Victory was an obvious follow-up to the stereo remake of 1812
(there had been a 1954 Minneapolis mono version with different bells and
cannon); and in May 1964 these two ' spectaculars' were paired, to remain in
the full- price catalogue for over 20 years [
Philips SAL3461J.
Iwas once told that this was such
abest-seller the company never
needed to offer it at midprice — so
much for the snooty EMG Monthly
Letter, which assured its readers
that ' to recommend this
[Wellington's Victory]
would be to do our
readers (and
Beethoven) a
disservice.., a
ridiculous version in
which the
engineers
show far
more interest
in the battle
than they do in the symphony.
The noise of gunfire is completely
deafening... the US Military
Academy drowns out a series of
very interesting modulations'. Not
true of the present reissue!
Channel separation was then, of
course, a big selling point, and so,
with opposed armies left and right,
what better demonstration score?
(Incidentally, Philips made a
sophisticated and attractive
ASM/Marriner 1990 recording for
CD, with carrion crow and the
footsteps of mustering soldiers.)
This underrated piece has some
delicious scoring in the two
national airs near the beginning,
and Dorati gets some very
threatening side-drum crescendi,
somehow characterizing English
and French forces quite distinctly.
Over headphones — and this
recording is incompatible with
such listening: for acorrect
orchestral presence the detonations
become far too dangerous — some
faint print-through is detectable.
For CD, the three-track masters
for English and French cannons
and muskets — genuine period
weaponry — were recombined and
freshly synchronized to
Beethoven's music. The tapes for
the 1812 overture were similarly
reassembled: Tchaikovsky's
augmented score; 16 four-pound
charges on a bronze Napoleonic
cannon from West Point Museum;
HIT1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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a carillon of 72 bells, from which
the three-channel tapes were
originated, plus an over-dubbing of
added high/low pitches.
The editing must have been a
labour of love: the punctuality in
the Beethoven has a
brio of its

own. In
1812, the tinklingspoons high-pitched
bells in the right channel
seem to me inappropriate to
the context, although the big
washes of low bells are stirring.
The last insert doesn't quite ' ring
true' either — it reminded me of
dubbed laughter in aTV sit-corn.
However, Idon't think these
effects have been bettered since.
You invariably get agood sense
of architecture with Dorati's
performances, and his taut
narrative holds attention from
beginning to end. There is some
lovely string playing here too. The
tambourines are over- loud in the
folk episodes, but this is afar
better recording than the 1955
stereo Capriccio Italic', (
albeit solid
enough), whose ' sting' in trumpets,
boxy cymbals and tremulous
woodwind choir betray the early
Mercury sound characteristics.
The two original illustrated
commentaries spoken by Deems
Taylor are included. But he reads
with no apparent interest or
conviction, and his delivery is
irksome even at first hearing. The
50s of unrelieved gunfire beginning
track 6 would provide, er,
ammunition for awar of attrition
with a next-door neighbour. This
disc comes in a colourful gatefold
packaging, reprinting the old cover
artwork and notes. Pages 5 and 8
of the booklet were blank in my
(purchased) copy.
Christopher Breunig
A:I' / II-C:2 /

ELGAR Variations

.1

.wo compelling Elgar reissues drawn from
Decca's early ' ffre catalogue suggest a dramatic
improvement in tape technology between 1950
and 1954. One is with the London Philharmonic
conducted by Eduard van Beinum: the two Wand of
Youth Suites, Cockaigne Overture, Cello Concerto
(with Anthony Pini: LPO principal cellist prewar) and
Elegy Op.58 [
Beulah 2PD15, 77m 48s, rec.I949-50,
mono]. Blemished in various ways, the concerto is of
lesser interest, but the Suites fizz along with charm
and exuberance, and Cockaigne has one reeling at the
sheer intensity of playing under studio conditions.
The sound is remarkable too at times, although at 7m
38s there's anasty ( old) side-change gap. Memorable
orchestral recordings under this marvellous Dutch
conductor.
,.
Concerto
The second programme is with the LSO under
Anthony Collins: Falstaff, and fine performances of
the Introduction & Allegro and Serenade in E- minor
('LSO/New SO strings) [
Beulah
1PD15, 58nt 47s, rec.1954, ' 52
mono]. Alas, each work has
only one track. Rarely
spoken of today, Collins's
Falstaff proves unsurpassed
in its superb playing and
clarity of exposition: brisk
in the composer's own
manner, yet revealing the
sharpest ear for incident ( cg
the oncoming of the first
dream episode, where the
attention to violas
reminds one that Collins
Conductor Anthony Collins
had at one time led the
LSO's viola section).
c e
The Introduction & Allegro emerges as an
impassioned highlight of the remastered ' English
String Music' collection Benjamin Britten made with
the ECO IDecca ' Classic Sound' 448 569-2 R 19681
— ahighly individual account ( notably in the fine
shading of the close of the Allegro section) in superb
sound.
.t.,
There aren't many subtleties in Munch's Boston
SO/RCA 1957 recording, and the Pomp &
Circumstance March 1 ( Boston Pops/Fiedler, 1959)
has even less appeal. If, like me, you tend to avoid
CD reissue programmes which include unwanted
filler items, do make an exception for the ' Classical
Navigator' budget reissue — not least because
royalties on the main work, a live recording of the
First Symphony (which barely made its mark in the
LP catalogue), go to Oxfam [
RCA 74321 24217 2,
70en 49s]. It was given by the BBC SO under Sir
Colin Davis at the Royal Albert Hall in May 1985.
There is some electrical hum, plenty of incidental
noise on and off platform, the percussion make a
terrific racket stage left, and Davis adds his vocal
penn'orth. But the commitment is terrific; the slow
movt touches sublimity; and no studio remake could
match this inspirational and risk-taking assault.
.. - couplings
Lord Menuhin's RPO recordings of Symphonies I
& 2 are repackaged in Virgin Classics' Ultraviolet'
series [
CUD 561 2672, 2CDs, 103m 31s D 1989, '
91].
Both command respect yet disappoint. At times
crackling with unexpected energies, and consistently
clear-eyed, these readings may be perceived as a
corrective against over-indulgence. Or perhaps
necessary editing has rendered them just too
impersonal?II
A:2-3
Christopher Breunig
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rock/pop REVIEWS

Album
i/Li0

ayounger discipline), so it's amix
of Canerbury crowd-pleasers and the
kind of stuff which could fill stadia if
they'd shed their hippie following.
Mercifully, there's no sense of
desperation, so this sounds like
Caravan is doing it for fun.

ENYA
THE MEMORY OF TREES
WEA 0630-12879-2

Ken Kessler
(
43m 50s)

ALEX CHILTON
A MAN CALLED DESTRUCTION

Yes, it's very soothing, and great
music to accompany colour slides of

Ruf Records 9.01312
(40m 27s) Dist. Pinnacle

Sligo or other Celtic shorelines
where the Atlantic has worn stones
smooth. And doubtless this
collection of melodic mantras will

Could it be that the Big Star reunion
was enough to fire up Alex Chilton
to new heights? This is araunchy

sell in its millions, as did the earlier
'Watermark' and ' Shepherd Moons'.

rock'n'roll album worthy of Dave
Edmunds, Don Dixon or the
Smithereens on abad night. The new
material is tough, the covers selected
with wit (who else in 1996 has the
stones to do aperfect replica of Jan

Even so, apart from the infectious
'Anywhere Is' it's all abit Anthony
Way and reflective of hushed
open-days at the cathedral.
Fred Dellar

A:2

& Dean's Brian Wilson-penned ' New
Girl In School'?), the band's playing
good enough for abona fide soul
band. Recorded at his old stomping
ground, Ardent Studios, Chilton's
latest is the best thing to happen to
Big Star fans since, well, last :1
/
4
.1:an

Background music? Why not?
Handel's Water Music and
Telemann's Tafelmusik still sound
pretty damn good to me. Enya
has become that most desirable
of all commodities: abrand
name with proven customer
loyalty, as reliable as Johann
Sebastian Bach, the ` News At Ten'
or an old Burberry. She's not a
fashion item, she's a staple. Having
established her musical trade mark,
she doesn't lead you to expect (and
you certainly don't get) surprises.
What you do get is her latest bunch
of melodies and lyrics, delivered in
her style, and this latest lot is
exceptionally good indeed.
Exquisitely melting aural perfection.
Johnny Black

A:1'

Enya has apparently sold more than
18 million albums worldwide, but
one wonders how many purchasers

actually sit down and listen, end to
end, with any degree of focused
concentration. Apart from the
bouncy arm-swinging beat of the
rather obvious first single,
'Anywhere Is', the remainder of the
album glides along, as expected,
largely in the form of breathy vocals
sighing over pleasant, ethereal
music, which is neither offensive nor
particularly attention-seeking. In
short: background music — albeit of
the most charming and finely- crafted

Enya has sold
a lot of
albums since
coming
upstream on
Orinocho
Flow

Rounder CD9041

AZTEC CAMERA
FRESTONIA

CARAVAN
BATTLE OF HASTINGS

WEA 0630-11929-2

HTD CD41

that old-fashioned but
heartwarming box Brownie? Here
we have Roddy Frame's
contemporary wide-angle lens,
auto- focus, made for the 1990s
replacement. In terms of music, it
means the songs are often
pumped up and aimed at the
AOR market where everything
comes with built-in touches of
drama, almost Meat Loaf for the
folk trade. Nice tunes ( the mildly
Oriental ' On The Avenue' is a
honey). Pity about the
production.
Freci D
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(
42m 33s)

The Delevante brothers stem from
New Jersey and boast former EStreeter Garry Tallent as their
producer. These days, though,
they're Nashville based and mention
genres like Garage-Grass in passing
conversation — which tells you
everything you need to know. Lots
of jangle, plenty of that livin'-on-theedge-of-country thing that Steve
Earle used to dish up on better days,
and harmonies that act like aural
photographs of Don and Phil.
Which ought to be enough.

kind.
Valerie Pntter

THE DELEVANTES
LONG ABOUT THAT TIME

A:2 •

Fred

(
48m 32s)
—
—
Oh dear. Whatever happened to

A:1-2 e

A:1 11

(
52m 2h)

Their second ' reunion' in a year, if
you count :he recent from-the-vaults
effort. Mainman Pye Hastings
returns with long-standing drummer
Richard Coughlan, multiinstrumentalist Geoff Richardson,
and keyboardist Dave Sinclair with
occasional member Jimmy Hastings
on reeded instruments and Jim
Leverton filling in on bass. The
third Hastings? Pye's son Julian
twiddled the knobs, and considering
he was born around the time this
group was àihabiting aland of grey
and pink, he sure knows his dad's
preferred sound. But there's a new
Caravan screaming to get out
(probably because Julian comes from

The Delevante
brothers:
livin'-on-theedge-ofcountry music?
83

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
THE GHOST OF TOM JOAD
Columbia 481650 2

Bore. Damaged Goods is the toughest
thing he's done in years, aguitarheavy album with enough grit to

(
50m 20s)

remind you why he once held great
appeal for Neil Young. There are
some bizarre moments — a touch of
schmaltz to the arrangement for
'Trip To Mars', some out-of-place
harmonies, pop signatures when you
don't expect them — but overall
he's playing better than you'd expect

Aside from the universal childhood
memories of 'Walk Like A Man', on
Tunnel Of Love, I've never
understood where Springsteen
stands. Ican't reconcile the gap
between the man and the image. He
rejects but profits from the
American Way, mythologises but
doesn't live the blue collar life,
writes coherent songs but mumbles

after adecade with the E-Street
Bland. Maybe Andy Newmark's
peerless percussing is all that it

incoherently in interviews. This one
with its understated, mostly acoustic
Woody Guthrie-ish short stories
seemingly full of compassion for the
world's losers, almost changed my
mind. I've heard it all before, but
never so convincingly. Then, when I
listen again, all Ihear is the
romance of guns; the glorification
not of doing right, but of doing
wrong and then regretting it; and a
parting cheap shot at the over-use of
clichés, hilarious in aman whose
every song relies on them. Sorry,
Boss, but Ican't ride this highway.
Johnny Black

takes: harder tracks like ' Setting
Sun' could have been pulled from a
Living Color session, while ' Heavy
Hats' wouldn't be out of place in
Beavis & Butthead's Top 10. Skip
Springsteen on
the road: looking
for The Ghost oF
Tom Joad

you (which it should) there's still
much fun to be had just counting
the influences. New Order, Pet Shop

A:1 •

Boys, Saint Etienne are just a few
that come to mind. Take it from
there, then, when you've finished,
try to figure how singer Sarah
Blackwood turns 'Just A Girl She
Said' into the best Kirsty MacColl
track never to be actually fashioned
by Ewan's daughter. A dazzling
debut.

DUBSTAR
DISGRACEFUL
Food 8352162

(43m I9s)

The cover shot is the most sneakily
outrageous since Mom's Apple Pie,
though the music is so consumer
friendly it almost reaches up and

Fred Dear r
.
JAMES HARMAN BAND
BLACK & WHITE

pecks you on the cheek. If the sheer
melodiousness of it all doesn't grab

Black Top CD BT 1118
(60m 08s) Dist. Direct
Harman's fifth or sixth for the great
Black Top label is, thankfully,
more of the same: harmonicadriven R&B far barflies. Almost
unavoidably, the sound is
reminiscent of the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, the role model for all
post 1975 R&B outfits, or maybe
Geils with grits; on the other hand,
all of the compositions are original
and there's almost a complete denial
of slavish purism. This is party
music with ahigh sleaze factor, a
deeper than Deep South spirit which
whispers "Allman" and certainly
more than enough wheezing to keep
me happy until Magic Dick returns
with another.
Ken Kessler
's best
in a long

NILS LOFOREN
DAMAGED GOODS

time: guitars

Transatlantic/BMG ESSCD337

and true
American grit
81

the odd nod to Bruce (' Life' sucks
badly enough to have come off
Nebraska), and you're left with an
absolute winner.

A- B:1-2 •

(53m 22s)

THE PRESIDENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED
STATES
Columbia 481039-2

(
38m 03s)

A mixed bag. Sometimes they come
across like the younger, cleaner cut,
college boy brothers of so-called
punk bands like Green Day and
Weezer. At others, their quirky
humour brings them closer to
American eccentrics like Primus or
Cracker, but with less catchy tunes.
On the plus side, the songs are
enthusiastically delivered with a
likeable bemused irony, and the
production, courtesy of Conrad Uno
and band members Chris Bellew
and Dave Dederer, is warmly
intimate. This has gone gold in the
States but may prove a little too
detached and smart-ass for British
tastes.

PSYCHO CAFE
PSYCHO CAFE
Raw Power RAWCD 108

(
advance tape)

The debut from ex- Iron Maiden
guitarist Adrian Smith's new band
with bassist Gary Leideman,
drummer Mike Sturgis and vocalist
Solli, poached from former Thin
Lizzy axeman Scott Gorham's 21
Guns. Smith's earlier offerings have
been more AOR oriented but this is
surprisingly gritty. Too often they
sound like they're playing heavy for
heavy's sake rather than because the
songs demand it. Solli sometimes
struggles to compete with Smith's
finer flourishes, but the lighter tracks
'Western Shore' and the Nirvana-ish
'Excuse Me' show a more subtle,
interesting side.

Man, does this guy flower when he
stays away from the New Jersey
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JILL SOBULE
JILL SOBULE
Lava Records 7567-92620-2

(
47m 28s)

Despite being accompanied by some
exceptionally slick Nashville
sidemen, Jill Sobule is along way
from new country. When she
debuted five years ago, Todd
Rundgren called her a 'Joni Mitchell
for the 1990s' but she's developing
more like a Cyndi Lauper for the
slacker generation, easily locatable
among the bunch of ( forgive the
lengthy categorisation that follows)
intelligent young urban female postslacker songwriters that includes
Aimee Mann and Pal Shazar. She is
by turns, witty, ironic, biting,
sarcastic and insightful, but she
always delivers her lyrics with a
memorable tune, arranged with
attention to detail. Good stuff.

was partly because there was too
much talent in one small space. Half
of them formed the critically
acclaimed Wilco, but songwriter Jay
Farrar now turns up with his new
band, Son Volt. They're not
radically different from Wilco,
perhaps a tad more musically
conservative, but they nevertheless
make for absorbing listening,
because Farrar is a powerful
songwriter, and the band plays with
passion. This should sit happily on
any shelf that already includes The
Jayhawks, Soul Asylum or, for older
fans, The Eagles or the Flying
Burrito Brothers.

SON VOLT
TRACE
Warner Bros 9362-46010-2

(42m 14s)

When highly rated country-rockers
Uncle Tupelo split awhile back, it

Johnny Black

AsI

SUGGS
THE LONE RANGER
WEA 0630-12478-2

(46m 31s)

It's all a bit Chas'n'Dave really.
One big party, where the main
guest is so likeable that record
reviewers would be churlish to
voice criticisms. Best thing is just
to join in the spirit of the thing,
stick a copy of Loaded in your
pocket, grab a pint and a packet of

crisps and indulge in jerky
terpsichore all the way to Camden
Town where, by the time you
arrive, Suggs will doubtless be
celebrating at least four spin-off hit
singles.
Fred Dellar

A:2-3 •

VARIOUS
COME TOGETHER LIK
Cottage Industry COTIND CD6

(45m I
8s)

The first in what is hoped to be a
continuing series showcasing young
British talent, this is a compilation
of rare, previously unreleased or
current recordings from a diverse
selection of bands, from metalheads
supreme Cathedral to the bluesrock of Toby And The Whole
Truth. Standouts include The
Wildhearts' driving ` S.I.N.',
Paradise Lost's lively Sisters Of
Mercy cover ' Walk Away' and
BLOW's ' Angel Sittin' In A Tree'.
The variety of the acts makes for an
interesting lucky dip, while its
collectibility should also appeal to
already committed fans.
otter

A:2

Suggs goes One
Step Beyond
Madness

BOX SETS
COLLECTIONS

W

ith the third volume issued just when Ithought they'd forgotten,
RCA/BMG makes good its promise to continue the Elvis `Essential
Masters' series. Elvis: Walk A Mile In My Shoes — The Essential '70s Masters
[RCA 74321 30331 2 5] is another 12x12in box, this time containing five CDs. Its
120 live and studio tracks seem calculated to establish that Elvis wasn't just a
disgustingly fat, drug-swilling panties-fetishist during his last years. Dave Marsh's
48 page booklet is perfect, the material is wide-ranging enough to show his
inarguable versatility and the sound is something special.
Alas, the ' other' sequel to The Essential '60s Masters Part 1is not uniform with
the main boxes and it was released without fanfare. Why? Because Elvis:
Command Performances — The Essential '60s Masters Part 2 [
RCA 07863 66601 2)
is a mean little 2CD set concentrating on his film music. Packed in a standard
double jewel-box and containing material the hard-core will have from the
handsomely reissued film soundtracks, this set is pure afterthought. 'Nuff said.
If lavish is what you crave, look to Bear Family's 8CD Louis Prima/Keely
Smith/Sam Butera set, The Capitol Recordings [
BCD 15 776 61. It
starts with 'Just A Gigolo', wanders through all of Prima's
treasured performances as aLas Vegas headliner, and then
offers respectful nods to his most important colleagues. The
sound is great, the 12x12in booklet reads like anovel and it's
one box-set that you'll play again and again. And you'll leave
knowing just why he was the hottest act in town for nearly a
decade. Simply magical.
EMI has honoured Dr Feelgood with a4CD-plus-bonus-disc set
called Looking Back [
EMI ACD FEEL 1lib Dr Feelgood was
undoubtedly the hardest-working band in the land, only now they're
touring minus their high-visibility frontinan: harpist and vocalist Lee
Brilleaux died of cancer in 1994 at the shockingly young age of 41.
This box, containing 104 tracks, many of which are previously
unreleased, is afitting tribute, ending with poignant interviews
Only one minor gripe: why no discography?
Ken Kessler
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Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes

Singles

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
3508 £29.95 pair

Pe Matched Per Matched

£22.50
£22.50
£28.50
£ 11.50
£36.50
£36.50

Pair
£ 50.00
£50.00
£60.00
£25.00
£75.00
£75.00

Quad
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£ 120.00
£50.00
£ 150.00
£ 150.00

£79.00 £ 160.00 £320.00
£84.00 £ 170.00 £340.00
£ 124.00 £250.00 £500.00

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£29.95 £60.00 £ 120.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and
vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at a cost
of £2.50 per copy including U.K. postage or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park. Springhead Road, Gravesend.
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
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for

MIRAGE
OMAK
VPI
ORTOFON
MARK LEVINSON
SUMIKO TRANSFIGURATION LYRA
JEFF ROWLAND
PROCEED
FANFARE
MAGNEPAN
RESTEK
"Plus more"
3 Single Speaker listening rooms
by Appointment only

986 8788

10 7pm closed Wednesday & Sundays

Kent DAll 8HD

•

LONDON

0181

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order or Access - Visa
- Mastercard

EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Golden Dragon 30013 Range
3006 Super
4.300B
4.3006 LX Super

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME
Supply and service 01 ( iarrard. Thorens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the world's finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TDI24.
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124 ( review copies available).
We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.
Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.

4Big

•New 1996 catalogue now a‘ailable •

as./
lisa

Lane, Goose Green, 1,ain bourn, Berks 12( ; 16 7X(1

phone:

01488 72267

IF AN ADVERT
IS WRONG,
WHO PUTS IT RIGHT?
We do.
The Advertising Standards Authority ensures
advertisements meet with
the strict Code of Advertising Practice.
So if you question an advertiser, they have to answer to us.
To find out more about the ASA, please write
to the address below.
Advertising Standards Authority.
Department X, Brook House,
Torrington Place, London
This space is donated in the interests7HN
WG1E

VI

ASA

of high standards in advertisements.
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jazz REVIEWS
quartet is so strong that such
meditation is immensely
moving: a unique and
beautiful addition to the
Coltrane canon.

SEXY SAX
from agreat
hope in the jazz
revival

A' : 1 * •
POWERLINES
OS RECORDS 0S951

STEVE WILLIAMSON
JOURNEY TO TRUTH
VERVE FORECAST 526425

(
70m 58s)

The great hope of the Jazz Revival
finally delivers his new album. It's
on Verve, the label that brought us
Ella Fitzgerald, Wes Montgomery
and the Mothers of Invention. When
Williamson emerged in the late
1980s, the intensity and seriousness
with which he applied himself to
tunes like ' Giant Steps' and ' On
Green Dolphin Street' was
compelling. For aperiod he adopted
the New York M-Base style, wacky
fusion with lots of Thelonious Monk
angles to it. Now the publicity talks
of ' areturn to roots' because he
brings in rappers and singers.
Technically advanced musicians
don't necessarily make convincing
street philosophers, and
Williamson's funky stuff comes in a
very poor second to acts like Soul II

Steve Williamson applies intensity and
seriousness to his music

Soul. The way he pastiches Coltrane
for a few ' cosmic moments' is pretty
naff, too. What does this music want
to be? Something for everyone —
which is not arecipe for success.

In these digital days, it seems
every closet muso and his
pocket calculator can put out
a disc, but Powerlines stand
out. One-man band Jim Peden
has the skill and ambition to
get beyond weedy Ambient
tinkles. His synth flights are
alternately romantic, splendid,
cheesy and downright funky.
The only person doing
anything remotely like this
these days is keyboard
improvisor Simon Vincent,
though Peden's attack is more
luridly commercial. Remember the
mysterious Mandré, Zappa sideman's
André Lewis's synth-heavy
premonition of Prince's new wave of
funk on Motown, back in 1977?
Thought not. Like Lewis, Peden can
launch fuzak into ironic sublimity,
while his orchestral mastery of the
keyboard recalls George Duke.
There's intermittent (deliberate?)
1970s-multitrack tape hiss, too, for
all those nostalgia freaks. A good one
to baffle your know-it-all friends with:
55 minutes of the truly bizarre.
Ben Watson

CLUSONE TRIO
IAM AN INDIAN
GRAMAVISION GCD79505

(
67m 26s)

Three musicians generally associated
with exacting improvised music
(saxophonist Michael Moore, cellist
Ernst Reijseger and Amsterdam's
drum legend Han Bennink) team up
to form afestival crowd-pleaser. It's
adroit and lively, but fails to catch
fire. The trio's carnival approach
evaporates the tension of art music
without bringing in anything by way
of spontaneity or boisterousness. This
is just (licking about, and these old
stalwarts should know better: awaste.

Coltrane's last quartet (with Alice
Coltrane on piano, Jimmy Garrison
on bass, Rashied Ali on drums) was
about sonic amplitude rather than
the zigzag logic of Giant Steps, or
the polyrhyttimic expansion of the
classic quartet with Elvin Jones.
More restful than Live In japan,
there's a feel of stasis here, as if
Coltrane were treading water,
considering what to do next. Yet the

It is not every day that an
unreleased Coltrane album hits the
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oft Machine listeners should
check out Caveman
Hughscore [
Tim Kerr
Records TK9SCD093 MI They're
an Orgeon-based group of Hugh
Hopper fuzzbass fanatics who
succeeded in contacting their idol
for (fiendish) scores and a session.
The results are wonderful: weird,
chunky, driving — out there on the

Parisians in 1971. Like the
acid/rave misunderstanding of
house, the clash of rhythmic
concepts is ear-opening, and the
American stars ride the strangely
alluring non-swing with wit and
flair. Genius might not always
deliver, but fanaticism tends to gild
the ear-goggles. Wow!

(
6001 53s)

racks. Recorded at one of the
sessions that contributed ' Offering'
to Expression ( 15 February 1967),
that track is the only one previously
issued. The sound Rudy Van Gelder
achieved at his studio in New Jersey
is quite simply gorgeous: rounded
and gleaming. This matters, because

A: 1 •

West Coast, Canterbury Rock
lives! For an earlier taste of fans
getting next to their idols in a
productive way, try Lionel Hampton
& His Star Jazz Inner Circle
[Europel 710375/6 •]. The
vibesman, tough tenor Illinois
Jacquet and Hammond organ
supremo Milt Buckner are backed
by asplendidly robotic bunch of

JOHN COLTRANE
STELLAR REGIONS
IMPULSE IMP11692

(55in 20s)

Clusone Trio

saxophonist Michael Moore, sax, Ernst

Ben Intson

Reijseger, cello, and drummer Hari Bennink
S7
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LONG JOHN BALDRY
LET THE HEARTACHES BEGIN/
WAIT FOR ME

JANIS IAN
SOCIETY'S CHILD: THE VERVE
RECORDINGS

BG0 BGOCD 272

Polydor 527 591-2

(79m 17s)

(
2( 1) ,.156m 1
.
4s)

Blinding 2CD set containing the
cream of her early work — angst on
a stick and to be avoided if you lack
sympathy with introspective singersongwriters. But if you want to hear
what came before Aimee and Nanci
and Tori, grab your hankie.

Two-on-one featuring the British
blues singer again in night-club
mode, with cover versions of
standards like ` Ev'rytime We Say
Goodbye', ' ICan't Stop Loving
You' and others, as well as wholly
unsuitable, weirdly chosen material
like ' MacArthur Park', ' River Deep,
Mountain High' and the vile
'Spinning Wheel'. Still a great voice,
though. (The set features two bonus

1M.1111Wwere
THE IMPRESSIONS
THE IMPRESSIONS/NEVER ENDING
IMPRESSIONS

tracks.)

Kent CD KEND126

First of five two-on-one- CDs
covering the career of Curtis
Mayfield's original band. Prime soul
from 1963/4, including the immortal
'Gypsy Woman', ' It's All Right',
'Satin Doll' and 21 others. Gorgeous
harmonies from start to finish.

THE BELMONTS
THE LAURIE, SABINA & UNITED
ARTISTS SIDES Vold
(77m 07s)

Ace CDCHD 580

Dion's backing band sans Dion,
state-of-the-art Italian-American
doo-vi'op from the 1961-64.
Unfortunately, it shows that they
needed him more than he needed
them; but it's still passable pop of
the period. The sound quality,
though, will astound you, and more
than one of you will be tempted just
by thai glorious stereo.

TIM BUCKLEY
HONEYMAN

BRENDA LEE
THE BEST OF
Music Club MCCD 213

King Curtis

Edsel EDCD 450

(
58m 48.)

More depressing proof that singersongwriter Buckley wasted aworldclass talent. Here he is, live in
concert in 1973, sounding so eerie,
so preternaturally unplugged — and
unconnected — that you can forgive
his son for distancing himself from
his dad. It won't help you to
understand his cult status, but it will
reinforce your awe if you've already
decided.

'the best sax
session player
ever'; The
Ventures:

worth'; and

KING CURTIS
OLD GOLD/DOING THE DIXIE TWIST

eighteen

Ace CDCHD 614

certified hits

(
44m 08s)

A-8:1-1*
FOUR SEASONS
THE VERY BEST OF

Byrds classics.

Music Club MCCD211

Rubber Records RUB17
(42m 27s) Dist. Topic
Post-Long Ryders Sid Griffin, from
1992, and an absolute must for
jangly guitar- fanciers. As ever, it's all
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(65m 56s)

Two more KC solo albums on one
CD, breathtaking instrumentals from
the best sax session player ever, with
interpretations of classic material
such as ' Fever', 'Tuxedo Junction',
St Louis Blues, 'Night Train' and
17 others. Bliss.

Revised, retitled version of the late
Byrd's Firebyrd album from 1984,
reissued with extra material. High
points include two sparse remakes of

THE COAL PORTERS
REBELS WITHOUT APPLAUSE

(67m 49s)

Another Brenda Lee hits package
after years without, but the overlap
with last month's isn't critical.
Later-period material, more country
than rock, but with enough familiar
material to keep regrets at bay. And
you won't believe her cover of The
Letter'...

DON MCLEAN
PLAYIN' FAVORITES

instrumentals
of dubious

Seasons

Edsel EDCD 436

quite Gram-like and loveable, but
barely consequential. Imagine
Rockpile giving even less of a hoot
than it normally did and you're
there. Still, Sid rarely makes a duff
move.

'twangy

from the Four

GENE CLARK
THIS BYRD HAS FLOWN

(
61m 29s,

BCO BGOCD21

From 1973, the singer-songwriter
covering others' material. His
inherent good taste means that he's
chosen ideal material from Buddy
Holly, Jimmie Rodgers, and other
rock, blues and country giants. You
might gag on his version of ' Happy
Trails', but otherwise it's good fun.

THE VENTURES
WALK DON'T RUN VOL 2/
KNOCK ME OUT
C5 C5HCD 630

Indeed it is: eighteen certified hits
for a meagre £ 5.q9. ' Sherry', 'Walk
Like A Man', `Workin' My Way
Back To You', ' Let's Hang On' and
the rest, and there's no scrimping on
the liner notes. Bargain of the
month, if you can't get enough of
that falsetto magic.
As:1* •

(33m 33s)

(58m 09s)

The label's ninth Ventures reissue,
suggesting that Dante missed two
levels of Hell. Twangy instrumentals
of semi-dubious worth, redeemable
only because it's not as bad as the
Shads. Electric guitar neutered, or as
far from Hendrix as it gets. Great
soundtrack material, though, if they
ever remake Beach Blanket Bingo.
Ken Kessler

A:3 •
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DETAILS
New R.C.A. Products

YEARS
AGO
TODAY...
...well, to be more accurate, nearly
40 years. HiFi News made its debut
in mid- 1956. clad in the distinctive
yellow- band livery which was to last
until the early 1980s in various
forms. As we enter our 40th
anniversary year we kick off a series
of celebratians and special features,
starting with the news spread
reproduced here from the second
issue ( July 1956).
In these days of vinyl revival, lowpowered valve amps and
high-sensitivity speakers, many of
these pro& cts have an eerie
contemporary feel. Some of them
wouldn't be out of place in a cutting
edge hi-fi magazine of today.
Like the 1996 HiFi News.

The second issue of
HiFi News,
published in
July 1956.

Above:
The new R.C.A.
pickup. A miniature knob on
top of the head moves sideways to change styli from
l.p. to 78.
Playing weight
adjustment control can be
seen towards the pivot end
of the arm. Left: the easily
replaceable armature which
can be removed without
tools.

D

C.A. entered the HiFi field last year with a high quality
and control unit, and they plan to market a complete
range of equipment to line up with it. Work is now under way
on an F.M. tuner, and threa other units are now in production.
They are illustrated here. First, is the pickup, which is available
in short arm and long arm types, and which incorporates an 8-pole
electro magnetic variable reluctance cartridge. The claimed frequency response is flat from 20 to 16,000 c.p.s. ( within 2 db). Twin
or single stylus ( replaceable) armatures are supplied, with diamonds
or sapphires. Prices vary accordingly. Short arm (
up to 12- inch
discs) with twin sapphires
is £9 . 11.4 (plus £ 3 . 18 . 4
U.K. Tax): Long arm tfor
16- inch discs) is £ 10. 7 . 0
(plus £4.4.10 U.K. Tax).
The Speaker is a 3-unit
assembly in reflex cabinet.
using one I5- inch and two
2+- inch units, with a crossover unit crossing at 2
Kc/s.
An ingenious feature is in the cabinet
design, which can be used
either in a vertical or horizontal position.
A plinth.
sold separately, fits it in
either
position.
Two
The Bass reflex speaker enclosure
finishes will be available.
by R.C.A. Cabinet stands horizonand the price will be antally or vertically, and snatching
plinth is an optional extra.
nounced shortly. It is expected to be about £55
with Plinth as an optional extra at about £ 2. 15 . 0. The dimensions are 32 x 25 x 16 inches. with plinth 6 in. extra height.
3-‘4,amplifier

The
playing
unit
by
R.C.A. is a modified
version of the Collaro
2010, fitted with the pickup arm illustrated above.
One of the refinements iv
a mu- metal screening of
the motor unit.
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The Playing Unit is a modified version of the Collaro Transcription 2010, with mu-metal screen around the motor. This will
be sold with the pickup arm as a complete unit, but prices are
not yet available.
The BJ Reproducer

rating, 8 watts normal. Output Loading Impedances: 3, 8 and
15 ohms. Frequency Response: 30 cps to 15,000 cps within +
1.5 db at 6 watts output with controls at level position. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5% at 6 watts output at 1.000 cps.
Loudness Compensation:
Additional bass and treble boost is
automatically inserted at low volume levels as follows: At 20 db
below full output of 8db lift at 50 cps, and 8db lift at 10,000 cps.
At 40 db below full output 20 db lift at 50 cps, and 20 db lift at
10,000 cps. (This control is designed to compensate progressively
for average hearing losses at these levels.)

The BI Reproducer,
designed for use with
8- inch
or
10-inch
units, plus tweeter if
desired.

HE Burne Jones Company, who have now moved to their new
premises (Sunningdale
Road. Cheam,
Surrey, England)
announce an entirely new departure from their well- trodden path
with its milestones of pickup arms and accessories. Their new
line is the 11.1 Reproducer. illustrated here. It is designed to accommodate any 8- inch or 10- inch speaker units, and a housing is
also provided for a tweeter unit. Th: makers claim exceptionally
good tonal balance, and a spread of sound over a wide angle. It
is well built, with good solid timber, and is of attractive appearance.

Its price is 24 guineas.

Rumble Filter: A high-pass filter with fixed slope of 18 db per
octave below 30 cps. Hum and Noise Level: Better than — 60 db.
Negative Feedback is applied through a triple-loop circuit.
Pickup Equalisation: To accommodate a wide range of pickups,
various equalisation networks are embodied in the pre-amplifying
section of the unit and are selected by a plug and socket device on
the chassis. Sufficient sensitivity is provided, together with the
required compensation for high quality variable reluctance type
cartridges, as well as the many other types available in magnetic
and crystal patterns. For convenience, these pickups have been
classified with four groups, for which appropriate plug positions
are indicated, and correct equalisation is applied to within + 3
db referred to current recording characteristics.
An HT/LT supply is available for feeding a Radio Tuner
Unit. The Dimensions are 11-1- in. x 10in. x Sin. (29 x 25.5 x 12.75
cms.). Weight: 143lb. (6.5 Kg.). Power Supply required: 110/115
and 200/240 volts, 40/60 cycles. Price: 32 gns.
•

A New HiFi Amplifier from Truc

Connoisseur Super Lightweight Pickup Mark 2

Trixonic ' 800' Amplifier manufactured by The Trix Electrical
Company, Ltd., 1-5, Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road. London, W.1. A sample of this amplifier is on its way to us for test,
and we hope to report on it in an early issue. In the meantime,
we publish the following details supplied.
The Trixonic 800 is of single unit construction, with control
unit and amplifier in one compact unit. Input filters are incorporated for matching to a variety of pickups in four classifications, and the filters are selected by means of a plug and socket
device. The controls are as follows:—

I
t et6weeelee-

--44,

Input selector with 3 position switch for ( A) L.P. recordings.
(Sensitivity 2 mV.) ( B) 78 recordings. ( Sensitivity 6 mV.) (
C)
Radio or tape. ( Sensitivity 100 mV.)
Loudness. This control operates in a circuit designed to adjust
the tonal balance automatically at low volume levels.
Bass.

Continuously variable, with a range of 24 db at 40 cps.

Treble. Continously variable, with a range of 24 db at 10,000
cps. Cross over frequency 1,000 cps.
Filter. This is a deep slope control with 18 db per octave cut.
and can be set at any point between 5 Kc/s and 15 Kc/s.
Specification ( maker's figures).

HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Output Power: 12 watts peak

FEBRUARY 1996

Ta pickup arm and the choice of three plug-in heads which are
HE new Connoisseur "Super Lightweight Pickup" comprises

available with diamond or sapphire styli. The colour coding of
the heads is: Green for modern 78's (tip radius 0.0025in.): Yellow
for old 78's (tip radius 0.003in.): Red for microgroove (
tip radius
0.001in.). The arm provides for adjustable downward pressure,
stops to limit arm radius swing, and adjustable height over motor
board. This equipment will be reviewed in " Hi Fi News" next
month.
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• SATELLITE TV • COMPUTER. •
• IN CAR AUDIO & SECURITY •
• INTERNET • HOME CINEMA •
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Just a few '
sound' reasons to visit Switched On 96
The Consumer Electronics Show of 1996...

only £5 (adults) & £ 12.50 (family of 4) • ny Access - plenty of parking and the famous Manchester
Tram Service every few minutes, direct to the venue • More to se , - Switched On is made up of a series of shows Photographic & Video, Hi Fi & Audio, In- Car & Security, Computers etc - each with all the leading names 8c major
A

-

retail sponsors • - unlike other ' consumer' shows, everything you see will be for sale •
-there will be many ' once only' show offers • - on sale from 1.1.96. Includes free ' goody
bag' on the day, entry into 3prize draws, plus many privileges & offers ( including many on future purchases)
unique to you as a Switched On customer • - provides the first major consumer electronics show for the
North of England • - unique interactive displays to inform, educate & entertain •
From the
high quality listening rooms to state of the art home cinema, the show will entertain & excite •
whatever your interest you can dial up the latest info on the internet • - each event is sponsored
by leading media titles • - There will be an awful lot of exhibitors - probably more than
ANY similar event before!

Feb 10th 8c 11th
Manchester
G-Mex Centre

di FI
,‘IEWS
What Video • Camcorder User • Video
Camera • Home Cinema Choice •

SAFE & SOUND Cute* Cutout Excluutge

For fuller details call Top Events: 01829 770884 or 01829 770880 • Fax 01829 771258
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Welcome to The Good Hi -Fi Guide, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review's selective directory to the
hi-fi products which in our experience provide the
best performance and value for money.
In the following pages you will find technical
details, review comments on sound quality
and matching, performance and value ratings and
supplier contact numbers for more than 200 hi-fi
separates priced between £ 100 and £2000.

10 pages of essential hi-fi...

Prom bop to bottom: Pioneer's
PD-S904 CD player, Rotel's
RCD 9706X and the CD- I00
CDITransport from OreIle

GETTING THE BEST FROM THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE

A

II products in this guide meet at least a basic
standard of performance. Above average products
are given a rating with up to three stars for subjective
sound quality, without reference to price. This does not
take into account facilities, cosmetic appeal or
convenience. Ratings for better-than-average value are
also given up to three stars, in terms of sound quality
Each enby in
The Good HI-F1
Guide includes
a listing of
the nain
technical
specifications
and facilities
where
approprialw,
as well as a
succinct
summary if
the sound
quality, based
on review
experience

Supplier details
are given for the
manufacturer or
UN distributor
where appropriate.
The supplier of
any product
should be able to
provide any
further technical
information and
the name of your
nearest dealer.

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
DAC type: ' 16', etc = proprietary 16bit DACs etc; BS = Bitstream
(Philips PDM); PWM = Pulse
Width Modulation (Matsushita); DS
= Delta Sigma ( Crystal); PEM =
Pulse Edge Modulation (JVC); AP
= Advanced Pulse ( Sony) RLS =
Realtime
Linear
Smoothing
(Harman). TDA = TDA1305T
(Rotel). Note that the CD audio
data is always 16-bit irrespective of
the use of different digital word
lengths in the conversion process.
Remote control: '
key' = numeric
keypad for direct entry of tracks.
Remote volume: almost invariably
actuated by apair of buttons for `up'
and ` down'. (An exception is Quad's
rotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and
giving digital signal output. A
separate DAC unit is needed to
convert these to an analogue audio
signal for amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital- to- analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers
to a combination of two units: if
neither is indicated, the entry refers
to an ordinary ' single-Mx' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in apre- arranged order
or combination. The programming
facilities will inevitably vary in scope
and complexity.
Memory: how many programmed
tracks can be stored in memory.
Phase reverse: indicates provision
of aswitch to invert the polarity of
the output signal, which may give a
subtle improvement of sound on
some recordings.
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
other standard connection for optical
transmission of digital data.
Wired digital outputs: normally via
single RCA phono jacks, these
provide digital signals for conversion
by aseparate DAC unit.

AMPLIFIERS
Power output: figure given is manufacturer's spec for RMS output per
channel into an 8 ohm load, both
channels driven.
Line inputs: the number of inputs
available to accommodate CD player,
tape, tuner and other 'line level' sources.

versus price. Subjective sound quality is the over-riding
consideration. Where the product has been the subject
of a published review in HFN/RR, the relevant issue date
is given. Where no date is given, the sound quality
description and rating is based on evaluation by
HFWRR staff or contributors, though no review has
been published.

Phono m- m: LP disc or ' phono'
input for conventional ' movingmagnet' cartridges. Will also suit
'high-output moving- coil' models,
though matching may not be ideal.
Phono m-c: Input for normal ( low
output) moving-coil cartridges.
Tape monitor: when recording via
the amp's ' record out' sockets, this
switch allows the user to listen to the
output from the tape itself, not just
to the source being recorded. 'Tape
monitor' can also be used to connect
other processing units between the
amp's input and output.
Pre-amp: indicates a separate preamplifier or control unit, for
connection to a separate power
amplifier which in turn can be
connected to the speakers.
Power-amp: a separate power
amplifier needs a pre-amplifier for
input switching ..and level (volume)
control. Where both are indicated,
the entry refers to a pre-/power
amplifier combination; where neither
is indicated, the entry refers to a
normal single-box ' integrated' amp.
Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected
to the amplifier at once. (Note that
multiple
speakers
will
make
proportionately greater demands on
the amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates presence of
bass/treble controls, often deemed
unnecessary by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
of a headphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ( 114in) stereo jack.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Drive units ( number): there may be
advantages in the use of three or
more units, but most hi-fi speakers
are two-way designs using a small
treble unit or ` tweeter' with alarger
cone unit for bass and midrange.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones
should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for a given power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Nominal impedance: load from the
speaker seen by the amp. Most amps
are designed for 8 ohms and may
possibly have trouble with 4 ohms.

Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the ( sensible) use of
amplifiers of higher rated power.
Recommended position: proximity
to walls (or other room boundaries)
will increase bass output. The bass
response of speakers which are
intended for ' wall' or ' free space'
mounting will have been designed to
account for this. `NW' = near wall.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood (' wood') or asynthetic wrap
('vinyl'). MP = moulded plastic and
MR = moulded resin.
Dimensions: do not include stands
where these are separate items.

TUNERS
Number of presets: with even more
FM stations available, a decent
number of pre-sets is now becoming
more of anecessity than aluxury.
Pre-set scan: allows the user to
select astation quickly by scanning
through the pre-set frequencies
hearing afew seconds of each.
Wavebands: hi-fi tuners provide
VHF/FM reception (' F'), while
many offer medium wave AM ('M')
and some have long wave AM ('L').
Signal strength meter: indicates
whether the signal from the aerial is
strong enough for the tuner to
function properly. A useful facility,
if accurately calibrated.
Manual tuning: traditional rotary
control knob (K) or ` up' and ' down'
buttons (
B).
RDS facilities: options, based on data
transmitted, include labelling for
programme type (`PTY') and advanced
Enhanced Other Networks (EON).
Automatic tuning: finds stations by
scanning the band.
Remote control: usually provided
among the facilities on a ' system
remote', which will also operate
all the other components in a
manufacturer's system.
Mono button: manual over-ride of
the usual auto switching which
receives stereo broadcasts above a
certain signal strength threshold.
IF bandwidth: switching the IF
(Intermediate Frequency) bandwidth
inside the tuner to ' narrow' gives
better selectivity when required to
reject interfering adjacent stations.
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CD Players
Arcam Alpha One
£300

Arcam Alpha 5 Plus
£470

e

qes. ex-

A&R Cambridge
01223 861 550
Awarm, full-bodied and natural British sound quality, plus attention-grabbing
,l
,
ness and coherence: but could 'close m' and harden on orchestral
'ocios or other complex material.

Key

Cambridge
01223 861 550
Smooth top end and an overall British rightness' of balance are combined
with better bass extension than the Alpha 5. May initially ' puttied
compared with bright' competitors, but comfortable and

Key
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Audio Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier
£300

01494 441 736
High levels of transparency give an open and detailed pc•
Ideal
upgrade for many CO players. Absurdly good value for money AHybody
upgrading abudget CD player should check it out.

Audiolab 8000 DAC (' 93)
S:890

Cambridge Systems Technology
01480 52521
True to the Audiolab house sound. refined and finely detailed. Redesigned
with DAC7 D/A, gives sharply defined imagery and agreater feeling of clarity
than before, if slightly cool overall

Audio Note DAC 3

Audio Note Ltd
01273 220 511
Open. transparent. with alush midband and the euphony of atriode amplifier.
however, this is abulky design which has some quirks. notably a100 ohm
electrical input impedance

.21 750
Audio Synthesis DAX
S:1995

AVI S2000MCII

1

•

Audio Synthesis
0161-434 0126
Uses latest Ultra Analog 20-bit DAC to produce areference-class product.
Aneutral tonal balance benefits from high levels of clarity. AT&T glass
optical link abonus. Amazing value in kit form.

•

Key

Dacman
.C150

Path Premier
01494 441 736
Add-on DAC to upgrade abasic CD player (as long as it has adigital output).
Based on Crystal's CS42330 DAC chip, it offers amusical sound which
'boogies': alittle brash but not lacking in detail.

Key

Denon DCD 1015

Hayden Laboratories
01753 888 447
Features ± 12% pitch control. With brightness countered by upper-bass
warmth, at its best with rock and jazz. Produced foot-tapping rhythm. though
not very revealing on subtler material. Stereo image good but lacked depth.

2350

12
93
4
94

AV International Ltd
01453 752 656
Little brother to the more expensive MC. using the same basics and aPhilips
CDM9 transport, and with asimilar sound: esentially neutral and coherent.
Good stereo imagery, with atransparent 'out of speaker' sound.

£809

•

9

•

Hayden Laboratories
01753 888 447
Budget machine which performed well in abudget (1500) system. this was
alively, entertaining and musical player. Not great but provided good.
unpretentious sound.

Key

•

Goodmans Delta 800CD

Goodmans Industries
01705 673 763
One of the cheapest CO players available, this is midi width with no digital
output. Alittle coloured and over-sibilant. it still performed creditably in a
budget system. Some loss of resolution, but abold and outgoing sound.

Key

•

Harman-Kardon HD7525
£500

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Smooth, and at first hearing too laid-back for some. this nonetheless proved
to be avery entertaining player. with lean bass and acoherent performance
throughout. Uses Harman's 'Real Time Linear Smoothing' double DAC.

Key

•

•

Harman-Kardon HD7325

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Well suited to rock. with good bass and an ability to separate strands of
music. Could lack cohesion on classical, though. with musicians not sounding
particularly well in touch with each other, and string tone was too bright.

Key

•

•

JVC XL-2674
£300

JVC UK Ltd
0181 450 3282
Arather 'spotlit' and forward mid/upper-mid could make singers alittle
larger than life though with silky smoothness, while bass was hard-hitting.
Not ideally 'accurate' for classical listening, but exciting on rock.

Key

•

•

JVC XL-Z574
£250

JVC UK Ltd
0181 450 3282
Tended to give alush, 'easy listening' tone to all CDs played on it Good
projection of pop vocals and anice tonal balance didn't compensate for lack
of musical interest and excitement.

Key

•

Linn Mimik

Linn Products Ltd
0141 644 5111
Descended from the Linn Karik. the Mimik uses aSony rack and pinion
transport. Working best in the context of an all-Linn system, this one box
player offered powerful, warm bass.

Key

•

Ram UK Ltd
0161 973 0505
Japan's prestigious Luxman brand wades into entry level hi-fi with abasic
no-frills player notable for being amultibit machine with none of the
roughness typical at this price. Ahoney of aplayer with fine detail.

Key

•

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680 868
'Son of CD 72'. this model intentionally combines 'analogue' musicality.
warmth in the mid, smoothness in the treble and stress- free open-ness,
with more detail than is available from abudget player.

Key

•

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680 868
Lean. quick and precise with lively sound, but atreble which can be too
sharp on some discs. Given high marks for its rhythmical abilities, this was
while using alternatives to the uninspired cables supplied.

Key

•

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680 868
Leaner and cleaner, with less bass warmth than the CD52. with an open
and musical midrange that really makes the listener sit up and take notice.
Best matched with warmth in amps or speakers, but aclass winner anyway.

Key

Marantz CD16
£1400

Marantz CD63
£250
Marantz CD63 SE
£350
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Denon DCD 315
£150

£200

* * *

***
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•

Luxman D-322

**

4
95

Key

£8-10

**

95

Hayden Laboratories
01753 888 447
A 'giant killer', with that elusive 'open' quality rare in budget players.-you
could listen through the equipment to become fully involved in the music.
Treble bright, but not fatiguingly so.

£300

***

94

Denon DCD 825
£220

£100

**

94

•

12

* *

**

* *
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CD Players
Marantz CD72SE

-

Marantz HiFi Ltd
01753 680 868
In as bale, one of the best at the price, though now facing stiffer competition.
Arefined-sounding Bitstream design. ultra smooth but with real sparkle and
vitality.

Meridian 500/563

Meridian Audio Ltd

£1100/750

Exceptional levels of musical detall are combined with rhythmic expression
in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and rather less explicit in
comparison.

Micromega Stage 1

Micromega UK

A clean, laid-back sound, well-balanced with treble just alittle 'glazed', but
only average on dynamics and rhythm. Based on CDM 12 mechanism and
TOA 1305 Bitstream DAC. can be upgraded to Stage 2or 3status.

Micromega Stage 2
£700

Micromega UK

Micromega Stage 3

Micromega
—
UK

£900

As with the Stage 2. this is amodular unit and owners can upgrade at any
time. Measures quite like the Stage 2and sound performance doesn't
necessarily justify the hike in price.

Mission Disc/Dacmaster
£1900

Mission Group

Key

•

Orelle Electronics

A very fine performer regardless of the type of music played. It needs
perhaps atouch more warmth and aslightly less sharp treble. Display can
be turned off.

key

Philips CD740

Philips Consumer Electronics

Top of abudget range with 'Bitstream Continuous Calibraban' DAC. Once
.varmed-up, gave slightly recessed soundstaging with anatural 'easy listening'
onal balance: but veiled and lacking dynamics

key

20

•

Pink

£790

finally goes digital with aDAC allowing plug-in libere 18. 20
22- bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows athreepronged approach to entice evety potential customer

•

•

•

BS

•

••

Pioneer PD- S703

Pioneer High Fidelity (0) Ltd

Cut-down version of PD-5802 retains strong rhythmic bass (good on rock)
and 'different: shimmering treble (which can become too sharp): but lacks
the 802's good imagery and listener involvement

Pioneer PD- S802

Pioneer High Fidelity (G8) Ltd

£350

Highly revealing and articulate exhibiting outstanding musical detail Exciting
transient attack and dynamic range. Upper harmonic enhancement gives a
'different' treble quality from normal CD players.

key

Key

Key

Pioneer High Fidelity (0) Ltd

Stable platter mechanism but this time with Legato Link-Scircuitry. Warm
and smooth sound with afairly good. rounded acoustic. But on more
complex material it could grow confused.

QED Digit Reference

OED Audio

power supplies enclosed in afull-size chrome-fronted box.
Highly detailed, and dynamic, agenuinely high grade decoder at avery
modest price.

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd

£850 (£600)

Two versions available, the more expensive stand-alone unit and the £600
'bus' version only useable with the partnering Quad amp. A smooth 'easy
listening' sound with great rhythm. Ideal companion for the 77 amp.

• 24

h.

•

01908 317 707

Rotel RCD-970BX

Gamepath Ltd

01908 317 707

£350

Very slimline in build and available at acompetitive price. Clean, smooth
treble with agood sense of ambience. But in the areas of bass and rhythmic
accuracy the 970 was less impressive.

Sony CDP-561E

Sony UK Ltd

£200

Totally unlike other Sonys. this one doesn't sound like abudget CD player
at all. Delivers plenty of musical enjoyment and seldom puts afoot wrong.
Lacking in detail at the frequency extremes but otherwise recommended.

crystal-clear transparency and sparkling transients.
With its UK-built output stage. this player can be delicate or harsh, depending
on the qualify of the recording. but always musically exciting.
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* *

***

94

01480 52561

Rotel RCD 965BX Discrete Gamepath Ltd
£375
Starkly explicit, with

• •

94

01276 451 166

Quad 77

* *

• • 12

• •2

01753 789 789

£300

• 12

94

01753 789 789

£400

* *

95

01753 789 789

Pioneer PD- S904

5

94

0171 703 5498

£250

• •

94

0181 689 4444

Pink Triangle Ordinal

Products Ltd

•

94

0181 810 9388

£170

Triangle

•

94

0181 343 3240

£500

**

94

0181-900 2866

Orelle CD- 100

* * *

• 11

01480 451 777

Able to reproduce afine sense of depth. openness and space along with
good detail, asmooth treble and natural sounding vocale Bass was deep.
clean and tight. Handles loud music of all types with ease.

1

• 11

•

Key

0181 900 2866
Built round Philips' 7350 DAC plus aFar East transport and delightful to
use: sound was 'smooth-as-siIC perhaps too cool and laid-back, certainly
less warm than MF's tube-output players

NAD Marketing Ud

•

7

94

Elektra E600 Musical Fidelity Lid

NAD 514
£340

94

• 11

•

Key

System-dependent, but when well-matched awell-projected, detailed and
immediate sound. subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a PSX to
the DAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition.

Long-awaited CO component of the 'F' Series. Offers grace. clarity and poise.
In its element with small-scale material. Neutral top-end combines with
warm if not over-deep bass.

•4

94

01480 451 777

In Mission's half- width mag-alloy case, top loading but fairly easy to use.
Good rhythmic qualities seemed the result of its last: emphasised midrange:
less well suited to classical music.

•

•

Key

0181 502 1416

Mission Group

•

1

94

Compared with Stage 1 (owners can upgrade al any time). Stage 2 was
punchier and firmer in the bass, with greater clarity and deeper stereo stage.
and slightly better liming and dynamics: but the improvements were slight

Musical Fidelity Ltd

•

0181 502 1416

£900

•

-

0181 502 1416

Mission Cyrus DAD?

Musical Fidelity FCD

•

Key

01480 434 334

£550

Musical Fidelity
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CD Players
Sugden SDD -1/SDA -1

JE Sugden & Co Ltd

£750/£800

Well matched combination based on TDA 1541 16-bit technology. with
CDM9 transport mechanism. The SDA-1 BAC was particularly liked for its
rhythmic qualities.

TEAC P-700/D-700
£900/£700

TEAC UK Ltd

TEAC T- 1/D- T1

TEAC UK Ltd

£5501E500

This two box player holds nothing back in terms of sound presentation,
every piece of music is attacked with enthusiasm and intensity. Otters great
transparency and apreicse stereo image.

Technics SL-PS770A

Panasonic UK

C250

Other than some weakness and lack of warmth in the bass this player scores
strongly on transparency and detail and compares well with the Marantz
CD63SE. A remarkable achievement in fidelity for alow cost player.

Technics SL-PS840
£450

Panasonic UK

Thorens TCD2000
£900

Portfolio Marketing
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* *

01923 819 630

Elegant two-box combination. Rounded performance, mellow sound. Handles
the most daunting of instruments well, giving bold earthy dynamics. but
soft on stereo focus.

**

01923 819 630

Key

**

0990 357 357

Key

•

**

•

•

**

Key

•

Key

•

0990 357 357

Technics added Virtual Battery Operation to this MASH DAC-equipped player.
resulting in acoherent, warm, well-balanced sound free from harshness.
Not as rhythmically assertive as some competitors' designs, though.

01494 890 277

Superb styling and excellent measurements, but disappointing sound from
Thorens' first digital product. A top loader with some unusual features
including aheadphone socket and headphone volume control.

Woodside DVAC18

Woodside Electronics

ADAC to partner with the best transport you can afford. The DVAC18 features
avalve output stage: two double triodes per channel make this acat with
aparticularly good purr.

Yamaha CDX580
£230

Yamaha Electronics UK

01934 820 634

01923 233 166

Startlingly upfront and detailed, this player has an uncompromising sound
which requires careful system matching. Could work well in combination
with agood amp and bookshelf speakers. Superior to many budget units.

eç,

Amplifiers
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Alchemist Nemesis
£650

Alchemist Products

Arcam Alpha 6Plus
£350

A&R Cambridge

Audiolab 8000A

Cambridge Systems Technology

£500

Classic British integrated, refined over many years. The sound has areal
cleanliness and no lack of detail: ambience and stereo depth are very good.
Now has more rivals, though.

Aura VA80
£280

B&W Nakamichi

AVI S2000MP/MA
£800/£600

AVI International

AVI S2000MI
£800

AVI International

Bryston BP-5/36 NRB
£890/£1160

Professional Monitor Company
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01903 750 750

Reworked with better load tolerance: still excels in midrange speed, though
soloists could dominate too much at the expense of background subtleties.
Bass could sound lightweight with well-controlled speakers
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01453 765 682

Aneat, well-screened, advanced seven-source line level pre-amp and rugged.
powerful stereo power amp. which, in combination. sound as clean as a
whistle, capturing fortissimo bravura without losing control.

01453 765 682

Delightfully transparent-sounding integrated offering acoherent performance
both in the midband and at frequency extremes. With extraordinary speakerdriving ablitiies, this is an affordable. high power unit of reference quality.

01453 765 682

Perhaps lacking in openness. this Canadian combo is very neutral and works
well with all kinds of music. Well crafted, both electronically and mechanically
these amps measure well and promise along, trouble-free service fife.

FEBRUARY MS

2

01480 52521

An 'audiophile sound' centred on alean and detailed mid, the frequency
extremes taking back-stage. Best matched to warmer-sounding CO players:
even then less suited to classical than rock. In chrome finish. MO.

il&W Nakamichi

6

01494 441 736

Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power amp
mirrors the pre-amplifier: good detail, control and consistency tempered
with mild restraint. Good value.

Aura VA100 Mk11
£350

5

01480 52521

with this modular. upgradeable
combo. The remote controlled DLC pre- is detailed and big sounding. the
0M150 power amp natural and transparent, but lacks depth and ambience.

Cambridge Systems Technology

e

01223 861 550

Upgrade of the Alpha 5Plus with slightly more power and remote volume
control. Has the warmth and grace of its predecessor but is perhaps alittle
more punchy and dynamic. (*Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

Audiolab 8000C/8000P
£1220

xess-

0181 883 3008

Strong on midrange, this amp worked for both rock and classical: transparent
enough to reveal schortcomings of some recordings, but not so analytical
as to make them unlistenable. A good balance of strengths at the price.

Audio Alchemy DLC/OM150 Path Premier
£450/£1195
Digital specialists Audio Alchemy go analogue

e

01924 404 088

£1110
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Amplifiers
Chimera X150CD(150P
£800 £ 1200

Chimera International

Conrad -Johnson PV10AL
£990

Audiotreaks

Conrad-Johnson SC26/SA400

Audiotreaks

££995/£1395

Conrad-Johnson's 'budget' Sonographe combination features aremote for
the pre-amp and offers 200W per channel. Fast and dynamic, clean and
clear, with anice treble. Unusually good price for so much 'muscle'.

Copland 301/504
£1250/£2000

Absolute Sounds Ltd
0181 947 5047
Nicely-made valve pre-/power combination from Denmark. The pre-amp has
control and astounding detail, free of glare; the power-amp is beautifully
self-effacing. Less spine-tingling than some perhaps, but also less stressful.

Copland CSA14
£1000

Absolute Sounds Ltd
0181 947 5047
Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from the Danish specialist.
Has Copland's traditional delicate coherent and powerful sound, if restrained
and polite. Tends to 'soften' at high levels.

4

Creek P42/A42
£300/£300

Creek Audio
0181 361 4133
Modular pre-/power combination which allows upgrading to apre-amp/double
monoblock configuration with optional power supply, bridge module and
m-m and m-cphono stages. Offers real music and extremely good value.

5

Cyrus III
£500

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Remote controlled, half- width, microprocessor governed amp, upgradeable
through addition of remote power supply. The dry, forward midband is reined
in by the PSX power supply which achieves abetter balance.

5

2

Denon PMA250 Ill
£160

Hayden Laboratories
01753 888 447
UK-tweaked integrated with great clarity and precision. It has deep bass
and is capable of reproducing every nuance though the midrange isn't up
there with the best..

4

1

•

8
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Denon PM450SE
280

Hayden Laboratories
01753 888 447
With an accentuated presence region, married to arich, fruity bass, the
sound was dynamic and exciting rather than accurate. Sometimes sharp in
the treble, but always lively and involving.

6

1

•
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Densen Beat B-100
Y600

Morel UK Ltd
(01473) 719 212
Particular about the speakers it drives but capable of producing some of
the finest sounds you'll hear at this price. Doesn't allow tape monitoring
during recording. Phono stages available for £150 (m-m) and £ 00 (m-c).

5

2

7
95

IPA Renaissance
Ç:600

IPA Digital
01222 795 6211
Outstanding clarity with precise image placement slightly let down by
overblown or lumpy bass. Limited current delivery means efficient speakers
are needed to get full dynamic range 'Non-invasive' tone controls.

5

1

EMF Sequel
F_350

5
95

EMF Audio
0181 361 6734
The minimalist design of this amp ranges from its four source selection to
discrete component, simple signal path circuitry. It sounds dynamically and
spatially wide-ranging, though atouch edgy with phono signals.

5

Exposure XV
£800

Exposure Electronics
01273 423 877
A gutsy and hard-driving sound with aforward rather spotlit mid and
astonishing dynamics: exciting and revealing, but it does impose some of
its own character on the music. Drives low impedances well.

4

1

5
95

Harman Kardon HK6150
£199

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Lively, pleasant and natural-sounding on line-level sources with aslight
thickening of the bass. Very good phono stage, even if bass lacked delicacy.
Pleasant and unfatiguing.

5

2

6
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Harman Kardon HK1400
£399

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Everything is laid bare, by this clean-sounding, sometimes overcritical
amplifier. Its high-level driving capability reflects the emphasis on high
power supply reservoir capacitance in the robust design.

7
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Harman Kardon HK620
£280

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
The 620 manages to make all types of music interesting, lifting it above run
of the mill Japanese designs. Will show up deficiencies in less well recorded
material but still definitely one for the budget shortlist.

6

LFD Zero
£479

LFD Audio
01255 422 533
Clarity and palpable stereo depth combine to give this fast sounding amplifier
the degree of bite normally associated with pricier designe Mosfets and
solid core technologies are combined to good effect.

6

LFD LSO/LFD PAO
£500/£500

LFD Audio
01255 422 533
This pre-/power combination's strength is its clarity and openness. It could
render musical instruments with great accuracy but the slightest hint of
brittleness in the source was heightened. Optional phono stages are available.

5

Linn LK100
£590

Linn Products Ltd
0141 644 5111
Compact, rugged and very well made, this stereo power amp, did not score
particularly well in MC's listening tests. It was thought to lend a 'dry' effect,
with aslight loss of ambience.

2

Linn Kairn
£1475

Linn Products Ltd
0141 644 5111
Linn's versatile remote-control pre-amp sounded pure and well controlled
on line sources, but with some loss of 'air' in the treble. The LP disc sound
was not thought exceptional.

7

Linn Products Ltd
0141 644 5111
Designed to match the Mimik CD player this performs well in an all-Linn
system (with Keilidh speakers), though with atendency towards marginally
hard upper midrange and spiky treble Phono stages are an extra £60.

4

Linn Mapk-I
£580

98

0181 444 1951

Pre-amp lacks the treble purity of high end models, but does have balanced
socketry ((bough not abalanced circuit internally): power amp is atougher.
meatier alternative to its peers, though the sound could harden at high levels

5

•
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•

1

0181 948 4153

Line-level tube pre-amp offering unbeatable combination of dynamic
expression, focus and clarity, rhythm and transparency, and open, natural
tonal balance. Strongly recommended.
0181 948 4153
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Amplifiers
Luxman A-312
£140

Richer Sounds

Marantz PM-55SE
£250

Nam& Hi-Fi Ltd

Michell Argo/Alecto
£715/£1990

Michell Engineering Ltd

Micromega Tempo 1

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
Notable transparency plus control that holds the speakers in avice-like grip
Can be hard and bright at high volumes. Dynamics and bass can be alittle
restrained but the hear-through transparency is up with the hest

£700

0500 101 112
The Luxman more than held its own as a £ 200 amp (its original price).
an open uncomplicated sound. Somewhat out of its depth with very densely
scored material it is nevertheless now abargain from Richer Sounds.

Musical Fidelity Elektra E10

Musical Fidelity Ltd

£300

0181 900 2866
Abigger Al with more grunt and high-standard finish. Good itnagrog. locus.
depth and width. Transparency and detail very good. as was the bass which
had slam and articulation.
0181 900 2866
The budget baby brother of the E100 (see below) this integrated is better
than average with an un fatiguing glare-free midrange big soundstage and
fine detail. Dynamically lacks some punch.
0181 900 2866
Powerful and superbly finished. The sound offers politeness and dehcary
not 'in your face sonic fireworks, with arelatively thin mid. Bass has weight.
but not enough slam for headbangers.

Musical Fidelity F22/F15
£1000/£1900

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Myryad Ml-120
£530

Myryad Systems
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NAD Marketing Ltd

£150

With ahint of valve-like openness. perhaps thanks to its simple yet unusual
circuit design. the 310 will play more loudly than its 20W rating suggests
and will make alot of cost-conscious buyers happy.

Naim NAC 82/NAP 180
£2000/£990

Haim Audio

Maim Malt 3
£550

Haim Audio

NVA AP30
£370

NVA

01722 332 266

01763 272 707

Exceptional *speed' and alifelike and exciting hear-through ' transparency
throughout the range. given careful system matching: the 'brightly-lit' mid
will expose any source weaknesses. (With phono stage. £440)

01273 517 358

Integrated and power supply unit combination. Firm, dry and tight bass with
plenty of weight and scale, while the midrange has neutrality and realism.
The SOAP 2power supply helps with difficult loads.

Onix 0A31
£450

Onix Electronics

Orelle SA100
£370

Orelle Electronics

01273 517 358

On its disc inputs the pre-amp was well liked. though it had aslight glaze
or hardness in the treble, while the 0A401 lacked bass slam, with abalance
on the bright side: could be fatiguing.

01273 517 358

Ideally suited to rock and jazz. this amplifier really swings and delivers the
emotional content of the performance. Its big warm sound isn't suited to
classical but makes the most of other muse Optional phono stages available

0181 810 9388

Hear-through midband and good rhythm with a 'play-along' bass quality
make for exciting sound. With many CO players, treble could be sharp or
splashy as this amp did not filter the players unsuppressed RF

Orelle Electronics
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0181 810 9388

Lacks the transistor edge of other rivals: airy, open and communicative. a
dab hand at the minutiae of aperformance, though large-scale orchestral
music sometimes lacks expression.

Papworth TVA50
£1425

Papworth Audio Technology

Pioneer A400X

Pioneer Hi-Fi 98 Ltd

£300

Bright, sharp and transparent upper midrange. Open and wide stereo
soundstage that exceeds speaker boundaries. Lack of bass warmth. Restricted
musical dynamics.

7
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01480 8303 45

A descendant of the original TVA valve design (via Mentmore). this stereo
power amp provides 'vintage' tube sound. The midband is sublime and the
Papworth is warm, lush and big-sounding.

FEBRUARY 1998

**

0181 343 3240

Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical and
adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not as precise
in imagery as some rivals.

Onix Electronics

**

0181 343 3240

01722 332 266
The combination performed very well. The NAC 82 offers the luxun.
well-thought-out remote control plus a good slice of the Myth ,'
performance of Naim's flagship amplifiers.

Onix 0A24/0A401
£400/£400

•

1

The 304's sound has adelicate, light touch that brings out the intensity of
musical performance. Neutral midrange clarity, finely structured bass and
smooth yet sparkling treble. Coherent, dynamic presentation.

Onix Electronics

•

01705 265 508

NAD 310

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

•

100

If care is taken with choice of system components the Myryad is athoroughly
rewarding amplifier. with adynamic range that seems to exceed its rated
power thanks to aclean and controlled performance right up to its limits

NAD Marketing Ltd

Orelle SC2000/SP150
£998

2

6

0181 900 2866

The F22 all-tube remote control pre-amp for line level sources with warm
characterful sound The F15. 100W stereo hybrid, has fine detail recovery
Both are stylish and competent.

NAD 304
£260

Onix 0A21S & SOAP2
£400 & £300

•

50

Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 Musical Fidelity Ltd

£600

set

0181 953 0771

Aesthetically stunning pre-/power featuring non-metal casework. upgradeable
pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its valve-like.
transparent mrdrange and treble blends with asolid powerful bass

Musical Fidelity Ltd

6
95
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zeC,)

01753 680 868

Has the characteristic Marantz sound: slightly bright and forward but with
no edginess. No great depth to the sound but good height. Can be exciting
and invigorating but lacks coherence.

Musical Fidelity A1000
£1400
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Amplifiers

qt

Pro-ject Model 7

Orlen, UK Lid

£260

An amp which pasito music in broad strokes. Adept at reproducing dynainics
and the richer tonal colours. it has astrong, vibrant lively sound. Features
both m-m and m-cphono stages which makes it something of abargain.

OED Audio Lid

£300

Remote controlled active/passive line level pre-amp Impressive performance
beses unprepossessing. plastic case. In passive mode it maintained asharp
stereo focus and clean bass. Active mode added bass punch.

Quad Electroacoustics

£690

From the most famous name in British electronics comes aMk11 version.
providing a genuine improvement in sound quality over the original.
Supremely competent. if not ahigh-end audiophile unit.

Quad Electroacoustics

£595

Conveys music well with expressive dynamics and accurate stereo, though
on critical listening it seemed that some very low-level detail was lost. Not
intended for big/loud systems. Best used with Quad remote control.

01480 52561

Hotel RC980/RB980BX

Gamepath Lid

£375/£475

An endearingly clear midrange, with every detail standing out from a 'black
background. However, vocals could seem alittle muddled due to alowe ,
midrange coloration.

Sheame Audio

£590

Sanie marble front, redesigned inside with better power supply: retains its
original rich sonic flavour. more musically satisfying and detailed than before.
Bass warmth is adeparture from neutrality. but alikeable one.
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Sony UK Ltd

Possesses
m-m and m-cdisc inputs. unusual at any
price 816
level these
but
fails to both
excite.
01932
000
days. This amp is nice to listen to and provides alag degree of enjoyment

JE Sugden & Co Ltd

£500

Not upset by difficult loudspeaker loads provided it was not pushed too
near to its limits, this solid-state amplifier was reminiscent of the best
features of valve sound'. friendly and forgiving.

Panasonic UK

£400

With thunderous bass and beautifully smooth treble, the warm 'easy listening*
sound did tend to ved the finest detail rather than sounding transparent.
But its lush sound makes it asafe bet

Tube Technology Unisis

Tube Technology

This two-box tube pre-amp gave prefije convincing results. A good, deep.
clear bottom end and sweet midrange were combined with aslightly bright
treble.

Trilogy 900

Trilogy Audio Systems

Affordable all tube pre-amp from this quality British manufacturer Silky but
not son and dynamic without any hint of aggression. it sounds as if it should
cost more. Its high gain m-m phono stage will handle some m-ccartridges.

Trilogy Audio Systems

£750

When used wah the partnering power amps the Trilogy tube pre-amp has
aglorious, tactile three-dimensional midband and treble. The bass is lust
dry enough lo sound well-balanced on most modern recordings.

Trilogy Audio Systems

£1595

Well stocked with quality components. In combination with Trilogy's 958
monoblocks it was beyond reproach in its delivery of clear-cut sounds.
Offers great detail. Optional m-cphono stage is £400 extra.
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0181 856 2499

Trilogy 902
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0181 856 2499

Trilogy 901
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01932 873 444

£500
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01494 890 277

£1610
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This is the one with the key operated mains power Essentially uncoloured.
lucid and transparent: offers plenty of resolving power on all kinds of music.
even if it lacks the vivid being there' quality of valve amps.
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01924 404 088

Technics SU A900 MkIl
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01438 740 953

Sugden A21aP
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Loudspeakers
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Acoustic Energy AE- 1

Acoustic Energy

S'764

Difficult-to-credit levels of detail, and freedom from dynamic compression.
characterise these state of the art metal dome/cone miniatures. Require
expensive dedicated stands and lots of power.

ATC SCM10

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Lid

£995

Small but heavy true 'mini-monitor' that offers natural balance. good
‘inegration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty amplification
but responds with awide dynamic range.

* *
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0181 840 6305

130

8

Free

296x180x225
89

k

01285 760 561

ATC SCM2OT

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

£1999

Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied to stunning
dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass. Needs medium to large room
for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.

100

e

01908 317 707

Shearne Phase II

£500/£550

ft.

01908 317 707

Lively and invigorating amp which works equally 'ven with all types of music.
Controlled and analytical but not as accurate as it might be. Benefits from
long warm-up. Optional phono stage available for f130.

Thorens TTP2000/TTA2000 Portfolio Marketing

ge

01480 52561

Quad 77

Sony TA -F446E
£250

o e

t

01276 451 1666

Quad 606 ( II)

Gamepath Lid

te

ee
e

01753 889 949

QED Vector

Rotel RA970BX
£300

e e

t

e

125

8

Both

380x180x255

**

92

01285 760 561

165

8

Free

1023x239x333

8

**

93
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Loudspeakers
Audio Physic Step
£1300

ine
LS5

sqin and rigid stands help give asurprising bass attack for
Convincing stereo image (if less crisp and airy than the BBC
, ind music flows in an unstressed way.

Portfolio Marketing

0200

Outstandingly well voiced, particularly in the bass and midband. the Boston
has unusually fine resolution of tonal colours focused on the lowest octaves.
Also offers extraordinary vivid imagery and notable depth.

88W Loudspeakers Ltd

Compact studio monitor suitable for medium or medium/high volume
monitoring. Refined, excellent imagery and lack of compression are key
characteristics. Ultra-heavy, non-resonant enclosures.

8.5W Loudspeakers Ltd

£600

Impressively neutral, detailed and transparent, with good stereo image laid
out behind the plane of the speakers. Midrange is dry and rather recessed
for rock: bass lacks ultimate precision but is forceful and extended.

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Celestion International Ltd

Needs close wall mounting to augment bass output. Natural and unassuming
midrange blends well with smooth treble from titanium metal dome tweeter.
Lush bass warmth countered by upper mid emphasis.

Celestion Impact 10
£130

Celestion International Ltd

Celestion International Ltd

Celestion International Ltd
01473 322 222
Polyeliiii hiss performance and strong midrange presence gives impressive
results. Efficiency is good for size and flatters budget amplifiers. Bass is
lumpy and poorly defined below 150Hz.

Celestion 5II

Celestion International Ltd

Warm and coloured lower midrange and blowsy. ill-defined bass is
disappointing. Treble smoothness and clarity are to a high standard
Coloration adds 'honk to male vocals.

Celestion 7II

Celestion
- International
— — — —
Ltd —

- - - -

100 Wall

311x191x232

10

120 Both

333x334x210

3

**

90
.2

6

160

120 Free

810x200x240

3

**

95
89

4

150 Free

1000x165x300

165 90

8

100 Free

915x230x250

165

8
95
7
92

2 300 90

8

100 Free

1045x260x410

4

**

**

94
130 87

8

70

Free

770x200x200

105 86

8

50 Wall

274x160x215

110

6

75 Wall

310x190x205

9

**

12

**

**

95
8

180

120 NW

470x272x290

12

**

95
165 84

8

120 Free

970x210x326

10
92

2 130 88

8

75

310x185x215

Free

10

**

**

93
2 150 88

GIL Imagio IC100

Designed by Pink Triangle and built by JPW this is athoroughly enjoyable
nttrp fnurfsnuk,,, , m'ir .1surprisingly generous sound. Bass and midband
• • •-• ,• ,nthe treble, it needs careful positioning.
— — — — - - GoodnianS Loudspeakers
01705 492 777

Free

V

350x206x250

453x245x311

165

8

75

375x200x250

200

150

10
93

1
1
120 Both

t
87

Free

10
93

**

***

5

**

**

**

**

**

**

91

8

100 Free

488x226x290

6

NW

873x202x250

12

95

0171 407 5525

,
okshelt speaker using the ICT (Inductive Coupling
„.
,-way coincident-source system. It is capable well beyond
its price and should be included in any shortfist of speakers under £200.

90

8

01705 407 722

Showing none ot the problems common among speakers with low crossover
rates. the 22 has some of the coherence of apanel design. Works well with
all types of music. Admirably transparent.

8

180 89

01705 407 722

The original Epos model. which (perhaps deservedly) has become almost
acult product, produces natural sound through simple thoughtful design.

FEBRUARY 199B

8

165

01705 407 722

Very low coloration and top-rate clarity and dynamics from aclass- beating
midrange. joined seamlessly to asmooth. sweet treble. Bass can be alittle
soft and slow but has sufficient power.

Richer Sounds

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

8

95

01473 322 222

Gale Reference Monitors

£170

165

01473 322 222

Refined and capable performer with tight and controlled bass power Clear.
detailed and spacious mid with delightfully natural vocal qualities. Some
wiriness to string sound and mild treble hardening.
- -

Epos Acoustics

**

95

01473 322 222

Remarkably extended LF extension from transmission line loading. Clean
and well-balanced but not rhthmically fast best suited to classical material.
Mid Can appear 'cloudy' and mid-treble 'hard'

Epos ES22
y113'.)

**

1100x220x465 10

01473 322 222

Succeeds over a wider range of music than the Impact 10. being refined
enough for classical music yet lively and dynamic on rock and jazz. Gives
awide, high soundstage.
—
-

Epos Acoustics

150 Free

01473 322 222

Celestion International Ltd

Epos ES14
1670

8

01473 322 222

Unbelievably good sound from atiny speaker with plausible bass extension
and alarge sounds/age. Less impresive on jazz and rock. the Celestion lOs
produced good results on classical music.

Epos Acoustics

170

01756 795 333

Beautifully finished, this speaker has agood midrange and aslightly bright
treble Better for classical music than rock its performance is about average
for the price The Castle Howard (see above) is well worth the extra money.

£190

44)

**

01756 795 333

Very natural sound with articulate bass, evenly balanced tonal quality and
well-focused stereo from this unusual three-way quarter- wave loaded.
floorstanding design. Efficient. dynamic and involving.

£120

Epos ES11

**

94

01756 795 333

With quarter-wave bass loading, this large speaker could sound airy, detailed.
dynamic and agile. but if this is to be achieved it needs careful set-up and
choice of ancillaries.

Celestion 1

£240

330x140x230 11

Free

01903 750 750

Fine transparency and stereo depth from this slim floorstander A generally
clear, clean and uncomplicated sound is marred by response deviations in
the midrange. Well made but lacking in excitement.

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Celestion 3II
,14u

60

01903 750 750

Castle Severn
£500

Celestion 300

e

<
ee

01903 750 750

B&W P4

Castle Acoustics Ltd

<
zs

t
e

•

01494 890 277

B&W Matrix 805

Castle Chester
£700

O.. •

01359 240 687

£995

MW Loudspeakers Ltd

4

170

Designed to wort( with adigital equaliser: even without it the Tempo sounded
very smooth and well integrated with aseamless blend from mid to treble.
The sound was spacious and detailed: more suited to classical than rock.

B&W P6
£1000

e

,e•

01359 240 687

Aanvil Audio

Boston Acoutics CR7

£1100

.
4
e

e qe- cer e

Aanvil Audio

Celestion Impact 20
£280

e

*Se '
,

Audio Physic Tempo
£2000

Castle Howard
£1100

<
r"
e çt, ,ee 4t et
e

.4

•-• •e-

130

160

8

8

Wall

275x185x220

342x222x234

8
95

**

**

lot

e
ete.•
li e

Loudspeakers

4..
e
e ee

e

„
ee
<‘•

Goodmans Mezzo
£170

Goodmans Loudspeakers
01705 492 777
Good value for money speaker. if lacking overall quality. Finesse is not a
strong point here, with colorations and distortion evident. Poor soundstaging.
Punch and loudness may suit the rock listemer.

160

8

Free

Harbeth BBC LS3/5A

Hubei!, Acoustics
01444 440955
Classic mini-monitor design functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amnfilinition to said treble 'sizzle'.

130

8

Free

£700
Heybrook HB1 Series 3

Heybrook Solo
02f

0

Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd
01752 731 313
flaidlleStl bass and midband which offers space, depth and
excellent resolution. Pitch and timing are of high order treble can be slightly
brittle. Needs dedicated stands.
—
—
—
Heybrook HiFi Ltd
01752 731 313
High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually sisal insights into
dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth or sweet
and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

..e

.

e•
t.''
q,
.
e
çee„,,,,, „,,,,
e, e,
e
•
e
e
Re\Y

'

275x170x120

300x190x170

12
93
12
92

260

8

Wall

470x290x230

150

6

Wall

360x230x230

UI

990x245x360

10
95

1050x460x350

8
93

Impulse Lali
'ir)0()

Impulse Loudspeakers
0181 766 0474
A successor to Impulse's H6, this is ahorn hybrid but by horn standards
sounds remarkably uncoloured. The midrange is seamless with aparticular
strength in reproducing vocals. Need alarge room.

160 91

8

Free

JBL Ti2000

Harman Audio UK
0181 207 5050
Very clean at high listening levels with alean and dry bass that has excellent
tunefulness and tuning. Open and vital midrange with exquisite detail
partnered by transparent and sweet treble.

230

6

Free

Jordan Watts Acoustics Ltd
0181 985 1646
A single aluminium-coned lull-range' driver gives apeaky midrange. the
upper mid papery and forced. Treble is dulled by limited dispersion, also
causing uneven imagery. Bass needs all the boost the rear wall can give.

110

6

Wall

JPW Loudspeakers
01752 607 000
The free-flowing midrange is afeature of a 'soft' but natural presentation.
Stereo image is airy and open, portraying good depth and height. Classical
music flows well

140

8

Wall

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Neither coloured nor resonant, this speaker can rock with almost any halfdecent amplifier, no matter how low in power. Trades some loss of finer
ambient and harmonic detail for transparency and afuller bass. Great value.

130

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
One of the best speakers in its price range. Not quite as clean as the Coda
7s when pushed but their overall balance is more suitable to budget
electronics as well as being easier on the ear. Thoroughly recommended.

140

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Floorstander whose top section is effectively aCoda 8. Speed is the essence
of the 9s. providing afast and detailed presentation. These speakers were
at their best with jazz and rock.

140

KEF 050
1500

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
This two-way co-axial model sounded positive and outgoing. with astrong.
well-defined bass and smooth clear treble. Stereo image explicit and stable.
but the sound needed more solidity to give the real presence.

160

4

Free

Kilpsch Heresy

Midland Radio Supplies
0121 430 7817
A 'hooligan' of aspeaker - loud, solid and palpable. High listening levels
yield avast acoustic presence with abright sheen. Unrefined, vulgar and
coarse but great fun at 116dB max!

30

8

Wall

543x394x337

8
93

Midland Radio Supplies
0121 430 7817
Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
-booting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and clear
' • •..
Ming. powerful, dynamic on rock.

310

8

Free

900x420x310

2
94

Absolute Sounds Ltd
0181 947 5047
Big soundstage and magical coherence throughout mid and treble belie the
tiny size. Bass is restricted and needs apowerful amp; treble is incredibly
revealing yet ultra smooth. A classy mini.

5

80

la Both

Audionord UK
01865 883 890
Ouasi-ribbon tweeter gives crisp, articulate upper mid and anatural, full
balance to lively and dynamic midrange. Bass is compromised by panel
size and lacks extension. Big stereo spread and depth.

470

£1999
Jordan Watts JH100

JPW Sonata

KEF Coda 7

KEF Coda 8
u»)
KEF Coda 9

92(,)
Klipsch Forte

Linaeum LFX
£50
Magnepan SMGb

Magneplanar MG -0.6 SE
£1370

Audionord UK

)— — -

12

6

0th

300x180x245

11

**

95
6

Free

325x200x280

11

**

95
6

Free

835x200x295

11

**

95
832x190x301 P11
94

10
250x162x175 '

**

92
4

Free

1200x460x48

4

Free

1270x482x52

6
93

**

7

**

01865 883 890

Unlike many panel speakers. capable of operating successfully with everyday
power amplifiers. Reasonably sensitive with limited output at both frequency
extremes. Bold and outgoing quality with neutrality throughout the midband.

95

Meridian Audio Ltd
01480 434 334
Asymmetric shape and rounded edges reduce resonances and diffraction.
More admirable than likeable. Lucid and transparent, with abalance that
favours the treble.

170

Mission 7311E
£150

Mission Group
01480 451 777
'Limited Edition' variation on the 731 which features better components and
build (including arevised crossover and bi-wiring facilities) for £20 more.
Gives a 'heightened' presentation but is sensitive to room placement.

130

Mission 731
£130

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Replacing the successful 760i, with better mid/treble integration, helped by
braced front-to-back construction. Convincing (if not deep) bass for size,
good sense of ambience and scale.

135

102

320x230x215

93

Meridian Argent 1
(c)95

Mission 751
£300

300x190x180 2
95

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Small speaker with big speaker sound. Upper bass has fullness in balance
which has tilt through the midband. Also. reticence and nasality in very top
end. Midband is pushy and deep bass missing.

8

8

Free

325x275x275

Wall

315x175x200

75 Wall

315x180x200

2

**

95
6

Wall

320x185x268
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Mission 752

Mission 753
£700
Monitor Audio MA201
£300
Monitor Audio
£600

Studio 2SE

Monitor Audio 202
£500
Monitor Audio R700 PMC
£500
Monitor Audio Studio 6
£900
Mordaunt Short 860
£1450
Nain SBL
£1692

Philips DSS 930
£1300
Polk RT8
£380
Rega Ela
£500
Rega Kyle
£230

e

e
e e

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Stunning mid presence, plus bright treble and warm bass (best 30cm from
wall) works very well on rock and vocal music generally, if less good on
classical piano, for example. Will go very loud.

840x200x255

Mission Group
01480 451 777
Neutral and well balanced with clean, sharply defined transients and striking
dynamic presentation. Good bass extension and 'wallop'. Crisp, lightweight
mid and treble with mild hardness.

875x208x315

Monitor Audio Ltd
1)1223 242 898
Designed by Robin Marshall (ex-Epos). this vinyl-wrapped speaker utilises
new driver technology to deliver detailed treble and taut. strong and lively
bass. See-through clarity, albeit some nasality in the midband.

402x200x267

**

Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
Superbly finished top class miniature. Not as accurate as an LS3/5A. it
nonetheless has excellent transient response, very good integration and
notable levels of detail, smoothness and transparency.

265x165x200

**

Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
Although this floorstander is not the least coloured speaker in its class, with
some 'boxiness'. it has alively, engaging sound. fine dynamics and an open.
uncompressed character, if not quite so fast and clean as the MA 201.

350x215x260

**

Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
Given quality equipment these speakers respond magnificently. making a
wide range of music come alive. Don't even consider other £500 speakers
without including them in your listening tests.

350x215x260

Monitor Audio Ltd
01223 242 898
With the same metal-cone bass unit as the larger Studio 10. the 6has a
drier, more neutral bass. Generally sweet and easy on the ear despite alittle
sibilance. Other finishes include rosewood (21000) and piano lacquer (21200).

895x220x274

Monina, Short Ltd
01705 492 777
Built using aspecial cast-resin polymer. this is asurprising find at the price.
Bass. mid and treble were in good proportion with no undue emphasis or
exaggeration. Fine dynamics, excellent focus and deep stereo image.

860x260x350

Nairn Audio
01722 332 266
Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone-type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.

Orelle Orator
£700

.•
,e

<e% ee
.4. e
e
eof<z••t
40 ce e
•
e .

Loudspeakers
£500

4>.

db

2

210

88

65

75

Wall

885x266x270

Orelle HiFi
0181 810 9388
Orelle 'sfirst speaker is an honest-sounding design. capable of atuneful
bass: the midband is anatural extension of this, while the treble has fine
qualities. Active crossover and pedestal will follow.

170

Philips Consumar Electronics
0181 689 4444
'Digital' active loudspeaker displaying fine tonal balance and low coloration.
but with arelatively weak, dynamically false bass and alack of musical drive
and rhythm. The overall effect is bland and mildly compressed.

132

575x220x325

Polk Audio
(01727) 827 311
This floorstander has adeep and full sound but is also crisp and finely
detailed. Consistently appeared more sensitive than the quoted numbers
suggest.

135

794x191x254

Rega Research
01702 333071
Light and airy, but the Spotlit' bright and forward treble needs careful
matching (suits vinyl better than CO): some paper-cone colorations, but
good dynamics. Floorstanding, place close to wall for good bass

13

800x200x300

Rega Research
01702 333071
Large sound is achieved by an open and spacious midband. Bright, analytical
performance with just-adequate bass, at least for small rooms. Low coloration
allows transients to 'cut loose.

10

295x180x200

HORN

8

400x230x290

10
94

**

,
e

**

7 ***
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93
11
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11
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3
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12
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LOUDSPEAKERS

13SCli

IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 S95194.
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London ( W1) 0171 486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. INW6) 0171 794 7848. Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
364500/01745 343060. W. Mids 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817
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THEATER
0171 486 8262
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NEW FROM NAIM. The front loading CD2 is the long
awaited replacement for the CDI. We can demonstrate this
superb new CD player through any of Naim's latest amps
and speakers. Be sure to listen to the new updated SBL
speakers ( if you own SBLs we can update them for around
£300.) Check out the all new SNAXO electronic crossover;
this is aserious performance upgrade for anyone with a
top-flight active system. For even better results, add the
SUPERCAP to power the SNAXO. Power supplies can
make adramatic difference and users of the NAC52 can
also make avery worthwhile improvement to this already
superb pre-amp, by replacing their power supply with the

iiirriage,
SAD.:
il N1)1.5 21. Integrated ed pla .
5er. 12 months
£ 3900 inc. full naTalln
IR \ I . S.121)ti ..!11 Integrated cd plaser 12 months
1:7(0
11 \ Is IRI \ \ ( 111 ..\ inusersar). ord.. 12 months
1900
5/ii sl 1:11 sI/ Ses. unused
£ 790 ins, full marrants
il/Ill rSi PI k NIKE()£ 190
\11( R0111 I, \ DUO (' D2. Transport
£ 1375 inc. full uarraim
Sill RI ) \ II I, 1DUO PRO. 1)AC.
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SUPERCAP. At slightly more modest levels the successful
NAIT3 integrated amplifier (£599) and the NAC92 (£725)
pre- amp are now available with remote control.

The

Sound
Organisation
London

ITS50

Lownwit ¡ IRIS I. I \ us 1) tutiwr DR. wim;s ‘ 5511.5111 I. FROST sTock
PHONE OR FAX DIRECT ++44 101115 9813562

0171 403 2255

oLE ic *c7gaclio
WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE YOU TO
ELECTROCOMPANIET

AUDIO PRODUCTS

We invite you to audition the superb range of audio equipment on offer from this world
renowned manufacturer. They are.
Both Stereo & Mono Power Amplifiers, Preamplifiers and Loudspeakers.
New Products for 1995/96 - ECI-2 Integrated amplifier & the Qube and Ellipse loudspeakers.
The current range, including the new models may be auditioned at any of the retail stockists listed below.Greater & Inner London.Mid Southern Counties.Irish Republic.-

Audiocraft ( Uxbridge)
Chichester Hi- Fidelity
Cloney Audio

Kent, & South East.Midlands & North Wales Northern Counties & Scotland.South West & South Wales.Northern Ireland.-

J. Marley Hi Fi Centres
Lynden Audio
The Hi Fi Studios
V'Audio Hi Fi,
Zeus Audio

Tel.- ( 01895) Tel.- ( 01243) -

253340.
776402

Tel.- ( 00 - 3531) - 2889449.
Tel.- ( 01227) 769329.& ( 01304) - 207562.
Tel.- ( 01527) Tel.- ( 01302) -

873766. or 0121-445-5057.
781387.

Tel.- ( 0117) Tel.- ( 01232) -

9686005.
332522

Electrocompaniet cables only
Connections Ltd.
Tel.- ( 0181) - 348 - 5676. ( 2 - 7 p.m. only)
(Nation-wide) ( Interconnect cable & Speaker wire specialist )
Or.Esoteric Audio Imports

(
Tel/Fax) - ( 01243) 53 30 30. ( Auto switching)
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Loudspeakers

-e

Revolver Purdey

RAM UK Ltd

£250

Immediately likeable budget floorstander. with alively and warm rather than
neutral personality Bass is limited in extension. but full enough to shake
the floor and tight enough to play along with the mid.

Swisstone

£250

Refined and capable transducer with aseamless mid/treble transition. Bass
lacks power and extension but is highly tuneful. Very involving musically.
Lively and rhythmically dynamic.

Rogers LS4A/I1

Swisstone

£330

Clean and clear with excellent upper midrange detail resolution. Tonal
colours are naturally and vividly presented. Fine stereo focus and imaging.
Bass breathes naturally nearer to rear wall.

Rogers Studio 5

Swisslone

£700

Relined and smooth. the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While bass
was well extended, it was less forceful than others. Unobtrusive in size.
build and character. should suit many systems.

Delightfully smooth mid and treble, with free and spacious stereo image.
Very transparent and open with low coloration throughout mid and treble.
Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

£1850

First in anew range of stylish speakers. Fell into set-and-forget category.
Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds warm.
cuddly. natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet.

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

£500

This floorstander sounded superbly open, natural sound and (unlike some
competitors) sounding right at both normal and high volume levels. String
and woodwind tones had anear-electrostatic purity.

SO Acoustics

s

Ribbon tweeter and rigid PBM resin cabinet help give stunning mid clarity
and clean if bright treble, but needs careful placement Rather weak bass.
not so 'free' as mid, was improved when placed nearer to back wall.

May Audio Marketing

£330

Designed to hang on the wall or sit on aspecial tripod floor stand. Elegant
looks and asmooth. open, natural sound. A tendency towards bass and
upper mid excess requires care with amplifier matching.

Shahinian Arc

Pear Audio

£1675

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area.
Seductive sound comes from asolid, architectural bass which is matched
to an open. dynamic mid/top.

Silverado 1

Silverado

£1995

Further up the frequency range the transparency of this speaker is stunning.
and combined with such an accurate and open soundstage there is much
to recommend here. Finish is lacquered MOE
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Tannoy Ltd

01236 420199
Small speaker with agreat singing voice. The sound has ashgh(ly cupped .
quality and they need to be listened to on-axis and at fairly close quarters
listening distance) for best results.

TDL Electronics Ltd

TOL Electronics Ltd

125
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120 Free

V
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6
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100 Free

V

200x304x655

01494 441191

4
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100 Free
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•

88

6

80

Wall

750x200x220

2
94

01494 441191

Largest of the RTL models, this is well balanced with smoothly integrated
upper midrange and treble matched by adeeply extended, if not ideally
controlled bass. But 'hollow' character predominates, obscuring detail.

Thiel CS1.2

MPI Electronic UK Ltd

£1219

Ultra-smooth, un fussy and musical with arich bass that is solid and taut.
There are no rough edges to the sound and the speaker is highly transparent
to musical detail. Expansive stereo image. but can lack incisiveness.
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93

01494 441191

Floor-standing member of the RTL range Against the wall the lower octaves
warmed. But the bass was not the typically exaggerated transmission line
lumpiness. Accommodates wide range of music.

— —
TOL Electronics Ltd

1

91

is £700.

TOL Electronics Ltd

9
95

01494 441191

Power-hungry transmission fine offering transparency and air with bass
performance exceptional for the price. Higher-efficiency polyprop version
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94

01323 843474

Evolved from the SP2. and thereby from the famed BCI. SpendorS new
version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the
SP2. with excellently integrated treble. A big-sounding monitor.

Tiansmission line bass has very good weight, power and slam. Tonal
balance teeters on the edge of brightness. Careful matching and positioning
allows good bass to treble transition and avoids fizz.

.0400

6
93

01323 843474

Coherent both in terms of imagery and across the frequency, this dual
concentric design (with an extra bass unit) is well balanced for all types of
music. though bass can be heavy and ponderous

TDL RTL3

5
94

01932 816000

Screened for AV use, this has a heavy if not well-defined bass and
emphasised treble. But midrange clarity was good. and the speaker could
sound invigorating: agood match for many budget systems.

Tannoy Ltd

TDL RTL2

Vr-or

3

0181 567 0260

Ç-120

TDL Studio 1M

V

95

01665 830862

Tannoy 636

TDL 0.5

Wall

(01535) 632 700

Classic mini-monitor design functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble sizzle'.

'5()

75

0181 399 6308

Sequence 400

Tannoy 631

6

01702 601410

SD Acoustics SD3R

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

110

e

01702 601410

Ruark Templar

()3ü

e

0181 640 2172

Ruark Equinox

Spendor SP2/3

e

t,

0181 640 2172

Swisstone

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

e

I'

0181 640 2172

£900

Spendor BBC LS3/5A
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Rogers Studio 7

Sony UK Ltd
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Rogers LS24/11

Sony SS86E
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views too

'Since my
main source
would be
FM radio,
Istandanksed
on the
long- play
mode of
operation,
largely on
the grounds
of economy'

DAT COMES OUT OF THE CLOSET
Dear Sir, It must have been galling
for your readers — and contributors
— to read John Nelson's ultimate
heresy; that it's the music that
matters, not the equipment used for
its reproduction, nor the location in
which it is heard. It was this, plus
the recent correspondence about the
mini-disc system that has prompted
me to, as it were, 'come out'.
About five years ago, just before I
decided to seek early retirement,
Sony at last got around to releasing a
DAT machine for the domestic
market — the DTC 55ES. Many
misgivings had been expressed in
your publication, and others, about
DAT as aviable system.
Nevertheless, Iauditioned one at a
local retailer, and bought it on the
spot. If it was going to be good
enough for the BBC, and some of the
independent recording houses, it was
certainly going to suit my domestic
requirements, and add alittle colour
to my newly-founded leisure. The
relatively high price, and the doubtful
availability of blank tapes at that time,
looked like apossible drawback, but
as the system had adegree of
professional backing, it seemed
unlikely to become completely
obsolete for avery long time; and I
have since found areliable mail-order
source for blank tapes.
Since my main source would be
FM radio, Istandardised on the
long-play mode of operation,
largely on the grounds of economy
— why should Idouble my
expenditure on blanks if Iwas
going to distinguish little or no
audible difference? And this
approach also gives ahealthy

margin of time for the recording of
amajor work.
I've now accumulated a
substantial archive of broadcast
performances, which Ican enjoy
during my daily walks along the
river, thanks to my DAT Walkman.
You can't do that with reel-to-reel
tapes made on aRevox!
So Isuggest to Mr Oliver [' Views',
Sept ' 95], that he does, at least, look
at and audition aDAT machine.
Even at the price of blank DAT
cassettes its running costs will be
about aquarter of that of mini-disc:
£7 for atape capable of recording for
four hours, against £ 10 for a74
minute mini-disc. He will lose the
rapid, random access of the disc
system, but cueing points are easily
inserted on DAT cassettes, and the
searching facility is speedy and
accurate, not afunction associated
with reel-to-reel machinery.
Dennis Chapman, Wiltshire
REPLY BY CABLE
Dear Sir, Weewelcome Peter J
Comeau's review of speaker cables
[HFNIRR, Nov ' 95] , particularly
his desire to ' provoke more serious
consideration of speaker cables as a
system component'.
We are however concerned about
two aspects of the article. Firstly,
the misunderstanding of the
importance of low capacitance in
the design of agood speaker cable
and secondly the implication that
technical specifications are of
questionable use in selecting the
tight speaker cable.
Regarding the issue of
capacitance, Peter tends to dismiss
it as ' not an issue with real life
speaker loads'. He later refers to
one of the consequences of high
capacitance, namely, the ' energy
storage problems which blur
transient information'. But this is
only part of the story, the problem
with high capacitance cable designs
is that they have an inherently poor
dissipation factor (which is readily
measurable). This we have found to
be to be avery good indicator of
how acable is likely to perform
subjectively — generally speaking,
the poorer the dissipation factor,
the poorer the sound quality.
This brings us to the second
point, which is the old chestnut of

next month...
Cover story for February is an exclusive review on the exciting Rogers valve amplifiers,
both the affordable 20W and the flagship 40W versions, while MC reviews what promises
to be Audio Research's best-ever pre- amp. Solid-state amps tested range from
Technics to Chameleon, and source components from TEAC's VRDS-10SE player to
the Reference Stratosphere turntable, while speakers include the unusual all- metal
RAIS Revelation. There'll be a packed music section plus asuperb free-entry prize
competition. Don't miss the March issue, on sale Friday 9 February.

objective verses subjective. To take
the view that technical
specifications should to all intents
and purposes be ignored, is to
move the debate back into the
realms of ' black magic'. There is a
correlation between measured
performance and the real thing,
providing one views the
measurements as awhole and does
not just focus on one aspect. Like
most things in life, the right
compromise or balance is the
important things.
Any cable design which does not
balance the key parameters properly
will not be neutral, in other words it
will be inaccurate. It is just possible
that acable inaccuracy will mask a
problem elsewhere in the system
that aneutral cable would reveal.
However, we do not feel that the
two 'wrongs' to make a ' right' is a
valid approach to improved sound
quality.
Those of you readers who would
like to know more about
loudspeaker cable technology,
including subjects such as cable
induced crosstalk and cable
induced distortion etc, can obtain a
copy of our technical paper called
the Genesis Report, by sending a
large (A4) SAE to QED Audio
Products Ltd, Ridgeway House,
Ridgeway Close, Lightwater,
Surrey, GUIS 5XU.
Bob Abraham, QED
Peter Comeau replies:
QED 'sGcliesis report was,
unfortunot civ, not available in time for
the review. It does make interesting
reading, and adds more informed opinion
to the cable debate. To some extent my
article did try to defuse some of the
outlandish notions regarding cable
specifications, and here one of the
contenders in capacitance. The
capacitance of the cable in terms of its
transmission line qualities is not an issue
with real life speaker loads; in other
words, stick afew nanoFarards of
capacitance on the end of the speaker
cable connected to areal speaker load
and it W011 '
tmake any difference. But I
agree that high capacitance may indicate
other characteristics of the cable
construction, such as undesirable energy
storage or, as QED points out, reduced
dissipation factor (two sides of the saine
coin). Idid not say that technical specs
should be ignored, but they are of
doubtful benefit when you are choosing a
speaker cable. For what it is worth, I
included the specification in the review
just so that readers could see that there is
little correlation between these and the
subjective result.
As always the proof of the pudding is in
the eating, and we look forward to
hearing QED 'sbalanced design speaker
cable before too long.
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pring is almost here, so naturally our thoughts turn to...
cleaning. While there's never been any shortage of cleaning
and treatment fluids to tempt the hands-on enthusiast, we've been
abit leery of going ga-ga over any of them. True, we have asoft
spot for Kontak, but we wouldn't mind acomprehensive, singlebrand range of fluids for readers who are less than happy with
the idea of mixing it up. Admittedly, the treatments have little to
do with each other — aCD conditioner never gets near an LP,
for example — but consistency is avirtue.
Torumat, which Iseem to recall once produced acool turntable
mat (hence the name), has arange to suit all needs. Best of all, the
stuff doesn't require amortgage. In the smallest ( 1/
3 fl oz) bottle is
TC-2 Electronic Connection Conditioner. This promises improved
signal conductivity in metal-to-metal situations, and is said to work
on amolecular level. While we're still keen on Kontak, which is
currently unavailable as it's ' between generations', this is just the
item for the job. Use it on all connections, from cartridge pins to
VCR socketry. Next up is CDX-15 Conditioner for CDs. OK, so

they're all different and wholly
subjective, but here's one to
try if you want acombination
cleaner and surface treatment.
Ohm
It comes in a ( 1fl oz) spray
bottle and it's easy to use. And it did reduce skipping on my
(deliberately knackered) test CD.
Lastly, there's TM-7XH Superfluid, the one we're most excited
about as it works with the Moth Record Cleaning Machine and
just about every other major LP cleaning device ( manual use is
OK, too). Sold in 16 fl oz bottles, this is said to clean and lubricate
while suppressing static build-up. As aresult, it should also reduce
record and stylus wear and tear. It's a detergent- based, non alcohol liquid which should prove safe with all your precious vinyl.
Naturally, there's ahook: While all three of these liquids are
available separately, we're offering them as a set, with a special
discount — buy all three for an extra saving. Happy cleaning.
Ken Kessler
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A UDIO GALL ER),
CASTLE - ALCHEMIST - STANDS UNIQUE - AUDIO INNOVATIONS

QUALITY HI-FI
AT ITS VERY BEST
Arcam, AudioLab, Beyer, B&W.
Celcstion, Exposure, Kef,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Quad, Rega, Roksan,
Rote!, Royd, Sennheiser, S. M. E ,
Sony, Stax, Yamaha
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NORTH WEST/SCOTLAND
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SUFFOLK
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INVITES YOU TO

studio

OPEN DAYS
SAT FEB 3 8.

SUN
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signals

The 1,11 range el Ai( monitors •.• :• • :•• • t•orn iIre SDA lOs to the SOA Active 20011111e
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For details ' phone loo Bewley on 017684 86235 or lax 017684 86066

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
BONUS FABER YAMAHA

hi-fi

NORTH

LONDON
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... Grahams is the best place to buy quality
hi-fl equipment in London ( le £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

Analog Anal°
Specialists)
849 High Road, London N 12
Tel: 0181 445 1267
SAl F. NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
SI
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uIer Ir
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Naim Rega
Arcam Kef
Linn Royd
Micromega
Audiolab

0
Finance

REAL

I

16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29F1F
0151 227 5007

COAST

Our aim i., your
!Wu) wnsfaction -

(

boose from
the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

plus many more
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SOUTH

f\fEr
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me Essence on Music

HI Fi

NORFOLK
The Old School.
i
i;41th School Road. Bracon Ash
,acti Near Norwich. Norfolk
le Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam. Audio Innovations, Nakamichi.

efffiés

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431 =riri
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
\ st..o.te night Wednesday

-

8.00 pm

•

Closed Mondays. Free Parici:301

SOUTH WEST & WALES

Naim, Denon. Creek. Epos. AudioLab,
TDL. Heybrook, Rote!. Soundstyle.
Micromega. Royd, Chord Co & others.

Specialud Itt-ti and advice

MICROMEGA

ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS

DPA•AVI•MARANTZ
OHM
72

Newhaven

Road

- ALCHEMIST
Edinburgh

0131 - 555
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THE SOUTH EASTS LEADING HI-FI COMPANY

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 9.00 to 6.00, TUE 9.00 to 8.00

SERVICE DEPT
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7AF
Telephone. 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimde. 0181 655 3922

THE

MUSIC

MATTERS

.Home Cinema on Demonstration
ATACAMA STANDS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
QUAD
AUDIOLA8
M25
YAMAHA
TOE. TANNOY
REF, DENON DOWSING
NAKAMICHI
4111THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPW, CABLE TALK,
SOUNDSTYLE,
VAN DEN HULL. BOSE

BANSTEAD

CATERHAM
J7

J6

BEWAIL

•

REIGATE

M23
i f
riERREYM41
GODSTONF

•

GATWICK

•

A22

EAST
GRINSTEAD

CRAW' FY

GODSTONE 01883 744755
45 High St., Godstone, Surrey RH9

LONDON
r/4.d

h
1

THE INNOVATIVE
AUDIO/VISUAL
111-F1 RETAILER
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
INSTANT 0% FINANCE AVAILABLE
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,

Music Mill
INCLUDING

audio e'ellence
WHERE

SCOTLAND

SPALDINGS

Grahame HIFi Ltd. Canoribuny Yard
190a New North Road London N1 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620
FATAL 100670.1350CormAmerm corn

GRAHAMS HI-Fl

Ileam• phone tor detail.,

BETTER HI-FI

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

Grahams HiFi

1 \\

tel / fax ipswich 0 14 73 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
1 7 6 3 19

SURREY

EXTRACT IT KIND PERMISSION OF

BADA BONDED DEALER

for grown-ups

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BS1 5PB
(01179) 264975

134 ,6Crwys Road
Cardlt CF2 458

Gloucester

Swansea

(012221 228565

EPOS, MISSION, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL,ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
with more to come.

58 Einstol Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD
(014521 301:1046

9High Street
Swansea SA1 1LE
(01792) 474608 '
M

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO! RETAILER

0171-924 2040
61/63

WEBBS

ROAR

SW11

109

SPECIALIST
GREATER LONDON

Front End Problems?
then cynitact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsuand-Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft.
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,

plus cartridge re-tipping service

WEST

f4e ego/et/94e

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

20 ' FE\ IEEE GATE PRECINCT, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BINH ICA
Telephone: ( 0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH

• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• EASY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to
Agencies include: Arcam. Audio Technica. Clear Audio. Creek. Exposure.
Kinshaw Electronics. Murantz. Naim Audio. OreIle. Origin Live. Restek. Ruark.
Sennheiser, Target. TOT. Thoren . Tripod and many more.

MICHELL- AUDIO TECHNICA ORIGIN LIVF:
CONIFORT.ABLE DEMONSTRATION ROOM

firlIffirlESTEL
§
14C-1 1 F LIU ¡
fry
Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1SJ
Telephone 0243 776402

OPEN MON - SAT 10,,m -

7plo

WORCESTERSHIRE

L
yNDEN AUDN

28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX
TEL/FAX: ( 01403) 251587 OR (0831) 418619

WEST

LONDON

4111)-1.0
27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
ar 0181-567 8703
ACOUSTIC ENERGY. AMC. AUDIO LAB, AURA. IMO. B&W. CANON.
CAME, CHORD CO., CYRUS, DENON. DUAL EPOS. EVOLUTION,
JPW. KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO,
MUSICAL FIDELITY. NAD. NAKAMICHI. ONIX, QUAD. REL. REVOLVER,
ROGERS, ROTEL, ROM, SOUNDSTYLE, SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TEAC,
THORENS. VAN DEN HUL & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Fee local delivery &
installation. Repairs & Service.

BARNT GREEN
Exclusive Midlands A11010 Synthesis Consultants
The fabulous, -Electrocompanier Ra ge
Aanvtl Audio - Full range inc. Audio Physic peakers
LED. AmplIfication - DACS - Cables. Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall speakers
Stands Unique & Tripos stands
Specialist Engineering Dept: Upgrades
Consultancy. Custom Design
Teiececna 01527 • 873766 Daytene
Tole., 0121 445. 5057 Eves

YORKSHIRE
).)),

4141
1
.

ASTON

AUDIO

YORKSHIRE

ss.1 • Mi.RIDIAN • NHS's') i\ •
RI 'S • Al ,DIOCAB • B u 1% •
KAMICHI • AURA • DENON •
QUAD • YAMAHA •
LEE • MARANTZ •

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
ROKSAN • NAD • MI- • AIWA •
DUAL • CELESTION • ROGERS •
AUDIOQUEST • TECHNICS •

Closed Wednesday

TIIE

Closed Mondays

HOME TRIAL FACILITY

FREE INSTALLATION - l'ART EXCHANGE - SERVICING ANI) REPAIRS

im coossGoro • DUEY •LS21 IAA
PLIS HOME CINEMA •
St EST YORKSHIRE • TEL: 01943467989E8m 01943.468284
INTEREST FREE CREDIT • DISCOUNT CD Sr TAPE • RADA •
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Doncaster Tel:- 01302 781387
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DP3050 (95:,

etc

SI 5;
Id 55h11. WADIA - VACH. • S.D. ACOUSTICS
Nisc )
5 It 1).SEARCH -OPERA - FANFARE TUNERS - ROSE
ARR • ill 55 IS SLBWOOFERS ALCHENDST - CABLE
TALK

EX-DE MONSTAADON
MUSICAL FIDELITY PROPMA65 RAP
£1200, SALE (999; MUSICAL
FIDELITY THE FILEAPIPMPHOIX
ARP £S69 SALE (499; MUSICAL
FIDELITY 11111(11 ARP £199. SALE
(249; !MIT/ P1170009 RAP
£449, SALE (
369; ROTEL 1009601E
DISOETE RAP (425, SALE (371;
?MCI 011 RIP 12600, SALE
LI ISO,: AURA TUSO CHROME RAP
£349.95 SALE (199: AURA (DSO
RAP £399, SALE £149; ARUM DELTA
70.3 RIP 099, SALE Mt KM
EVOLUTION SYSTEM RIP £2100,
SALE 11600; KENWOOD ILA97700
RIP L199, SALE (499; KE1(WOOD
HDI000 RIP (999. SALE 11169.:
KEVINCOD 0010601 RIP (249, SALE
(194 SD ACOUSTICS SDI WALNUT
RAP 11100, SALE 099; ADAIR
TALISMAN II 1699. SALE ( 510;
TECHNICS RSTR717 RAP 1199. SALE
(249; MISSION 7641 AAP $4119,
SALE £250.
etc...etc_

9111WOOD

SUSSEXI

!:,
JUPPLIEFr.; OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

SECONDHAND
MERIDIAN 108 ( 610: MERIDIAN 207
1410; MUM DELTA 70.3 CO
1.39S:AA(AM DELTA
170.3
LISP,DENON
0001160 (250;
MOSUL FIDELITY B200 ( 140;
liKWOOD DP3OSO 190; stir
104461 ( 160; MONITOR AUDIO
9302 1200; ROGERS 151 (100:
MONT/ Pf141 ( 100. AA 006
RECEIVER ( III; MATOIING AR CO.
04 ( Ill; ROTEL 11190060 1120;
MUSICAL FIDELITY MIMI( £310
PATEL ATC950AX TUNER•PRE 1100;
ROTEL 98960111 LISO; ARUM
ALPHA PLUS CD (250; HUSICI1
FICIELITT PRE3M/P140X PRE.
POWER (400; YAMAHA AX440 199;
CE TESTION
0161 £ 110:
WHARF 0061E IS £ 140: SSW D194
(10; CASTLE PEMBROKE dw STANDS
1300; QUAD 33/401 ( 131; QUAD 33
/303 1131; SONT 14446E L160;

6pm

• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm

C:1-1).11i1 Al-F•11

MUSIC
MATTERS

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

WORTHING AUDIO

PI

MIDLANDS

Cyrus. Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Reg&
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

0181-688 6565

WEST

GUIDE

etc,

OPENING TIMES
TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10.30 TO 6PM, LATE NIGHT
FRIDAYS TILL 8PAI. CLOSED MONDAY.

Branches at:
@Birmingham : 363 Hagley Road,
Edgbaston, Tel: 0121 429 2811
@Solihull : 93-95 Hobs Moat Road,
Tel: 0121 742 0254
miStourbridge :156/157 Lower
High Street, Tel 01384 444184
-Demonstrations By Appointment-

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARUM, ATC, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO TECHNICA, 691, BEYER, (ABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, COD (VALVE), DEMON, DUAL, KLIPS01, MICHELL, NAKAM1011,
ORTOFON, 0(8, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, IDO, IlL,THORENS, TRIOLOGY (VALVE) etc., Keith Monks
Record (leaning Machine
FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD (
Est. 19721
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM ITS I
LD.
0121-455 0667 CLOSED MONDAYS)

YORKSHIRE]

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER A( (( RA( } IN FIDELITY
On permanent demonstration ex, ,r1 Yorkshire and the North
East of England-ATC) SCM10. SCM20, SCM20 Tower. SCIASOA and
SCM100A. ATC, AV International, Bryston Amphlmrs, Castle York. Chester &
Howard, Concordant. Chameleon Amps. Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Harbeth Acousecs, JEW. Sequence Loudspeakers. Maranta, Sarno
Gyrodec. Mehl. Ortofon premer range. SME. Spendor. Target TEAC.
Townshend Seismic Sink, (
1E0, van den Hui. The First & The Second Cables
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or In your own home without
obligation. For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (0113) 2028050 (
evening calls welcome)
Generous Pan Exchange and Second Hand Equipment evadable

TEAC® .. spendor

Pertectly Balanced Sou.

PROJ ECTS

ilYEA.,11..CyLEY
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SPECIALIST
WEST

WEST

MIDLANDS

GUIDE

MIDLANDS

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499

WEST

•3IiiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

MIDLANDS

3

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

thc AhDA ar ttarlt
..th ample frcc parkIng.
Off 1110 Sirces. Blossvich,
Nr. Walsall. West Midlands

ARCM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
OPA
EPOS
QUAD ROKSAN ROGERS

CHORD
NAIN KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSO-APOLLO A.T. AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
RAW
BOSE
REVER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE SEE REFERENCE
KENW000 MARANTE
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICRO..
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICISI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL SENNHEISER SONY SUNUP:, SYSTEMOEK TARGET TOL TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA

CLASSIFIED

Oren 6 Days, Bans • Aprn
Late night Friday

STEVE

Ads ertisements for this section must be pre-paid. Elie rate is 65p per word ( private). minimum £ 17.00 incl. of
VAT. Box Nos. £ 3.00 extra. Trade rates 75p per word. minimum £21.00 inc. VAT. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in April issue must reach these offices by 12 February addressed to: The Advertisement Manager.
Hi Fi News & Record Rev:ew. Link House. Dingwall Avenue. Croydon. Surrey. CR9 2TA. Please include name
and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.

HANNAH
AUDIO

NOTE: Advertisement copy must he clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. illegible copy will be
returned.

neat
sugden
ukd-opera
unison research
slate audio
stemfoort
m lab

Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager. Hi Fi News & Record Review. Link
House. Dingwall Avenue. Croydon CR9 2TA. and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

ea Mr while ,

jéiwtheeelair Yiidaye
Marantz Ouodradial 4receiver 4300

Thorn's 126 Mk 3lurntobk

Scott 5304 am/1m tuner

Marantz Ouodrodial 4receiver 4400

880 4600 centre

Lumen Andauch ( LI FM 5110 unef

111110 3000 12int amp

Philip ( D304 ( Dplayer

Revox A78 Mt omp

Braun 11 tuner

Marcel 5220 cassette deck

Stott 1526 stereo tuner
Scott A436 int. amp.

Braun AI int. amp.

EMT 930 turntable

SOLD

Marontz 105 amilm tuner

1111/00 636 ope recorder

SOLD

Pioneer 4channel H(618102 949A

880 2400 cassette clerk

Simpson electronic USA 11778 tube tester SOLD

Marantz Guadrodiol 4receiver 4230

Marantz 5400 come deck

Sylvania 220 tube tester

SOLD

Mercier 6303

Ouad 193 33 4M

SOLD

liEW

Sennheiser Jubilee HD580 limited edition headphones.
available, brand new, perfect, complete with special
packaging and individual test certificate. Tel: Mike 01264
790675 ( eves and weekend.)

1321.45

Spendor SP2/2's teak finish in mint condition with boxes,
£395 Tel: 01422 203057 eves ( West Yorkshire)

B17.00

Two new Marantz CD94 II's fitted audio synthesis
'Transcend' transport upgrade (£600) giving zero jitter
Krell / Wadia / Levinson £ 1,200 each Tel: 01483 282364
(Surrey)

" 1"""75

ORTOFON
AUDIO TECHNICA
DENON
TRANSFIGURATION
BENZ MICRO
SHURE
GOLDRING

Fil a high performance stereo

Module £ 12.50. Mains powered boxed unit

£48.50. Kit for same £28.50. Studio 12, Nanjivt•y Terrace
St, Ives, Cornwall TR26 IBQ

Tel: 01736 798393

B22.50

TRANSFORMERS
8PHONO STAGES
ORTOFON
KINSHAW
SOWTER
EXPRESSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

CASSETTE DECKS

TUNERS

TEAC. SONY.
MARANTZ

AIWA. TEAC.
NAKAMICHL SONY.
MARANTZ

QUAD. MARANTZ.
SONY. DENON

AMPUFIERS

HIFI FURNITURE

CABLES

QUAD. CONRAD
JOHNSON. MUSE.
MARANTZ SONY
TECHNICS TEAC

SOUND ORGANISATION.
APOLLO, SOUND
FACTORY TRIPOD.
SOUNDSTYLE. PROJECT

AUDIOOUEST COSAN
HALL
SONIC LINK SILVER
SOUNDS OED.
GOLDR INS

BLANK TAPES

HEADPHONES

ACCESSORIES

MK MAXELL, SONY
BASF. FWI. AMPEX,
SCOTCH. JVC.
KONICA

SENNHEISER. BEYER.
AKG, KOSS

OED. DISC WASHER
GOLDRING

TEST CASSETTES 8, CD -S • Rhone For De, •

Audio Research Classic 60 poweramp £ 1,600 (£3,60))).
Krell KSP7B l'reamp £ 1,200 (£3,200). Both mint condition
and boxed.

"• TRADE IN YOUR
OLD MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE ANY AGE.
MAKE OR CONDITION
AND SAVE UP TO 40.,
OFF THE NORMAL
SELLING PRICE

CD PLAYERS

819.50

Valve Tuners Are Best.
decoder.

IAN HARRISON HIFI ''''9anc - 9pm
CARTRIDGES

Exotic Hi- End Restek Preamplifier, seperate power

FEBRUARY 1996

£5995
0325
01295

Surely the world's best dynamic phones. One pair now

FOR SALE - TRADE

HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

6595
0195
TI495
995
£395
6995
0271
02795
£795

202 FINDON RD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14
TEL: 01903-872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860-660001
FAX: 01903-872234

AT&T and Co Axial outputs comparable to best

Audiolab/Linn Sale: Linn LP12/Ittok/Lingo/Troika
excellent condition regularly serviced £ 1,200; Audiolab
8000C £500 and Audiolab 8000P £380, excellent condition
and sound. All items boxed. Tel: 01296 631403 1318.85

699)

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA/SWITCH/MASTER CARD/DINERS CLUB WELCOME
We take port exchange on new ond used stock We buy High-End HiFi

Tel: 01903-872288 Fox: 01903-872234 After hours: 0860-660001

supply - outputs balanced/unbalanced. Power amplifier
ADOW RMS both chrome pacures. Loudspeakers
Kynaudio, Ocos cables, virtually unused, boxed, mint,
(List £7,000) redundancy and wife forces sale. Bargain at
£3,500ono Tel: 0181 397 1273 ( Home) 0181 391 2777
(Work)
822.78

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 power amps

ALSO IN DOM ALARGE SELECTION OF VINTAGE 11 Fl INITUDING SCOTT TURMAN, KARAM/, BRAUN, 880, PIONEER, ! NORM PHASE TELEPHONE FOR USI

202 FINDON RD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ.

LS3/5a Rogers, early 15ohm pair, oiled wood, light
domestic use, original carton £350; Also, Revox G36 two
track stereo 7.5/15ips, excellent, new heads £650 Box No.
0779
1320.00

MI -Ill

VOID REFERENCE TEAM MOTORS) PIANO FINISH WALNUT FITTED WITH NEW SRI VTONEARM ANO CLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE THIS WOULD COST NEW
TODAY 09751 AND IS ON ODER FOR ONLY f6695.

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

B19.50

£ 795

/ff/
.

row i

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 me amp
Matrix 3speakers
0595
SECIUARRA FMI Panorama display tuner £3995
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS Ref speakers
JADIS 80 watt mono blocks ( excellent)
64995
KL1PSCH Le Scala s
ROGERS 1.5 3SA speakers ( new)
0550
APOGEE (
mu, minor speakers
SOUNDLA1 AS lull range electrostatics (3995
MOD- SQUAD passive pee omp
LINN LP 12/Rego/0(5/LINGO
£
995
AUDIONOTE OTO feo demo) full guarantee
AUDIO- RESEARCH D400 power amp ( ex demo) £4750
CAMBRIDGE CD3 (Dplayer
AUDIONOTE AM speakers/Pirate stands
0750
CLEARAUDIO turntable/arm/cartridge ( demo)
NAKAMICHI 1000 OIL anserie deck
02495
SONIC FRONTIER SRS 40 volve amp
AUDIO RESEARCH Liirlink intercannert ( Gaol
£
200
REVOX A78 integrated amp
MAGNEPAN (
MGb speakers new) redured to
£165
AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre- amp 1014650)
PINE TRIANGLE turntable/Mission arm
0295
MAGNUM
reference MP300 pre- amp
SONY 702 DA( ( their flagship model)
0795
SONY 5)2,102 ( D/DA( Mint Boxed & Rote
THETA cobalt TAC ( ex demol
0575
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 MC transformer
0120
THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER

Most of the above equipment is in remarkable condition for
it's age and can be shipped anywhere in the world.

JBL. Original owner reluctantly selling classic, beloved
(not wife) L2000 Studio Master speakers. The ultimate for
rock music. £2,000, including car registration number
L2(X) JBL! Part exchange considered. Tel: 0171 433.3845

1/ ...lieu-if/fir,.

LUMLEY 120 muddles (ex demo)

REALISTIC OFFERS ARE INVITED FOR THE FOLLOWING VINTAGE HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Nakamichi 1000 ZXL Dolby C decoder, rosewood, just
overhauled ( Nakamichi) receipt, superb £ 1,850;
Nakamichi 680 ZX, 2speed, ultra rare, serviced, excellent
£695; Trilogy 901 prea Imp, Mercury, phono, mint, boxed
£675; Audio research SP9, superb, boxed, £750 Tel: 01747
853372 (Shaftesbury, Dorset)
B26.00

- err pied litwei raw feed

(' 1/115

Sion t
20A int. amp.

rrie .
r. 724:

01922 640300

FOR SALE — Trade

FOR SALE — Trade

Maranta

WALSALL

Excellent together. Happy to demonstrate.

Tel: 01206 825887 ( Colchester/ 1317.00

-NI % II 0014E11 \ I1
• - ' PI EASE P11115F 10 CUM. nt ‘ 1PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO
DM» RIM: III. cool». 51er ItFt % ND NEW WITH FULL U.K.
1,1 slcsN11.1.sc;0011 are nu, suppind on AppOnill.
1 5111.1.1111.1 . API' M \ , DE RI11, IcF65 httl). •TF.I.: 01283 702875 Rern • 9pm

TRADE

CLASSIFIED
TRANSLUCENT
99.99% PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT

WHY DO IALWAYS NEED TO COMPROMISE?

CABLE FOR UNDER £60.00

AFFORDABLE HIGH END - IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK?

IMPOSSIBLE!! BUT TRUE.
ALL CABLES ARE - DOUBLE SCREENED.
SILVER SOLDERED. PSEUDO BALANCED.
TERMINATED WITH QUALITY GOLD PLATED
PHONOS AND FINISHED IN ASMART GREY BRAID.

CALL TO ARRANGE TO HEAR THE ONLY AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE

G , JMM
RHYTHM
21I/VT4C PHONO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
18 WATTS • PURE CLASS A SINGLE ENDED
MUSICAL MAGIC

PRICES:
HALF METRE TERMINATED .. £ 59.99 • £ 3.50 P&P
ONE METRE TERMINATED .... £ 79.99 • £3.50 P&P
EACH ADDITIONAL HALF METRE. ADD £ 20.00
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS. CLASSIQUE HOUSE. 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE.
AYLESTONE. LEICESTER, LE2 8QE
TEL: 0116 2835621
. --

Russ
Andrews

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmorland,
LA8 9AS, ENGLAND
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317

If you like the Hi Fi equipment you have, but want abetter
performance, don't change it'
UPGRADE IT!
You can build better than you con buy and we offer kits,
parts and instructions for anything from simple component
upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end
equipment from scratch.
NEW UPGRADING SERVICE.

ONLY £2499.00
TAUT,
IDNIE

ATTOLUDALBUILITY
UNSIBRIPASSELD Value for money Triode Single Ended Amplification
from £699.00 to £98,000.00

Tel. 017535 26939 Fax. 01753 532262
DISTRIBUTOR / DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE

If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your
prized possession, send it to us and we can do the upgrade
for you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before
starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you
require and can afford. We have asecure, low cost
collection and delivery service within the UK.
Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rotel etc
To receive you copy of our 1994/95 catalogue and a £5
discount voucher usable on your first order over £50, just
mail, phone or fax the address above, together with £3 or
$5US or your credit card information

SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SLI INN ENGLAND

MADISOUND

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

Lintone Audio
Selected used equipment
IMI
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699.00
450.00
45000

• '•, Nan/2 Amplitny
14/306 Amplutier.

7'0.011
495.1/0

E51. 63/GRE Stand, Loud.peaker.
:5taditun Sent ( rarer , E \ Dour
•

,, k1377

Reel/Reel

Track
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I
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Tyne & Wear NE8 3.1W
0191 477 4167
FAX 0191 477 2771
l

CHOKING

DAVIS

s Sole• Inductor.

Chatealuroul poly rape

EVIAUDICY

'I'HE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
'filipany database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
trials,

al FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $50
• 48 brands. 238 cable products.

II FREE

of all US

taxes.

A-COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
ejTUBES

4951 X1
75000

7- 11 Park Lane, Gateshead

Il

170 00
450 00
950 00

sisan 602..fliichnrd \ lod Iran.pori
Alan 207 (* 1)1 11.it1/1'1,• \rapidity
2rat ( 1)1 11..,..01 ,,,. \ rapidi ty

.

);* ECLIPSE'

II 00

The Cable Company
Call, write or fax for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER WITH MASTERCARD OR VISA,
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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SERIOUS KIT

ALGERNON STREET MONTON ECCLES

astate of the art company

MANCHESTER M30 90A
TELEPHONE 0161-707 4823

AUDIONOTE - AN INTRODUCTION
Audionote U.K. have been around for only 4years. but their affiliated Japanese parent Co. have been manufacturing Hi-end components for
around 20 years. Indeed it is thanks to Audionote Japan that agreat many Hi Fi companies have become inspired. It is by no accident that the
U.K. based' Co. and Kondo San's Japanese Co. share the same overall design philosophies. That is. to build uncompromised valve
amplification. using ( surprise, surprise) valves not only in the audio circuit, but also in the power supply whenever possible.
This may seem astrange statement but ask yourself " How many reputed valve amplifiers use valve power supplies". The answer my friend is
hardly any. Is it any wonder that there is such aresurgence in interest and value of old school technology such as Leak. Radford, Quad etc.
The reasons here Ifeel is that some of us have amemory in our minds eye of that golden tonal quality which is missing in most of today's
"superior" designs.
Could it actually he that the old school had something? Is it perhaps that in our rush to make progress we inevitably end up not seeing the
wood for the tices ? Because certain solid state devices work wonderfully in certain areas, should we therefore assume that they will perform
so well.elsewhere? These are questions that Ihad to ask. as Ibegan to realise that some of the better older generation amplifiers had certain
things in common.
Invariably the factors which kept popping up, were the power supplies and their regulation it seems that if you want to use valves in the audio
circuit then you should use valves in the power supply too. Perhaps mixing the two technologies is not the way forward as most designers
seem to do. There are of course many other variables to the ultimate design of any amplifier. such as build costs, aesthetics, value for money
and of course the "can we sell it factor?"
Surely the only real reason to develop and produce an amplifier is to make one that sounds " Better"? why is it that the only industry that I
know of, to constantly down sell its latest developments is the Hi Fi industry. O.K. so everyone wants abargain but how many times have
you bought the latest piece of kit, only to find that it does not live up to its review promises? How many times have you bought apiece of kit
that devalues its purchase price to afraction within months of owning it. Then the Mk2 version comes rendering your original as out of date.
with no resale salue.
Audionote are the first company to produce in large quantities valve amplifiers that use valves, from the power supply to the output stage
biased to pure class " A" using little or no feedback. Choke regulation and the highest quality passive components available is it any wonder
that this family of amplifiers are the worlds leader?
Don't get me wrong here. this is the first manufacturer to admit that they aren't doing anything new. They have simply looked at the most
satisfying musical components over the last 20 years or so ( perhaps 35 years) and concluded as Ihave, somewhat later. that valve
amplification, despite its drawbacks, does sound better than its more modern rival. If the transistor had not been invented, then Iwonder how
the valve amplifier would have developed? Would we now be closer to the original performance of the recording? Unfortunately this is a
question we cannot answer, but we do know that because something is new, it does not necessarily mean better ( witness the compact disc?)
So meanwhile the Western World have become obsessed with " Specification" and " Low Noise" not to mention " Phase Linearity" or " Rise
Time" or even the now Holy Grail " Harmonic Distortion". In the East. classic equipment of the 1960's is all the rage, why? What has
happened? Could it be that we in our quest for truth have forgotten the original task?
Luckily. not es eryone has fallen foul of the audio " Fashion Industry" and Audionote themselves continue on their mission to re-educate those
who have gotten to the point of "Jacking in the lot for aMidi- system". after all, you bought aHi Fi to enjoy the music, not to become
disgruntled at the systems lack of performance!
Music which is being replayed on an audio system, should replay with the vibrancy and excitement of the original performance. The sound
should not be electronic or obviously mechanical in nature! The system should play together as any musical ensemble would, forgive me for
perhaps stating the obvious of our expectations, but why do so many so called Hi Fi systems not play music? Is it because many of the
specialist manufacturers are no longer specialist? Is it because most speaker designers use only one type of reference amplifier? Or are these
manufacturers trying too hard to be all things to all men?
An audio system should he designed to play music, no more, no less! That is why we buy the software. to listen to it not, to change it or
enhance it in some way. This is what makes Audionote as acompany stand out from the crowd. From the 10 cartridge and range of D.A.C.'s
right through to the loudspeakers and all interconnecting cable. Everything is designed to work together. It is often written by many reviewers
that synergy is the most important factor in creating " A good system". Well, now all the hard work has been done for you when you first
audition an Audionote system you will not believe what you hear. Literally, 3-dimensional sound that hangs in space, above the speakers,
bekm the speakers. in front of and behind. Central images have height like you won't believe. Ilove watching clients faces as their jaws hit
the floor. " How can aHi Fi do that?" is the usual question. Well its what aHi Fi should do. but so often fails to.
Audionote have an ongoing policy of improving product ( if and when possible) but refuse to make any models redundant in the range. This is
where you can really score in terms of upgrading to the next model. Trade-in values remain very high so there is no danger of being left high
and dry with apiece of redundant equipment. That does make achange and makes your choice of Audionote products awise investment
longterm.
Thin or bright or just plain loud, try one of the Audionote amplifiers. It will inject the system with awarm cohesive emotional quality that
goes beyond just sound. It is emotional!
We all are a‘,•are of the legendary "Ongaku" and its high price tag ( in excess of £50K) and of course its matching pre-amp the M7. These are
the basis of the Japanese products. and sell in good numbers worldwide. However you are probably less aware of the Audionote U.K.
products. These range from the incredible "OTO" at an affordable £ 1500 single ended phono version. through to the Soro and Meishu. The
latter is afascinating product selling at £ 3250 fully integrated. It of course uses the popular 300B tubes on board valve rectification and
choke regulation. offering awhopping 9watts per channel used with the companies own speakers ( AN- K. AN-Jor AN- E) this is the heart of
one hell of amusic system. dynamic. big. effortless but above all emotional. Iwill discuss in more detail each product in the next newsletter.
but Ican whole heartedly reccomend an audition of this range. whether it be for analogue or digital upgrades. If your system sounds thin or
bright and painful, try one of the Audionote amplifiers. It will inject the system with awarm cohesive and totally natural quality that goes
beyond mere sound. An Audionote system is the recreation of musical emotional event!
As Audionote's most accomplished U.K. retailer Serious Kit is happy to advise on the integration of any of these outstanding products into
any tired or mis aligned system. We have the knowledge and experience to help you upgrade in the most intelligent direct fashion, without
wasting money in the wrong direction.
Please call to arrange your own personal demonstration of the Worlds most unmechanical Hi Fi
Till next month
Enjoy the music.

David
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Audio Note Audio Components Parts ité Price list

So what is new? Firstly we have moved to much bigger premises to accommodate the considerable increase in business that we have experienced over the past 2years. One cl the main complaints that are levied against our kits is that we do not offer the lacuity for you to hear them, so by the time you read this
we will have an in-house demo- room in the new Retry plus ademo-room in Manchester. Serious Kit, 0161-707 4823, where you can see and hear the Audio Note range ut Ms we will still not sell the kits on an assembled form. but up to non, we have also been unable to demonstrate them. Subject to prior
arrangement you will be able to see and hear the rapidly expanding range of kits in combination with our evostong cable, speaker, die converter and amplifier programme To those ol you who have experienced delays on your orders. I
wish to thank you for your patience!
In order to achieve this rapid expansion of the kit programme, strengthen and improve our technical advisory serece in general and to get underway asel ot technical valve and valve circuitry application notes. we have engaged Andy Wove. formerly of Hai World Fame, to increase our capacity to inform you and
give you the best service possible 1have worked with Andy before and he is one of the most knowledgeable individuals in this much maligned and misunderstood field you can expect great things from our co-operation ,
The increase In interest in all things single- ended especially the torte non-feedback variety is now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are about to follow suit so if you are looking for asingle- ended product beware of the false prophet who speaks of things re does not believe in until it
becomes financially expedient or downright necessary to have asingle ended amplifier in the programme Sc whether you are building asingleended amplifier yourself or looking to buy amanufactured single-ended product please remember that il was Audio Note whew, the faze of the usual industry hype
about continual -progress - brought this technology to the attention of press. public and general audio industry alike, not because it would lend amuck buck to the purse but because we firmly believe theta Is asuperior way of ampfilyng any music signal and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred
technology for anyone who wants the genuine aesthetics and beauty of real music reproduced in their home
Now that we stand on the boundary of this, the brave new world of 1920$ circuitry, we note with inkiest the number of manulacturers who have manulactured valve amplifiers tor many years. but who only now have "discovered" the value 01 the single-ended stage, and who in the past have been the strongest
proponents of the high power hrgh qualdy" valve amplifier. watch them. as they now, for commercial gain embrace the world ol high loudspeaker efficiency and single-ended triode amplification and then draw your own conclusions about there sincerity and competence in overall knowledge ol the technology of
Audio Audio Note were first and remains the last word on sonic quality if you appreciate music properly reproduced.
As expected land predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appearing on the market, some are good many are not ,It is important to remember that the hardest thing to achieve is smeltery man is acomplicating being llust look at our tax systemr?). and since
World War Tvro we have been led to believe that complication equals technology not true especally not in music reproduction equipment here simplicity Is adistinct virtue Single- ended amplificafion requires an understanding of the necessity for simplicity that is very rare. another common fallacy is that the SE
power supply needs to have very large capacitance or storage, also not correct you want as fast and responsive an SE power supply as you can get so asmall agile power supply sounds much beta, than abig slow one valve rectification is 3must, chokes are good. but not mandatory if cost saproblem alarge
resistor will do It is most important to remember that in anofeedback single- ended amplifier the circuit and power supply must have the same constants to function correctly, so simple and small is beautiful'
Another interesting aspect of the SE revolution is the attempt to incorporate tenets of current technological dogma and beliefs into the SE performance envelope. we are already seeing low distortion SE. selficanceang SE. transistor SE. soon to be bred by high current gr and lugh power sr. don't be duped
by these slogans claims that you can get 55 walls SE Class Afrom one VT-4C/211 are utter nonsense. likewise 15 watts from asingle 3008. these kinds el power specifications are no good unless they are accompanied Ovad storhon figure at the rated power to give you an illustration of this. at 55 watts Class A
SE a211 has about 50% harmonic distortion one has to question the sonic quality ot any signal at that distortion level 11 only the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whose uniustiliable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public, as they do trying to explain the benefits of
DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amusic carrier. we would have acleaner and more lust market where being correct and truthful would not be amarketing disadvantage.
Back to the sublet' mane, all this talk about justice and correctness would be vanity if not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own special version of any ol the single-ended circuits ben *sussed, whether old or new. we will continue to expand on what m
already the most extenswe range of ultra high quality components that the discerning " doil-yoursed" valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or ( shame on your) push-pull amplifier. whether triode of pentode MI ol Mesa parts are used in various models of the manufactured lone of the
Audio Note amplifiers these components include mostly specially made items like ceramic valve bases with either solver or gold plated pins paper in oil aluminium foil signal capacdors. copper .4silver foil signal capacitors Back Gate graphite electrolytic capacitors acid ,corrosovetree silver solder. copper and
silver wired audio output transformer, non-magnetic tantalum resistors non-magnetic RCA and speaker terminals valves and any other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old or constructing new valve amplifiers
All prices are excluding UK Vat at 17 50%. wrath if you live inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase after the addition of postage and packing costs
We accept Visa. Mastercard. Access Diners and Amex to pay this way, we will need your address, card no, with start and cony dates. you can also pay by bankers draft Euro cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account
Delivery Is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds, but please allow up to 60 days ton some derns. if not stock at the time or order.
If any of you reading this have possession ol any books which contain Information relevant to the select ol Mich° Design and winch would be uselul lo share with others, please lel us know either by lam or telephone. there Is an award of £20.00 ( payable in valves or other bits, pest heel to anybody who sends us
abook which contains useful inlormakon about valve amplifier design or theoly.
Likewise Iam looking for anumber of old valves to experiment wt. so 11 you have any PX4s. PX25s. DA30s. APIs or any ol the old triodes. Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agoad price likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorder, Studer. Telefunken o- Amperec or the like record
cutting plating, processing or pressing equipment or have books on information about buildong microphones, recording technique. LP manufacture then it will all be gratefully received Audio Note has the intention over the next 1-3 years to sel up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have
quote alot of information much more is needed
Circuits. Vahredata dBasic Technical Information
It you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around. then we shall be happy to provide you with acircuit pack containing good circuits like Ongaku. Kegon,Kassi. Metro. Gakii-On plus several other power amputer circuits and the M7Tube pre- amplifier, which is the best pre-amplifier circuit
we have come across Just send astamped sell addressed M-size envelope, together mirth 600 pounds on small denomination UK stamps. or if you live outside the UK USS 15 00 on Sbills will do. please do not send Bankers Drafts in USS. Imernational Response Coupons or Intemational money orders as they
cost more to cash than their value
We have alarge number of requests tor the circuits ot the Audio Note UK-made ampldiers. like OTO Phono SE. M1Phono, Meistm. Soro etc. and since we ( unlike the memory ol our talented compehlonsi do not have any secreto in this department and are only loo pleased to help extend the envelope cl knowledge
in this much maligned field. we shall be happy to send you or any exostong or prospective compeldor. one or more Coon dooms, they cost £500 each. or you can buy ton example all phono-mlegrated ampldiers. lot £30.00 (550.00). or al) . ine-integraled amplifiers ton £25, all preampldiers for £20.00 (£35003
or simply acomplete mutt pack or £5000 MO 001. All can be paid ether by credit card, cash bankers draft or cheque drawn on eUK bank the cost includes postage.
We can also supply aset of data sheets tor the most commonly used valves. ECC82. ECC88/6922, 12AY7/6072A. 7025,12AX7WAJECC83, 6SN7 300E 211 tifT4C. 845. EL34 ,6CA7 263 604. 51.140. 6234/5AR4, E184/6B05 606G1.61.66. 5881/6L6WGC ,KT66 Again send astamped addressed 04 envelope
together with £400 on small denomination stamps or if outside the UK another ASS 15 00 will suffice
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subject of valve amplifier circuit design. Guy Adams and Ihave orinen and assembled anumber of articles and extracts from old books which give some tackground to the subject do not expect to become an instant expert but ot will serve as
auseful reference for the beginner as well as the more advanced we have expanded this info-pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already bought the old pack lust send £200 or ASS 500. For the full pack asnail charge is required this time £ 7 (XI in small denomination stamps with a
stamped set addressed envelope or outside the UK. please send USS 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers drab in Pound Sterling for the above charges as well. lust conven the ASS amounts to Sterling at 51.70 to the Pound. after you have rounded up to the nearest S5 00
Sound Practices
If you are seriously interested on the subeet 01 valve amplifier demon, rather,' the usual preconceived notions of Malls good" amplifier design and technology ( Me traditional view, which has brought us the blessings of the transmit» amplrher. has obwously disqualified itself quite monumentallyi, then Sound
Practices Is the magazine to read. here you will find articles about design parameters. DIY antic, for amphhers and speaker, reviews of new and old in other words the very sublects that none ol the sellsereng, advertising lei hadMonal press will touch as they do not enhance Me business of their normal
advertisers You can buy Sound Practices Irom us al £5.00 per copy ( there are currently 5issues evadable) or by subscription from Sound Practices, PO Boo 180562, Austin. TO 78718. USA Aregular modern world bargain and there are practically none of those in Audio today With enough subscrophon support
Sound Practices may rust bring about the "sound practices" that the hifi industry has abandoned tor so long. So get asubscroptionn Our friend Joe Roberts ra now able to take VISA and MC. so convenience es at hand at long UV Call Joe on 512 339 6229 with your card no if you want adirect subscription
By the time you read this Sound Practices issue 9should be here so this should keep you off the street for the next weekend. Buy acopy for £500 rpostage Ion set addressed envelope with order if you live in the AK), contains the following articles Baby Ongaku Speaker Selection by Gordon Rankin.
Confessions of aJunkyard Dawg. Speaker matching for triode amplifiers Search for Audio Tranquility by Herb Reichert Exemplar Horn System and much much more with probably the best introductory piece of eddonal Ihave ever led eyes onr
Much good and informahve reading as usual. again £500o an 04 sue stamped addressed envelope of you five in the UK or 11 S.5 10 00 and aself addressed envelope if you live abroad
Vacuum Tube Valley
Now Ibet you never heard of this one before. but demonstrating the strength of the revival on everyttung that has to do with valves, whether single-ended, push-pull or lust old and good. Vacuum Tube Valley Is aquarterly, high quality print and read, each issue focuses on aUS brand ol yester-year, in the current
issue ( Issue 2Volume One) Heathkit us dealt voth extensively There malong article by Eric Barbour about the ELM ( not afavounte ol mine any longer, but avery popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overview of available and vintage types the Audio Test Bench looks al tools and equipment tot DIY
amplification budding, very prachcal and useful Cathode bias, agreat article about how lo bias the VV528 and biasing and helot in general Tube matchong (valve matching to us Brasil and much more It is nice to see amagazine that lakes ahistorical pempectrve Well worth aread available tram us al £650 a
copy. on directly from VTV 1095, E. Duane Ave Suite 106. Sunnyvale CA 94086. USA. 535 00 lorloregn subscribers
Posdrve Feedback
There is one type of feedback that we are not entirely against ,Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society won aspirations towards greatness not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970s It is aquarter dpublication of any controversial commentary. by in-house writers.
members, as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music audio technology and the quest for musical salistachon I
for one, think ut is an excellent read and provides agood alternative view to most of the establosned press which tends to view the world in the context of what new products os
available right now, without giving much perspectove backwards We have several back issues evadable of Positive Feedback and the latest issue is lust off the press and all are available at £700 per Issue Yours truly is aregular contributor to PE. what better reason to subscnbe ,
Complete Kits
At the current moment the following kits are under development, and should be evadable dunng t994, the sequence of introduction may be diffament from the number. we have the 101 Three available for shipment now.
Kit Two
6550 single-ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo chassis, expected cost £599.00 onel Vat Detwery currently unknown due lo unavailability ol Sovteck 6550WA. we can offer ot without valves lot £570.00.
Kit Three
3008 parallel single- ended, mono chassis. 16,17 watts Class A. cost £ 140006 Incl Vat
Kit Four
6V6 push pull. 10 vans Class A. stereo chassis expected cost £ 199 (10 Inc Vat. delwery October 1995
Kit Five
211 singleended. 15 watts Class A. mono chassis expected cost £2250 inul Vat delivery December 1995 We hope (
Kit Six
3008 single- ended. 7
,
8watts Class A. stereo chassis expected cost £499 00 including valves and Vat this will be our entrypoont -or ' gateway" to single-ended triade bliss or rock and roll of you prefer Expected available January 1996
If you are in doubt as to whether akit project is suitable for you we suggest you spend moo on buying the instructions for Me Kit One. single 3008 amplifier this will give you agoad idea whether akit promote tor you if you decided to hir, alot then inn LIUDO will be refunded against the most of the kit As
the other kits become available their instruction manuals woll also be available at £ 10 00 each We have the Kil One instructions available In English and Italian
Audio Note Output Tnanslormers
We are in the process of building up lour separate ranges of Audio Note output transformers. on order to offer the best possible outputs at different price points, they will tall into four categories.
Al Economy range. where the once/quality relationship wcarelully calculated to ensure audio quality in acompact package 11111011y we will only be Mann 3single-ended output transformers in this range push-pull are under development tul do not expect lo see any on this side of August 1995.
B) Mid- price range, wife are the output translonmens already on often we have made acouple of additions to this range since the last list
C) Hugh Ouafily range this will be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended circuits exclusively no push-pull outputs mll be offered, unless demand requires d Again 3ollerings milady
Say best possible Ic10 not mean to say that these Silver outputs ouI be as good as the silver output transformers handwound by Audio Note in Japan they wons but then again they do not carry the price lag ether.
DI Super Hmh Cluality range all-silver wired outputs of the best possible quality. when I
The quality criteria tor group Aare 20141 to 20Klit - 1to 15dB. they are IE Cared with silicon steel laminations and are supplied with frames and solder lag, which will allow good audio Quality at the cost The main cost saving being the use of asmaller core specified to the exact power level required rather than
overspeafeng by 50 or 100 °,as we do on Group lithe winding quality and copper wire is the same
Group 8are typically 20KHz to 40KHz minus 15d8. IE cored with high quality silicon steel lamination, wound with oxygewtree copper wire and supplied with either bell-ends or trames always with hying leads
Group Care 'vaulty 12Hz to 70KHz mums 15d8, stropwound double C-cores made Iront the best available silicon steel remittal« these outputs will compare more than favourable velh the best evadable types from days gone by and from ether current sources like Parindge. Tango. Tamura etc.
Group fl use Audio Note solver wire. need Isay more??
Speahcalions
PP vPush- Pull PPP . Parallel Push- Pull SE Single-ended PSE = Songle-ended Parallel. UL uvulas 43% ultrafineen taps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of Ur. - taps. as we consider these detriment to sound quality " Dyne., replacement
All primary impedances are calculated for Class Aoperatron, with the main consideration given lo maximum dynamic power transfer ability and minimum distortion rather unan meaningless steady stale sow or square-wave mnditions
All our single-ended output transtormerS are airgapped and the maximum standing current allowed before saturation is shown in column 5
All our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3000 volts all 211,845 outputs are insulated to 51ry flash every transformer is tested to this level of insulation
We generally overspeciry our transformers by se. power in Push-Pull ¡ wheel, means that atransformer slated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 watt peak, our single-ended outputs are generally overspeodied by 100°v. ch ch means that they will Instantaneously allow peaks ot double the given maxtmum
power through undistorted this is necessary due to the better clipping behaviour 01 the single-ended stage
We do not grue any further technical onformahon on our output transformers as we do not wish to lake part in technical compeldrons, our products are designed to [ Mena which are and will be understood once they are listened too
In addition to the output transformers offered below, radotera design serece, where we can supply almost any requirement loi mdeband translormens, whether for microphones. moving coil cartridges hne mput. phase splitter interstices driver or power, output. we design and manufacture prototypes inhouse. the cost for the paper design is £200 00. prototype cost us calculated on aper case basis We can also produce production quantities.
Sizes are given as VifidthoHeighVDepth, where depth is the depth of the coil risen and width os the length 011ie core
Audio Note Audio Mabry Output Translormers,
Group A
Single-ended Outputs
Recommended Value Mar CI.A PowerPrim-Sec, Imp, Size/Weight
Max. CurrentPrIce Ex UK VAT
30002A3684G
15 watts
2K5 - 4;8 Ohms 80x67x68mm
90mA SE
44 50
801ANT62/845
20 watts
OK - 4/8 Ohms
100mA SE
7200
30013r2A36846
20 watts
1K25 - 4/8 Ohms
150mA PSE
84 50
Group
Recommended Valve Max Cl. APowerPrim-Sec Imp. SinAVeighl
Max. CummilPrice ex WC VAT
EL84 ECL86 6V6
20 watts
2K6 - 48Ohms 11749800mm I
tOrnA PSE
87 00
3006 2A36846
25 watts
2K5 - 4,8011ms 117.98490mm 90mA SE
91 00
EL34 6CA7
30 watts
INS - « Ohms 11548x95mm 180m4 PSE
113 00
2,13 ,6846
30 watts
11(25 - 1/8 Ohms 98x82e35mm
130mA PSE
113 00
Group NCord,
58810(T66
30 watts
2K1 - 4/8 Ohms 115x98x95mm 140mA PSE
10600
211NT4C
30 watts
10K - 4/8 Ohms 117x98x100m
150mA SE
111 00
211101401840
50 watts
10K - 4/8 Ohms 112x134x150m 150mA SE
124 00
3008
50 watts
1K25 - 4/8 Ohms 135x115x125m 180mA PSE
151 00
845
50 vans
2K5 - 4/8 Ohms 137.114030m 18OrnA PSE
172 00
211NT4C
75 watts
5K - 48 Ohms 137,0151,145mm 240mA POE
237 00
EL34/5550,0188
20 wads
3K - 4,8Ohms 117x98x92mm 130mA SE
101 00
30082A3,6846
25 watts
2K5 - 1/8116 Ohms 117.98x9Omm 9OrnA SE
102 50
6L6G
30 watts
3K 58 Ohms 115x98x95mm 140mA SE
107 00
New SE Product
65504(18B
60 wads
21(3 - 418 Ohms
110mA PSE
123 00
Group El
Push- Pull Circuits
EL84rECL86636
15 watts
8K - 48 Ohms 80x67x68mm
PP
42 00
EL34 ,6166,5881
25 watts
6K - a8Ohms 88e7340mm
PP
59 00
2061340(3008
30 vans
5K - CB Ohms 88x75.80mm
PP
63 00
111850550
50 watts
6K6 - 48 Ohms 10841,190mm PP
73 00
EL34/1a66/5881
50 vans
3K - 4/13 Ohms 98x82x83mm
PPP
74 00
845
50 wads
6K8 - 4/8 Ohms 108x91x9Omm PP
110 00
KT813/6550
60 watts
4K3 - 4/8/16 Ohms 125x100x113mm UL PP
11100'
KT813 ,6550
100 watts 21(2 - 418/16 Ohms 150.147x118mmUL PP,PPP
13460'
Group C
Single-ended only
3006 2A3.664G
25 watts
2k5 - 41116 Ohms
90mA SE
360 00
211.VT4C.845
50 watts
10k - 41816 Ohms 165x148x1dOmm 15OrnA SE
410 00
3008
50 watts 1K15 - 44,16 Ohms 165x110x13/1mm 1110mA PSE
396 00
Group 0
Pure silver wired outputs
3000/2143/6840
25 watts
211,5-410 Ohms 117x98x9Omm 90mA SE
1.64500
211 ,
VT4C645
50 watts
10K - 418 Ohms 112x1344150mm 150mA SE
1975 00
The Audio Nola silver wired outputs listed here are designed and made /nthe UK. we Can supply the
Amie vote japan manutactured outputs for the Opeke. MOT GarePOn or the Alma Sur they are
erceptronally expensive as you would expect from itenIS that take upwards from 100 hours each to
may, tor example an output transformer for an Omiako costs DB 500 00
PAM Note Chalet & letecters
Valet
0510100mA
38/1001116
3W250mA for Ongaku ,Cu
511/150mA
510400mA
10W125mA
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Sire

63x74x76mm

Pdce Ix. WI VAT
18.00
14.00
24.00
21 00
31 00
2600

10H 200mA
20H 50Ma
Other ran.es can be supplied to

order

98.65.83mm
68>56x58cnni
aSk 10,quote

33 00
2400

Audlo Note Maros Transformer,
This range relates to our finished products, mains transformers are notoriously *Meng items to Wen as
the number ut permutations of HT and Healer Hews are almost endless We have added mains
translormers for melon aplicas of Me KaSSai and Ongaku, as there has been consderable call log these.
likewise we are preparing mains transtormers for the WE91 described in Sound Practices Issue 1vie
shall continue to expand the range as opportunities and our exPerwee wnh idur recludementS improve
Primary Voltages
Secondary HT Windings
Secoadary Seater »dips Price Ex UN VAT
Ov,'100v.'110e120v
0v-230v at 350mA
Ou-12 6v at 1Amp
34 00
Ch0220v,230vi24
Ov3 15v-Ov3 I5v at 4Amp
120villOv/100e0v
Ov-230v at 04 Amp
So- 12 6v at IA
41 00
OW1000/110v/120v
3.15v-3.15v al 4Amp
120v/110v/100v/Ov
300v-Ov-300v at 6OrnA
12 6v-1N al ISA
46 00
Ion M7Tube Pre-amp
1000100120v
63v-Ov at 600mA
wth 50H choke Input
fitter
Ov,100v,110v.120‘,
0e-290v at dOrnA
12 6v-Ov at 15A
26 00
OW100v(110020v
Ov-6 3v at 300mA
OW100010020v
310v-244v-0v- 244v-310v at 315v-Ov-3 15v at 15/Amp
72 50
Ov/100v/110v/120v
320mA
12.6v at 15Amp
120v/110e100W0v
Ov-920v at 160mA
0-10v al 4Amp. Ov-6 30 al
98.00
Ov/1000/110020v
150v - 150v al 50mA
1.5A Ov5v al 25A
120v/110v/00w%
390v-0v-390v al 200mA
315v-Ov-3 15v at 12Amp. 7v
86 70
OW100v ,110w121),
170v at 50mA
at 3k 7v at 3A. 5e at 2A
120w110W100v,Ov
425v-0v-425v at 220mA
3.15v-ha-315v at 25A
95 60
100010020v
7Ov at 2A 7Ov -0v at 2A
for Kt one dkit
5.0v-Ov at 3A.
Three mono Channel
3.15v-Ov-3 15v al 750mA
120v/110,0100v/Ov
390v-0v-390v at 200mA
170-0v at 50mA. 7Ov-Ov at
107 00
3A. 7.0-0v al 3A. So-Os at
28
For Kassa, matte
315v4e-3.15v at 120
120,0110v1100v8v
305v-0v 380v at 200m6
150v-Ov al 150mA. 10v-0v
137 00
100v 110x1200
3.250 Wry -Cry 013 25
5v-0v at 3A
Ov at 3A.
For Ongaku replica
5vGe at 30. 5v Ou at 3A.
63v - 06ball 250
We also have amaws translonmerthoke Aillai the W091 power ampldoer as shown in SOund Prachces.
Its combined with our songWended output transtrmers with 3KOlim omen/ Impedance. will make a
very fine replica of Mis classt ampldier tolal cost £120 40 per sel
We now also have the lacolity to make any mainstanslormer to your sPeedieation as lOng as you order
Minimum 2pos they can be suppled with soldertags flying leads lames or bell-ends Ask for quote
On amore general note it is imponant to understand the specialised nature of the design and
manufacture or transformers for audio equipment. in most industrial applications the men Criteria are
cost, weight or Ungeety. an audio mainstransformer also have to have good regulation under load musl
nun coot and generate no mechanical noose or vibration, produce no excesswe stray magnetic herds et
et, apretty tall order, when owe colleen teal the cost also has to be reasonable So no matter where
you order your mans translormer remember Mal it should conlorm lo Ile above coterie so speedy this
when you order As ageneral rule« do not recommend potted loanslonmens, as all listening tests haw
shown these to sound less clear. Iban unpotted equivalents (
Audio Mete Paper In WI Maui Capacitate
These handmade signal capacitors are sonicauy superior to any of the plastic or other paper hypes we
have come across If you have never experienced the difference that areally good paperer capacitor can
make in avalve amplifier then you really should try Our specially made paper oil caps have alife colour,

lack of nmeness and e.buneSS It d¡narnic behaviour across the Sequeroy range which is guaranteed
to brighten up your day ,Recommended as replacements in old and new valve amplifiers alike land even
in the odd transistor amplifier) and essential lor DIY projects In line with environmental standards. all
Audio Mole paper in oil capacitors contain only non-toxic, bedegsadable vegetable oil. the paper is a
specally treated and Impregnated by amethod that enhances longevity and sound quality. to ensure
optimum pertormance all aura. As you and see we are slowly oncorponaling solid 99.99% pure wive
readouts or this range oh paper on oil capacitors as well on common will the copper and silver loll types
There are several new values available including the 22mF/50 vol: caps made for speaker crossovers
and the 055mF ,200 volt su table for solid state amps we have also added some values suitable for RIM
equalqing nehvorks and the odd feedback loop (
Valle
2gmF
0.1mF
0.56mF
0.001mF
00028nd
00082mF
0OlmF
0.015mF
0022mF
0.0.33mF
0.047mF
0.082mF
0.1mF
012mF
015mF
018mF
022mF
033mF
0.33mF
0.47mF
068mF
ImF
1drnF
0.00018rd
0 (XligarnF
000082mF
00015mF
0.0047mF
0.012mF
0.015mF
0.022mF
0033mF
0039mF
0047mF
0056mF
0058mF
0000mF
0.065mF
0.071mF
0.072mF
0.073mF
0074mF
0075mF
0078mF
0.082mF

BC Voltage
50 volt
200 volt
200 volt
400 volt sliver
000 volt solver
400 mil silver
400 voit silver
400 volt
400 volt silver
400 volt silver
400 volt silver
100 volt
100 volt silver
400 volt
400 volt silver
400 von silver
000 wit silver
400 volt
400 volt silver
400 volt silver
400 vcdt elver
400 vcdt silver
400 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 eon
630 volt
630 volt silver
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 mrt
630 volt
630 dolt
630 volt

leadout
leadout
Retold
readout

wires
wires
woes
wires

readout wires
readout wires
readout wires
leadoul vanes
readout wires
readout wires
readout wires
readout
readout
readout
leadoul

wires
wores
wdes
mom

leadoin wires

Size
21x9mm
32xlImm
25x36mm
2149mm
21x9mm
21x9mm
21x9rnm
21x9
35x10mrn
32allmm
33xIdmm
33x14mm
33x14mm
34x16mm
32x16mm
35x18mm
43x18mm
43x18mm
36x25mm
53x24mm
70,24mm
17x9mm
20x9mm
20x9rnm
17x9rnm
20x9mm
21xlImm
21allmm
2(hrlOmm
32x1 1mm
32xlImm
33x14mm
33x15mm
33x14mm
33x14mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33,16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33xI6mm
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Price ex. UK VAT
11 65
265
545
5.45
545
545
545
325
545
595
6.15
1.25
6.25
475
665
515
585
635
795
8.95
11 15
1365
Id 95
295
295
295
195
295
345
145
545
375
395
685
425
425
425
4.25
435
425
435
435
135
435
455
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0114
015m1
018m1
022mF
022mF
027rri
033,7F
036mF
039mF
047rnF
068111F
ImF
0018,71
0
22m1
3971F
0

630 von
630 von silver
630 volt
630 volt
630 von silver
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 von silver
630 volt silver
630 volt silver
1000 volt

leadout wires

leadout wires

leadout wires
leadout wires
teem wires

34x1601m
42,16mm
43.18,7m
52,19mm
52x19mm
53722mm
52,22mm
4345mm
52726mm
52,26mm
70,3071m
32x11mm

561,26,701
1000 volt
611,2601,7

068mF
12rnF
02271F
021rnF

1000
1000
1600
2000

volt
volt
volt
von

0Inf

4000 volt

8pin 5111 for 6L34, 65se 5U4G. 0234, 6L6G etc Chassis
9pin 09 for ECC83. ECC88 5687 6350 Mc
PCB
9pin B9 for ECC83 ECC88 5687 6350 etc
PCB
9pm 190 to, 00083 ECC88 5687 6350 etc etc Chasses from
9pin AXA tor 60083. ECC88 5687 6350 etc etc Chassis from
9pin B9A tor 00083. ELC88. 5687,6350 etc. etc Chassis from
9op
T
pc
in: 9A tor ECC83, ECC88. 5687. 6350 etc. etc Chassff from
Toecaps

665
775
545
725
945
615
725
745
795
985
12 45
15 15

1
64
06855
5
5
13 85
16 75

52,32mm
721,40,7 ,
7
601,261010
70x291010

1
8
1
Square can with
28 75
dome» Insulators
45.450 (18mrn 'ugh
All Agile Note paper in oil signal renews are axial type We are preparing arange ot very Sri.,
picolarad value paper in on capenors at the moment in demon to the above The range of Audio Note
paper in oil capacitors is steadily expanding so ask for Values that you 00 not see
Audio Note Paper In Oil. Copper 6 Slav Foil Signal Genitors
We are currently developing two further ranges of paper in oil capacnors where instead of using
aluminium toil as In the above paper cap, in he lust range we use an oxygen free copper foil with

99 99'x pure solid sitver lead Out wires these copperte paper Signal capacitors are considerabh haler
than the standard offerings Secondly lo ' bridge the price- gulch gap between the more standard
paper oil caps and the Japanese handmade Silver toit signal capacitors we will be offering our own
99 99 1,pure silver toil signal capacitors which are pretty staggering in quality even if Ihave to say this
myself the silver toil caps also nave solid silver lead- out sires To stan with there will be alevy
valueevoltages ol each available and we shall expand as last as we can ro rover all the popular values
Audio Note Copper Foil Paper in Efil Capacitors
Value
DC Voltage
Size
Price 1
7 50
51( VAT
00017M
53
000213m1
613 -,71
.73,3-..
00082mF
630 von
001mF
630 von
234mm
11.55
23x9mr,
1215
0022mF
0047mF
0IrnF
015mF
022711
033re
047m1
ImF

630 von
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 volt

30x9rim
13 35
15
75
28,16,33,22m1665
35x22111,718 15
56,25mm
22.45
35730mm65
26
5648mril
31.05
5x
50 15
Audio Note 610
1stir4F
4 l
'1aper In Oil Capacrlors
0Ekerre
630 volt
1446-41 00
01mF
630 von
16.46,-70488
015mF
630 con
1 . 00
022rtIF
630 volt
22x36rnr
19,460m,
135.00
047mF
630 voll
2504601m
196.00
ImF
630 volt
38x46100486 65
Audio Note Sneer Foil Signal Capacitors
Best signal capacitors avai l
ab
le qua ,. , ea,,, speaks tor risen Jsed ir amplifiers like Ongaku. Kew
Galace and Mflube Silver handmade in very limited quantities at Audio Notes faddy in Tokyo. Japan
These capacitors use afine mylar 111m Maiectric and are manulactured using considerable tension on Ile
foil and dielectric lo give the best possible mechamal contact and the Mast scope for Internal resonance
Value
DC Voltage
Price ey 0
00
1
IVAT
001n1F
500 voffl
002.11F
500 volt
211 75
005mF
500 von
346 75
0171F
5CO von
645 75
02mF
500 volt
995 75
Audio Note Paper In 011 Reservoir Capacitors
Mainly ! or use in inductor power suPPlieS MK have other uses
Value
OC Voltage
Sin
Price ex UK VAT
2mF
400 .
. on
30.40,,55rnm
20 7
4
75
5
2mF
630 yolt
35,45.72rffin
33 65
2mF
1000 von
45x45.72rffin
2m1
1600 008507702,72mm
45 95
4m1
1000 von
45x45x120mm95
49
4mF
2500 volt
70,20,120mm
265 75
1010F
1000 von
70000.100mm
1210F1000 von
70x100.120mm
1
96
09 79
5
5
12mF
1600 volt
100.100x120mm
136 75
12re
2000 y011
100x100,220mm
159.75
MOM Note Acid 8Chloride Free Silva Solder
The best solder we have been able lo find does not contammale the Jonction which over time increases
junction resistance Used in all our amplifiers from OTO to the Galm - On
Weight/Measuro
Price 119 UK
95 VAT
50 grammes or about 9meter I
mm dmmer
m
1kilo roll of 1mm diameter65
210
Audio Note Cables aWires
We are prod to offer the Mao Note range of Mph quality copper and silver coax speaker and string
cables which depending on the overall price of the protect will do ' twee to any hill system regardless
or price
sofid 99 99°. Pure Audio Note Silver Wee
Gauge
Insulation »Mai
Paco per Meter ex UK VAT
005rnm
Polyurethane
16 75
02mm
Polyurethane
22 75
035mm
ML95
24
06mm
ML
27 85
08mm
ML
31 75
11010
ML
36 75
The above solid dicer wires are datable 1or low level interstage transtormers output transformers power
supply chokes, inductors tor speaker crossovers, both active and passive or for internal wiring in
tonearms amperes etc Awider range ot gauges is stocked, so enquire about required gauge it may
well be stock Serious trade discounts available on larger quantities
Audio Note 15 Strand 0.09mm 91.99% Silver Wiring Wirt
This is the wiring recommended tor all hardwired toptfight mffiects the same wire is used at the AN-V
interconnect and as signal wiring wire in all Mr Kondo sarnpfillers and PrearrffillierS. available in red
welt green and black We Will Sell as Mlle as 251,7 of each colour so buy alane and see It it makes a
difference in your emptier. agood place to start ls on the Phono or CD input
Cost per running meter 022 50
Audio Note Coax Interconnect Cables
Type/Colour
Corm,
tm17
a
11. 60 ,5566e5 Lit, 655.3,5
1
1tice per Stereo Meter ex 11K15
VAT
32
AN-Ayellow,
AN-C
symmetrical OFIIC copper lid coax
29 79
AN-Slight grey with yellow wrffing symmetrical 99 99°. silver le coax
84 25
AN- Vsilver grey
symmetrIcal 99 99°. silver 102 coax
152 35
AN- 12e silver grey
symmetrKal 99 99°. silver le coax
382 98
Audio Note Speaker 8Wiring Cables
Type/Colour
Construction
Price per Mono Meter ex UK VAT
AN- Dgreen or red
single conductor 611 copper speaker smog
685
AN- Bblue while writing
double strand screened 6111 speaker wire
12 34
AN- Lblue black wrIttng
double strand screened 6N Irtz copper speaker sue
25 16
AN- SP saver
single core 15 strand 99 99°. 172 ever speaker wire1063
AN-SP, silver
single core 20 strand 99 99°. 110 silver speaker wire
382 98
P7F1 Insulated Sitar Plated Copper Wires
We car also provide less expon vive wring wires for hard wiring circuits. Mese PTFE insulated silver
plated copper wires are 19 strand of 015mm wire and come in brown black. blue. Plnk. red green.
orange violet white and redo/MM they cost f160 per meter in any colour
Mile Nob High Quality Stepped Allemietors 8Switches
These handmade attenuators and switches are manufactured by afriend of Mr Kondo of NM Note. and
represent the best available volume controls and switches you can use in your pre-ampfilier Inc
affenuator sal steps and with dive rhodium plated contacts brushes made with an array of tantalum
film resistors The switches feature silver plated contacts and sell cleaning action
Type
Value
Price ex UK VAT
Stereo PolenuometerAttenualor
I
OKOhms
221 75
Stereo PotentrometerAttenualor
50KOhms
221 75
Stereo Potentometer ,Anenuator
10000hms
237 75
1channel switch
6way achustable
4channel switch
1288
47
7
5
5
6way addeehle
Milo Note High Chanty Ceramic Valve sssss
All of our valve bases are ol the highest possible quality made from steatite and using toe best metal
pans from alloys wfuch retain their spring tension around the valve pin tor longer They are
recommended as upgrades to most old valve amplifiers and should be an essential part of any DIO
project
Type
Mounting
Plating
Price ex I1K VAT
4pin 504 tor 3006 2A3 801A
Chassis
G
825
4pm UX4 for 30082A360121
Nickel
old
725
4pin UX4 WE type for 300E1283 8018
Chassis
Silver
14 75
4pin AXA WE type with bayonet mounting
Chassis
Silver
48 95
4pin Jumbo 4for 21 tVT4C.845
Chassis Will abayonet SlIver1chrome
159 95
5pin UV5 tor 807
Chassis
G
975
7pin 87 for 604 002
PC13
Sioivledr
615
7pin 87 for 684 002
PCB
Gold
785
7pin 87 for 604 092
Chassis trom above
Silver
675
7pot 87 for 604. 0A2
8pin U8X for 6134 6550. 5U4G 0234. 6L6G etc
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Chassis Irom above
Chassis

Gold
Silver
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795
565

above
above
below
below

Gold
Silver
18
Silver
Gold
Silver
Gold

865
385
575
445
675
495
7.15

For 807 pentode etc
Nickel
975
yo u may want to stag yo urffiffied we less mere cost and for this purpose we can offer Me following
•inClustriai grade ' ceramic valve bases
Industrial Grade Volvo Bases
Mounting
Price ex UK VAT
Type
8prn lor EL34. 6550, KT66. 6160
Chassis with bracket
145
9pin lor ECC83. ECC88 5687. 6350
Chassis with shred
Ias
Audio Note Ceramic Stand.Orls
In most hardwired valve power mete, It is ' rep dentry difficult to get the HT and heater rails suspended
and separated safely and neatly trom Inc chassis mis especially applies when broldmg amplifiers using
the really logh voltage directly heated triodes like 211 51740. 845 849 Watt. 04500 etc When planning
design like this, it is important to Incorporate suitable layout from the start. and the Audio Note stand-offs
should be more or less mandatory in that context They are screw- in type with steatne msulator and either
amap- round turned " head on the mope wo e
.
,,
',
.
vzcsan or separated solder riots on the mulit-way
Type No Number a Tags
AN ,421
1
AN-422
1
Ml-423
I
AN-452
2
AN-453
3
AN- 455
5
AN- 458
8
AN- 460
10
AN-476
6
AN-479

NeIght/Lenati
25 5mm
17 4mm
22 6mm
Affiustable, 17mm
Adtustable 24mnk
Adjustable 32 ,-mm
Adiustable 58mm
Adiustable. 72mm
25,nm/45mm

Solder Connection

Chassis Fixing

Wrap- round
Wrap- round
Solder slot
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder slots

Screw- in bolt
Screse bolt

Price ex UK VAT

141
1el
1.41
0
08
1t 0610w-le2 42
bolt screw-in
305
bolt Strew.
4e4
boll screw- in
579
731
Dual bolt screw- in
Screw- in bons
535
Screw. bons
753
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

9
25mm/66mm
Solder slots
Audio Note Selected Audio hats
Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the same stringent standards
that we apply in Inc production DI Our own ampldiers they tali into two categories standard production
remo and rare. mostly NOS IN., Old Slock, valve, which are no longer In production We have
complied aspecial 1151 of NOS items which is available against astamped addressed envelope if you live
outside the UK send USO 200. You should be aware that the vahres on this list are NOT cheap. but we
have stock of original GE. RCA and United Etech onicS 211 both standard versions and reinforced amerce
bibe 1345 Westinghouse 1/T25 '1010Y 12162 801A 1723008. 51043000 Millard GZ34'CV1377 Tungsol
5U4G i
best sounding 5u4, , ht.a 4.4- reàrf Chatham 5R4WGY and many others
Standard Stock Items
Type MI
Type
Price ex 111( VAT
E133C0/12AX7WA27025
1133CC Super/12AX7WB
double ! suds
295
MO grain super low noise
395
super kow noise low mKrophom mdm version of WV
545
683CCOI 112AXTAFXT

6072A 10417
do.bw moda 4
,,, gam ECC83 he fficeptional sounding used in
945
Ongaku M7Tube Sliver Kegon probab,,,best sounding ECC83
088CC69226D413WA2308
double Mode
395
EF8626267 ,
2729
pentode
245
ECC82/12AU7/5814a
double bode . mn spec
595
609707 Russian
double triode UtlX base
275
6SN71NGTA Sylvanw
double node ormnal US-made low microphony super scudding
595
651.701
double triode U8X base
325
6350WA
675
56871W Serena USA
double triode
double Mee pOWerful driver used in Ongaku Keen etc
875
1182007044 General Electe USA double trade very powerful drwer. pinegundlent 015087991
04,75
ECL82,6BM8
tnode-pentode
265
EL84 61305
Malr ppwer pentode
155
EL134M 6805WA
Suidli power erne, 'mil SPeC ve•Sion
451
Smarr pose- tehryie
245
63607
6
L60
medium poem pentode
275
588112T66,
6L6WGC
medium poorer erode
451
5881We
medium power tehode standard base
555
6007 1E334 Fat Buff .
power term 56e
885
8134G
power pentode
645
3008
power triode Audio Note branded and tested to our somdcabort
56 45
3321m
power mode Audio Note branded and tested tO Our SpeCifmation
29 45
AN•845
power mode Audio Note tested and tried
33 45
6030
POwerful regulator. mddecth,heated Mode
24 65
6AS7.6080
strong regulator inffirectly heated Mode
645
2A3 4pin or 8pin for Audio
decry heated small power Mode
17 95
Innovations Second Audio Amplifiers
5U4G Russian
HT-reenter
325
5Y3GT Russian
01-rectrfier
225
562S1 Sylvania
HT.rectrher
395
55401
14T-rectiker
225
02360404 Russian
HT-rechlier
815
1234 001377 Mullard
HT- rectifier
4465
GZ37 CV378 UX made
MT-Tectrher eguirraril to G23234 but better Sounding
955
5R4WG13 Cotton USA
Very powerlut kiT tender 2500 volt at 100mA1
24 55
684
HT-rectrhe very good tor pre-ampleters 7pin base
265
605
HT-rectifier. tor 27e-empire's 0power amplffier front-ends, 588
265
Please note. our 3006s are manufactured on China by Gold Dragon/Shuguang. but are tested in-house
under real working tonchhons to parameters somewhat more stringent than is othermse done No they
do not sound quite as good as original WE 3008s or STC 430005 nor do they carH the Same Premium
price please consider Me following unless you have absolutely Ions of money o, you haPPen to 'eve
them in your albc. do not consider Original 300B, nrs inmost cases far beer to invest the money in
more permanent beelines of the ember protect like better output transformers, boner signal caps or
resistors Oi the like. valves wear out better poaldy passrve components last Apair of mortal WE 3008e
costs at least £ 1200 00. on agood day think in terms of an overall puce compromise you can gel some
lahuMus sounding passives for the difference in cost between apair ot Chinese awes and the original
WEs and in many cases the improvement in sound quality is greater than the WE 30015,12W contnbute.
and Me contribution to sound is permanent consider that when you plan your project
We have made some very considerable purchases of valves at the US- government auctions and types like
ISO 6SN7WGTA, 60724, 5687 and 7044 are probably the best sounding small sIgnal-duver valves made,
Ile prices are not unduly hrgh at theemoment so now is the time to try
R

We endeavour to SIOCk the epee El 2range of en the different makes of redstors that we stock except
the very lowest offinc valves which are ffiveney costly as arule we do not stock valves below 100hms
or above 3M3 Whilst we always try to hue every single E12 valve in stock this cannot be guaranteed
delivery especkally on Me Metros and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed however since
most are used in our production of finished products there will generalh be stock available elm 4
weeks
Balsam
We otter three oath levels of resistor Qua it al are t'. starting with the BecIchlag melartirrh. OnIOn
are Shell, magnetb. las are the vast maprih, or other makes of metal film resisiors i bur nonetheless
very good sounding as used in all ore UX-made amplifiers up to 410 'meting quality Level 3 the
MEISHUiP3r P4. 3000 no feedback Mode emitters
Beyschlag 1wan 1°. resistors up to 500001m. £011. above 500001m £013 each
lloko
Rene Sound quahh can be achieved wIth Inc 02 Iwatt. 1.,non-magnetic resistors which we regard as
the best mdusural grade region redstors available They have one small drawback as they are dune
fragile and tepee careful handling do not bend Ile legs too dose to the bOdy they may become norsy
Telco resistors type 112 5OPPM cost.
£3 06 each from IRO to 5RO. £089 each 110m 501 to 1919. £036 each from 200hm to 23000hm. £041
each from 231001m to 111,101m, £ 102 each from IM1 to 200 £ 124 each horn 2MI to 4M0. and £221
each horn 4M1 to 5M0
Shinkoh Tantalum Film Rabies
This is defuntely the best sounding resislors available forget Inc VISHAY, whmh may be oir in high
feedback tranmstor amplifiers, but in our opinion qune uncomplimentary to the qualifies of real Audio
Anekficalion le directly heated Mode amplffiers wrong feedback tree mn smote-ended Class At Ms rs
where you kell need the tantalum frIm resrstor for the best results
The 12 watt Shmkoh tantalum resistors are non-magnefic and COSt £226 each
Some values are avaluble In twan from Sffinkoh at £460 each list of stock available
Audio Note 1/2 watl Tantalum Resistors
With our in- louse usage ot tantalum remstors increasing all the time and Sffinkoh becoming less and
less able to supply, we have found It necessary to second-source the 12 wan value mn addition to Me 1
wan already offered. the AN Tant are nor magnetic and share all other aspects of the 0111100 except the
colour ley will be evadable by the . 7., ,esel tills In the following values, 100. I
2R 160, 1819 22R.
270 030 39R. 4714. 5619 68R. 82P ' • • 1713 12OR 1500.180R. 220R, 2700 33OR 3900 4720.
5600 6000 680R. 0200 910o • '• 1 1624 1(33. 105 108 200 2K2 2K7 303 309 407
506 608 BK2 901 10K -• • • 135 390 470 560 620 68K, 75K. 820 916 1001(
I
200. 1500 178K. 180X ' F • • • • • r3K 390K 4700 5100 5600 6200 6800 820K
The I .•,- •
redslors cost £ 199 each
Audio Note 1wart Tantalum Resistors
Up to now the tantalum film mdstors have been extremely difficult to get however. after much
persuasion and against amammon, guantrty guarantee from Audio Note UK the manulacturers have
agreed to olden the range of t2watt and reintroduce Me Iwan range vilmch becomes an exclusive range
for Audio Note we consider toit to be amajor breaktbrough since wIthout areasonable range of values
at the 1we rating rt Is pretty demon to get the very best out of the best races The 1wan Audio Note
tantalum lilm redslors are evadable in the same values as the ID watt, one the aMbhon ol the IMO.
Ile Ailla Note IWan 18 tantalum rent°, values are £3.70 each
We shall now be « flung on gettrng 2and 3wan tantalum resistors made evadable as well and who
knows perhaps we will be able to build arelffies In ayear's time Mat nave all tantalum remstors on all
pads or the circun
Palo Colo Precision Carbonlilm Resistors
In addition to the nonmagnefic tantalum resistor, we are gffing to stock arange ot preadon goldpleled
carbonem resistors, in many cases Me carbonhim resistor is preferable it you are budffing an emptier
based on an old mud like for example the WE91 or another Ludo'l of similar ',Image We shall be

stocking values sortable for protects like the WE91 In 1,2 and 1Watt value, these resistors are made
espedally lor us by amap, manufacturer
They cost for the 1.2wan £330 each Iwan £485 each 2wan £689 each
Agen Bradley 1watt 5% Carbonlilm Resistors
Due to popular demand and ageneral lack of Other sources so lave Started stocking arange or /Olen
Madleys carbonfelm resistors many experienced DlYers like my fnend Herb Hebert condder these the
very best sounding for many apphcabons
Available In the 112 range of values the Ivan 005101 43 each
High Wattage Wirewound Resistors
As anew Item we shall Start offering arange of 2 - 15 wan wirewound resistors we shall be starling we
asmall range and expanding aas we go along at the moment the following is avertable all Mese
Wattage
6watt

Value
Tolerance
4
4188
10 redstors are 5°, tolerance and glazed
7
5%
5%
5%,

6 000
a
9

1(0
2K2
150
20K
1000

5°,
5°.
5°.
5%
5°,

Price ex UK VAT
086
08S
086
086
066
132
132
1.24

9watt

1KS

5°.

124

6we'
6watt
6watt
6wan
6wan

9wart
1K8
5°,
124
More values will be added over the neo? 6months together Will some non- inductive wirewounds'
Blast Gate Electron Truffle,, High Perlormance. Graphite loll capactlers.
busby. Iwould like ID Categorically State lhal any rumours about Black Gate capactlors beng unavallable
or discorffinued are totally misguided. malicious and Incorrect. Audio Note is currently the sole source in
Europe that holds any significant range of values in stock we use literally 1000s in production as we
were the first company to realise the tremendous benefits that Black Gele capacnors offe and we are to
date tee only high end audio company m the wodd to incorporate Black Gule capacitors conmstentry of
our finished products
llene are very tew audio parts that promise aguaranteed improvement when replacing prachcally any
other part, but this is what the Black Gets capacitors actually dd Exchanffing any electrolytic capacdor
anywhere me the odourl ol an amplffier or in the crossover of aspeaker ell greatly improve sound quality
We are working on some gradelmes as to where how and wilt& types 01 Black Gate to use mn different
cercurts lo first sen technical guideline is available now and is Called ' Improving your CD player -and
can be ° bleed by sendrog astamped addressed envelope to us requesting this leaflet All Bailo Note
Level 2Signature products use Mara Gate Electron Treater in meal signal power supply tuncens
11 Is very Important to note that all Mace Gale capacitors take tune to charge- up or stabhse, when first put
in *muff depending on type and applicabon this " maturing" ?me can be between IW and 300 hours
Black Gate call this the " iffirng process '. see enclosed Irst of evadable values We led however bat this
process takes longer ho hum ,
We are about to stock the entire range pt values on Ile enclosed list. so aseparate price list is attached to
the list of Black Gate programme evadable Ask us to send you this list as 11 rs too long tor an
adverbsement or to incorporate in our standard component list wherelore it is not Included in bull Again
as always we appreciate astamped self addressed envelope Il greatly influences the expethency this end
ifflnelt
Please note. the pricelist tor Black Gate capeciteNre
8i r e!guideline only due to Me continuous
strengthening rat Me Japanese Yen. It is impossible to prrnt ul -lo -dete prices 11x01119, some lor price
when you order
Vela.
47mF

Voltage
25 Will
35 volt
50 volt
50 volt

8G- Type
PK
PK
PO
Pl
PK

Suggested Use
Anywhere
Anywhere
A
Ardritte
8
r
r
e
Anywhere

32
2
3m1
4
107m1F

50 volt
50 volt
60 yo
50
vo n
it

PK
PK

Anywnere
Anywhere

22
‘
2m
mFF

50 non

PK
PK
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

138
168
187
268
282

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywbere
Anywhere

342
411
668
297
441

034
3
mF
7m F
1rnF

16 volt
06
5,
1t
1
5
65,0
6
33 0
2332
::
FF
4
107555
m6
1
100re
10010eF

16
50
50
16
50

volt
volt
volt
von
volt

hoe es UM VAT
I65
175
105
112
123

Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

473
547
1
04
3
55;

Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anyvffiere

631

100 volt
10001F100 volt

Standard

Anywhere

854

220mF
100mF

TOO volt
16 von

Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere

775

42
100
27mmm
Fr F

220mF
470mF
2200111
10.000,71
072010F

50
16
16
16
80
16

47,e.47711
1mF.100mF
30
12001F
221:W14220mi
100m1.100mF

500
500
500
350
350

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
SIQ-Type
11(2- Type
SK2-Type
002- Type
SKr- Type

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
PSU smoothing
Anywhere
PSU filter capacitor
PSU lifer capacrtor
PEU filter capacnor
PSU finer capacitor
PSU filter capaator

220re
10mF

50
50000
,6
11 3
100 von

vonlt
volt
vo
von
volt
von
von - 550v
von - 550v
volt - 550v
volt - 400v
ve - 400v

surge
surge
surge
surge
surge

22
1,
46
04o 32
3
52' 25
585
5
13 45
234 65

10
85
2
5
13
95
8
72
75

OK -T117.
DecouplIng or finer capacitor
22mF
336500,25560550
1/1(- Type
PSU filter capacnor
5
5
150mF
4
9182
12
863
51
047mF
503von
6
von
6
1
.
.
T
I
y
y
m
pe
A
Losvi.e
ESvR Low impedance use anywhere
111
22mF
122
100mF
63volt
8F
.1
7y
Ype
e
As
A8 a
at%tre
156
220mF
2200m1
:
1633 v
'"
o
81
1
80
F- Type
As above
211
47rnF
1K- Type
Ultra low ESA version. comparable to 111m caps :I2
7
1
6
5
8
100mF
16
von
16 von
10- Type
Ultra low ESR version. comparable tole caps 13 71
220 ,71
FIX- Type
Ultra low 151i version. comparable to film caps 995
100mF
25 voll
11(-Type
As above
221,1mF
60 1
25
011
FK-Type
As above
FK-Type
As above
21 43
100mF
1000mF
35 volt
OK-Type
AS above use anywhere
2200mF
F
0-12Pe
AS above use anywhere
2200mF
63 volt
105518;1
73
111
5
100mF
100
0v :011
OK- Type
As above use a
an
nyw
e5e
herre
e
32 85
22,7F
50 volt
C-Type
For comes with DC potenhal reference
47mF
50 von
C-Type
For enrolls wrth DC (»Urinal [Inference
68mF
50
1282 36
05
57
50
560
0volt
v
45,
0Fyn
00
Bipolar
For loudspeaker crossover networks
10m1
Bipolar
as above
16 85
2210m
Bipolar
as above
47m1
Bipolar
as above
0470F
50 volt
EIG-N. type For PSU decouplIng
526
123 83
955
5
22001F
63volt
M.N. Type For super low none PSUs
11 85
10017F
16 00011
1
BG-8 Type For super low norse PSUs
24 65
470rnF
6 ,56
6G- NType as above
4700mF
35 volt
IS- NType as above
22
108 8
45
5
1711
50 volt
1G- NType as above
545
47n4
50 volt
VO 11 Type as above
665
10mF
50 volt
13G- NType as above
47m1
50 volt
BPI Type as above
137 5
755
100mF
500011
0G- NType as above
50 volt
8G- NType as above
4223
99
03
35
5
109Orn1
95
2230e
,00 .,
VO NType as above
In our component Mt you will find alisting of all available Blurs Gate values together eh their smes
best usage etc Lastly rye can supply arange ol more modestly priced components still good quake,. Sal
more Industnal grade. 1you like
Potentiometers
Best evadable from sound witty - prne wespffint mace by Noble in Japan nigh quality conductive
Impidiese

Construction

Vo
a se
t'
1m
C 'o n1 rols

Price ex UK VAT

1001(Ohms Stereo
Frame type PCB mounted
395
1001(01m Stereo
Encapsulated type, PCB mounted
1565
Abetter attendee Is Me KO-ON volume controls MC are used in preemplffiers Me the M7Tube
M7LIne and tn arnono version on the input on Me Neu° Kassar Kegon and Gaku-On these are very
good sounding pots by any standard
Impedance
Construction
Price ex UK V 0
A
1001(0ffins Stereo
Encapsulated
73225
8
5
110100001U
100001m
Mono
10000hm Stereo

Encapsulated high gualny
Large encapsulated,
blame Controls
Fmme he PCB mounted

0
10,272
45
5
445

Ko-On also makes averzEngd8url'u
t
a
elitti1
8
00
80
80
818mm:au
lann
'e
c
d
econtrol similar to the encapsulated 1000 pot
Ms costs £32 25
Stadia type Switches
This switch Is affiustable 2-6 way. It has gold plated contacts and astemless sled ball for best possible
corrosion protection and contad price e. UK Vat £560
Again Ko.On otters aver. nice quality sealed switch 6way 2channel al £90 65 each
Standard Electrolytic Capacitas
V
IO0
e rrF

vow

10010FF

10 wit
16 volt

Good quality standard industrial types
Sin
18x6,710 Ural 11.7mm radial
15emmaml

Price es UK VAT
013
029

220mF
22014
100mF
4700 ,4
2200mi
10mF
22m1
2264
41,7
56rni
68mF
100m1
220nd
270. •

16 voll
40 volt
63 volt
16 vott
50
160 voll
350 volt
450 volt
385 yolt
400 volt
400 von
400 voll
385 voll
450 mn

von

I
1.8rnm Fatal
13x10mm radial
13.10mm radial
38.18ren radial
35.18mm radial 410 Onm anal
15.19mm rodal
25.12mm radial
41i16ren vrai
250211111 radial
30.21rnrn radial
30x22mm fatal
30.25mm radial
52x3Omm ratai can
40.30mm radial can

031
012
047
082
087
056
125
189
216
237
268
326
445
585
- 55

HCA INC Banana Pions RCA Sockels Speaker 8Ground Termtnals 6Loudspeaker Spades
155
365
51
25 53

RCA Sockets
Mounfing

BAC Plugs & Sockets

Type

Prise es UK VAT
041
065

Price ex UK VAT

Banana Plugs Loudspeaker Cable Spades Chaos,. Loudspeaker fermais
IYPe
Pnce ex UK VAT
Banicia p.,11j
loaCei.1,1011
245
Auto Nole Loudspeaker cabre spade, olver plated. mo-magnehe
465
Audio Fiole AN- ST speaker terminal chasses mounled trekel plaled red or black
I85
Audio Note AN- ST ' Gspeaker terrnmal chassis mounts gold plated red or black
275
Audio Note AN-STR speaker terminal chassis ?mets rutio gold patee nommagnebc. reo or black
475
Ground terminal. Casus moumed and nrckel plate
I45
Our range • components rs conslantly expaneng as we 111101 new or bette, supplrers, so stay ro
vitoS by mal.? oar adverts 6,11 World ang HM News
Fias RInes
ln man, systems especrally ones using liansiStor oased ainplif'cation hems then aproblem ot
incoming IRf mrrioing inrs the leedback loop. eStrecully rom connected CD- Mayen damPirfg
Imite ring around the cabre getween the CD-trangol and the DAC output of the DAC or CD.player
and ihe pre-iniiplitier input relit, tuf pcsing results
Aude° Nola Monnet Cod. CO Une AInpul Malclung Transformers.
ha vei
Icei.eg r, Jm. iiipuestS for
ing
COurs foot matur ing transformers and once ee
alread5 make use of these il might De agood lea to olfer thon le general sale Common to all of
these small ognal transformers os Inat they come In amumetal screerung can voth athreaded
spindle virth anui lot mounleng
Tm
Cohue Code Ses PrIensreSsendarylneedemos - Mals Use
Pries sa EMBAT
117687 Brown
3d12Ohn, 1001(Ohnr copper .enred MC matching
51 50
77688 Red
15 d600hm - 1COKOhm topo. var% MC matceng
51 50
001689 Orange
50 60005, - 21(5 10110hm. ceps, rare tine mien
51 50
776% Yellow
361208m - 100KOhm couper «el High Oueds,MG maktong 7820
117691 Green
15 & 60011m - 103KOhm, mue rage mie ,us«,RIOR
:8 20
88
77692
Bee

043011119
Quality
150 6600hrn
MC . - 2K5

1•01en copper vored Hep Orralrty 'me

77693 Vedel

matent)
25 1000hm - 2K6 copper mred Itgh Oualt line match/no
78 20
71694 Whde
150-150011m camer wued
Oualny knemateng
10156
£17695 St«
15-1500hmulkervared HmhOualdy Ime malchng
378.60
1776% Black
38 12011,1000hm Pive, vared MC matchnu
392 60
77697 Soin
156 6001e-1001(Ohrr steer errreedd MC moceng
378 60
The rnowng coil matching transformers are sultane or all mooing Lou carie*, the low
impedance versons are notable Mr cartridges ide the Audio Note lolly most better ()notons the
Goldbug lises and some Koetsusthe egt,sennes are meant Mr Gort.% ( rotas mosl
[Tenons. Clearautos. Van den Hal carIndg.. the Ikeda and alew Oronte oulput Koelsus
The hm molding translorrners can be used in anumber of ovin:allons inlet-comoonen1 isolahon
and niatching las we recommend beween CD- player and preamitildne te separate earth PlaneS
and RI Fransler, as pre-arrIpliter input or output transformer, , «totem else you can think
We shah expand tris range to include more lyses as rde g0
Asdic Ilote Cluses Sils
We have deeded lo one ,for sale Me Iwo slanced slows' lhat we use loo produchon ol Ihe
OTO'SOROMAC range ol UK- made Aude Note oroducts ChassIsr are nolonous5 Mtleult to get on
aone oit bass so hem you are We roll only sell ne chassis thal we have relected Mr production.
due to minor fermes in the kmatt they still look Uriet but are not stoctly of aflawless tirishnd
product pu
Tage
Ses
Reuss UK VAT
Chasses 1Alumunum
mdtholepteheghl 437s3964125mm
84 50
796396025mm
69 50
Chas. 7Alummun,
Chassis 1Coppet
437.3%1125mm
198 50
Chassrs 2CoPPer
29.396025mm
165619°
CO
Kit One KI Three Chavos mild steel grey pant
400.300.50mm
1
KnOnellit One
mild steel poksned tromed 400030005015m1 70
You have lo specdy. when you older . whether you rani chassa 2for prenmphher or power
ameuter use the pre amplifie has inputs on the side al Me top caver. Me ponce amphhe has
many more tonale,' holes top and snle If you warn aPCB vite the input sockets , ncluded wttn
the ore-antreer cove? add £ 19 75 to the cost of ne chassis and remember to specify tes when
you order Please note the no copper teeamener lid is cunently available for Chass ,s2
From nrne to lame we vie have more damaged or scratched chasos it you are not bothered about
Ile Imrsh OF general appearance or you mlend lo relouer 16e chisos anyway you can haw one el
these for 50% 0116e above onces est lhougM you should know So entoure dlests ot Interest
Audle Nets COMMen KIM
As menuet earlier we are deyetop no range ot complete kits to grve those ot you who Nara Me
ability but do not have me lime to develop aormet nom the ground so to speak le order ro te
able to
the nest possible qualrly-pnce relationship ne kits rne otter eall be good banc cam?n.
wdh no- 11115 power supplies and components. all Irlo nave input volume control lo allow use al a
ontik source hke CD- player due In

one

Based around the iWir ante. 3008 Cree,' neared mode we see tes kit as the introduction to
real Audio Amplticatron as It covers 011 the maclant aspects o design necessary. Single- Ended
No- Feedback Grass A Directly Heated triode ro become amember of this excluove club ol
ampleers
Bd One has one 300B per channel runneng al 420 volls vnth 75rnA current grong 9110 watts 0114
cleanest power you rat ever hear the mput stage consests ot a6SN7GT twth a5687 double node
drwer state running in SRPO The power supply sacapacdorenokecapactor voth a504G HT
merle be heaters ire AC heated Component Quart,is srin ria to our Level 2Insted products
Audio Note paper in 0,1 signai capactors Beyshlag 1watt 1
55tetaltdm resistors. good ouate
electrolytes ( SOFry No Black Gatesr and asmala admet« stereo chassrs ngrey partwork
Protechng nove is extra We have several upgrade Ois avadable lot • One ask for Maris
Pue £799 OP Inci Vat which includes all valves rces also ihe 203008 needeth but no?
POstagetaCking which to UK customers is £ 12 top cover Is £99 00 eera Kit One saise avarlable
voth apolished CloOrne LUSsis and chromed transformer ben-ends this makes the Kit One areal
"stunnen f0043020000 lo total £999 00 The Kit One is available now
KA Tore
Kit Two Matures aongle 6550 lelrode minute in Single- Ended made retenu some 17 watts of
pure Class A. valve recerle1111 for the output stage stereo chassis and 65N7GT input and
5814,ECC82 SRPP Meer Stage componentry and chassrs as
One Kit Two is currently only
ava,lable yorthout valves for £570 00 rncl UK Vat lb user renth C5nese 65505 no clams tor taons in
PO«. supply or output transformers .11 te accepted.'
Puce £599 00 incl Vat, includes valves, hut not postagetaceng. caver 1s extra al £99 00 Vgth
poleshed chfome chasses and chromed bell- ends on Ire translanners £799 00
Kit TM»
Three leatures 2.3008 Pet channe running ir sinote-ended pat oie yielding 16.17 watts in
Pure Class A Ms sirio on IFFF0 mono chassis with yalve rectite HT supplies no signal leedbiFt it
uses 6SP-1701 double triode as inpui valve and apair ol 5687 double triodes running in SRPP as
dnvers
the K11 Three is.sentolly amono version el the 161 One voth double Me power, the same
tenonnent choies and on two chassrs Instead of one
The Kit Three costs £ 1550 00 and is ava ,Iable now Coyer is £99 00 eina per chassis , £ 198 00 or
two rPolished trome Cassis and ben-ends is also ayarlabte at £400 OC entra Several upgrade
kits are available for Kit Three as well ask for details
Bit Blue
The Kot Four is really OUF inboduchon lo valve amphi. Inn buddIng mer and power supply
mounted on one serpe printed cocon boatcl tut Iwo OTO .type push-pull output transtormets all
mounted ' 0 asmall PISE htte chassis coveung evercleng so nObody wdl be able to see that you
nave succurreed to he lure of the vaive ampiter aine is sweeping the itel The enclot consists
of two 6V6GT tetrodes nursing in Pusn-Pre Class A welding about 10 watts dnven by a6SN7GT
and aECC83 input stage Easy ta build
hethIPH 7
The Ktf Four oasis £199 00 and es avadable now
Pro-implItler KR
Aka based on the Audio Note M7Tube pre-amphter Orcult in onder development it Will be veered
in three fou ,versons with the basic versen using cneaper val yeS expected cet £299 00 , nt Vat
etc More details avenue ale,
Mie to.
Abd. fiole 111K1 Lld Und 0 Peacock IndosIrmal Estate Lyon Cose 125-127 Dawgdor Road Hove
857 tSS East Suss. England Telephone 01273 220511 t
6i
nes, Fax 01273 7314% Direct line
to sales 01273 770178
Fessa,' federahon contact Esotenca Ltd Tel 095 917 4385 Fa. 095 917 8262
titroary Die 05e contact Merlin Audios 54. U Raday tsi 2 H-1092 Budapest. Hungary relax 01
2152612
Welland please conlact. de Jong Components. 2. Reggesleaal. cil 5704. MI Helmond lei 04920
14661 Fav 14773
USA please contact Angela Instruments 10830 Genet? Bor Suite 309 Annates Junction MD
20701 Te130 , 725 045 , la. 301 '25 8823
5-1 • 5. •••
,
iaic 7i. ' ai 4519 0967 PO 01 00 1995

1
ami I-
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Sale

OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE TABLE TOP TURNTABLE BRUER VAIS
VIRY RARE BLACK ASH. SINO
£2995
OXFORD CRISTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS AIIMBOARDS
VERT RARE BLACK ASH RIST
£ 1495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PUTTER MINT
£ 1995
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE OTURNTABLE VACUUM PUTTER MINT £995
HELIOS CYALENE ARM. MINT
£ 795
SONY 337 ESO CD PLAYER MINI
0245
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT 606 MS? DAC NISI
71 595
MERIDIAN 602 14K2 TRANSPORT 606 5K? SAC MINI
7 995
CAMBRIDGE COI PLAYER HEAVILY MODIFIED MINT
£ 1250
MERIDIAN 606 DAC7 MINT
[795
ME RIDIAN 506 CO PLAYER MINT
£680
CITATION 18 TUNER ANERICAN ORIGINAL ADC
£ 195
RESTELL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP SINO
£ 799
REMUS ICARUSINTEGRATED ARP MINT
7495
CREEK 6060 INTEGRATED AMP MINT
0275
GRYPHON LIS EDITION MENU BALANCES MINT
03995
GRYPHON BEL CANTO LINE PREAMP BALANCES LATEST
02 495
MARK LEVINSON NL3 PREAMP 511111
[1995
MARK LEVINSON ML7A PREAMP MINT
[2995
MARK LEVINSON AlL126 PREAMP & PLS124 SUPPLY [995
MARK LEVINSON 311S BALANCES PREAMP MINT
£4495
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 MK2 VALVE PREAMP BLACK OB SILVER FROM
01995
PINK TRIANGLE PIP NU PREAMP VISHAY 3BOK MINT
Cl 795
METAXLIS CHARISMA PREAMP CHROME MINT
[895
[495
%PRESSER 838 PHONO PREAMP BAL MINE
SUDDEN AUS1C 2BOX PRUNE.AVONDALE MOOIFIEO
[895
CLONE SKIA PREAMP MINI
£1 495
£4 995
KRILL KRSBP PREAMP BALANCES MINT
MAGNUM DYNALAB ETUDE TUNER DOLO MINI
£995
CAT SU SIGNATURE VALVE PREAMP SINO
£2 995
PS 60010 4PREAMP ASUPPLY VGC
[295
EXPOSURE 7PRE 9PRO SUPPLY AIRED AMP MINT
£1 250
MOIS DEEP 7lilK3 VALVE POWER AMP MINI
£3 495
GOLOMUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
01 995
AUDIO RESEARCH VOS VALVE AMP BALANCED MINE
f2 495
MARK LEVINSON ML2 REFERENCE MONO AMPS BALAN
£3 750
MARK LEVINSON ML3 OUM. MONO POWER AMPS MINT
£3 995
KRELL KSA100 MK2 POWER AMP MINT
fl 695
MARK LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP MINT
£995
CARY 300B VALVE MONO AMPS 40WATT TRIODE MINT
NRG 61019 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
[2495
CONRAD JOHNSON 611175 VALVE AMP MINT
£995
METAXUS IRAKUS MK2 POWER AMP CHROME MINI
£895
TANDBERG TPA3099A MB? MONO POWER AMPS SISO
tl 095
ARAGON 2004 POWER ARP SINO
[695
OUAD 606 POWER AMP MINT
£450
NAD 111 POWER AMPS LATEST 1AVAILABLE MINT
£295
MERIDIAN 605 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCES MINT
01 500
LUMLEY REFERENCE M120 VALVE MONO AMPS MINT
01 795
NESTROVIC Al VALVE MONO AMPS ITALANCED SINO
01395
UMM GFA 565 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT £1,250
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT MINT
Ti 995
MERIDIAN M60 ACTIVE SPEAKERS WALNUT MINE
£ 1395
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
7995
MERIDIAN A500 SPEAKERS BLACK ASH RIST
' S•50
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINE
115
CELLO AMATI SPEAKERS OAK TWIN MOUNTED PAIRS ON GRANITE STANDS
MY MARK LEVINSON SUPERS VGC
CABASSE IROISE MC SPEAKERS CHERRYW000 MINT
CONRAD JOHNSON SYNTHESIS REFERENCE 4TOWER SPEAKER SYSTEM
SUPERB FINISHED IN LT OAK MINE
WILSON WATT 3PUPPY 1WOOFERS 8PAWS MINI
r.; 155
DYNAUDIO KRAFT SPEAKERS 8STANDS GREY MINT
£ 1295
DYNAMO SPECIAL ONES ROSEWOOD SPEAKERS MINT £ 795
DYNAUDIO CONSEOUENCE SPEAKERS FLAGSHIP MOSES FINISHEO IN
CHERRYWOOD STUNNING LOOKS ASOUND TO MATCH SISO
07 250
EQUATION 0ZERO SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK MINT
£695
SNELL AS SPEAKERS WALNUT MINI
04 495
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
£2995
AUDIO PLAN KONTRAST 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
01 295
GENESIS 8309 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK UGRANITE STANDS £995
SUMO ARIA PANEL SPEAKERS OAK VGC
£ 795
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS 6STANDS MINE
7 695
XEF 102 2SPEAKERS ROSEW000 KUBE AKUDOS STANDS [595
BATHTUB 8SPONGES SIMILAR TO WATTS APUPPIES BUT BIGGER.
VERS SENSITIVE SYSTEM REOUIRES BY AMPING AMERICAN WALNUT f2 495
COUNTERPOINT SA 3000 VALUE PREAMP MINT
£995
All PREAMP PHONE STAGE REMOTE PAIR MONO AMPS MINT £ 1395
MERIOIAN D60011 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK MINE
£ 1795
JHARFOALE OPTION 14WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY 1WHITE 1Of
ONLY bSPARES HAMM SUPERS VGC
£ 1995
CELESTION SL600SI ASL 6000 SUBWOOFERS SAINT
INFINITY MS BETA 4TOWER SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
ARAGON 24 K1PS PREAMP MINT
MARK LEVINSON ML2 REFERENCE MONO AMPS VGC
RESTEK EXPOSENT GERMANTS REFERENCE MONO AMPS 18110WPC
BLACK AGOLD FRONTS MINT
MERIDIAN M1 ACTIVE SPEAKERS WALNUT LAST TYPE
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
PROAC SUPER TOWER SPEAKERS MAHOGANY VGC

s'und
SKand
Stand
exidemo
Strand
Stand
shed
nana
es demo
SFIlarld
extelemo
evideeno
stand
es dent
stand
stand

Gland

stand
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NMN THIS MONTH
PIONEER P075 CD PLAYER MINT
MERIDIAN 508 SUPER CO PLAYER BALANCED MIST
MARANTZ CO BIMBO SE CD PLATER SINO
VOYD 5REFERENCE TURNTABLE ROSEWOOD CYALENE ARM APOD
SUPPORT MINE
AL1010 RESEARCH SP9 MK2 VALVE PREAMP MIST
URI KSP 75 PREAMP BALANCED MINT
MICHEL 150 HR PHONO STAGE VHERA SUPPLY RIST
ROWLAND MODEL 3MONO AMPS BALANCES MAGE MINT
PIONEER C73 PREAMP M73 POWER AMP MINO
MARK LEVINSON NO 23 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
NAD ESL 63 PROFESSIONAL SERIES SPEAKERS BLACK
GRADIENT SUBWOOFERS FOR ESL 63 011ADS BLACK MINT
THIEL CS Si SPEAKERS PIANNO BLACK NIAI
GRYPHON IT P96 AMP PLU MC
ELECTROCOMPANIET AW100 DA113 BAL AMP
SPENDER SP
SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
ALON IV SPEAKERS OAK MINE
MERIDAN OSP 5010 DIGITAL ACTIVE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MW
JAN U_ANY SALE
CALTEMPEST 2VALVE CO PLAYER MINT
MICRELL ARGO HR PREAMP WITH HERA LATEST
MARK LEVINSON MUSA PREAMP MINT
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED VGC
MARK LEVINSON NO20 REFERENCE MONO AMPS BAL
CLASSE AUDIO 01111 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4VALVE AMP MISS
QUM) 61a6 POWER AMP MINT
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT
APOGEE MINI GRAND GS SPEAKERS PIANNO BLACK & SUIS MINT
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
CHORD 1200 POWER AMP MINT

OODL ES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE

RING FOR DETAIL S

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED. - ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am 1.00pm SUN

USED

NEW

1,700
1,400
1,500
500

3,600
3,100
3.300
1,000

750
1.400
650
600

1,400
3.750
1,900
1,650

LOTS OF SILVER SOUNDS
CABLE AT HALF PRICE

_()LiJJ.

Yi

10am-7pm Closed Wednesday
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DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
Si PENFOLO COTTAGES.
PENFOLO LANE. HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS. HP15 50F1
101494) 714058 & FAX
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JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL ONE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 BLACK
TOWNSEND ROCK, PLINTH & COVER
MERLIN POWER SUPPLY
NAIM 72 AND 140
GRANT G200M 200w VALVE MONOS
BRYSTON 128 PHONO & BALANCED
BURMESTE 846 CHROME & BALANCED

755
£2 tn.
£5 290
£5 000
£4 480
£15 000
£8 500
£3 450
£2 700
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All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
Excepterai TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
Any one loudspeaker covers Itrds of musical spectrum.
Power handlIng - 35 watts/100 watts ( RUS)
HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE ,SACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded ,
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC 47p STAMP
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AUDIO (= LINKS
AUTUMN 1995
CATALOGUE
SPECIALIST COMPONENTS
AT REALISTIC PRICES

TEL/FAX
01724-870432
HI-FI NEWS &

RECORD REVIEW

FEBRUARY 1996

TRADE
Cello Performance monoblocks
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Musical Fidelity P270 Mkt 1
Beard P100 Mk11
Boulder 500M
Jadis Defy 7
Chord SPM 1000
Jadis JA30 monoblocks
Electrocompanet AWI00
Proceed AMP2
Jadis JA500 monoblocks
Krell KSA 100S
Jeff Rowland model 3
Tube Technology Genesis
McCormack ONA1
Krell KSA SOS
Audio Note Onga KU
Nairn Nap 250 ( new case)
Naim Hicap ( new case)
Goldmund Mimesis 3
Conrad Johnson MV50
Exposure VIII monoblocks
Audio Innovations 2nd Audio
LFD PA1/LS1
Trilogy 901/958
Musical Fidelity F15
Exposure dual IV ( X3)
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Copeland CTA 501
Meridian 555
Audiolab 8000 C/P ( old case)
Audio Synthesis Passion
Audio Research SP9 Mk11
Audio Research SP15 Mk11
Jadis JP80 mc
Jadis JPL
Classe DR6
Tesserac Tap-A line/phono
Tesserac Tala line
Naim NAC 82
Meridian 201/209
Heybrook Signature ( pre)
Audio Innovations 1,2
Audio Innovations Li
Audio Research LS2B Mkt 1

mint
mint
mint
mint

s/h £7500
s/h £4995
s/h £795
s/h £695
POA
mint s/h £3500
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £2250
as new £ 1395
as new £ 1395
mint s/h £8995
as new £4495
mint s/h £2795
mint s/h £ 1895
POA
as new £2995
mint sin
£23995
mint s/h £950
mint s/h £425
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h
f695
mint s/h £ 595
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £950
mint eh £2495
mint s/h £ 1350
mint s/h £ 595
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £ 395
mint s/h £ 395
mint s/h £350
mint s/h
f895
mint s/h £2895
as new £7995
as new £2495
mint s/h £2295
X-dem £3995
X-dem £895
mint s/h £ 1395
mint s/h £ 395
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £425
mint eh
£195
mint s/h £2750

MINT Sill - Secondhand, as good an example as you'll find anywhere.
AS NEW - Typically less than 4months old in new condition.
X-OEM - Typically as new.
VGC - Slightly less than mint. may have minor marks

TEL:
TEL:
FAX:

0181-392
0181-392
0181-392

1959
1963
1994

CLASSIFIED
Exposure XVII pre
Exposure IX • XIV
Burmester 808 line/phono
Audio lab 8000C ( new)
Musical Fidelity E100
Creek 4240
Audio Innovations S500
Naim Nail II (just serviced)
Alon V
Soundlab A3
Sonus Faber Minima Amators
Neat Petite
Sonus Faber Extremas • stds
KEF 103.4
Ruark Crusader II
Wilson Watt 3 Puppy 2 r. Paws
Apogee Caliper Sig
Dynaudio Audience 10
Sonus Faber Minima FM2
Apogee Stage * stand
ATC SCM 100 passive
Meridian DSP 6000
Proac Response II
Magneplanar 1.4
Sonus Faber Amators
Audio Pro Subwoofer
Muse 18 Subwoofer ( 300w)
Linn Kabers 4. Plinth
Tanoy Cheviots
Stan F81X
Ruark Accolades passive/active
Acoustic Energy AE2 ystands
Accuphase DP80 transport
Denon DCD Si
Mark Levinson No31 transport
Meridian 602/606
Meridian 508
Sony X333 ES
Cambridge CD3
Wadia 22 transport
Wadia 26 dac
Wadia 12 dac
Aucholab 8000 dac
DPA Ti transport
DPA PDM2 dac

as new £495
mint sih£ 1495
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £325
mint s/h £425
mint s/h £ 150
mint s/h £495
mint et £250
X-dem
f3495
mint s/h £3495
mint s/h £ 1095
mint silt £395
mint s/h £4495
mint s/h £750
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £6995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £325
mint eh
£495
mint s/h
f2250
vgc £ 1795
mint s/h
f5495
as new £ 1495
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £350
as new £ 1995
mint s/h £750
mint s/h £290
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £79)
mint sat £2995
mint s/h £3251)
mint s/h £4750
mint s/h £ 1490
as new £9511
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £395
as new £ 1650
as new £ 1995
as new £ 1195
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £995

Micromega CD2
Wadia 2000 transp/dar latest
Audio Research Dac 1
Wadia X64 dac
Mark Levinson No35 dac
P.S. Audio Ultralink
VPI TNT Mk 111
Alphason Symphony/Atlas
VPI TNT Mk11/Triplanar 111
Roskan Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz
Ana Xerxes/Chorus black
SME 20/V
Kuzma Stogi/Stabi pou
Lumley Stratosphere ST1
Voyd Vakli/RB300
Koetsu red
Ortofon MC7500
Michell ISO/Hera
Tesserac phono minim
Ouad FM4 ( grey)
Meridian 204
Sequera Panelizer
Nakamichi CRAB
Audio Synthesis EO+PS02

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

hi

CHOICE.fi

Equipment bought or part exchanged.
Full demonstration facility — by appointment.
Major credit cards accepted. Open 7days 9.30am - 8.00pm

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
new
mint s/h
mint s/h

£895
£4500
£995
£ 1995
£ 3750
£ 1195
POA
£ 1295
£2795

mint s/h
£1095
new
POA
mint s/h £995
new
POA
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £ 395
as new £ 1495
mint s/h £350
X-dem £995
mint s/h
f275
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £4495
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £350

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the HiFi Exchange we
have clients looking to purchase your
equipment.

CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

0181 392 1963

f
THERE'S A 'CI' TO HEAR THE HARLEQUIN

Typical high-O speaker systems and vented designs make compromises which trade off some important sound qualities for others The listener
must decide whether the price to be paid for an unnatural manufactured increase in apparent bass, for example, is too high. Regrettably
purchasers usually discover, to their cost, that bass which immediately sounded impressive on first hearing, leads to fatigue and ultimately becomes
tedious with a loss of excitement. In a market dominated by aplethora of speaker designs, the Harlequins stand out as an exception, since they
were carefully designed to meet the aspirations of highly critical listeners. For those who have never experienced the natural, detailed and
unpretentious quality of sound contained in alow-O design, we sincerely recommend acareful audition.
These may be the best speakers in the World, but unless you hear them, you'll never know.
If you're not entirely satisfied with your purchase, or if you can find abetter mini monitor / bookshelf speaker at £ 799.99, inside 30 days, the
following retailers will replace your purchase. Contact the manufacturer for more details or an appointment to audition, or call the following:
Rainham
Milton Keynes
Warrington
Belfast

Progressive Audio.
Audio Insight
Doug Brady Hi Fi
/eus Audio

0 1634
0 1908
0 I925
0 I232

389004
604949
828009
332522

Manufactured by Quantum Audio Ltd. 1, Oliphant Dr., Kilmarnock KA3 7JA.
Tel: 01563 571122
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SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

WANTED

.

'Lockwood Audio

FEBRUARY 1996

Callers welcome
Imperial Studios

by

appointment

Maxwell Road

Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

Analog..

auctions;

See ;slastersou(i
;
'FS
c'n
2
d
3'Aeib
Fidelity; Reference
Fie:cording; Sheffield Lab;
,VteN
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
T/n o Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records): DMP: Delos
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K
Eidinbridge; Telarc: Waterlily; EMI: Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest: Gerdes. DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts 01 Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC: Steeplechase: Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson: Alligator
BIS: Capri; Delmark; Denon: Dorian: ECM; Elektra: EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA: North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound: Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko: Gift Horse;
Catalogue $ 5.
Kamer Rhino: Rounder.

est

Information/ Order:
(
Fax:
913)
(913)
825-8609
825-0156

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS As

Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.

Audiophile International Presents

180

Pure Virgin Vinyl LP's
Analogue

BLUES HOOT

DCC Compact Classics
presents landmark
reproductions of classic

Blues Hoot

BROWNIE Me/HIM
BONNY TERRY
Ti..110.1110V.

This once in a lifetime paring of blues legends: Hopkins,
McGhee and Terry took place at the Ash Grove in Los
Angeles in August 1691. The Blues revival began in

!‘o

Remastered from the
original master tapes on
all-tube playback
machine and lacquer
cutter. Plating of the
lacquers is done the
same day as cutting,
using aslow, lowtemperature bath to

ernest when this great album was released. This is the
first- ever release of " Blues Hoot" that utilizes the recently
discovered original first- generation stereo mater tapes.
Tracks include " Big Car Blues", " Coffee House Blues".
LPZ 2007 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP
£ 25
GZS 1081 24kt Gold CD
£24

STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD
Jflfl 50111H0

Jazz Samba
This 1962 recording originally released on Verve was on
the crest of the tidal wave of Brazilian influenced jazz
that so besotted America. Getz was at the forefront of his
invasion and this LP demonstrates why. The acoustics of
this recording from All Souls Unitarian Church,
Washington DC are first rate and match the mood Getz

minimize groove echo
and loss of high
frequency information.

and Byrd create with these Brazilian classics.
LPZ 2011 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP

Pressings are made
with the recentlydeveloped HQ180+
process which produces
asuper-flat extra heavy
virgin vinyl disc of
unmatched sound
quality

GZS 1069 24kt Gold CD

£25
£24

SONNY ROLLINS
Saxophone Colossus
This ' Prestige Recording' from 1956 is considered Sonny
Rollins finest effort ever! One of the pivotal recordings in
bringing about the widespread acceptance of the modern
jazz saxophone as a major instrument in jazz. Rollins
displays humour, gentleness and adelicate feeling for

DCC is a company
name and does NOT
stand for Digital
Compact Cassette

SAXOPHONE COLOffli

SONNY 7111/4SÁ

beauty unsurpassed in recorded jazz. Features: St.
Thomas". " You Don't Know What Love Is", " Strode
Rode".
LPZ 2008 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP
£25
GZS 1082 24kt Gold CD
£ 24

Available Now From Audiophile International Ltd.

POSTAGE & PACKAGING:
First LP £3 + 75p per additional
First CD £2 + 50p per additional
sent first class Recorded Super Packed,
Also Available on 24kt Gold CD

To Order Visa / Access Call
24 Hour Fax

01276 855578
01276 855580

All Dealer inquiries on ALL products

01276 855530

for a better selection why not send for our yearly catalogue

CREAM - Wheels Of Fire2CD
BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 Revisited
CREAM - Fresh Cream

£35
£24
£24
£24

THE DOORS - The Doors
THE EAGLES - Hotel California

£24
£24
£24

THE DOORS - Strange Days
RAY CHARLES - Ingredient For Soul
BOB SEGER - Night Moves
PAUL McCARTNEY - Paul McCartney
McCARTNEY & WINGS - Band On The Run

£24
£24
£24

CREEDENCE CLEAR WATER - Cosmos Factory £24
CARS - Cars
£24
STEVE MILLER - Fly Like An Eagle
£24

118

By DCC

oi SAM ' LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

LIGHTNIN HOPKI.NS

music performances on
pure analogue 180gm
virgin vinyl LP's

THE DOORS - L.A. Woman

Pressings

£24

PAUL McCartney - Ram

£24
£24
£24
£24
£24

PHOEBE SNOW - Phoebe Snow
MILES DAVIS - Relaxin*
BLONDIE - Parallel Lines
PAUL McCARTNEY - Venus & Mars
OSCAR PETERSON - West Side Story

VINCE GUARALDI - Black Orpheus
SHELLY MANNE - My Fair Lady
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
THE DOORS - Waiting For The Sun
JOHN COLTRANE - Soultrane

£24

ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits

£24
£24
£24
£24

STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD - Jazz Samba
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI- Fl
GERRY RAFFERTY - City To City
BEACH BOYS - Endless Summer

JACKSON BROWNE - The Pretender
WES MONTGOMERY - Goin' Out Of My Head
LEON RUSSELL - Leon Russel
RAY CHARLES & BETTY CARTER

£24
£24
£24

STEVE MILLER - Book Of Dreams
WES MONTGOMERY - So Much Guitar
JOHN COLTRANE & PAUL QUINICHETTE

£24

RAY CHARLES - Greatest Country & Western

CREEDENCE CLEAR WATER - Bayou Country
EAGLES - Their Greatest Hits
LINDA RONSTADT - Greatest Hits
ELO - Eldorado

11141 NEWS 11, RECORD REVIEW

£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
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Audiophile International Presents

HQ

LP's, CD's, Accessories
The UK's Best Audiophile Selection
PHILADELPHIA JERRY RICKS

Audiophile International
present asmall
selection of labels we
carry

Empty Bottle Blues
There are a few terms that could discribe the sound of this
album, one of them would be ' in the room'. If you like that
relaxed traditional blues, one man, his guitar, and the bare
acoustics of a room, then this is for you. For such a simple
arrangement there is so much in this recording, but it is the
subtlety of air resonating in the body of his guitar and the
shape of his lyrics that make this simple Radioton pressing,
an equal to any audiophile release. LP only

£ 12

PINK FLOYD
Pulse ( 4LP Deluxe Box Set)
It was worth the wait, way better than Ithought EMI were
capable of achieving. Recorded in ' Q- sound with an all
analogue chain and pressed on 4x165gm vinyl with a
fantastic full colour hard back book, this set embodies
Floyd's latest concert. From 'Wish You Were Here' to there
latest album ' Division Bell' to the complete rendition of the
'Dark Side Of The Moon' album this is a must have.
4LP Box set

£ 44

TORUMAT
TM-7XH SUPER RECORD CLEANING SOLUTION
Our most popular and highly recommended

2

detergent- based non- alcohol cleaning formula.
Torumat TM-7XH is safe for all vinyl records and all
types of vacuum powered machines, including Nitty
Gritty, Record Doctor, VPI, Moth, Keith Monks and
£15.95
more.

Audiophile International Limited
01276 855578
01276 855580

To Order Visa / Access Call
24 Hour Fax
All Dealer Enquiries Call

01276 855530

MORE CLASSIC RECORDS
VERVE JAZZ 180gm HQ LPs
ELLA FITZGERALD - Clap Hands Here Comes... £25
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Back To Back £ 25
COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS £25
COLEMAN HAWKINS - Alive At The Village Gate £25
£25
BILLY HOLDAY - Songs For Distingue Lovers
£25
ELLA FITZGERALD - Let No Man Write My...
£25
BILL EVANS - Live At Montreux
£25
ELLINGTON & HODGES - Side By Side
£25
SONNY STITT - Blowing The Blues
£25
JOHNNY HODGES - Blues A Plenty

RCA 180gm HQ LPs
BOB & RAY - Throw A Stereo Spectacular

£37
£25

DICK SCHORY - Bang Baa-room & Harp

£25

HARRY BELAFONTE - At Carnegie Hall 2LP

CBS JAZZ 180gm HQ LPs
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out

£25

DUKE ELLINGTON - Blues In Orbit

£25

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Analogue Productions,
Analogue Audio
Association,
ATA,
B&W,
Cisco Music,
Clarity,
Classic Records LSC,
Verve jazz & CBS,
Concord,
DCC Compact Classics,
Discovery,
EMI,
Enja,
Golden String,
Grapevine,
Impulse jazz,
JMO,
Klavier,
MCA,
Mobile Fidelity,
Mosaic,
Opus,
Pope Music,
Reference Recordings,
Warner,
Three Blind Mice.

WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER

DECCA 180gm HQ LPs
SXL 2001 TSCHAIKOVSKY - 1812 ( LSO) £25
SXL 2002 BEETHOVEN - Concerto No .5 £25
SXL 2011 STRAVINSKY - Pet'ushka(Anersmet)£25
£ 25
SXL 2012 GRIEG - Peer Gynt ( LSO)

Audiophile International Ltd.

SXL 2017 STRAVINSKY - Firebird ( Anersmet) £25
!
£25
SXL 2020 ESPANA
SXL 2060 A Midsummers Nights Dream £25
SXL 2062 RAVEL / DEBUSSY • Mother Goose £ 25

the latest releases on standard vinyl. gold CD and
audiophile vinyl and the reassurance that your order

SXL 2092/3 TSCHAIKOVSKY The Nutcracker £45
£25
SXL 2155 LALO - Symphonie Espagnole

'95 gloss catalogue which contains the UKs largest
selection of audiophile recordings, then every month
receive free of charge ' update' catalogues containing
new releases and used mint condition LPs.

SXL 2249 BRAHMS
DVORAK
SXL 2266 ROSSINI
SXL 2289 DVORAK

- Hungarian Dances
- Slavonic Dances
- Overtures
- Symphony No.9

£25
£25
£ 25

£25
SXL 2302 HANDEL - Water Music
SXL 6035 BRUCH - Scottish Fantasia ( LSO) £25
SXL 6065 RAVEL - Bolero / La Valse
HONEGGER - Pacif.c 231
DUKAS - The Sorcers Apventic £25

P.O. Box 303. Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8RX.
If you really like music and want a better selection of

will reach you safely you ought to join our world wide
data base. Send £ 3 in postage stamps for our huge

To order;
Call one of our numbers, your order will be handled
that same day. First LP £ 3additional 75p. First CD £ 2
addtional 50p. Orders sent First Class Recorded. For
large orders and Pink Floyd - Pulse, use Parceline
Next Day fixed at £5.50.
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USED
700

NEW
1,300

900

1,300

TRIANGLE T6OSE (INC PHONO)

450

650

350

500

M IRAGE M 1SI BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

3,800

6,000

M IRAGE M 3SI BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

2,300

3,300

M IRAGE M5si BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

1,400

2,000

800

1,150

6,000

12,000

Don't miss some very special ' Show Offers' and save agreat deal during
the weekend.

Make anote in your diary

3,500

Enquiries to: The Great British I
li-Fl Show. PO Box 50. Chesterfield S40 4Y1'
(Formerly The Chesterfield I
li-Fi Show)

7,000

10am-7pm Closed Wednesday

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

1

EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITA VOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
DULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.

wices
•

3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside, DRIB 6AJ. Tel: (01652) 635523

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,

Full details, reviews etc. of our computerised postal
consultancy available from -

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES

will ASTOUND you. today and for many
years to come.

Call free to receive written details, all with
No Quibble Money- Back Guarantees

0800 - 45 44 68
b.) Copyright 1995 AudioGOLD

peAcnces

TO INCLUDE:

Why put up with inferior performance. when
with the help of

you can achie‘ eclose to / OW);

The RMS Revelation Series Loudspeakers

sous°

WANTED & FOR SALE

WANTED
Most listening rooms only allow systems to
achieve 50-60% of their full potential, and
some only 30-40%

"Magnificent Music"

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify or re-align any high-end equipment. We can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
component, ,ind can also offer avalve
matching service. Expect only the hest

fall units mint condition, boxed and full warranty)

'9 .`.q.

Buxton 13/14 April 1996

Look forward to seeing you at the best event of the HiFi year!

Absolute Tune-ups

VPI TN1 JNR. ET 2. Koutsu RED T.Bu, Roc K

•.5
-

See and Hear the newest equipment first hand, in the super atmosphere
of the Palace Hotel, where the large demonstration rooms offer some of
the best sounds around.

P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

950

900

.....4coultir

AUnique Opportunity to meet the designers in person and have all your
questions answered.

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m

AUDIO PHY SICS STEPS AND STANDS

RESTER EXPONENT POWER AMPS

Be Sure to visit the Great Bazaar where you'll find thousands of Records,
CDs, Components & Accessories, Furniture, Audio Publications etc,
there's agreat Valve and Vintage section too!
Exciting News for 1996... aspecialist secondhand equipment section
where you can be sure of finding many rare bargains.

SOLID SILVER

çj

JAN EX DEM SALE

RESTER SECTOR II (BALANCED)

To mark the Show's first decade, you're welcomed to enter our fabulous
Free to Enter Draw to win one of the Three Thousand Pounds worth of
prizes!

CLASSIFIED

LONDON

TRI1OGY 900 PRE (INC PHONO)

:\ Warm Invitation is extended to you, your family and friends at this, the
10th year of celebrating all that's Best in British Hi Fi.

IFC, 32, 36, 42

j.,\.,,IJD

AUDIOMECA DAMNATION ( TRANSPORT)
AUDIOMECA KREATURA ( PLAYER)

FREE ENTRANCE

Woodstock Music

TRADE
I :72

The Palace Hotel. Buxton Derbyshire
9.30am to 5.00pm each day

24

Spectra Dynamics

Connections

Saturday 13th (Si Sunday 14th April 1996

LEICESTER 1E2 80E TEL/FAX: 0116

2835821

OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME
•

The Journal for Audio Experimenters
Now in our third exciting year of
looking at things alittle bit differently.
Still only $ 20 / 4Issues. $24 Can.. $30 Europe. $ 35 Elsewhere
Sample $ 5 • MCNisa Accepted • Money back if not delighted
Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718

512-339-6229 volce/fax

In
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TRADE

CLASSIFIED

Sound Connections

•Mail Order Suppliers of Quality Hi Fi Accessories •

•Tel/Fax: 0151 348 1988 •

FOR A WIDE RANGE OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Speaker cables • Interconnects • Headphones • Cartridges Tonearms DACS • Equipment Tables • RCA and Banana Plugs • Record & CDs
AGENCIES INCLUDE
Chord Company Sonic Link • DNM Reson Audio Quest QED • lxos • Van Den Hul • Nordost • Kimber Kahle • Trichord • Sennheiser Beyer • Grado
Audio Alchemy Ortofon • Sumiko • Goldring • Target • Sound Style • Kontak • Townshend • Jecklin • W.B.T. • Mobile Fidelity • X10
WE OFFER A HOME TRIAL SER ( 1: ON A SELECTED RANGE OF CABLES AND ACCESSORIES
Please tele/fax for our winter product and price list. Mon- Fri 9.30 am to 8.00pm (Sat to 5.00pm)
• MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •

52 GREEN LANE, GREAT SUTTON, SOUTH WIRRAL, CHESHIRE, L664LE

TO ADVERTISE

SLATE AUDIO

PLEASE CONTACT

ESOTERIC DEVELOPMENTS

WARREN: 0 I81-686 2599

THE POWERHOUSE Quartz locked
power supply for Garrard 301/401 TD 124
and Universal. THE GREEN MONSTER
Marble plinth system ( R) for Garrard

Long known a,

THE SPEAKERSTAND Solid slate.
"BEST IN THE WORLD -.MICKEY
MOUSE Slate Gyrodec upgrade.

Jai,

nah,lu.c , anew

Billington Export Limited

TEL: 01525 384174 or 0421 624429

Itillingshurst. West Sussex R1114 9EZ
Fax: ( 01403)783519
Il-.)6 valve catak,gue

Telephone: (01403)784961

ask hly 4.1tir nee.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates:

Nr.. S
RE(.()R

\ *ALVES/TUBES

hne of premium-grade valve, in till the increasing & owl,' for hard-to-find nth&
BILLINGTON GOLD leature ,special', tested , al, es selected for lone life. low microphonv and low noise. Versions with gold plated pins includin gMCC. F.82(1.
E.83CC. ESSCC are available as well ll;gre pin versions of 6L6GC. 1
..2,AT7. I
2AU7, 12.A)7. 06732, ECC8 I. ECC82,
EF86. EL3-I. ELM. KT66. KISS etc.
BILLINGTON GOLD brand cows from avariety of countries around the world.
We haie carefully chosen the hest manuf nearer for each tn. with an emphasis on the highest audio quality. and product reliability.
We also stock one million valves by Brimar, GE USA. GLU UK. Milliard, Russia/Soviek, Tesla, Tungsram and other rare brands ;is well as sockets and CRT,.

301/401 and Universal platter mat.

HI‘TI

BILLINGTON GOLD

INTR(M1 t1\t,

301/401 TD124. THE GLASSMAT Garrard

Trade:

Private:

75p per
word.

65p per
word

Min £ 21.00

Min £ 17.00

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00

(These rates are

extra

inclusive of VAT)

EVIEW

Debit my credit card account ( tick as approponate)

Card Expiry Date

ri
=CAN

VISA

EKPRE55

Credit Card No:

Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
the heading

insertions under

Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to

LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE.
CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes

No

If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name
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The Stones
are Stripped
for
interactivity,
but that's
only one of
five reasons
why music
lovers must
have
CD-ROM

Voodoo Lounge
and Musical
Central '96 are
available from all
software shops,
Stripped from any
record store. To
order - lucky you Penguin's
Rock'n'Rom,
check the web-site
at •http:11www.
rocknrom.cont', or,
ifyou're not wired,
call 01664
481896. We're
offering Rockbase
Plus in next
month's Accessories
Club, but i
fyou
can't wait, call
Cravenplan
Computers on
01895 444603

122

H

old- outs who continue to
deny that the personal

computer has its place in
'home entertainment' are stretching
self-abnegation to the max. Five
new CD-ROM titles have dragged
the medium up to the ' must have'
level; these arrived within weeks of
each other, suggesting a burst in
CD-ROM's maturity.
After a classical start with
Microsoft's Great Composers CDROMs, the ' interactive' medium
saw pioneering rock discs from
Peter Gabriel, Prince and others.
But leave it to the crusty old Rolling
Stones to get it just right. The
Voodoo Lounge CD-ROM ( Virgin
7243 841100 00, for PC and Mac)
is as involving as acomputer game,
not surprising as Mick Jagger
recently stated that he was familiar
with Myst, one of the most
successful games of all time. And
Voodoo Lounge has aMyst-like feel:
you wander around it at your will,
exploring ' fully navigable 3D
environments'.
This CD-ROM expands on an
existing album; full- motion video,
decent sound ( given the sonic
butchery of most sound cards...),
songs and footage unique to the
CD-ROM, weird animation — it's
more than any computer- literate
Stones fan could desire. It's
complete in and of itself, neither
stilted nor limited like earlier CDROMs. Amusingly, though, the
next taste of interactivity is also
from the Stones. And it's ' free'.
Encoded in every normal CD
copy of the Stones' new album
Stripped (
Virgin 7243 8 41040 2 3)
is interactive material which doesn't
encroach upon the pure audio. It's
placed there using the I-TRAX
technology discussed by Barry Fox
['Technology', Dec ' 95]. You get
interview footage, on- screen lyrics
and agoodly chunk of the video for
'Like A Rolling Stone'. This disc
might be the most influential in the
bunch, especially as it doesn't cost
£30-plus and you get afull album's
worth of music even if you don't

own a PC or MAC. Why? Because
soon every computer-hip band will
employ I-TRAX, unlike the way
they ignored CD+Graphics ( CDG). But there's acatch to I-TRAX.
When I bought a copy of
Stripped, I had an aged Sony

the albums directly. It's yet another
method of direct-selling, in the way
that every copy of Windows 95 has
an automatic sign-up facility for
Microsoft's Internet service. Ijust
hope that the buyers for HMV,
Virgin, Tower and other music

double- speed drive which played
the I-TRAX portion perfectly. Days
later, while my PC was in for its
monthly overhaul ( thanks to the
evil Windows 95), Ihad anew sixspeed drive installed. Alas, I
learned the hard way what Barry
said in ' Technology': there's no
telling what drives are I-TRAXcompatible. So Idialled up the
Stones' Internet page to confirm
that.., my new drive would read ITRAX discs only as audio CDs.
Caveat emptor.
But such problems don't affect
regular CD-ROMs. The next three
are the sort of discs that record
collectors, trivial pursuers, critics
and even retailers have been
dreaming about ever since the term
'multimedia' entered the language.
Microsoft's circa-£ 40 Musk

stores know about this aspect of
Music Central '96 before they decide
to stock it. If some wag at
Microsoft happens to program in
phone numbers relevant to
European users, then those stores
are selling their customers an
invitation to shop elsewhere.
For the serious rock-hound, then,
we must turn to Terry Hounsome,
whose Rock Record discography
has been an essential purchase for
feverish collectors. At last, this
reference work has been converted
into a CD-ROM, the £ 49.95
Rockbase Plus being justifiably
subtitled ' The Ultimate Rock
Database'. Just look at the
numbers: it offers details of
400,000 tracks on 120,000 albums,
plus 100,000 singles, from 40,000
artists, with 280,000 musician
credits. All of this is crossreferenced, you can search out
information ( as you can with Music
Central ' 96) by artist, backing
musician, song title, country of
origin,
instrument,
record
company, catalogue number
(smoke that, Bill) or year of release.
No, it's not as smooth and easy to
use as Music Central ' 96, but it
works fine once you get used to
typing in band names under ' Last
Name, First Name'. ( For example,
'Sam &', followed by ' Dave'.)
What's so heart-warming about
the Hounsome disc is that it
includes a facility to print up a
correction sheet if you find any
errors, or an additions sheet for
omissions; Hounsome's that kind of
guy. This one looks like it will be
updated
annually,
whereas
Microsoft updates Music Central
on amonthly basis via the Internet.
Which brings us to what must be
the ultimate CD-ROM. Penguin
has just issued the awesome
Rock'N'Roin, which promises

Central '96 is part of the software
giant's ' Home' series of educational
programs, the most familiar being
Cinemania, the multimedia film
guide. And Music Central ' 96 is
clearly
the
popular
music
equivalent of Cinemania. It provides

you with 5000 album reviews from
the pages of Q, 8000 musician
biographies from the Guinness
Encyclopaedia Of Popular Music, '
indepth information' on 60,000
albums, plus — and here's where it
`outmultimedias' the rest — 2000
still photos, 50 song clips and 30minutes worth of rare footage in
full-motion video. But compromise
is built into this all-singing/alldancing package: this is directed at
the kind of saps who buy Simply
Red albums and think that Blur are
original. But the depth of the data
doesn't even extend to album
catalogue numbers. Instead, the
'detailed information' consists of
product codes and an ' 800'
number so Americans can order

information on ( Iswear) 400,000
'works', 800,000 recordings,
12,000 places, 6000 record labels,
9000 arrangers, 5000 studios,
10,000 producers, 100,000 writers,
90,000 artists, 62,000 popularity
charts and a load more — all on
one disc. But, as you might have
guessed, it's aimed at the record
industry, at the pro user. Which
explains its tax-deductible, £ 999plus-VAT price tag.
Fret not, though: you also get
one year's worth of upgrades for
your thousand clams...
Ken Kessler
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science applied to every aspect of this system means that music is reproduced with no loss of.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
integrated amplifier. E50 stereo FM tuner.E60 compact disc player. For the name of the hi-fi dealer nearest you, contact Musical Fidelity on 0181 900 2866.

STUDIO SERIES
A REFERENCE STANDARD FOR ALL CRITICS
studio 2- 12 - 205

•

STUDIO 2

•
STUDIO DEMIS

"Tonal clarity is superlative
throughout the frequency
range, with treble and
midrange singing beside fast,
weighty bass... Visually, the
studio 2s are aminiature
work of art. Their metal drive
unas fit snugly into the real
wood veneer.., offer aperformance
of outstanding value."

Riverside Hi Fi, East
,Twickenham
Tel: 0181 892 7613
Sevenoaks Hi Fi,
Sevenoaks
Tel: 01732 459555
,University Audio,
Cambridge
Tel: 01223 354237
Norman ACE°,
Tel: 01772 2530er
Music Matters,
Birmingham
Tel: 0121 429 2811
Martins Hi Fi, Norwich
Tel: 01603 627010
Phase 3Hi Fi, Worth'
Tel: 01903 245577
RIF Audio Visu
Cambourne
Tel: 01209 4710
Stratford Hi Fi, S
Upon Avon
Tel: 01789 414533

or

STUDIO 12

Main photo: Studio 50

!e

"The 12s really are superb,
with breathtaking clarity and
detail... glorious pin-sharp
focus.., smooth, detailed
treble.., immensely listenable
balance._ gorgeous styling.
This level of performance is
difficult to find anywhere,
really rather fabulous speakers.

STUDIO 20 SU
"Monitor Audio's
Studio 20 SEs in our
reference system, about the
highest recommendation
we could give"

MONITOR AUDIO LTD
Designers and manufacturers of
high quality audio equipment
Unit 34 Clifton Road,
Cambridge CBI 4ZW England.
Telephone: (101223) 242898/246344
Fax: (01223: 214532

STUDIO 50
"Superb, detailed, accurate big brother of Studio 20SE"

